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Preface

This volume has its roots in the Cultural Tourism Research Project launched in 1991 by the 
 Association for Tourism and Leisure Education (ATLAS). Over the years, this project has 
involved a large number of researchers from many countries around the globe in under-
taking various forms of cultural tourism research. Details of these activities can be found on 
the website at http://www.tram-research.com/atlas. As outlined in this volume, much of 
the early research effort was directed at gathering empirical data on the profi le of cultural 
tourists, their motivations and behaviour, mainly through survey research. Although this 
activity has greatly improved our knowledge of what cultural tourists do, recent meetings 
of the ATLAS Cultural Tourism Research Group have identifi ed a growing dissatisfaction 
with this more traditional quantitative approach. Critical members, in particular Esther 
Binkhorst, Marjan Melkert and Katleen Vos, all three of whom are contributors to this vol-
ume, therefore began to plead for  a qualitative-oriented research  philosophy as a breeding 
ground for methodological innovations which could enrich the fi eld of cultural tourism 
studies with new insights and perspectives. In 2007 a call for papers was launched among 
both members of the group and the global cultural tourism research community, resulting 
in the chapters collected in the current volume. The intention was to focus more attention 
on the how questions relating to cultural tourism research rather than just the what. To this 
end, authors were asked to concentrate on describing the methods used in their research, 
rather than the fi ndings. They were also asked to refl ect on the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the methods used, and the improvements and developments that could be realized 
by other researchers.

The result is more of a handbook of cultural tourism research methods than a textbook 
consisting of analysis of case studies. It gives practical illustrations of how specifi c meth-
ods have been applied in the fi eld, rather than explaining the details of specifi c techniques 
(which are often described more generally and at greater length elsewhere). The intention 
is to give (cultural) tourism researchers a clear understanding of the ways in which differ-
ent methods have been or could be deployed and to help them assess the merits and pitfalls 
of each. Focusing on the how, the index provides an alphabetical overview of the research 
methods, thus offering a useful aid to discovering parallels and cross-relationships between 
the applications of methodologies through the different chapters. 

http://www.tram-research.com/atlas


x Preface

We are very grateful to all the researchers for their contributions to the current volume 
and especially to the members of the ATLAS Cultural Tourism Research Group, either 
through the chapters published in this collection or through their participation in the 
research activities of the group in general. The group has always functioned according to 
open source principles and is constantly seeking to involve new researchers and new ini-
tiatives in its projects, with a view to realizing the ideal of a researchers’ learning commu-
nity. We hope that this volume will help to stimulate further discussion about cultural 
tourism studies and research methods in the years to come.

Greg Richards and Wil Munsters
Tilburg and Maastricht

September 2009
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1 Developments and Perspectives in 
Cultural Tourism Research

Greg Richards and Wil Munsters

Introduction

Cultural tourism is one of the oldest forms 
of travel and still continues to be a main-
stay of the tourism industry in most parts 
of the world. According to the OECD 
(2009), cultural tourism accounted for 
around 40% of all international tourism, or 
360 million arrivals in 2007. Although it is 
often diffi cult to distinguish these ‘cultur-
ally motivated tourists’ from other travel-
lers because of the growing tendency 
towards mixed holiday motives, they are 
particularly desirable for destinations seek-
ing to attract ‘high quality’ tourism and 
high value tourists. 

As cultural tourists began to arrive in 
growing numbers and spend relatively 
large amounts of money, the early research 
focus was on the economic impact of cul-
tural tourism. In recent years, however, 
these tourists have increasingly aroused 
research interest because of the social and 
cultural dimensions of cultural tourism. 
Attracting cultural tourists has become a 
common strategy for countries and regions 
seeking to conserve traditional cultures, to 
develop new cultural resources and to cre-
ate a cultural image (OECD, 2009). Much 

cultural tourism research today therefore 
concentrates on the qualitative nature of 
the experience and the impact of cultural 
tourism, both for the tourists themselves 
and for the places and peoples they visit. 

As the interest in cultural tourism 
research has grown, so has the range of 
 methods and techniques used to explore 
this phenomenon. As this volume shows, 
early quantitative, largely survey-based 
approaches have been increasingly supple-
mented by more qualitative approaches, 
drawing on new perspectives on the social, 
cultural, psychological, anthropological and 
spatial aspects of cultural tourism. The aim 
of this book is to review a representative 
range of innovative approaches to cultural 
tourism research, illustrating how such 
methods can help to illuminate different 
aspects of the complex phenomenon of 
 cultural tourism. 

This introductory chapter provides a 
synopsis of trends in cultural tourism 
research. In addition to a review of the lit-
erature, the chapter refers to the case stud-
ies developed in the present volume to 
illustrate the different paradigms in cultural 
tourism research and the increasing shift 
towards qualitative methods.
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A Brief Review of Cultural 
Tourism Research

The fi elds of cultural tourism research 

There has been a dramatic growth in cul-
tural tourism research in recent decades as 
the search for cultural experiences has 
become one of the leading motivations for 
people to travel. The rapid expansion of 
cultural tourism has attracted the attention 
of a growing number of researchers and pol-
icy makers, vastly increasing the scope of 
cultural tourism research. 

Tourism research in general began to 
expand rapidly during the 1980s, which saw 
‘an overall and steady increase in published 
research on tourism’ (Sheldon, 1991: 483). 
This growth was also refl ected in the fi eld of 
cultural tourism. The cultural tourism bib li-
ography compiled by the Association for 
Tourism and Leisure Education (ATLAS) 
Cultural Tourism Research Group indicates 
that the volume of cultural tourism research 
has grown considerably in recent decades. 
The number of sources listed tripled between 
the early 1990s and the second half of that 
decade, and in the fi rst 5 years of the new 
century the level of output remained high 
(Fig. 1.1). 

There are many reasons for this growth 
in cultural tourism research. The desire of 

countries and regions to develop cultural 
tourism and particularly to tap its economic 
potential has generated more research on 
cultural tourism markets and the economic 
impact of cultural tourism. As cultural tour-
ism has grown, so its social and cultural 
impacts have also become more evident, 
stimulating an interest in the fi eld from 
scholars in other disciplines, particularly 
sociology and anthropology. The desire of 
regions and cities to distinguish themselves 
in a globalizing world has produced a raft of 
studies related to image and identity. The 
growth of tourism as an area of consump-
 tion and experiences has stimulated more 
research on the consumption patterns of cul-
tural tourists and the psychological mecha-
nisms behind their behaviour. As more 
cultural tourists start to explore the everyday 
lives and cultures of the people they visit, 
there has also been more attention paid to 
the issue of intercultural communication. 

As this analysis of growth factors shows, 
the fi eld of cultural tourism research has 
diversifi ed. Many of the early studies of cul-
tural tourism were descriptive, providing 
demographic and socio-economic profi les of 
cultural travellers and their behaviour. Dur-
ing the early 1990s there was an explosion in 
the study of the relationship between tourism 
and cultural heritage, linked to the discovery 
of heritage as one of the ‘General Motors’ of 
the postmodern economy  (Richards, 1996). 

Fig. 1.1. Number of sources listed in the ATLAS Cultural Tourism Bibliography by time period.
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In the mid-1990s cultural attractions became 
major features of the economy of both urban 
and rural destinations. The ‘new cathedrals 
of consumption’ (Ritzer, 1999) depend on 
being able to attract large numbers of cultural 
tourists to valorize their cultural content and 
to maximize economic impacts. The creation 
of the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao is per-
haps the prime example of such an iconic 
development strategy (Plaza, 2000), but 
numerous other locations, including Las 
Vegas, Abu Dhabi and La Rioja, have also 
invested in such attractions. This policy of 
cities and regions to create their own muse-
ums as weapons for their economic and mar-
keting arsenal has led to a proliferation of 
studies on cultural tourism marketing and 
product  development (Munsters, 2007). 

Diversifi cation in research topics con-
tinued through the 1990s as cultural tourism 
became linked to contemporary and popular 
culture (e.g. Hughes, 2000). These new forms 
of cultural tourism have appeared in both 
urban and rural environments, because the 
need to differentiate places and attract 
inward investment has become more acute 
(OECD, 2009). In the late 1990s, the link 
between cultural tourism and cities therefore 
became even stronger as a wider range of 
urban cultural and creative resources was 
utilized for tourism (Bianchini, 1999). Cities 
such as Amsterdam (Dahles, 1998), Barce-
lona (Dodd, 1999), Lisbon, Rotterdam, Turin 
(Russo and van der Borg, 2002) and Sydney 
(Collins and Kunz, 2007; see also Chapter 8, 
this volume) all began to deploy a wide range 
of popular and contemporary cultural 
resources along with the more traditional 
heritage product. The diversifi cation of con-
sumption and production into different and 
more specifi c forms of culture went on 
through the early years of the 21st century, as 
niche markets emerged, including wine tour-
ism (Hall et al., 2000), gastronomic tourism 
(Hjalager and Richards, 2002), architecture 
tourism (Lasansky and McLaren, 2004), festi-
val tourism (Robinson et al., 2004) and expe-
riential tourism (Smith, 2006). 

Attention was also paid to cultural 
tourism as performance and how cultural 
consumption could give symbolic meaning 
to tourists and tourist sites (Edensor, 1998). 

The tourists’ experience of different kinds 
of cultural places was also examined, in 
terms of the role of both symbolic consump-
tion and production in developing destina-
tions (Herbert, 2001). The development of 
the ‘experience economy’ (Pine and  Gilmore, 
1999)  created more interest for the role of 
visitor experiences in tourism and the way 
in which destinations could use their 
 cultural resources to develop those experi-
ences (Richards, 2001). 

The need to tie culture more closely to 
the local in the face of global serial repro-
duction has seen creativity emerge as a major 
area of cultural tourism research. Creative 
development strategies can be employed in 
both urban and rural environments and can 
use creativity as a direct tourist attraction or 
as a backdrop to add to the atmosphere of 
places. That is the reason why the most 
recent wave of cultural tourism research has 
been linked to the rise of the creative econ-
omy, examining the relationship between 
tourism, culture and creativity in urban and 
rural environments (Richards and Wilson, 
2007; Wurzburger et al., 2009). The develop-
ment of creative tourism has also seen 
research develop into different forms of cre-
ativity among tourists, such as language 
learning (Kennett, 2002) and textile arts 
(Miettinen, 2007). 

The evolution of cultural tourism stud-
ies shows obvious parallels to the general 
development of tourism research as ana-
lysed by, amongst others, Xiao and Smith 
(2006), who note a growing economic and 
industry orientation in tourism research in 
the 1980s, followed by an increase of socio-
cultural studies in the 1990s. 

The methods of cultural tourism research 

As the concerns of tourism research in 
 general and cultural tourism research in 
particular have changed, so have the 
 methods employed. In the 1980s cultural 
tourism research tended towards quantita-
tive work, often in the form of participant 
surveys  submitted to statistical analysis. 
Examples include Berrol’s (1981) work on 
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the motivations of American cultural travel-
lers, the Irish Tourist Board’s (1988) deve-
lopment of an inventory of cultural tourism 
resources in Europe, and Formica and 
Uysal’s (1998) study of the profi le of visitors 
to an Italian festival. 

In the early 1990s the discovery of cul-
tural heritage as an economic development 
tool stimulated many quantitative studies 
of visitors to heritage sites, again usually 
based on surveys. Prentice (1993) studied 
visitors to heritage sites in the UK, and 
Davies and Prentice (1995) profi led non-
consumers of heritage. In the USA, a posi-
tion paper on cultural tourism was produced 
by the National Endowment for the Arts 
(1995), which included a profi le of cultural 
travellers. In Europe, Bywater (1993) drew 
on a number of quantitative research sources 
to develop a typology of cultural tourists. In 
1991, the ATLAS Cultural Tourism Research 
Project was launched, with the specifi c aim 
of collecting more market information about 
the profi le of cultural tourists and their 
behaviour. This work is largely based on 
large-scale surveys of visitors to cultural 
sites (see Chapter 2, this volume). Another 
main stream in cultural tourism research 
concentrated on the economic impact of 
iconic buildings and mega events (Herrero 
et al., 2007). These types of cultural tourism 
studies are usually characterized by a quan-
titative approach based on economic multi-
plier methodology and visitor surveys. In 
recent applications of Pine and Gilmore’s 
(1999) experience economy concept, sur-
veys have still been used to operationalize 
the different dimensions of the visitor expe-
rience (see Chapter 2).

As the 1990s progressed, however, cul-
tural tourism studies became more and 
more based on qualitative methodology, as 
research shifted to the social and cultural 
aspects of cultural tourism production and 
consumption, particularly as the class-
based nature of cultural tourism became 
evident. Much of this research drew on the 
work of Bourdieu (1984) relating to the 
class-based nature of taste and the accumu-
lation of cultural capital. Although Bour-
dieu’s original work was based on large-scale 
surveys of museum visitors, the later appli-

cations of his ideas in cultural tourism were 
more often related to qualitative studies, 
with in-depth interviews as a main research 
instrument (Richards et al., 2001). Bour-
dieu’s concept of distinction became an 
important plank in the research on the 
meaning of cultural tourism consumption 
and the ways in which this could contribute 
to building identities for tourists as well as 
the places they visited (e.g. Richards, 
1996).

The multiplication of cultural facilities 
and events around the globe has stimulated 
the discussion about the authenticity of dif-
ferent forms of culture used for tourism 
 purposes. Much of this research has been 
conducted through in-depth interviews 
with tourists and cultural producers, and 
increasingly through content analysis of 
written documents and digital media relat-
ing to such features (brochures, websites, 
etc.). One of the fi rst comprehensive studies 
was Picard’s (1996) work on Bali. Similar 
analyses of the authenticity of culture have 
been conducted in Scotland (MacDonald, 
1997), New Zealand (McIntosh and Pren-
tice, 1999), North America (Chhabra et al., 
2003) and Hong Kong and Macau (McCart-
ney and Osti, 2007). 

The volume Tourism, Creativity and 
Development edited by Richards and  Wilson 
(2007) provides a number of examples of 
 creative development strategies, examined 
through a range of research methodologies, 
both quantitative and qualitative, and a 
range of instruments, including surveys, case 
 studies, in-depth interviews and grounded 
theory. 

The overall trajectory of cultural tour-
ism research therefore describes an arc 
through different research methodologies 
and methods. In general, however, the major 
shift in recent years has been the increasing 
utilization of qualitative research methods. 
As cultural tourism has developed, so there 
has been a desire to understand in greater 
depth the reasons why people undertake 
cultural consumption during their holidays 
and what this behaviour means to them and 
the attractions and destinations they visit. 
This has produced a shift towards more 
qualitative forms of research, often small-
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scale studies designed to interpret how 
 cultural tourism functions. There has also 
been a recognition of the importance of 
intangible factors such as ‘atmosphere’ and 
‘liveliness’ in attracting tourists, which 
are diffi cult to capture using quantitative 
research methods based on description, 
measuring and generalization to the whole 
(statistical) population. 

General Aspects of Qualitative Research 

Denzin and Lincoln (1994: 2) defi ne qualita-
tive research as:

multi-method in focus, involving an 
interpretive, naturalistic approach to its 
subject matter. This means that qualitative 
researchers study things in their natural 
setting, attempting to make sense of, or 
interpret phenomena in terms of the 
meanings people bring to them. Qualitative 
research involves the studied use and 
collection of a variety of empirical materials, 
case study, personal experience, introspec-
tive, life history, interview, observational, 
historical, interactional, and visual texts that 
describe routine and problematic moments 
and meanings in individuals’ life.

Ritchie and Lewis (2003: 5) indicate that 
‘qualitative methods are used to address 
research questions that require explana-
tion or understanding of social phenomena 
and their context’. Riley and Love (2000: 
169) argue that the growing use of qualita-
tive methods has effectively represented a 

paradigm shift in tourism research (Table 
1.1). 

The emergence of the qualitative 
research paradigm is evident in the growth 
of tourism studies based on a qualitative 
approach (Phillimore and Goodson, 2004). 
Likewise, Xiao and Smith (2006) indicate 
that there has been a decline in economically 
oriented studies and a rise in qualitative 
studies of socio-cultural issues and commu-
nity development. Ballantyne et al. (2009) 
confi rm that these trends have continued in 
recent years and interestingly note that there 
has been a decline in the number of cultural 
tourism articles in major tourism journals 
(although this may have much to do with the 
diffi culty of defi ning ‘cultural tourism’).  On 
the other hand, Riley and Love (2000: 180) 
argue that ‘there is little doubt that the “dom-
inant” paradigm is positivism’ and Tribe 
(2006) also states that most tourism research 
is still economics-based, which favours a 
quantitative approach. 

Table 1.2 indicates that the pace of 
change in qualitative research has acceler-
ated over time. It is noteworthy that in recent 
times qualitative researchers have tended to 
consider their research as ‘sites for critical 
conversations about democracy, race, gen-
der, class, nation, freedom and community’ 
(Denzin and Lincoln, 2005: 14–20) and focus 
on the analysis of the performative dimen-
sion of their research, in order to understand 
their participation in the macro- and micro-
politics of meaning making, serves as a pri-
mary consideration in conducting qualitative 
research.

In the third edition of Denzin and Lin-
coln (2005), among the new methods added 
to their review of the fi eld were: indigenous 
inquiry, critical humanism and queer the-
ory, performance ethnography, focus groups 
and critical pedagogy, cultural and investi-
gative poetics, qualitative evaluation and 
social policy, Foucault’s methodologies and 
online ethnography. 

Qualitative Research in Tourism Studies

Qualitative tourism research remains fairly 
basic and does not go beyond the third phase 

Table 1.1. Changes in basic beliefs: dominant 
paradigms versus emergent paradigms.

Dominant paradigm
from

Emergent paradigm 
toward

Simple Complex
Hierarchy Heterarchy
Mechanical Holographic
Determinate Indeterminate
Linearly causal Mutually causal
Assembly Morphogenesis
Objective Perspective
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of the qualitative research evolution model 
put forward by Denzin and Lincoln (2005). 
This observation indicates that tourism 
research in general, and cultural tourism 
research in particular, have some way to go. 
In particular, Ateljevic et al. (2007) argue the 
need for critical perspectives in tourism 
research. In the same volume, Chambers 
identifi es the four principles of critical the-
ory as being interdisciplinary, refl ective, 
dialectical and critical. In her review of tour-
ism research, she concludes that in much 
work ‘there is an absence of any sort of criti-
cal refl ection on the paradigmatic assump-
tions on which the research is based’ 
(Chambers, 2007: 115). However, there are 
now some signs that tourism research is 
beginning to move ahead. Xiao and Smith 
(2006: 498), for example, ascertain that more 
attention has been paid to methodology in 
tourism journals in recent years: 

Citations of methodology-related 
headwords have consistently risen over 
the years. These include cross-references 
to theory (58 citations), model (57), 
multiplier (24), ethnography (14), 
multidisciplinary approach (10), compara-
tive study (7), and case study (5). In 
addition, several special issues were 
devoted to methodological topics in 
sociology, geography, anthropology, social 

psychology, methodology, semiotics, and 
gender/feminist studies. These special 
issues have helped foster theoretical 
constructs and the use of methodology in 
interdisciplinary research.

The breadth of approaches to the study 
of tourism suggests that the methodological 
fi eld is not simply divided into qualitative 
and quantitative research traditions. As 
Fielding (2003: 526) notes ‘The idea of qual-
itative method as an antidote to positivism 
both oversimplifi es positivism (logical posi-
tivism contains idealist and even relativist 
elements) and ignores the positivist strands 
in qualitative research’.

The growing range of methods 
employed and the increasing tendency 
towards mixed and multiple research meth-
ods mean that there is a growing range of 
tools available to the cultural tourism 
researcher. The research areas covered by 
the current volume therefore include a 
wide range of methods. The different chap-
ters illustrate applications of existing quan-
titative and qualitative research methods to 
the cultural tourism fi elds of study, such 
as surveys, in-depth interviews and partici-
pative observation, but also innovative 
research approaches and techniques are 
applied, varying from monitoring, audits 

Table 1.2. The historical development of qualitative research (based on Denzin and Lincoln, 2005).

Period Methodological shift

Traditional period (early 1900s to WWII) ‘Objective’ accounts refl ecting the positivist paradigm
Modernist phase (post-WWII–1970s) Formalization of qualitative methods, rigorous 

qualitative studies of important social processes
Blurred genres (1970–1986) Employment of a wide range of paradigms, methods 

and strategies
Crisis of representation (mid-1980s) Search for new models of truth, method and 

representation
Postmodern period of experimental ethnographic 

writing (1990–2004)
Making sense of crisis of representation through 

new compositions of ethnography, representations 
of the ‘Other’ and repressed voices

Post-experimental enquiry (1995–2000) Experimentation with novel forms of expressing 
lived experience, including literary, poetic, 
autobiographical and multivoiced

Methodologically contested period (2000–2004) Tension, confl ict, methodological retrenchment
The future (2005–) Methodological backlash associated with ‘Bush 

science’ and the evidence-based social movement
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and visitor-tracking studies to Internet-
based research methods. 

Aims and Objectives of the 
Current Volume

This volume has been compiled to help fi ll a 
gap that was identifi ed within the framework 
of the ATLAS Cultural Tourism Research 
Project (see Chapter 2). Since 1991, this proj-
ect has generated a large amount of data and 
analysis of the behaviour, activities and 
motivations of cultural tourists around the 
world (Richards 1996, 2001, 2007). Although 
our knowledge about the profi le of the cul-
tural tourist has grown, it has also, however, 
become increasingly obvious where the gaps 
in the research programme currently lie. In 
particular, there has been a concentration on 
quantitative methods in order to analyse 
what cultural tourism is and what cultural 
tourists do. At recent ATLAS meetings, 
members of the group presented an analysis 
of future research needs, particularly empha-
sizing the need for qualitative and innova-
tive research techniques to deepen and 
enhance our knowledge of cultural tourism. 
In essence, the research questions need to be 
extended from the what towards the how of 
cultural tourism research.

In dealing with the how of cultural 
tourism research, this volume does not seek 
to engage with detailed debates about 
research methodologies, nor is it an exhaus-
tive handbook of research methods, sub-
stantial coverage of which is available 
elsewhere. This book seeks to provide a 
‘taster’ of different research approaches, 
which can stimulate researchers to look at 
different methods and apply them, broaden-
ing the fi eld of cultural tourism research. It 
provides concrete examples of how a range 
of methods have been applied and consid-
ers their strengths and weaknesses. 

In moving from what to how in cultural 
tourism, we are also less concerned with 
defi ning what cultural tourism is. This issue 
has been debated at length elsewhere (e.g. 
Richards, 2001), and as the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics (2001) argues:

Given the broad range of views on what 
constitutes cultural tourism, it appears that 
the feasibility of developing an agreed 
defi nition for cultural tourism is not high . . . 
We believe that ideally an agreed defi nition 
would be used by all those undertaking 
research in the area; the existence of such a 
defi nition would improve the comparability 
of results across studies and across time. 
However, the existence of an agreed 
defi nition is not vital. Instead, research that 
is relevant and fi t for purpose that makes 
use of a valid measure of cultural tourism 
can still further our understanding of 
cultural tourism in Australia.

We would tend to agree with the sentiment 
that defi ning cultural tourism is not a pre-
requisite for conducting research. This also 
seems to hold for the majority of the authors 
in the current volume, few of whom have 
specifi ed a defi nition of cultural tourism. As 
Richards (Chapter 2) suggests, perhaps the 
most practical approach is to let the tourists 
themselves subjectively defi ne the type of 
tourism they are engaged in while consum-
ing culture. 

Review of Chapters in the 
Current Volume

The chapters in this volume provide a range 
of examples of how research in cultural 
tourism has been conducted and the types 
of methodological approaches which have 
been used. The chapters are grouped accord-
ing to the methodological approaches 
adopted, covering quantitative, qualitative 
and mixed methods, according to the disci-
plinary focus chosen by the authors. 

In this chapter, an introduction is given 
to the evolution of methods in the tourism 
fi eld as a whole and cultural tourism research 
in particular. In Chapter 2, Greg Richards 
argues that surveys of visitors to cultural 
locations have made an important contribu-
tion to our knowledge of cultural tourism. 
He describes the ATLAS Cultural Tourism 
Research Pro ject, analysing how surveys 
have been used to investigate a number of 
key concepts in the fi eld of cultural tourism, 
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including  cultural capital of the tourist and 
the nature of the cultural tourist experience. 
He illustrates how concepts can be opera-
tionalized through questionnaires and high-
lights the challenges of questionnaire design, 
sampling and data analysis.

In Chapter 3, Marjan Melkert and 
Katleen Vos examine the contribution made 
to cultural tourism research by other 
 disciplines and methodological approaches. 
In particular they try to sketch a theoretical 
framework for cultural tourism research, 
reviewing the many different quantitative 
and qualitative metho dologies that have 
been adopted in the fi eld. Examining the 
sources of knowledge relating to cultural 
tourism, they argue for a multidisciplinary 
approach and in particular emphasize the 
need to select the methodological approach 
best suited to the problem at hand.

Esther Binkhorst, Teun den Dekker 
and Marjan Melkert extend the argument 
for a mixed methodological approach fur-
ther in Chapter 4, by arguing that the start-
ing point for research in tourism should 
be the human being, placed in relation 
to a specifi c time–spatial context. This 
approach leans on the ethnographic per-
spective and argues that in a world of blur-
ring boundaries between culture, tourism, 
work, leisure and other fi elds of human 
activity, one has to examine the ‘experi-
ence environment’ of the tourist. This 
 context consists of all the people and phe-
nomena that surround and interact with 
the tourist. As the very nature of ‘cultural 
tourism’ is compromised by the increased 
blurring of boundaries between tourism 
and culture, it is more sensible to consider 
the values attached to such behaviour, 
their ontological status and the question as 
to how the value of things is determined. 
They argue that one should take not just 
subjective or objective standpoints, but 
rather accept that there is value in mixing 
these two standpoints. They examine a 
range of new methods that can be used to 
examine the increasingly blurred boundar-
ies of cultural tourism consumption and 
production.

Part II deals with mixed qualitative–
quantitative approaches in cultural tourism 

studies. In Chapter 5, Wil Munsters shows 
how the ATLAS surveys have been 
 deve loped and extended to produce a ‘cul-
tural destination experience audit’, based 
primarily on surveys with cultural tourists 
and observation by means of mystery 
 tourist visits to service providers. The 
audit makes it possible to measure the visi-
tor’s experience in a particular cultural 
destination by combining different per-
spectives on visitor experience through 
 triangulation.

László Puczkó, Edit Bárd and Júlia Füzi 
examine a combination of three different 
research tools in their study of an open-air 
museum in Hungary in Chapter 6. Ques-
tionnaires served to gather information on 
visitor profi les and behaviour, while visit 
time diaries were used to map visitor fl ows 
and time spent in different parts of the park 
and photo diaries analysed how visitors 
perceive the different elements of the 
museum as well as the image of the whole.

In Chapter 7, ‘grand tour’ questions 
are used by Dorothy Fox, Jonathan Edwards 
and Keith Wilkes as an aid to understand-
ing garden visiting. Following Spradley’s 
developmental sequence, they illustrate 
how ‘grand tour’-type questions can be 
used to develop a richer understanding of 
visitor motivation and behaviour. They 
trace the different steps of the research 
process, including informant location, the 
interview, the ethnographic record and 
posing descriptive questions. Resident and 
garden visitor surveys were then combined 
with ethnographic interviews to examine 
the basis of decision making in garden 
 visitation. 

Jock Collins, Simon Darcy and Kirrily 
Jordan illustrate the use of mixed methods to 
study ethnic precincts in Sydney, Melbourne 
and Perth (Australia) in Chapter 8. Surveys 
of visitors to ethnic precincts were used to 
examine the impressions, expectations and 
activities of cultural tourists. The surveys 
were supplemented with in-depth key infor-
mant interviews, and photos were used to 
collect images of the ethnic icono graphy and 
ethnic façades of the precincts. Data on the 
public representations of the precincts were 
collected from annual reports, corporate 
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plans, brochures, advertising and newspaper 
articles.

In Chapter 9, Deborah Edwards, Tracey 
Dickson, Tony Griffi n and Bruce Hayllar 
review methods for analysing visitors’ 
 spatial behaviour, including large surveys, 
 traffi c and people counts, travel or trip 
 diaries and observation. They show how 
GPS technology now makes it possible to 
accurately track the paths visitors are taking 
and to provide greater understanding of 
their socio-spatial behaviour. A study con-
ducted in two Australian cities, Sydney and 
 Canberra, illustrates the use of a number of 
methods including GPS tracking, photogra-
phy, a photo-sharing website, questionnaires 
and debriefi ng interviews. 

Part III of this volume presents a number 
of qualitative approaches to cultural tourism 
research. Grounded theory is used by Mario 
Castellanos-Verdugo, Francisco J. Caro-
González and M. de los Ángeles Oviedo-
García in Chapter 10 to analyse the attitudes 
of residents to tourist activity. Grounded 
theory enables researchers to integrate infor-
mation from a wide variety of sources. In this 
case semi-structured interviews with key 
informants are combined with the analysis 
of  secondary data and observation at public 
events. The different data sources were com-
bined using Atlas.ti software. The chapter 
compares and contrasts the fi ndings pro-
duced by the different research tools and 
illustrates how a combined methodology can 
yield richer data about the attitudes of differ-
ent actors towards tourism.

Video is a visual tool that is being more 
widely used in the social sciences. In 
 Chapter 11, Tijana Rakić argues that video 
can be used alongside traditional research 
methods in innovative ways in order to cre-
ate new visual knowledge in the fi eld of cul-
tural tourism. She draws on examples from 
a video made at the Athenian Acropolis, 
showing how this illuminates not only visi-
tor motivations, perceptions and experi-
ences but also facilitates the study of visitor 
movements and practices. The chapter also 
discusses the ethical issues of the use of 
video as well as the ‘fi t’ between video and 
the methodological underpinnings of differ-
ent research approaches.

In Chapter 12, Gregory Willson and 
 Alison McIntosh illustrate the use of a hierar-
chical probing technique based on the lad-
dering theory applied in marketing research, 
coupled with the use of photographs to facili-
tate greater emotional responses from tour-
ists. They show how such techniques can 
help to elicit more information on the multi-
layered meanings given to cultural experi-
ences by tourists.

Ana González Fernández, María Car-
men Rodríguez Santos and Miguel Cer-
vantes Blanco also use visual materials to 
research the images of residents and visitors 
of the city of León in Spain in Chapter 13. 
Using the qualitative technique of collage, 
they analyse the cognitive image of the city 
and atmosphere perceived by residents and 
tourists. They demonstrate how collage 
techniques can provide non-verbal informa-
tion and can be used to overcome commu-
nication barriers.

Part IV of the book deals with ethno-
graphic and relational approaches to 
 cultural tourism research. In Chapter 14, 
Xerardo Pereiro fi rst reviews the epistemo-
logical, methodological and technical 
underpinnings of anthropological research 
and then considers the integration of anthro-
pological research methods into the fi eld of 
cultural tourism. In applying these methods 
to the study of tourism development among 
the Kuna people of Panama, he illustrates 
their strengths and weaknesses.

In Chapter 15, Noel B. Salazar shows 
how a ‘glocal ethnography’ approach can 
capture the details of local cultural tourism 
complexities while at the same time paying 
attention to global processes and actors. 
Examining the role of local guides in Indo-
nesia, he draws on a wide range of local and 
global information sources to relate the 
lived reality of the guides with supralocal 
processes. Such holistic approaches can 
arguably help to uncover many of the impor-
tant processes taking place at the ‘glocal’ 
level of cultural tourism.

Chapter 16 presents an actor–network 
approach to cultural tourism studies 
by Carina Ren. It is argued that understand-
ing tourism places as heterogeneous net-
works or ‘tourismscapes’ helps to connect 
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global and local perspectives. The chapter 
illustrates the analysis of tourism through 
socio-material methods that attempt to 
capture the complexity of relationships 
between actors and networks. It shows 
how such complexities can be traced 

Table 1.3. Overview of the qualitative methods referred to in this volume.

Data collection 

Category of method Type of method Subtype of method
Chapter(s) in 
this volume

Textual methods Diary Researcher-employed diary 11
Visitor-employed diary 6

Oral methods In-depth interview 8, 11, 14, 15
Semi-structured interview 5, 10, 15
Unstructured interview 7
Photo-based interview 12
Laddering 12

Visual and audio-visual  methods Observation 10
Participant observation 14, 15
Participant observation, 

overt and covert
11

Tool = researcher-employed 
video

Structured participant 
observation 

5

Tool = mystery tourist
Researcher-employed 

photography 
12

Visitor-employed 
photography 

6, 9

Collage technique 13

Data analysis

Content analysis
Thematic analysis

supported by qualitative data-
analysis software

Semiotic analysis
Qualitative factorial analysis
Comparative method
Geotagging
Descriptive–explorative theories; 

actor–network theory

8, 9, 12
7

9
13
14
9
16

Simultaneous data collection and analysis 

Theory generation by induction: 
grounded theory
• theoretical sampling
• constant comparison method 

supported by qualitative data 
analysis software

10

through the example of a local Polish 
cheese and its relations to cultural tourism 
systems. 

Table 1.3 provides an overview of the 
different qualitative methods covered in the 
different chapters in this volume.
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2 The Traditional Quantitative Approach. 
Surveying Cultural Tourists: Lessons from the 

ATLAS Cultural Tourism Research Project

Greg Richards

Introduction

The practice of conducting surveys of 
 cultural tourists is well established in tour-
ist destinations around the world. Surveys 
can provide a useful means of studying visi-
tor activities, motivations, behaviour and 
expenditure. Although surveys and other 
quantitative methods of research are often 
regarded with disdain by proponents of 
qualitative approaches, surveys are often 
the only way to gauge the relative role of 
cultural tourism in a destination or the 
prevalence of cultural tourism consumption 
in the population as a whole. Surveys also 
provide a useful means of monitoring trends 
over time – a vital  concern in a fast-moving 
consumer marketplace. 

This chapter reviews some of the key 
issues in doing survey research in cultural 
tourism through the lens of the Association 
for Tourism and Leisure Education (ATLAS) 
Cultural Tourism Research Project, proba-
bly the largest and longest-running global 
research project in cultural tourism. The 
aim of this analysis is to illustrate the advan-
tages and disadvantages of survey methods 
in cultural tourism, to highlight some 
 common problems of these methods, to 
illustrate the infl uence of questionnaire 
design on responses and to demonstrate the 
way in which questions can be used to 

 operationalize specifi c theoretical concepts 
related to cultural tourism. 

The ATLAS Cultural Tourism 
Research Project

ATLAS is an international network of insti-
tutes in the fi eld of education and research 
in tourism, leisure and culture. ATLAS grew 
from an initial group of 18 European member 
universities to a network of around 300 orga-
nizations in over 70 countries worldwide by 
2009 (http://www.atlas-euro.org). The Cul-
tural Tourism Research Project was launched 
in 1991, with the support of the Tourism Unit 
of the European Commission. The research 
focused originally on visitors to cultural 
attractions in the European Union (EU), but 
the scope of the research has increased to 
cover fi rst Central and Eastern Europe and 
more recently Africa, Asia, Australasia and 
Latin America as well. The original aims of 
the research programme were to:

 Devise defi nitions of the nature and 1. 
scope of cultural tourism.

Collect data on cultural tourism visits 2. 
to European attractions.

Assess the profi le and motivations of 3. 
cultural tourists.

http://www.atlas-euro.org
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Develop case studies of cultural tour-4. 
ism management.

Many of these aims were at least partially 
 fulfi lled in the fi rst phase of the research 
 programme, which was undertaken in 
1991–1993, and the results of which were pub-
lished in Richards (1996). The initial visitor 
surveys covered 6300 interviews with visi-
tors to 26 cultural attractions in 9 countries.

The visitor research was repeated in 
1997, with over 8000 surveys at 50 sites in 
9 European countries. Some initial results 
of these surveys have been published in 
Richards (1998, 1999, 2001). The 1997 
research was expanded in scope to include 
countries then outside the EU (Hungary, 
Poland) and to include more ‘popular cul-
ture’ attractions and events. The notion of 
‘culture’ covered by the 1997 research is 
therefore somewhat broader than in the 
1992 research (Richards, 2001). 

A third survey wave was carried out 
between 1999 and 2001 and the scope of the 
research was again expanded to include 
more information on marketing issues and 
to include countries outside Europe for the 
fi rst time. The fourth major wave of surveys 
was conducted in 2004–2005, extending the 
research to Latin America for the fi rst time. 
Since then, the research instrument has 
been redesigned to be used over a longer 
period of time, and a smaller number of sur-
veys were completed each year in the period 
2006–2008. In total, over 40,000 surveys are 
now in the ATLAS database, and a project is 
underway to compare the different data sets 
longitudinally (Table 2.1).

The survey programme was originally 
designed to answer the basic question: ‘who 

are the cultural tourists?’. The research pro-
gramme has progressively addressed differ-
ent aspects of cultural visitor behaviour. In 
1997 the focus was on motivations and the 
position of cultural visitation within overall 
leisure and tourism consumption. State-
ments relating to cultural motivations were 
added, which were developed through 
the study of ‘new producers’ by Saskia Goed-
hart (1997). The theoretical perspectives that 
were introduced into the research included 
Bourdieu’s (1984) notion of cultural capital. 
Different aspects of Bourdieu’s analysis of 
cultural consumption were  operationalized 
in the motivational statements included in 
the questionnaire, including the effect of 
socialization and the link between occupa-
tion, cultural capital and cultural tourism. 

For the research undertaken in 
1999–2000, it was decided to concentrate 
more on the marketing aspects of cultural 
visitation. Questions were added on sources 
of information about the attractions visited 
and the point at which the decision to visit 
the attraction was taken. This last question 
was also added to examine the type of 
‘markers’ being used by tourists in visiting 
cultural sites (Leiper, 1990).

Since 1994 the cultural visitor surveys 
have been supplemented by a series of spe-
cifi c studies on different aspects of cultural 
tourism, mainly conducted by students at 
Tilburg University or participating in the Pro-
gramme in European Leisure Studies (PELS). 
These studies have covered the motivation of 
cultural visitors (Roetman, 1994; van ‘t Riet, 
1994), the role of new  cultural intermediaries 
or new producers in the production of 
 cultural attractions  (Goedhart, 1997), the pol-
icies of European cities regarding cultural 

Table 2.1. Surveys completed in the ATLAS Cultural Tourism Research Project 1992–2008.

Date Surveys Sites/events World regions

1992  6,300  26 Western Europe
1997  8,268  58 Western and Eastern Europe
1999–2001 12,197 120 Asia, Africa, Australasia, Europe 
2004–2005  5,569  35 Asia, Africa, Australasia, Europe, Latin America
2006  3,769  26 Europe, Australasia
2007  4,666  20 Asia, Europe, Latin America
2008  3,003  17 Europe, Latin America
Total 43,772 302
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and heritage tourism (Green, 2001) and the 
role of tour operators in developing cultural 
destinations (Herrijgers, 1998). 

Many other members of the ATLAS 
research programme have also contributed 
to the development of the survey and its 
application in different situations. Öter and 
Özdoǧan (2005) employed the ATLAS ques-
tionnaire to analyse the destination image 
of cultural tourists visiting the Selçuk–
Ephesus area, which houses a famous 
archaeological site. Pereiro (2005) examined 
the profi le and behaviour of tourists in the 
rural areas of north-east Portugal, paying 
particular attention to visitors to ecomuse-
ums and other rural cultural sites. Kasten-
holz et al. (2005) analysed the different 
segments of cultural tourists visiting the 
historic city of Coimbra in central Portugal. 
Richards and Wilson (2004) used the ATLAS 
data to examine the impact of the European 
Cultural Capital event on the image of Rot-
terdam and other cities. Binkhorst (2007) 
used the surveys to analyse the develop-
ment of ‘creative tourism’ in the Spanish 
resort of Sitges. Isaac (2008) also used the 
ATLAS questionnaire in his study of 
the behaviour of cultural tourists in the 
Netherlands. All of these studies extended 
or enriched our understanding of cultural 
tourists in some way, achieving a range of 
different research goals by utilizing the 
same basic research instrument. 

Because of the many different research 
perspectives involved, the defi nition of 
 cultural tourism also evolved during the 
research programme, in line with the expand-
ing horizons of our knowledge of cultural tour-
ism consumption. Originally we began with a 
technical defi nition, which facilitated the 
fi eldwork. A conceptual defi nition was devised 
to describe the nature of cultural tourism itself, 
which we viewed as being focused on the 
motivations of tourists (Richards, 1996). This 
conceptual defi nition was also more suited to 
the types of qualitative research approaches 
that evolved as the programme developed.

Technical defi nition of cultural tourism: 
all movements of persons to specifi c cultural 
attractions, such as heritage sites, artistic and 
cultural manifestations, arts and drama out-
side their normal place of residence.

Conceptual defi nition of cultural tourism: 
the movement of persons to cultural attractions 
away from their normal place of residence, 
with the intention to gather new information 
and experiences to satisfy their cultural needs.

Since these defi nitions were published 
there has been some comment made on them 
by other researchers. For example, Alzua 
et al. (1998: 3) have argued that because 
‘intention is a complex concept to measure’ 
it would be better to use a scale of  tourist 
motivations, such as that incorporated in 
Silberberg’s (1995) defi nition of ‘visits by 
persons from outside the host community 
motivated wholly or in part by interest in 
the historical artistic, scientifi c or lifestyle/
heritage offerings of a community, region, 
group or institution’. Our research has 
shown that it is hard to fi nd a tourist who is 
not interested at least in part in some aspect 
of the culture of the destination they are 
 visiting. The point about using intent as a 
distinguishing  feature is to differentiate 
between the ‘culturally motivated’ visitor, 
who makes a conscious, mindful decision 
to consume culture on holiday, and the ‘cul-
turally interested’ visitor, who may be 
almost an accidental cultural tourist (Bywa-
ter, 1993). This is a dimension of cultural 
tourism behaviour later developed further 
by McKercher and Du Cros (2002). 

Marciszewska (2001) also suggested 
that the defi nition of cultural tourism should 
include a consideration of wants and desires 
as well as cultural needs. As Leiper (1990: 
373) has pointed out, needs are the underly-
ing factors infl uencing tourist motivations to 
visit attractions, ‘but a single need might be 
expressed in dozens of different motivations 
and wants and, conversely, a single want 
might refl ect any of several different needs’. 
An analysis of wants and desires may be 
useful for a practical discussion about the 
consumption of individual attractions, but 
this does not provide a sound basis for the 
defi nition of the phenomenon of cultural 
tourism. The use of needs as the basis of 
motivations also relates more closely to the 
fi ndings of tourism motivation studies, 
which have consistently identifi ed the need 
for learning and new experiences as one of 
the core tourist motivations.
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Research methodology

It is clear that the basic methodology adopted 
in the early phases of the ATLAS Project was 
positivist and quantitative. Although more 
qualitative approaches have developed over 
the life of the programme, the bulk of the 
research effort remains focused in this direc-
tion. In addition to the need for a compara-
tive approach, and other issues outlined in 
the following section, the methodological 
focus was also determined to some extent by 
the way in which the data were collected. 
Most of the research partners use students to 
undertake face-to-face interviews, often as 
part of a research methods course. The quan-
titative approach makes it relatively easy to 
work with large groups of students to collect, 
process and analyse the data. The ATLAS 
surveys also have the benefi t of allowing 
 students to compare their results with those 
of other locations in their own or in other 
countries. 

Research instrument

The transnational nature of the original sur-
vey meant that the development of a stan-
dard research instrument was crucial. The 
basic survey questionnaire was developed 
for the 1992 survey and has subsequently 
been revised in the light of experience and 
as new aspects have been added to the 
research programme. The same basic ques-
tionnaire was used by all the survey partici-
pants. The English language version of the 
questionnaire used in the period 2007–2009 
is shown in Appendix 2.1. The English 
 language questionnaire was used by the 
 survey team to produce versions of the ques-
tionnaire in different languages. In 1997 the 
questionnaire was translated into Dutch, 
Finnish, French, German, Hungarian,  Italian, 
Polish, Spanish and Swedish. The transla-
tions were made by native speakers who 
were also familiar with the research pro-
gramme. In each case the wording and the 
order of the questions was left as close to the 
original English text as possible. 

Although there are obviously problems 
involved with conducting transnational 

research on this scale and without structural 
funding, there is no doubt that the project 
has generated important research data that 
are not available from other sources. The fol-
lowing sections go on to look at the process 
of actually implementing the research, look-
ing both at issues of a general nature and at 
specifi c problems encountered in the ATLAS 
research.

The Process of Survey Research

In any survey research project there are 
a  number of basic steps that have to be 
undertaken:

● developing research questions;
● operationalizing concepts;
● questionnaire design;
● sampling;
● implementation of the questionnaire; 

and
● analysis.

Defi ning the research question 

The essential fi rst step in any piece of 
research is to defi ne the problem being 
addressed. In most cases, this will be related 
to a gap in our knowledge, which leads the 
researcher to ask questions about the phe-
nomenon being investigated. In cultural 
tourism, for example, we can usually 
observe that many tourists visit cultural 
attractions and events, but we often know 
very little about their motivations for doing 
so, why they visit particular sites or what 
factors infl uenced their decision to travel. 
These are important questions from a social 
science point of view (fi nding out more 
about human behaviour) as well as from an 
economic perspective (how can we manage 
and market cultural facilities more effec-
tively to increase tourist satisfaction, repeat 
visitation and spending?).

In the case of the ATLAS research, the 
basic research questions stemmed from a 
very simple piece of curiosity. A call for 
proposals for projects in the fi eld of cultural 
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tourism was launched by the European 
Commission in 1990. This document indi-
cated that cultural tourism was one of the 
most important forms of tourism in Europe 
and that it was growing rapidly. One of the 
strange things, however, was that nowhere 
in this document was there a defi nition of 
cultural tourism. So apparently projects 
were being sought for an important area of 
tourism activity that had not been defi ned. 
This simple omission led to the basic ques-
tion: ‘what is cultural tourism?’. In posing 
this basic question, a range of others began 
to emerge, including:

● What kinds of people engage in cultural 
tourism?

● Are these people different from other 
tourists?

● What kinds of culture do they consume? 
● What role does culture play in their 

 decision to visit a particular place?

These basic research questions could be 
addressed using quantitative or qualitative 
methods. Although surveys are often used 
to ask people about their background, their 
behaviour on holiday and their motivations, 
more detailed information on many of 
these issues might be gained from qualita-
tive research methods, such as in-depth 
interviews. 

In the case of the ATLAS research, 
however, there were a number of factors 
that determined the choice of surveys as the 
main research instrument. The fact that we 
were trying to develop a ‘European’ per-
spective on cultural tourism meant that we 
had to compare between countries and com-
pare tourists of different nationalities. We 
also wanted to compare the role of different 
types of attractions in cultural tourism as 
well as say something about the scale of 
 cultural tourism in Europe.

These considerations implied that a 
comparative research instrument would 
need to be developed which could be 
deployed in different countries at different 
sites and deal with tourists speaking differ-
ent languages. The solution was therefore to 
design a standard questionnaire, through 
which the same questions could be posed in 

different locations. By translating the 
 questionnaire into a number of different 
languages the instrument could also be 
deployed in situations where the inter-
viewer did not speak the same language as 
the tourist, greatly increasing the potential 
coverage of the research. 

Having identifi ed the research problem, 
we need to make sure that it can be 
researched. The trick is to ensure that your 
question can be answered in the timeframe 
and with the resources available. As Peter 
Medawar (1967) pointed out, research is 
‘the art of the soluble’, so it makes no sense 
to pose questions which cannot be answered. 
In many cases this may mean adjusting or 
changing our research questions to fi t the 
reality of research environment. 

In the case of the ATLAS research this 
meant adopting a more focused approach. 
In particular, the questionnaires tended to 
avoid the ‘why’ questions about cultural 
tourism behaviour, concentrating more on 
the ‘who’, ‘what’ and ‘where’ questions, 
which were easier to compare between 
research locations. The why questions 
tended to be posed in the qualitative studies 
carried in more detail in specifi c locations.

Operationalizing concepts

Once we know what research questions we 
want to ask, we have to translate them into 
questions which can actually be posed to 
the research subjects in order to yield the 
answers we are looking for. This essentially 
means that the concepts which are built 
into our research questions or models have 
to be made operational. 

In the case of the ATLAS surveys, there 
were a number of basic concepts which had 
to be operationalized in the questionnaire, 
including: 

● culture;
● tourist;
● social class; and
● cultural capital.

As discussed in more detail by Richards 
(1996), many of the basic concepts bound 
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up in the notion of cultural tourism are 
 diffi cult to operationalize. Culture is a con-
cept that has been endlessly discussed, and 
there are hundreds of different defi nitions 
that could be used. Similarly, tourism is a 
phenomenon which has defi nitional prob-
lems, including questions such as ‘how far 
does one have to travel to be a tourist?’. As 
far as possible, we tried to overcome these 
problems by adopting existing operational-
izations of such concepts, such as the World 
Tourism Organization (1993) defi nition of 
tourism.

Operationalizaton is a basic part of 
empirical research, which translates basic 
concepts into operational questions. If, for 
example, we wanted to pose the question: 
‘Does cultural capital infl uence cultural 
attraction visitation?’, both cultural capital 
and cultural attraction visitation need to be 
measured. The process of moving from con-
cepts such as cultural capital or cultural 
visitation to a set of questionnaire items, 
such as a scale to measure cultural capital, 
is the process of operationalization. 

If we take the example of cultural capi-
tal, this is a theoretical concept taken from 
the work of Bourdieu (1984). He argued that 
the propensity to consume different forms 
of culture was dependent on the amount of 
cultural capital or cultural competence pos-
sessed. Without suffi cient cultural capital it 
is diffi cult for consumers to interpret or 
enjoy museums, artworks or other cultural 
experiences. Bourdieu argued that cultural 
capital was developed through the habitus 
(or home environment) and through educa-
tion. This means that in order to fully opera-
tionalize cultural capital we need to know 
something about the home background and 
educational level of tourists. To examine 
the habitus we could ask questions such as 
‘did you go with your family to museums as 
a child?’. These questions were posed in 
some of the more detailed studies related to 
cultural capital and cultural tourism (e.g. 
Goedhart, 1997), but for the international 
version of the questionnaire, simpler solu-
tions were sought, for example by asking 
about the highest level of educational attain-
ment. Because educational attainment is 
also often strongly correlated with habitus 

(because of the strong infl uence of parental 
background on education), we were able to 
use education as a surrogate measure for 
cultural capital in the questionnaires. 

One strategy that we applied to deal 
with the complexity of ‘culture’ was to use 
the visitor’s self-defi nition of ‘cultural holi-
day’ in order to identify ‘cultural tourists’. 
The decision to adopt this subjective 
approach (see Chapter 3) was based on the 
complexity of developing a coherent, consis-
tent external defi nition of culture that could 
be operationalized in the questionnaire. 
However, a problem with the self-defi nition 
approach is that many visitors to cultural 
attractions and events do not see themselves 
as  ‘cultural tourists’, even though they would 
normally be considered as such in tourism 
statistics in many countries. 

Questionnaire design

Once we have determined our research 
questions and operationalized the key 
 concepts we want to research, we can then 
start designing the questionnaire. Al- 
though it may seem simple to produce a 
list of questions, there are a number of 
issues that have to be addressed in order to 
ensure that the questions are clear, that 
they  measure what we want to measure 
and that the questions fl ow logically. We 
also need to think about how the data col-
lected through the questionnaire will be 
analysed, so that we can ensure that the 
data collected are usable and will yield the 
desired information. 

There are therefore a number of impor-
tant issues to consider in designing the 
questionnaire.

Logical fl ow of the questions

A logical fl ow of questions is more likely to 
stimulate respondents to give clear answers 
than a series of questions that jumps about 
from one subject or time period to another. 
In the ATLAS questionnaire, for example, 
questions relating to the current holiday, to 
general opinions on culture or demographic 
background are all grouped together. In the 
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latest version of the ATLAS questionnaire, 
questions about a single subject have also 
been grouped into a series of modules 
arranged in a logical sequence, allowing 
participants to add their own questions 
without interfering with the general fl ow of 
the basic questionnaire (see Appendix 2.1).

Questionnaire length

Because it is often important to maximize 
response rates, there is also a careful bal-
ance to be struck between the need to ask 
lots of questions in order to generate detailed 
data and the need to keep the questionnaire 
short so that respondents do not terminate 
the survey early.

Questions must be capable of 
being answered by respondents

It is not just the number of questions that 
can be problematic, but also their complex-
ity. If a respondent is asked to do too much 
work in answering a questions, for example 
by providing a large number of examples or 
by being asked to recall events that hap-
pened a long time ago, this can also add 
to the time needed to respond (see also 
Chapter 12). In the ATLAS questionnaire we 
asked tourists which types of cultural attrac-
tions they had visited on the current trip 
(including those they intended to visit, if 
they were not at the end of the trip). It might 
also have been useful to ask people what 
they had done on previous holidays (to see 
whether particular types of attractions are 
regularly visited, for example), but it is 
unlikely that people could recall in any 
detail the attractions visited on a holiday 
taken 12 months ago or even longer. 

Clear and simple language must be used

Particularly where tourists from different 
countries and different cultures are being 
surveyed, it is important to ensure that 
respondents understand the questions. The 
ATLAS questionnaire therefore uses simple 
but clear language, which also facilitates the 
task of translation.

What type of questions should be asked?

An important question often asked in sur-
vey design is whether certain questions 
should be open or closed. The use of open 
questions is often indicated where a more 
‘qualitative’ or ‘mixed method’ approach is 
desired (see Parts II and III), giving respon-
dents the opportunity to respond more 
 fl exibly to questions. Often there is a ten-
dency to ask open questions in the hope 
that these will yield useful additional infor-
mation or throw light on the responses to 
closed questions. In the case of the ATLAS 
research, however, a deliberate decision 
was made to keep open questions to a mini-
mum. Because tourists speak different lan-
guages, it would have been very diffi cult to 
translate the answers in order to compare 
the res ponses to the open questions. How-
ever, such comparisons may now be a little 
easier to make using web-based translation 
tools, and some other suggestions for deal-
ing with open question responses are made 
in Chapter 8.

Use of scales

Scales can be a very useful tool for opera-
tionalizing concepts such as quality of ser-
vice or experience, or for measuring attitudes 
to statements about the phenomenon being 
investigated. 

In the ATLAS research, scales have 
been used to measure different aspects of 
visitor motivation and experience. Discus-
sions about how to implement these scales 
refl ect a number of common problems in 
the use of scales in questionnaires. For 
example, there has been discussion about 
the number of points in each scale. Some 
ATLAS participants were in favour of a 
four- or six-point scale, in which the lack of 
a natural mid-point forces respondents to 
choose a positive or negative position. Oth-
ers urged that a fi ve- or seven-point scale 
should be used, to allow respondents to 
adopt a neutral position in the middle of the 
scale. In statistical terms at least, there is no 
real difference between these two options 
(van der Ark, personal communication, 2005), 
although if a neutral position is included 
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this needs to be made clear to the respon-
dents (Ryan, 1995). 

The survey sample

In terms of the consumption of culture and 
tourism, there are two basic sampling strate-
gies that can be adopted. A sample of the 
general population generated through a 
household survey would cover all potential 
cultural tourists, including people who did 
not participate in tourism or who did not 
undertake cultural activities on holiday. 
Such a sample is useful from the point of 
view of estimating the proportion of total 
participants in the population as a whole 
and therefore being able to establish the sig-
nifi cance of cultural tourism relative to other 
types of tourism. On the other hand, a par-
ticipant survey only covers those people who 
visit cultural attractions or events. This does 
not allow us to estimate the proportion of 
cultural tourists in the population as a whole, 
but it is much more likely that it will gener-
ate a substantial number of responses from 
cultural tourists. As cultural tourism is an 
activity undertaken by a minority of the total 
population, one would need a far larger 
 sample from a household survey to study 
cultural tourism behaviour. By undertaking 
a participant survey it is much easier to 
examine the activities of a large number of 
cultural tourists and to make comparisons 
between different groups of visitors and dif-
ferent sites or types of events. Household 
surveys can be used to generate other types 
of information on cultural tourism consump-
tion. For example, the UK Tourism Survey, 
the Continu Vakantie Onderzoek in the 
 Netherlands or the Reiseanalyse in Germany 
all collect data on holidays with a cultural 
motivation or activity. These surveys can give 
a far more accurate picture of the prevalence 
of cultural tourism behaviour in the popula-
tion as a whole and can show if culturally 
motivated travel is increasing or decreasing. 

The problem with such population 
 surveys is that it is often very diffi cult to 
track specifi c holiday behaviour, i.e. what 
an individual did during a specifi c trip to a 

specifi c destination. Because it is very 
 diffi cult to ask lots of details about all the 
trips taken by people during a period of 
time (usually a quarter or whole year), pop-
ulation surveys generally ask about general 
patterns of behaviour (e.g. ‘have you vis-
ited a cultural site or event in the last 12 
months?’) or they have to rely on respon-
dents having extremely good memories 
about what they did when and where. Isaac 
(2008) suggests that this may be one of the 
main reasons for the differences in estimates 
of cultural tourism consumption between 
population surveys and visitor surveys. Vis-
itor surveys can provide much more detailed 
information on a single trip and allow the 
different aspects of that trip (motivation, 
attraction, travel and accommodation 
choices, spending) to be directly linked to 
one another, rather than relying on general 
correlations. 

For the ATLAS surveys it was therefore 
decided to undertake a participant survey, 
as it was more important to uncover infor-
mation about the detailed behaviour of cul-
tural tourists than to be able to say something 
about the propensity to undertake cultural 
tourism in the population as a whole. How-
ever, in order to provide comparisons 
between ‘cultural tourists’ and other types 
of tourists, the ATLAS questionnaires were 
designed to cover all visitors to a site or 
event, including local residents, and domes-
tic and international tourists. Surveying all 
visitors enables an analysis to be made of 
the relationship between different visitor 
groups and to contrast motivations, behav-
iour and background of local residents and 
tourists.

Sometimes the sampling strategy 
adopted may have a large impact on the 
data analysis. For many destinations, for 
example, foreign tourists are often of more 
interest than domestic visitors (usually 
because the former spend more). The prob-
lem is that foreign visitors often make up a 
small proportion of the total, which means 
that a stratifi ed sample must be adopted to 
make sure a signifi cant number of the target 
group is interviewed. Such a sampling strat-
egy has implications for the data analysis, 
however, as the data for each visitor group 
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will also need to be analysed separately. No 
overall averages can be produced for the 
visitor sample as a whole unless the propor-
tions of the different visitor segments in the 
visitor population are known.

The total visitor population in principle 
consisted of all visitors to the attraction or 
event being surveyed who were 16 years or 
older. In some cases, however, a few visitors 
younger than 16 were also interviewed, as it 
was diffi cult to judge the lower age limit 
visually. The sample obtained at each attrac-
tion depended to a large extent on local cir-
cumstances. Usually exit interviews were 
conducted, and visitors were sampled on a 
random basis, with the sampling interval 
being adjusted to the visitor stream. For 
groups of visitors the ‘next birthday’ princi-
ple was used to select respondents (Veal, 
1992). Wherever possible, interviews were 
held over different days and time periods, to 
ensure that all visitor groups were sampled. 
The questionnaire was deliberately kept as 
short as possible, to minimize problems of 
refusal. Visitors who could not speak the lan-
guage of the country concerned or where the 
interviewer was unable to speak their lan-
guage could often be offered a self- completion 
questionnaire in their own language. In the 
early survey rounds there is a likelihood, 
however, that Japanese and other Asian visi-
tors will have been under-represented in the 
sample because of the lack of questionnaires 
in non-European languages. This problem 
was later at least partially addressed by trans-
lating the  questionnaire into Japanese, Chinese 
and Korean.

For each survey site, information was 
also gathered on a number of background 
variables, including the date and times of 
interviews, details of sampling methods 
used and the number of face-to-face inter-
views and self-completion questionnaires 
gathered. A standard form was circulated to 
all survey participants for this purpose.

Implementation

In order to facilitate comparison, standard 
classifi cations were used wherever possible. 
The employment question, for example, is 

based on the International Standard Classi-
fi cation of Occupations. This made the job 
of translation easier, since EU documents, 
such as the European Labour Force Survey, 
provide translations of the categories in dif-
ferent languages. The Euro was also used as 
the basic monetary unit, with conversion 
scales being provided for the different 
 language versions. Terms that might cause 
some differences of interpretation were also 
clarifi ed in order to facilitate comparison. 
For example, there was considerable dis-
cussion over the meaning of the term ‘heri-
tage’ in different languages.

Survey procedures

The questionnaire was designed to be used 
either by an interviewer or through self- 
completion. In most cases, however, the 
questionnaires were interviewer-completed, 
as this tended to give a higher degree of accu-
racy and generated a higher response rate.

Research location

The locations at which surveys are under-
taken can have an important impact on the 
results. Ideally one should try and capture a 
random sample in which all visitors have 
an equal chance of being surveyed. How-
ever, there are a number of factors that can 
infl uence visitor fl ows, including the time 
of day, day of the week and the weather. 
The ATLAS surveys are in principle 
designed to be spread out across different 
time periods, but often factors such as the 
availability of interviewers would prevent a 
perfectly even spread of surveys. Data were 
collected on weather conditions during the 
fi eldwork, because these might infl uence 
not only sampling but potentially also visi-
tor responses. At open-air attractions, for 
example, the visitor experience is likely to 
be different when the weather is poor than 
when the sun is shining. 

In the case of the ATLAS research, sur-
veyors also had to make a choice of location 
between a specifi c cultural site (which would 
tend to maximize the number of cultural 
 visitors interviewed) or a location in the 
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vicinity of a cultural attraction (which would 
tend to indicate the proportion of tourists 
visiting those sites). 

The need to facilitate completion of the 
surveys can also infl uence the location 
where these are conducted. Ideally, survey-
ing should be completed in a location where 
visitors have the time and also facilities (e.g. 
chairs, tables) to complete the survey form 
in comfort, protected from the vagaries of 
the weather. The desirability of sampling 
visitors at or near the end of their visit to a 
cultural attraction in order to capture as 
much information as possible also led to 
many surveys being undertaken in the café 
or shop of an attraction (often found at the 
exit to attractions). However, the use of such 
facilities requires a relatively high degree of 
cooperation from attraction or event manag-
ers, which may not always be forthcoming. 

Scope of the destination

When undertaking surveys in a specifi c 
location, one question that inevitably arises 
is the physical area that constitutes the ‘des-
tination’. This is important to distinguish 
tourists from other visitors, since the World 
Tourism Organization defi nition of tourism 
requires tourists to have travelled outside 
their ‘normal area of residence’.

The questions in the ATLAS survey 
that refer to the area in which the survey is 
being conducted are designed to refer to the 
local area, site or region. For example, for a 
cultural attraction or event within a city, the 
local area would usually mean the city 
itself, whereas for a rural attraction the 
question would usually refer to the munici-
pality or province in which it is located. 
The extent of the ‘area’ is therefore reason-
ably fl exible in order to accommodate the 
wide differences in survey locations. 

Operationalizing Concepts 
through Surveys 

The basic ATLAS survey provides a simple 
but fl exible tool to gather standardized 
quantitative information from visitors to 
specifi c sites. In spite of (or perhaps because 

of) its simplicity, the ATLAS survey also 
provides the opportunity to address a wide 
range of theoretical issues related to cultural 
tourism. Because the survey provides a 
wide range of basic background data on the 
profi le of tourists and their behaviour, it is 
relatively easy to add questions to the basic 
survey to operationalize specifi c theories 
relating to cultural tourism. The examples 
described here include Leiper’s (1990) 
attraction systems model and the dimen-
sions of experience developed by Pine and 
Gilmore (1999). However, the ATLAS ques-
tionnaire has been used to investigate other 
concepts in cultural tourism, including 
omnivorous patterns of cultural consump-
tion (Toivonen, 2005), compensation theo-
ries of leisure consumption (Thrane, 2000) 
and ethnic identity (see Chapter 8).

One of the basic discussions about tour-
ist attractions is whether they really ‘attract’ 
people like some kind of ‘magnet’ (Gunn, 
1988). MacCannell (1976) argued that tour-
ist attractions give meaning to modern exis-
tence for a new leisure class, which is drawn 
to them as representations of the differentia-
tions of modernity. The consumption of 
tourist attractions for MacCannell is there-
fore a form of pilgrimage, where certain 
‘must see’ sites are marked out from other 
potential destinations through the use of 
markers that set them apart as special places 
to visit. In his reformulation of MacCan-
nell’s concepts into ‘attraction systems’, 
Leiper (1990) defi ned an attraction as ‘an 
empirical relationship between a tourist, a 
sight, and a marker – a piece of information 
about a sight’ (p. 370).

Rather than attractions pulling touri-
sts towards them as a form of pilgrimage, 
Leiper’s system-based model suggests that 
tourists can make the decision to visit an 
attraction at any point in their journey. 
Some attractions will obviously have a big-
ger infl uence on travel decisions than oth-
ers, and these might be considered as 
‘generating markers’. Leiper argues that ‘at 
least one generating marker is necessary, 
referring to some kind of phenomenon that 
acts as a primary nucleus, before an indi-
vidual can become motivated to set off on a 
touristic trip’ (p. 379).
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The visitor is motivated to visit a desti-
nation by information received from a gen-
erating marker that matches their needs and 
wants. En route the visitor can encounter 
transit markers that lead to other attractions, 
or in the destination they can fi nd contigu-
ous markers of yet more nuclei. In contrast 
to Gunn’s (1988) concept of attraction mag-
netism, Leiper tourists are not ‘attracted’ or 
‘pulled’ towards an attraction but ‘are 
pushed … by their own motivation towards 
the places and/or events where they expect 
their needs will be satisfi ed’ (p. 380).

This is an interesting conceptual model 
of the attraction system, which relates to a 
number of key concepts in cultural tourism 
and in particular MacCannell’s infl uential 
ideas about the semiotic role of attractions. 
However, in order to establish the operation 
of this model in real tourism systems, some 
form of empirical testing is required. 

In order to test the Leiper model, the 
ATLAS surveys carried out in 1999–2000 
included a specifi c operationalization of the 
type of ‘markers’ being used by tourists in 
visiting cultural sites. Over 6000 visitor 
 surveys were conducted at cultural sites, 
including museums, monuments, art galler-
ies, historic properties, heritage centres, 
performing arts venues and festivals. 
Respondents were asked at what point they 
had made the decision to visit the interview 
location. The three options available were 
‘before leaving home’, ‘during the trip here’ 
and ‘when I arrived in the area’. The con-
cept of the ‘nucleus’ was therefore opera-
tionalized as the attraction being visited by 
the tourist. Because tourists were also asked 
about the extent to which they had been 
motivated to travel by the attraction they 
were visiting, the extent to which the attrac-
tion functioned as a nucleus could be estab-
lished. The role of the visitors in attraction 
systems could be analysed by asking them 
about their motivations, trip characteristics, 
use of information and socio-economic 
background. In this way, all three elements 
of attraction systems could be studied. 

The ATLAS surveys indicated that 
almost half of those interviewed had decided 
to visit a specifi c cultural attraction before 
departure. These generating markers were 

by far the most important for cultural tour-
ists in their travel behaviour, with less than 
a quarter of respondents visiting an attrac-
tion en route to the destination and less 
than 30% deciding which attractions to 
visit after arrival. The indications are that 
visitors are ‘pushed’ towards attractions by 
their motivations rather than being pulled 
by some magnetic force within the attrac-
tion (Richards, 2002). This seems to be con-
fi rmed by the strong relationship between 
motivation, the geographical origin of visi-
tors, their socio-demographic characteris-
tics, travel form, marker use and attraction 
visitation. The use of markers is also likely 
to be dependent on cultural capital and con-
sumption skills. These patterns tend to sug-
gest that motivations, which are also linked 
to the personal and social characteristics of 
visitors, tend to determine who will visit 
which type of attraction and when. These 
relationships provide strong empirical sup-
port for the attraction system as proposed 
by Leiper.

Another example of how the ATLAS 
questionnaires have been used to operation-
alize concepts in cultural tourism is in 
the analysis of the ‘experience economy’ 
(Pine and Gilmore, 1999). Pine and Gilmore 
argue that the economy has gone through a 
transition from extracting commodities to 
making goods, delivering services and cur-
rently staging experiences as the primary 
arena of value creation. They argue that 
experiences are an economic offer distinct 
from services. Whereas services are deliv-
ered, experiences must be staged in a way 
that engages the customer to create a memo-
rable event. Experiences are personal, and 
therefore no two individuals can have the 
same experience.

The idea that experiences are overtak-
ing services as the major realm of competi-
tion between producers to attract consumers 
is highly applicable in the fi eld of cultural 
tourism, where the development of attrac-
tions and events is increasingly about the 
creation of experiences. But what does a cul-
tural tourism experience consist of? Accord-
ing to Pine and Gilmore, there are four 
major ‘realms’ of experience: entertainment, 
education, aesthetic and escapist. According 
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to them, an ideal experience should balance 
these different realms. 

In order to measure the extent to which 
cultural visits incorporate these different 
experience realms, questions were devised 
to operationalize them. The questions were 
developed by studying the concept as 
described by Pine and Gilmore, and also 
through discussion within the ATLAS Cul-
tural Tourism Research Group. 

The fi nal statements devised for the 
‘experience scale’ were:

● This experience has increased my knowl-
edge (education).

● This experience has stimulated my curi-
osity (education).

● It was very pleasant being here (aesthetic).
● This is an attractive place (aesthetic).
● There are lots of interesting things to see 

(entertainment).
● The people here are fun to be with (en-

tertainment).
● This place feels very different (escapist).
● I completely escaped from reality here 

(escapist).

Each experience realm was therefore opera-
tionalized through two separate questions. 
The degree of correlation between the pairs 
of questions for each realm was high. The 
scale as a whole had a high degree of reli-
ability, with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.84. The 
coherence of the scale was also confi rmed 
by the high correlation scores between the 
individual items. However, as is the case in 

many scales, the high alpha score is partly a 
product of the large number of items in the 
scale. For subsequent versions of the sur-
vey, therefore, the number of experience 
questions was lowered to four, one for each 
experience dimension. This still produced a 
scale with an alpha of more than 0.7, which 
is acceptable. 

The analysis of over 3000 surveys from 
different parts of the world indicated that 
there were signifi cant differences in the 
experiences of visitors according to their 
background and the type of cultural attrac-
tion. When people with different educational 
attainment levels are compared, for example, 
it is clear that those with higher education 
levels have a more ‘educational’ experience, 
whereas those with lower attainment are 
more likely to experience escapism. For both 
groups, however, the educational aspect 
remains the most important dimension of a 
cultural attraction (Fig. 2.1).

Those visitors who saw themselves as 
‘cultural tourists’ were also more likely than 
other visitors to have high scores across all 
the experience dimensions, indicating that 
the cultural tourist is seeking a more intense, 
holistic cultural experience. Comparing 
 different types of cultural attraction also 
indicates that different facilities provide 
different types of experience. Visitors inter-
viewed in cities, for example, consistently 
gave a lower experience score than those 
visiting individually managed attractions. 
This does tend to indicate that the ability of 
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Fig. 2.1. Educational and escapist experience realms by highest education level.
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enclosed attractions to manage different 
aspects of the visitor experience will pro-
vide a more satisfying experience. Even for 
different types of managed attractions, how-
ever, there were also notable differences 
in the experience scale. For example, the 
following three attractions were compared.

Admiraliteitshuis, Friesland, the Netherlands

The former Admiralty building of Friesland 
and Groningen has been a regional museum 
since 1963. Built in 1618, this former ‘sea 
offi ce’ was responsible for the protection of 
trade. The museum exhibits popular regional 
art, children’s toys of yesteryear, ceramics, a 
prestigious textile collection and a collec-
tion of silverware. There is also an exhibi-
tion about St Boniface, the English bishop 
who came to Dokkum and was murdered in 
754 AD.

Whaka Village, Rotorua, New Zealand

At Whaka Village visitors can experience a 
day in the life of a living Maori village. 
There are steaming mineral springs and nat-
ural bath ing areas used daily by the villag-
ers, bubbling mud pools and hot steam 
vents (a hangi), where food is slowly cooked 

in its own juices. Cultural performances and 
meals are also provided.

Auckland War Memorial Museum, 
New Zealand

Auckland War Memorial Museum tells the 
story of New Zealand, its place in the Pacifi c 
and its people. The museum is a war memo-
rial for the province of Auckland and holds 
one of New Zealand’s top three heritage 
libraries. It has pre-eminent Maori and 
Pacifi c collections, signifi cant natural his-
tory resources and major social and military 
history collections, as well as decorative 
arts and pictorial collections. 

All three of these attractions provide 
different types of experiences for the visitor. 
Whaka Village had the highest overall score 
on the experience scale, indicating that it 
was more successful in providing a holistic 
cultural experience. This was probably 
linked to the ‘living culture’ elements of the 
village, with escapism scoring particularly 
highly compared with the other two attrac-
tions. The Admiraliteitshuis scored highest 
for the aesthetic and entertainment aspects 
of experience, whereas, perhaps not sur-
prisingly, the Auckland War Memorial 
Museum scored lowest on entertainment 
(although not by much) (Fig. 2.2).
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In terms of visitor origin we can also 
observe differences in experience. In gen-
eral, local residents will tend to emphasize 
the aesthetic and entertainment aspects of 
attractions above education. For foreign vis-
itors, however, the educational dimension 
of the visit was seen as being more impor-
tant (Fig. 2.3).

The experience of a cultural attraction 
or event therefore depends not just on the 
activities of experience producers but also 
on the interaction of different visitor groups 
with the cultural experience. This under-
lines the role of the consumer in producing 
their own experiences in a system of ‘co-
creation’ (Binkhorst, 2007). 

Conclusions

Quantitative surveys clearly have their 
 limitations, as many other authors in this 
volume argue. In spite of this, it is also clear 
that surveys can have a very important role 
to play in the collection of empirical data in 
cultural tourism research. Not only can sur-
veys produce a profi le of cultural tourists 
and their behaviour, but they can also be 
used to operationalize a wide range of theo-
retical concepts. A major advantage of such 
surveys is that they can be used in a variety 
of locations and contexts, allowing compari-
sons to be made between different countries, 

regions and attractions. This can be particu-
larly important in cases where the context of 
cultural tourism consumption plays an 
important role in the experience of tourists. 
By studying the experiences and behaviour 
of cultural tourists in these different con-
texts, we can identify those elements of cul-
tural tourism experience that are common to 
a wide range of situations and those that are 
more site or event specifi c. In doing so, we 
can perhaps also contribute to the analysis 
of the relationships between the global and 
local dimensions of cultural tourism, or as 
Salazar (Chapter 15) terms it the ‘glocal’ ele-
ment of cultural tourism.

A further advantage of such surveys is 
the ability to analyse changes in cultural 
tourism over time. This is an aspect of the 
ATLAS research programme that has so far 
remained relatively undeveloped, but the 
few longitudinal comparisons that have 
been made have already suggested that sig-
nifi cant changes are taking place in the 
nature of ‘cultural tourism’ in many places 
around the world and that the experience 
of cultural tourism is also changing. The 
growing signifi cance of ‘atmosphere’ and 
other intangible elements of cultural tour-
ism is clearly traceable in the ATLAS 
 surveys, but much remains to done in col-
lecting empirical data on cultural tourism 
and providing some justifi cation for some 
of the many claims made for this ‘good’ 
form of tourism.
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ATLAS Cultural Tourism Research Project

English Questionnaire Modules (European Version)

Module A: Motivation 

A1) Have you ever been to this area/site before? 

� Yes  � No

A2) To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

(Please circle a number from 1 to 5)

This experience has increased my knowledge
Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree

It was very relaxing being here
Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree

There are lots of interesting things to see
Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree

I like the atmosphere of this place
Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree

A3) What is the primary purpose of your current trip? 

� Holiday 

� Visit a cultural attraction

� Attend a cultural event 
� Visiting relatives and friends 
� Business

� Conference 
� Sports event 
� Shopping 
� Other

Appendix 2.1. ATLAS Cultural Tourism Research Project standard visitor  questionnaire
(English version, European sites, 2007–2009).

(continued)
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A4) If you are on HOLIDAY, what type of holiday are you taking? 

� Sun/beach holiday � Rural holiday
� Health/wellness � Touring holiday

� Cultural holiday � City trip
� Ecotourism/nature holiday � Sports holiday 
� Creative/educational holiday

Module B: City Comparisons 

B1) Please tick from the following list the FIVE cities which you think are most suitable for 
a cultural holiday 

� Amsterdam � Glasgow � Paris
� Athens � Helsinki � Pécs
� Barcelona � Istanbul � Prague
� Belgrade � Linz � Riga
� Berlin � Lisbon � Rome
� Brussels � Liverpool � Rotterdam
� Budapest � London � Sibiu/Hermanstad
� Copenhagen � Luxemburg � Stockholm
� Dublin � Madrid � Venice
� Edinburgh � Moscow � Vienna
� Florence � Oporto � Warsaw

Module C: Stay and Activities (Visitors Only)

C1) In what type of accommodation are you staying? 

� Own home
� Second residence
� Hotel
� Self catering accommodation
� Bed & breakfast/room in private house
� Caravan/ tent
� With family & friends
� Youth hostel
� Not sure yet

C2) How many nights will you be staying in this area? 

Write in number _____________________ 

Appendix 2.1. Continued.

(continued)
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C3) Have you visited or are you planning to visit any of the following cultural attractions or 
cultural events in this area? 

� Museums � Cinema

� Monuments � Pop concerts

� Art galleries � World music events

� Religious sites � Classical music events

� Historic sites � Dance events

� Theatres � Traditional festivals

� Heritage/crafts centres

C4) How satisfi ed are you with your visit to this area/site, on a scale from 1–10? 

Very Unsatisfi ed Very Satisfi ed

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Module D: Expenditure (Visitors Only)

D1) Can you indicate approximately how much you have spent (or will spend) during your 
stay in this area? 

Currency________

Travel __________________

Accommodation __________________
Food, drink, shopping __________________

Total __________________

Module E: Information Sources (Visitors Only)

E1) How did you arrange the travel and/or accommodation for your trip? 

� All-inclusive package 

� Travel and accommodation booked separately

� Nothing booked in advance

E2) If you made a travel or accommodation booking, did you

 � Book in person at travel agency 
 � Book via internet

 � Book directly (by phone, fax or email)

Appendix 2.1. Continued.

(continued)
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E3) What sources of information did you consult about this area BEFORE YOU ARRIVED here? 

 � Family/friends  � TV/Radio

 � Previous visit  � Newspapers/Magazines

 � Internet  � Tour operator brochure

 � Tourist board  � Guide books

 � Travel agency

E4) What sources of information have you consulted AFTER YOU ARRIVED in this area? 

� Family/friends  � Local brochures

� Tourist information centre  � Guidebooks

� Internet  � TV/radio

� Tour operator information  � Tour guide

� Newspapers/magazines

Module F: Profi le 

F1) Where is your current place of residence? 

� Local area 

� Rest of the country

� Abroad (country) 
_______________________

F2) Please indicate your gender 

� Male  � Female

F3) Please indicate your age group 

� 15 or younger � 20–29 � 40–49 � 60 or over

� 16–19 � 30–39 � 50–59

F4) What is your highest level of educational qualifi cation? 

� Primary school � Bachelor degree

� Secondary school � Master or doctoral degree

� Vocational education

F5) Which of the following categories best describes your current position?

� Employee � Housewife/man or carer

� Self-employed � Student (go to F7)

� Retired � Unemployed

Appendix 2.1. Continued.
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F6) Please indicate your current (or former) occupational group 

� Director or manager

� Professional (doctor, lawyer, teacher, etc.)

� Technical professions (technicians, nursing)

� Clerical/administration

� Service and sales personnel

� Manual or crafts worker

F7) Is your current occupation (or former occupation) connected with culture? 

� Yes � No

F8) Which category best describes your annual household gross income group? 

� 5,000 Euro or less � 30,001–40,000 Euro

� 5,001–10,000 Euro � 40,001–50,000 Euro

� 10,001–20,000 Euro � 50,001–60,000 Euro

� 20,001–30,000 Euro � More than 60,000 Euro

Appendix 2.1. Continued.
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3 A Comparison of Quantitative and 
Qualitative Approaches: 

Complementarities and Trade-offs

Marjan Melkert and Katleen Vos

Introduction 

There is a wealth of studies that have been 
undertaken on cultural tourism in recent 
years, most of which take their justifi cation 
from the increasing importance of cultural 
tourism in global and local markets. 
However, much of this discussion is based 
on conjecture rather than on empirical data. 

(Richards and Queirós, 2005: 4). 

As noted in the previous chapter, the ATLAS 
Cultural Tourism Research Project has been 
generating quantitative empirical data on 
cultural tourism worldwide since 1991. So, 
in fact, current research needs may lie more 
in the fi eld of qualitative research, which 
can arguably produce a more detailed under-
standing of cultural tourists and their behav-
iour and provide more answers to the how 
questions regarding cultural tourism. At the 
end of the day, however, a combination of 
quantitative and qualitative approaches may 
develop a more complete understanding of 
cultural tourism. 

This chapter discusses how quantita-
tive and qualitative approaches might be 
brought together in a multidisciplinary con-
text. It is not simply the difference between 
the quantitative and the qualitative approa-
ches that matters. Both approaches are valu-
able, and in many cases will go hand in hand 
in analyses of cultural tourism, as many 

other contributions to this volume show. 
Cultural tourism studies should be multi-
disciplinary in nature in order to do justice 
to the subject matter. This chapter aims to 
provide a conceptual framework for this 
methodological discussion.

Quantitative and Qualitative Research

The qualitative approach and the quantitative 
approach usually involve different research 
methods. However, the use of both approaches 
may be complementary, with each adding 
insights to the overall  picture (see Part II of 
this volume). In this section the differences as 
well as the complementarities between the 
two will be highlighted.  

In cultural tourism research, as in most 
other social research, two contrasting para-
digms can be distinguished: positivism and 
phenomenology. The fi rst tries to explain 
human behaviour through cause and effect, 
whereas the second aims to understand 
and interpret human actions through the 
individual’s own reality (Finn et al., 2000; 
see also Chapter 14, this volume). These 
 different paradigms generally lead to distinct 
approaches to data collection: the quantita-
tive and the qualitative. This distinction is 
not clear cut: methods are not exclusively 
part of one research tradition or paradigm, 
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for example the positivist as well as the 
 phenomenologist can use survey methods to 
collect data. Figure 3.1 shows the links 
between research paradigm, approaches and 
methods (Finn et al., 2000).

A large number of quantitative research 
methods are used in the fi eld of tourism stud-
ies, and it is beyond the scope of this chapter 
to describe all of them. Quantitative research 
is mainly based on the collection of data, 
which are then analysed through a variety of 
statistical techniques. It usually tends to 
obtain a relatively small amount of informa-
tion on a large number of res pondents or 
observations. These results are often extrapo-
lated to a larger population (Weaver and 
Lawton, 2002). Quantitative research is often 
considered as the model for all scientifi c 
research, as it involves a precise process of 
hypothesis formulation, detached observa-
tion, data collection, data analysis and the 
acceptance or rejection of the hypothesis. 

Qualitative research can be defi ned as 
research that aims to obtain in-depth insight 
into the social reality on the basis of a 
 relatively small number of respondents or 
observations. The methodology does not 
usually rely on sampling or employing sta-
tistical analysis. Qualitative research is 
suited for situations where little is known 
about the subject matter to be analysed. 
Sometimes qualitative research methods are 
referred to as ‘data enhancers’ (Ragin, 1994: 
92). Miles and Huberman (1994: 6) state: 

Qualitative research is conducted through 
an intense and/or prolonged contact with 

the fi eld or life situation. These situations 
are typically ‘banal’ or normal ones, 
refl ective of the everyday life of 
individuals, groups, societies, 
organizations. The researcher’s role is to 
gain a ‘holistic’ overview of the context 
under study: its logic, its arrangements, and 
its explicit and implicit rules.

Some representative examples of qualita-
tive research methods are: 

● Case studies: defi ned by Yin (1994: 13) 
as ‘an empirical inquiry that investi-
gates a contemporary phenomenon 
within its real-life context, when the 
boundaries between phenomenon and 
context are not clearly evident, and in 
which multiple sources of evidence are 
used’. Most of the chapters in this book 
include case studies. 

● Grounded theory: a research strategy that 
aims at generating theory inductively 
from data (Punch, 2005). See Chapter 10 
of this volume for an example.  

● Ethnography: consisting of ‘describing 
a culture and understanding a way of 
life from the point of view of its partici-
pants; it is the art and science of describ-
ing a group or culture’ (Punch, 2005: 
149). A favoured method in ethno-
graphic  research is participant observa-
tion: the group or case is studied in its 
natural setting and the researcher 
 becomes part of that setting (Fielding, 
1996). In countries such as Australia 
and New Zealand, where the cultural 

1. Research paradigm

2. Approaches

3. Methods

Phenomenologist Positivist

Qualitative

Quantitative

Methods

Fig. 3.1. Research paradigms and methodologies.
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tourism product is often based on visits 
to indigenous  communities, much of 
the cultural tourism research has been 
ethnographic (Smith, 2003). See Part IV 
of this  volume for examples. 

● Action research: focused on solving 
problems, a cyclical and iterative method 
that brings together the acting and the 
researching (Punch, 2005). It is generally 
thought to involve a ‘spiral of self refl ec-
tive cycles of planning a change, acting 
and observing the consequences of the 
change, refl ecting on these processes and 
consequences, and then replanning, act-
ing and observing, refl ecting, and so on.’ 
(Kemmis and McTaggart, 2000: 595–596; 
see also Chapter 5, this volume). 

To sum up, the quantitative approach is usu-
ally strictly structured, collects statistical 
data and tests hypothesis, whereas the qual-
itative approach is more fl exible, explores 
meanings by analysing texts and words, and 
develops new theoretical insights. The dif-
ference between qualitative and quantitative 
research is mainly related to the method of 
data collection or the amount of data analysed. 
Table 3.1 presents a synopsis of the differ-
ences between quantitative and qualitative 
research approaches (see also Chapter 14).

Complementarities

The positivist paradigm has always domi-
nated the natural sciences but has also 
become common in social and tourism stud-
ies. Some tourism researchers claim that the 

quantitative approach is more reliable than 
the qualitative approach, since the former  
is supposed to refl ect better the ‘real world’, 
as it is founded on rigorous procedures and 
has the ability to extrapolate the results to a 
wider population. These researchers even 
adopt a dismissive attitude towards the 
‘soft’ and ‘subjective’ qualitative research 
approaches (Weaver and Lawton, 2002). 
Since the two research approaches are in 
fact complementary, this attitude is rather 
inopportune. 

It is true that qualitative research is 
inductive and can be considered as intui-
tive, but it also allows us to generate models 
and hypotheses that can then be tested by 
means of quantitative (or qualitative) 
research methods (Weaver and Lawton, 
2002). In both quantitative and qualitative 
research, good reasoning is of paramount 
importance. Proposition logic can reinforce 
the researcher’s ability to set up valid and 
sound arguments and to learn to recognize 
fallacy in scientifi c studies. In proposition 
logic, one or more statements are offered as 
support, justifi cation, grounds, reason or 
evidence for another statement. What in 
proposition logic is called ‘argument’ is the 
way in which claims to truth are supported. 
However, they do not establish the truth of 
the conclusions. Logicians only study the 
correctness of reasoning, the validity of the 
inference and not the truth of statements 
themselves. So statements can be true or 
false and arguments can be valid or invalid. 
Suber (1997) states: ‘Validity pertains to 
reasoning, not propositions, while truth 
pertains to propositions, not reasoning. The 

Table 3.1. Quantitative and qualitative research styles. Source: Neuman (1997, in 
Weaver and Lawton, 2002: 389). 

Quantitative Qualitative

Measure objective facts Construct social reality, cultural meaning
Focus on variables Focus on interactive processes, events
Reliability is the key Authenticity is the key
Value free Values are present and explicit
Independent of context Situationally constrained
Many cases or subjects Thematic analysis
Statistical analysis Thematic analysis
Researcher is detached from subject Researcher is involved in subject
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fi rst fundamental principle of logic is the 
independence of truth and validity’. Never-
theless, it is possible to see different rela-
tions between the validity of reasoning and 
the truthfulness of propositions. ‘When the 
reasoning in an argument is valid and all its 
premises are true, then it is called sound. 
Otherwise the argument is unsound. If an 
argument is sound, then its conclusion must 
be true and we would be illogical to disbe-
lieve it’ (Suber, 1997).

Arguments can be divided into two cate-
gories: deductive and inductive. In the case 
of deductive arguments, the premises claim 
to give fi rm grounds for the truth of their 
conclusion or they claim to support the con-
clusion with necessity. In the case of induc-
tive arguments, the premises support but do 
not guarantee the conclusion: 

The black and white categories of validity 
and invalidity apply only to deductive 
arguments; inductive arguments are strong 
or weak. In a valid deductive argument 
with all true premises, the truth of the 
conclusion is necessary and its falsehood is 
impossible. In a strong inductive argument 
with all true premises, the truth of the 
conclusion is merely probable and its 
falsehood merely improbable. 

(Suber, 1997) 

The conclusions of valid deductions are 
not a matter of degree but of the ‘all or noth-
ing’ kind. The conclusions of inductions are 
a matter of degree: they have a ‘more or less’ 
nature. Inductions are not bad deductions: 
‘The difference between deduction and 
induction is not the difference between good 
and bad reasoning, but between two ways to 
support the truth of conclusions. Deduction 
is the subject of a rigorous exact science; 
induction is not’ (Suber, 1997). 

Deductive arguments go hand in hand 
with the positivist paradigm and quantita-
tive research, whereas inductive arguments 
belong to the phenomenological paradigm 
and qualitative research. Nevertheless, more 
important is the difference between sound 
arguments and unsound arguments. 

A fallacy is a bad method of argument, 
whether deductive or inductive. Arguments 
can be ‘bad’ (or unsound) for several 

reasons: one or more of their premises may 
be false, or irrelevant, or the reasoning from 
them may be invalid, or the language 
expressing them may be ambiguous or 
vague. There is certainly an infi nity of bad 
arguments; there may even be an infi nity of 
ways of arguing badly. The name fallacy is 
usually reserved for typical faults in 
arguments that we nevertheless fi nd 
persuasive. Studying them is therefore a 
good defence against deception.

(Suber, 1997) 

Trade-offs

Walle (1997) underlines the need for tourism 
scholars to develop an adequate framework 
for determining why specifi c research strate-
gies are useful in certain situations, while at 
the same time being aware of the ‘trade-offs’ 
involved in adopting a certain strategy. He 
started with the tentative adoption of the 
emic/etic (art/science: see also Chapter 15, 
this volume) dichotomy and applied it to the 
strategies of tourism research. The matrix 
Walle created as an overview of this pers-
pective draws the attention to three of the 
more relevant implications of the art/science 
dichotomy (Table 3.2).

Both methods have their strengths 
and weaknesses. Therefore some research-
ers choose to combine them in order to 
 minimize the weaknesses of each method 
and to maximize its strengths. The combi-
nation of methods can also improve the 
validity of the research. Often the technique 
of triangulation is used, whereby the results 
from one method can be checked with the 
fi ndings of the other method (see Chapter 5 
and Chapter 14, this volume). Triangulation 
implies the use of multiple methods, diverse 
data sources, multidisciplinary investiga-
tors and various theories in a research proc-
ess (Finn et al., 2000). In this context, a 
distinction should be made between multi-
ple methods and mixed methods. Multiple 
methods are used to examine different per-
spectives of the same research question 
(Philip, 1998), whereas the use of mixed 
methods implies the use of different meth-
ods at the same time in the research process. 
According to Henderson (1990: 181) ‘the 
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value of multiple methods is that they lead 
to multiple realities’. It can even happen 
that strategies that combine different meth-
ods deliver inconsistent results. Therefore, 
one needs to know which method is most 
appropriate for a given circumstance. As 
Veal (2006) states, ‘cultural tourism research-
ers should rather opt for a “horses for courses” 
approach’. He argues that techniques are 
not intrinsically good or bad, but are con-
sidered to be appropriate or inappropriate 
for the task in hand. Furthermore, he main-
tains that it is not a question of good or bad 
techniques that should be considered, but 
good or bad use of techniques.

From a Monodisciplinary to a 
Multidisciplinary Approach

Cultural tourism: a multidisciplinary 
fi eld of study

As Smith (2003) observes: 

Cultural tourism studies is a relatively new 
and little known academic discipline, and 
one which may be described as a composite 
discipline, since it draws on a number of 
different academic areas for its theoretical 
underpinning. This includes areas such as 

anthropology, cultural studies, sociology, 
urban planning, arts management, heritage 
and museum studies, to name but a few. 

Cultural tourism is hence a multidiscipli-
nary and, in the ideal case, an interdiscipli-
nary fi eld of study. As tourism researchers 
with different academic backgrounds work 
more and more together, Weaver and Law-
ton (2002) argue that the multidisciplinary 
approach in tourism research is gradually 
evolving into an interdisciplinary approach, 
in which the perspectives of various disci-
plines are combined and synthesized. An 
interdisciplinary approach means that sub-
fi elds of research that do not fi t neatly into 
one particular discipline are involved 
(Melkert, 2007). Smith (2003) also states 
that it is no longer wise to remain rooted 
fi rmly in one discipline or to specialize in 
one sector alone.

The contribution of the historic–critical 
method to cultural tourism research 

In order to conduct research on cultural tour-
ism in a sensible way, one has to seek a meth-
odological framework that fi ts the subject 
matter. This framework will, in most cases, 
be multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary, as 

Table 3.2. Implications of the dichotomy between the scientifi c and qualitative research approaches. 
Source: Walle (1997). 

 Tourism term Scientifi c method Qualitative research

Anthropology term: Etic (science) Emic (art)
Characteristics: Formality/rigour emphasized

Mathematical tools prominent
Insight/intuition employed
Qualitative data employed

Especially useful when: Appropriate data can be 
gathered

Questions can be attacked via 
the scientifi c method

Many informants needed
Adequate time for research 

available

Formal/scientifi c methods will not result in 
needed data

Formal models are not useful

Few informants are available
Time pressures do not permit formal 

research
Net result of 

trade-offs:
A sacrifi ce of possible important 

data and/or abandoning 
certain research topics 
is accepted in order that 
research is placed upon a 
fi rm scientifi c foundation

Rigour is sacrifi ced for the sake of attacking 
questions that formal methods cannot 
easily pursue. Insights/intuition of skilled 
researchers are allowed a free hand. 
Possible time savings
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has been explained above. In many cases, 
history will be an important element in the 
disciplinary mix, either history in a broad 
sense or specifi c fi elds such as history of art, 
architecture, literature, music, theatre or 
opera. Therefore this section proceeds with 
an explanation of the empirical approach 
within historic research.

How can we study events that have 
already passed? This question is at the heart 
of historical research and it becomes more 
pregnant if one wishes to research the past 
in an empirical manner. The 19th century 
German historian Von Ranke (1824) argued 
in his book Geschichte der Romanischen 
und Germanischen Völker von 1494 bis 
1514 (History of the Latin and Teutonic 
Peoples from 1494 to 1514) that the histo-
rian has to have a pure love for truth and 
therefore should be concerned only with 
the thorough study of facts about the past. 
For Von Ranke, only written historic docu-
ments can provide the solid base for history 
as a science. From the 19th century onwards 
this methodology of history has been fur-
ther developed, and one of the things that 
historians of cultural tourism have to learn 
is how to deal with historic sources in 
order to be able to establish the facts about 
the past. 

Knowledge of the past is based on pri-
mary and secondary sources. Primary sources 
are the written material from the past. For 
cultural tourism research, useful primary 
sources can be travel journals, autobiogra-
phies, letters and postcards. The historic 
works for which primary sources are used 
are called secondary sources or literature. 
Examples of relevant secondary literature for 
cultural tourism studies are the biographies 
of the great travelling women of the Victo-
rian age (e.g. Kikkert’s 1980 biography on the 
Dutch traveller Alexandrine Tinne).

Besides written sources, people from 
the past have also left other material traces: 
artefacts, buildings, pictures and changes 
in the landscape. Vedute di Roma, the etch-
ings from Giovanni Battista Piranesi, were 
made to be sold to the young noblemen on 
the Grand Tour. The black-and-white views 
were cherished at home either as a souvenir 
or as an appetizer for future travellers. 

These material traces will also be referred 
to as sources if they provide the historian 
with useful knowledge of the past. In order 
to retrieve signifi cant information from 
these sources, the historian has to pose the 
right questions. What the right questions 
are is derived from the best practices in his-
tory as science, so it depends on the experi-
ences gathered through the process of 
historic research and history writing. Histo-
rians have to check if they can ask specifi c 
questions of the sources, if the sources can 
provide the right answers to their questions, 
and how these answers can be derived. 
This approach is called the historic–critical 
method and was also developed during the 
19th century. The core activity of this 
method is to try to place the source as pre-
cisely as possible into its historic context 
and try to understand how the source was 
understood in its own time. This also estab-
lishes how representative a source is for 
developments in the historical period it 
dates from. A good example of this for cul-
tural tourism is the exhibition and cata-
logue ‘Piranesi as a designer’ (Lawrence 
et al., 2007), which places the Vedute di Roma 
in the much larger context of the whole 
lifespan of Piranesi as architect, interior 
and furniture designer, draughtsman and 
antiquarian. In addition to offi cial publica-
tions such as the Vedute, there were also 
intimate contributions to the Album Ami-
corum of the Dutchman Aernout  Vosmaer 
by Piranesi and his two sons Francesco and 
Angelo. The latter was only 12 years old 
when he made a little drawing of the mar-
bles of the Villa Albany in 1776. Vosmaer 
had enjoyed the company of Piranesi, who 
on occasions acted as a  cicerone (guide) for 
the travelling milordi (gentlemen), who 
received something special to bring home 
from their Grand Tour.

Tradition and Überreste

The 19th-century scientist Johann Gustav 
Droysen distinguished between tradition 
and Überreste when typifying sources. 
Sources that are labelled tradition are 
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 written with the goal of giving a personal 
interpretation of the subject matter. Exam-
ples are memoirs, chronicles, travel records, 
biographies, autobiographies and essays. 
Since tradition gives a distorted picture, it 
is important to try to ascertain the position 
the author holds with regard to what is 
described when looking back at things. As 
the historian is aware of this when using 
these sources, he or she can approach them 
in a way that they may still provide objec-
tive information. Überreste are the direct 
record of actions that took place in the past 
and which are written without an interpre-
tation of the historical period when they 
took place. Examples include bills, minutes, 
notes, diaries, letters, memoranda, charters, 
contracts, etc. Überreste are fragmentary 
and intertwined with historical develop-
ments. Like the tradition, they may give a 
distorted view and they may also avoid 
taboo matters and be a product of hidden 
agendas themselves. The historian must 
also be well aware of these pitfalls when 
using these sources, as they seem to be very 
objective in nature. Sources that from one 
perspective are labelled tradition, such as 
the memoirs of Churchill, could also be 
called Überreste when seen as a vision of 
the Second World War in post-war times.

How can a source be placed within its 
historic context? First, the researcher has to 
ascertain the authenticity of a source with 
the aid of three questions about its nature:

Is it an original or a fake? Is it the origi-1. 
nal, a copy or a rendering?

Is it complete? 2. 
What sort of source is it: tradition or 3. 

Überreste?

After answering these basic questions the 
researcher must try to establish the identity 
of the author and try to gain certainty as to 
when and where the source was written or 
produced. We also need to know: why the 
source was written or made and to what 
end? The role of the author of the source has 
to be investigated too. Did the author wit-
ness the event or collect information from 
others? How reliable is the author? Another 
question is to what contemporary matter 
the source refers. All the answers to these 

questions relate to the reliability of the his-
toric information. Such questions are impor-
tant in researching cultural tourism, 
particularly given the importance of history, 
heritage and authenticity in the production 
and consumption of culture by tourists.

But as the chapters in this volume 
show, such questions are also important in 
relation to contemporary culture as well. 
For example, the grounded theory analysis 
of tourism development in Santiponce 
(Chapter 10) shows how important it is to 
uncover the origin and context of different 
sources. Are particular statements being 
made from a certain political position, for 
example? Are the interpretations of ‘culture’ 
and ‘heritage’ being used by different com-
mentators always the same? A quick com-
parison of the different usages of terms such 
as ‘culture’ or ‘authenticity’ in the present 
volume would suggest that knowing about 
the origin and context of the different 
sources being examined is vital in cultural 
tourism research.

Conclusion

We have argued here for the integration of 
quantitative and qualitative approaches 
to the study of cultural tourism. A review 
of the approach taken to evidence by his-
torians reveals much about potential 
means of integrating different forms of data 
into a holistic analysis. In the fi rst place we 
need to be aware of the importance of  asking 
the right questions and we then need to 
seek the appropriate types of data to 
answer those questions. The quantitative 
approach has the virtue of traditional scien-
tifi c method, but as the example of historic 
 analysis shows, qualitative information 
can also be tested and interpreted in a rigor-
ous way. 

Our argument here is that what is 
required is a more holistic approach which 
combines the virtues of both qualitative and 
quantitative research, and which is better 
able to place the different data sources in an 
appropriate historical and/or contemporary 
context.
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4 Blurring Boundaries in 
Cultural Tourism Research

Esther Binkhorst, Teun den Dekker and Marjan Melkert 

Introduction 

Tourism development is often hindered by 
the way tourism is claimed and framed. 
Driven by an economic growth perspective, 
tourism developers and policy makers allow 
tourism to increase, laying claim to natural, 
social, cultural, historical and other  re- 
 so urces. We argue here that the starting 
point for tourism development should be 
human beings and their time-spatial con-
text. This humanistic vision is very much 
inspired by the ethnographic perspective 
(see also Part IV of this volume). For tour-
ism this implies an innovative approach. It 
means doing away with distinctions 
between supply and demand, company and 
customer, tourist and host, tourism and 
non-tourism spaces. Instead we should view 
tourism as a holistic network of actors con-
nected in experience environments and 
operating within different time-spatial con-
texts (Binkhorst and Den Dekker, 2009). 

A central role for the human being and 
thinking in experience networks are needed 
all the more so because of the blurring of 
boundaries between tourism, art, culture, 
sport, hobbies and learning, which are 
hard to deal with using traditional research 
approaches. When is someone actually a 
tourist? When is someone a cultural tourist? 
What hobbies, activities and experiences 

are considered to be (cultural) tourism expe-
riences? Is it possible to distinguish between 
someone’s cultural (tourism) activities and 
other (tourism) activities? How can tourists 
as human beings best be studied in an era 
of blurring boundaries? The aim of this 
chapter is to explore potential new ways of 
researching cultural tourism.

The Tourist as Human Being

Tourism experience networks

The essential information necessary to 
understand tourism phenomena and to be 
able to develop tourism is hidden in each 
human being who becomes a tourist or who, 
in one of his or her experience environ-
ments, comes into contact with tourism. A 
tourism network approach allows us to 
understand the interaction between indi-
vidual tourists and other actors as well, in 
other words anyone and anything involved 
in the tourism network.

In tourism, the ‘experience environment’ 
is made up of all the people and things that 
surround the tourist. This not only includes 
the time when people are actually travelling 
but also the period in which the decision to 
travel is taken and the post-travel period after 
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returning home. Consequently each person 
is surrounded by a unique ‘tourism experi-
ence network’ of all the stakeholders involved 
in his or her tourism experiences, whether 
they are real, virtual or even imaginary. The 
argument made here is that we should defi ne 
tourism as an experience network in which 
various actors  co-create as they engage in 
tourism experiences. This relates very much 
to what van der Duim (2007) called ‘tourism-
scapes’, or the complex processes of ordering 
of  people and things. Such tourism experi-
ence  networks are immense and connect the 
human being with: the people they travel 
with (friends, partner, family, special- interest 
group, colleagues), the Internet, virtual travel 
communities, travel agencies, tour operators, 
suppliers of transport, hoteliers, guides, local 
entrepreneurs offering activities at the desti-
nation, local residents, sights and activities 
at the destination such as attractions, typical 
landmarks, museums, heritage sites, events, 
natural landscapes, technology and so on. 

Tourismscapes also include the govern-
mental and non-governmental agencies that 
shape the conditions of travel (see also 
 Chapter 16). Figure 4.1 provides a  simple 
representation of such a tourism experience 
network.

The tourism experience network app-
roach forces us to put the human being at 
the centre, not as a tourist but as a human 
being. In the fi rst place, any tourist is a per-
son or actor in his or her home environment 
(see Fig. 4.2). This is where he or she will 
usually spend most of the time and where 
lots of memorable social experiences will be 
undergone. In the home environment, peo-
ple also spend much time on obligations 
such as work and school. The network in 
which the person acts basically guides him 
or her through life and will also respond to 
life’s changes. The need for a tourism expe-
rience might evolve at a certain moment, 
which consequently changes the person’s 
network. New actors will be sought or links 
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with existing actors will be strengthened to 
achieve one’s objectives to fulfi l the need to 
travel (see Fig. 4.3). 

Once the person has been through the 
travel decision-making process he or she will 
leave the daily experience environment for a 

holiday or a break (see Fig. 4.4) and will 
return again to the home environment after 
travel (see Fig. 4.2). The fi rst two experience 
environments, the home environment and 
the work and/or learning environment, are 
often neglected in tourism studies. When 
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picturing a tourist, researchers routinely 
begin with an image of someone in the 
third experience environment, that of free 
time, characterized by the freedom, time and 
money to travel to other areas outside the 
daily living environment. Moreover, they 
tend to imagine the tourist either when trav-
elling to or being at the destination. We do 
not usually consider persons as a ‘tourist’ 
while they are still in their own daily con-
text. But the daily context is exactly where a 
‘tourist’ spends most of the time and where 
decisions are taken about future trips and 
where a lifestyle might infl uence a travel 
style. Certain newspapers and magazines 
drop regularly into the ‘tourist’s’ mailbox; 
certain TV channels are watched; donations 
to certain organizations are made; certain 
souvenirs in the home environment and 
clothes in the wardrobe remind us of  previous 
trips; books, CDs and DVDs on the shelves 
tell us about art, culture, music, painting, 
pottery, history, travel destinations; favou-
rite bars, restaurants or clubs are visited; cer-
tain websites connect the ‘tourist’ through 
the Internet with the rest of the world; stories 
and experiences are exchanged with family 

members, colleagues and friends; and a cer-
tain type of work or education shapes ‘the 
tourist’s’ life. By studying the various experi-
ence environments in their daily context, 
researchers could get to know the tourist 
 better, or, more accurately, the human being 
behind the tourist. The following sections 
examine how the study of tourism is 
 complicated by questions of subjectivity and 
objectivity. We then examine the case for 
striking a balance between these two extremes 
(see also Chapter 3) and fi nally we provide 
some examples of potentially innovative 
approaches to researching the increasingly 
blurred world of the tourist.

The Cultural Tourism Product: 
the Subjectivist versus the 

Objectivist Approach  

How can we defi ne culture?

If blurring of boundaries leads us to regard 
and research the cultural tourist as a human 
being, then what will this process mean for 
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the object or the cultural experience? Well, 
nothing new to start with. As Richards 
(1996: 42) remarks: ‘One of the few areas of 
certainty in cultural tourism is the diffi culty 
of defi ning it. Few studies are agreed about 
what the cultural element of cultural tour-
ism should encompass’. The best way to 
proceed is therefore to try to fi nd out what is 
meant by the term ‘culture’ itself in differ-
ent contexts. Richards (1996) explains that 
culture can refer to a process or a product. 
The idea of culture as a process stems from 
anthropology and sociology. Codes of con-
duct that are embedded in a specifi c group 
defi ne what culture is for that group. Cul-
ture is therefore the process through which 
people make sense of themselves and their 
lives. An example of this is the music 
CD that a tourist may bring home having 
attended a dance performance on holiday. 
Hearing it at home will probably not evoke 
the same kind of experience, because of the 
change in context.

The idea of culture as a product was 
developed within art criticism. The cultu-
ral product is the result of individual or 
group activities to which certain meanings 
are attached. These meanings can defi ne 
something as ‘high’ or ‘low’ culture. The 
defi nitions of high and low culture evolve 
continuously, as is noted and described 
within postmodern discourse. An illustra-
tive  example is offered by the new policy of 
the British Museum welcoming back its 
anthropological collections and even stag-
ing special events connected with them, 
such as modelling and worshipping a clay 
Hindu goddess in the museum. Several 
decennia ago, the same collections would 
have been removed from this temple of high 
culture and such events would have been 
labelled as popular culture. 

Because of all these uncertainties, it 
may be more sensible, as an aid to under-
standing why what is being said where, to 
consider the matter from the point of view 
of the philosophy of values. The ontological 
status of values depends on the question if 
values exist in their own right or if they 
exist only if there is an evaluating entity. 
Therefore the status of values depends on 
the context in which they are seen – the 

general outlook on life – and whether this is 
subjective or objective. In other words: is it 
an entity – a human being – that evaluates 
the world or are there immanent values to 
be found in the world itself?

Subjectivism

Radical subjectivity implies that the point 
of reference is the subject, in this case the 
cultural tourist. The subject attaches values 
to things. Since this is a human act, it is the 
behaviour of the human being which has to 
be studied in order to understand personal 
preferences relating to specifi c – in this case 
cultural – objects and experiences.

In the subjective picture of the world, 
again, values do not exist independently in 
themselves. Objects that are evaluated posi-
tively are those that are desirable for the sub-
ject. The subject constructs the values and 
these do not depend on a correspondence 
with reality. Subjectivists argue that if there 
were no evaluating subjects, there would be 
no values. The seven different subsets or 
niche components that Smith (2003) identi-
fi es with the term ’cultural tourism’ can be 
related to the subjective preferences or pro-
fi le of the cultural tourist.

The tourist who likes heritage visits 1. 
castles, palaces, country houses, archaeo-
logical sites, monuments, architecture, 
museums and religious sites.

The tourist who likes arts visits the 2. 
theatre, concerts, galleries, festivals, carni-
vals, events and literary sites.

The tourist who likes to be creatively 3. 
engaged will undertake photography, paint-
ing, pottery, cookery, crafts and language 
learning.

The tourist who likes urban culture 4. 
will visit historic cities, regenerated indus-
trial cities, waterfront developments, arts 
and heritage attractions. 

The tourist who likes rural culture will 5. 
visit villages, farms and agro-tourism 
objects, eco-museums, national parks and 
follow wine trails.

The tourist who likes indigenous 6. 
 culture will visit hill tribes and participate 
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in desert or mountain trekking. They will 
also visit cultural centres and be interested 
in arts and crafts products, cultural perfor-
mances and festivals. 

The tourist who likes popular culture 7. 
will visit theme parks and theme attractions, 
shopping malls, pop concerts, sporting 
events, media and fi lm sets, industrial heri-
tage sites and fashion and design museums. 

Once the tourist has been identifi ed as the 
subject who ‘makes’ the cultural tourism 
product, the boundaries between these dif-
ferent types of products blur. Because the 
cultural tourist is a human being with vari-
ous preferences, he or she will choose, com-
bine and mix the components of the cultural 
tourism product in accordance with his or 
her needs and wants. So a wide range of dif-
ferent tourist experiences may be sought by 
the same individual: swimming in a river in 
the morning, visiting a temple in the after-
noon and dancing at a beach party at night. 
This goes especially for the postmodern 
tourist consumer belonging to the ‘zap’ gen-
eration, whose behaviour is as eclectic as it 
is unpredictable.    

According to Schouten (2003), what the 
visitor wants (to experience) should be 
interesting, unique and meaningful. That is 
why interpretation and imagination play an 
important role in presenting the cultural 
tourism product. But what about the authen-
ticity of the cultural object or event? By stat-
ing that authenticity is determined by the 
visitors themselves, Gilmore and Pine 
(2007) take an extreme subjectivist position 
in the debate on this issue. The danger of 
this subjectivist point of view is that the 
focus on personal preferences of the tourist 
may lead to the commodifi cation of culture 
on the one hand and cultural relativism on 
the other. 

The value that the subject attaches to an 
object or the intrinsic value of an object is 
not the same as its moral value. Moral impli-
cations can only be found within a theory of 
moral obligations, where objects become 
moral objects. The way in which a moral 
object is treated can be judged as good or 
bad. In eco-philosophy, ecosystems are 
regarded as moral objects. Cultural objects 

too are often regarded as moral objects, as 
indicated by all the measures taken to pre-
vent cultural heritage from crumbling under 
the pressure of too many  tourists and the 
use of the money these visitors bring in for 
restoration. So dealing morally with cul-
tural objects can be described in terms of 
preservation and development, two pro-
cesses that are frequently analysed in cul-
tural tourism studies. A good example is the 
cultural tourism sustainability mix devel-
oped by Munsters (2005): preservation (of 
the cultural object), population (the inter-
ests of the host community), public (the 
experience of the cultural tourist) and profi t 
(for the tourism industry) should be in 
 balance, in order to guarantee the sound 
development of cultural tourism. 

Objectivism

The opposite philosophical stream to sub-
jectivism is objectivism. For this school of 
thought everything begins with the object. 
From an objective perspective the point of 
reference is the set of characteristics of the 
object observed. The object is valued 
because of its intrinsic values. Values here 
are not a function of human desire, but they 
exist in their own right as the characteristics 
of the object and independent of the pres-
ence of an evaluating entity, because reality 
contains much more than we can con-
sciously conceive. In this outlook on reality, 
the (tourist) subject does not attach value to 
an object but rather discovers it.The cultural 
tourist visits cultural objects or events in 
order to enjoy their immanent qualities. The 
characteristics are the things that enable us 
to evaluate an object. 

Munsters (2007) makes it very clear that 
a cultural object, event or spectacle has to be 
open for the public in order to be able to 
become a cultural tourism product (see also 
Chapter 5). The attractive value is primarily 
being defi ned in terms of the measure of 
accessibility.  The characteristics the cul-
tural offer possesses sui generis are second-
ary. Munsters’ (1996, 2007) general typology 
of cultural tourism resources, categorized 
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reality, taste becomes something that can be 
disputed while education is considered as 
crucial for the improvement of the ability to 
evaluate things. This point of view risks 
attracting the reproach of elitism. Schouten 
(2005) calls it the ‘what the expert says’ 
aspect of cultural tourism: the conservator 
and the restorer of cultural heritage qualify  
their activities in terms such as ‘important’, 
‘signifi cant’, ‘relevant’, ‘content’, ‘facts’ and 
‘history’. Experts prefer a public of connois-
seurs of art and history and they have a nega-
tive opinion of tourists. The gap that may 
result from this line of thought is also felt by 
the general public when art and heritage pre-
sentations do not match with their interests. 

In the discussion on authenticity, objec-
tivists hold totally opposite views to subjec-
tivists. With regard to the authenticity of 
historic buildings, Denslagen (2004) feels it 
is confusing that different meanings become 
attached to the term ‘authentic’. This Tower 
of Babel evaporates the content of the term 
and leads to a practice of ‘anything goes’. His 
advice is to make a clear distinction between 
‘authenticity’ and ‘originality’.  The authen-
tic is the historic object itself, regardless of 
wear, tear and change. The original is the 
state in which the object was fi rst presented. 
Only the substance of an object, work of art 
or  building can be authentic and nothing 
else. At the 1994 conference of the Interna-
tional Council of Monuments and Sites in 
Japan, it was decided that besides the mate-
rial authenticity of the (historic) substance it 
should be possible to label other things as 
authentic too.  Denslagen mentions the conti-
nuity of local defi nitions of cultural heritage 
and local restoration traditions as examples. 
This theory may well apply to historic build-
ings and artefacts, but it falls short for the 
performing arts. Before the pianola and the 
wax roll were developed, it was diffi cult to 
tell what a piece of music sounded like. 
Until then, music notation systems put on 
paper what should reverberate within the 
ear of the listener. Therefore one of the great 
artistic experiences has been the study and 
performance of the ‘Alte Musik Tradition’, 
(i.e. medieval, Renaissance and Baroque 
music). Since Vivaldi (in 1958) and Bach 
(in 1964) have been played on historical 

1. Attractions

(a) Monuments
  Religious buildings
  Public buildings
  Historic houses
  Castles and palaces
  Parks and gardens
  Defences
  Archaeological sites
  Industrial–archaeological buildings

(b) Museums
  Folklore museums
  Art museums

(c) Routes
  Cultural–historic routes
  Art routes

(d) Theme parks
  Cultural–historic parks
  Archaeological parks
  Architecture parks

2. Events

(a) Cultural–historic events
  Religious festivals
  Secular festivals
  Folk festivals

(b) Art events
  Art exhibitions
  Art festivals

(c) Events and attractions
  Open monument days

Box 4.1. General typology of cultural tourism 
resources. (Source: Richards, 1996: 110.)

into attractions (permanent by defi nition) 
and events (temporary by defi nition), may 
be qualifi ed as objectivist or ideographic, as 
it is based on the attributes of the cultural 
resources (Richards, 2001) (Box 4.1).

From the objectivistic point of view, 
knowledge of an object and taking the time 
to get to know it are of paramount impor-
tance for an adequate evaluation. Lack of 
knowledge makes the judgment of value 
unreliable. In the objectivistic perspective on 
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instruments, musicologists have been work-
ing hard to fi nd out how music originally 
was performed, on what instruments, in 
what sort of architectural environment, for 
what sort of audience(s) and trying to relive 
those experiences. The authenticity of the 
performance remains a point of discussion, 
but the advice of the singer Marco Beasley 
(2005) to take the heart as one’s guide may be 
the best direction to follow here, even if this 
seems ‘unscientifi c’.

Virtus in medio

Subjectivism and objectivism are radically 
different approaches to reality. However, as 
Melkert and Vos argue in Chapter 3, they do 
not necessarily exclude each other. It is pos-
sible to give a place to evaluating subjects 
within a world where objects have intrinsic 
values and to realize an exchange between 
subjects and objects according to Horace’s 
words: virtus est medium vitiorum et 
utrimque reductum (virtue is the middle 
between two vices, and is equally removed 
from either extreme). 

It is clearly benefi cial for the study of 
cultural tourism products if researchers are 
well aware of their position and that of 
their fellow researchers within the fi eld 
of tension between subjectivism and 
 objectivism. This awareness would enable 
them to understand who says what with 
regard to the cultural tourism product. The 
approach of sociologists, anthropologists 
and art critics, who see culture either as a 
process or as a product, puts them on the 
subjective side of the spectrum. Neverthe-
less, within their fi eld of study, an objective 
approach could also be possible and might 
even help to change interpretations. The 
place in the middle may also be the place 
where experts meet exploiters and where 
cooperation is possible between these two 
sides in the process of cultural tourism 
product development.

The question of what is authentic ‘in the 
middle’ may create, as in the case of the ‘Alte 
Musik Tradition’, a true ‘battlefi eld’ of expec-
tations, new discoveries and incessantly 

growing insights. The conclusion might 
even be that it is impossible to defi ne what 
is authentic at all. The quest for a defi nition 
of authenticity may even be destructive, as 
Hildesheimer (1985) claims in Der ferne 
Bach, because it stands in the way of new 
interpretations. Nevertheless, the perform-
ers of ancient music present the world with 
a breathtaking series of rehearsals, concerts 
and audio recordings that either enchant or 
provoke disgust and that set hearts and 
minds at work. A case of fertile, even pro-
creative, misunderstanding? Admirers of 
ancient music become cultural tourists as 
they travel to the historic castles, convents 
and churches and other places where the 
concerts take place. Films like Corneau’s 
Tous les matins du monde and Corbiau’s 
Farinelli – il castrato and Le Roi danse have 
made the results of the quest accessible for a 
larger audience. These fi lms may even be an 
incentive to visit the remains of the archi-
tectural decor they evoke (such as Ver-
sailles) and can so produce a spin-off in the 
form of cultural tourism. 

Claiming this middle ground requires 
us to put ourselves in the position of the 
tourist, and to place the tourist as human 
being at the centre of the tourism experi-
ence. The problem with this new position-
ing is the diffi cultly of capturing the new 
insights generated using traditional tourism 
research methods. We would argue, there-
fore, that what is needed is a new range of 
research tools capable of traversing the mid-
dle ground and seeking out the innovative 
behaviours and experiences of the tourist. 
In the following section we outline some 
innovative new ways of approaching the 
tourist, which may provide a means to cap-
ture new dimensions of their experience.

Developments in Methodological 
Innovation 

If we want to acknowledge the tourist as 
human being in an experience environment, 
new research methods are needed to be able 
to understand tourist behaviour better. Con-
ventional research methods can be suffi cient 
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to describe and register tourism behaviour, 
but when researchers really want to under-
stand the tourist as a human being, innova-
tive methods are required to explore the 
experience environments and how these are 
used by the tourist. Two main developments 
can be distinguished in innovative methods. 
First, a shift from top-down to bottom-up 
approaches, with dialogues between equal 
partners taking the place of traditional top-
down methods. Second, a shift can be 
observed from real to virtual methods. The 
use of virtual worlds such as Second Life is 
becoming common in tourism, as it is in 
other areas of social life. These tools provide 
numerous innovative ways of doing both 
qualitative and quantitative research.

Figure 4.5 shows a wide range of re-
search methods, from the more conven-
tional methods at the bottom to the more 
inno vative at the top. The most innovative 
of these methods will be explained with the 

help of illustrative cases from tourism and 
other fi elds.

The use of websites as a research tool: the 
case of IKEA in the Netherlands

The central theme of a Dutch website initi-
ated by IKEA is ‘Design Your Own Life’. 
The website aims at getting insight into the 
way people shape their own lives and enjoy 
living. Consumer research by the market 
research company TNS-NIPO forms the 
basis of the website. Visitors can discuss 
topics on a forum, do tests, read advice and 
in the process learn more about themselves. 
IKEA as a company can learn a lot from the 
input visitors provide. As an example 
of an instrument used to gather visitor 
 information by means of a bottom-up app-
roach, this tool is also perfectly applicable 
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within the framework of tourism destina-
tion management.

The use of geo-tracking: 
the case of Ipoki, Spain

Geo-tracking takes the investigation of 
human spatial behaviour to a more sophisti-
cated level. New technologies provide 
researchers with other possibilities to track 
tourists during their journey. Today there 
are two main tracking technologies available: 
satellite navigation systems and land-based 
navigations systems (Shoval and Isaacson, 
2007). Through the Spanish social network 
Ipoki (http://www.ipoki.es), geo-tracking is 
available for everyone (see also Chapter 9). 
Ipoki members can trace the movements of 
their friends through GPS software down-
loaded to their mobile phones. By creating 
an Ipoki group among tourists, it should also 
be possible to monitor tourist movements 
without the need for sophisticated hardware. 
Recent developments and new models in the 
mobile phone industry make geo-tracking 
via GPS even more easy and accessible.

The use of experience environments: 
the case of the Co-lab in Sitges, Spain

The Co-lab is an apartment-cum-offi ce in 
the Spanish coastal village of Sitges, where 
tourism practice and research go hand in 
hand. A type of tourism based on the princi-
ple of co-creation has been developed there 
to showcase the possibilities for innovation 
in tourism development (Binkhorst, 2007). 
This means, on the one hand, that locals 
participate in enhancing the experience of 
the tourist and, on the other hand, the tour-
ists themselves can play an active role in 
the co-creation of their tourism experiences. 
At present, real-life experiences are being 
developed, and the next step will be to cre-
ate an experience environment in which 
both tourists and locals can also virtually 
shape and share their experiences. At the 
same time a data collection tool will be 
developed. In addition to the traditional 

questionnaire and (in-depth) interview, one 
of the research methods used in the Co-lab 
to gain insight into how tourists experience 
the destination and their holiday in general 
is to have them picture their holiday through 
their own eyes during the ‘do it yourself 
tour’. The data will be used to create a (vir-
tual) book written or, better said, pictured 
by tourists about their holiday and the des-
tination (see also Chapter 13). These data 
will be shared with anyone whose experi-
ence environments they come across.

The use of public space: the case of the 
New Zealand Travel Café, Tokyo, Japan

The New Zealand Travel Café in Tokyo, 
Japan, is a public space used to teach Japa-
nese people in an informal way about New 
Zealand as a tourism destination. Their visit 
to the Travel Café, which is part of their 
home environment, has an infl uence on 
their travel decision-making process. The 
Travel Café is an interesting opportunity for 
the tourism industry and governmental 
tourism bodies in New Zealand to get in 
contact with potential visitors before they 
actually visit the country.

The use of storytelling: the case of Audio 
Snacks/N8 geluiden in the USA and the 

Netherlands

Audio Snacks and N8 geluiden (Sounds of 
the Night) are similar initiatives from the 
USA and the Netherlands. The basic concept 
is that anybody with a sound recording 
device (such as an MP3 player) can make 
their own audio guide of a certain destina-
tion and can share it through the Web. By 
tracking download and upload behaviour, 
researchers can learn a lot about what people 
tend to seek in a certain destination. 

All the examples mentioned above 
show a similar tendency: the blurring of 
boundaries between the different experi-
ence environments of the tourist. When we 
acknowledge those blurring boundaries 
and keep in mind the evolution from top- 

http://www.ipoki.es
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down to bottom-up and from real to virtual 
approaches, abundant possibilities are at 
hand in order to generate a more profound 
understanding of the behaviour of the tour-
ist as a human being.

Conclusions

As the boundaries between different types 
of consumption become blurred, so it 
becomes increasingly important to place the 

tourist at the centre of the tourism system. In 
this way, the complex connections between 
different forms of consumption in different 
types of environments can be traced and 
interlinked. Collecting data on these new 
forms of tourist consumption requires new 
methods that are able to cross the bounda-
ries between home and tourist environments 
and quantitative and qualitative informa-
tion. Advances in technology are making 
such innovative approaches increasingly 
viable and should open up exciting new 
avenues for research in the future.
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5 The Cultural Destination Experience Audit 
Applied to the Tourist-historic City

Wil Munsters

Introduction

In studies on destination management, little 
attention has been paid to the measuring of 
the tourist experience. In particular the hos-
pitality experience of the guests in their 
contacts with both professional tourist serv-
ice providers and the local population has 
been neglected. One of the major reasons for 
this lacuna in visitor survey research is to 
be found in the methodological problems 
connected to the measuring of visit experi-
ences (Page and Connel, 2006; see also 
Chapter 12, this volume). Yet it is a fact that 
the visitor’s experience is one of the key 
 factors for the quality of the stay and for 
possible repeat visits. 

The purpose of this study is to contrib-
ute to the methodological discourse on the 
evaluation of the tourist experience in cul-
tural destinations. Being the most complex 
and interesting case of a cultural tourist des-
tination, the tourist-historic city has been 
chosen as a case study. Not only the mate-
rial core product of tourist-historic cities, 
consisting of monuments, ancient street 
patterns, museums and cultural events (the 
‘hardware’), but also the immaterial attrac-
tion elements (the ‘software’), of which 
 hospitality is often one of the most impor-
tant, run the risk of suffering from tourism 
pressure, given the growing popularity of 

old monumental towns as tourist destina-
tions. Moreover, the level of hospitality is 
closely related to the social carrying capac-
ity of the local community: the stronger/
weaker the social carrying capacity, the 
higher/lower the level of hospitality (Mun-
sters, 2007). 

The Tourist-historic City as a Cultural 
Tourism Product

The attractiveness of a historic city for tour-
ists depends not only on the cultural offer it 
possesses but also on the supply of addi-
tional urban services and transport facili-
ties, together with which it forms a complete 
tourism product. 

On the basis of the elementary defi ni-
tion of the tourism product as an addition of 
attractions plus accommodations plus trans-
portation, the cultural tourism product 
offered by the tourist-historic city can be 
defi ned as a composition of: 

● the core product, being the cultural 
tourism supply (monuments, street pat-
terns, museums, art galleries, theatres, 
cinemas, routes, cultural events, local 
culture) and the related specifi c cultural 
tourist services, such as information 
and education; and

© CAB International 2010. Cultural Tourism Research Methods
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● the additional product, being the gen-
eral tourism product elements and the 
related tourist services consisting of:

general tourist facilities and serv-
ices;
– tourist organizations and travel 

intermediaries: tourist informa-
tion offi ces, tourist associations, 
travel agencies, tour operators;

– accommodation suppliers: ho-
tels, holiday parks, camping 
sites;

– catering industry: restaurants, 
cafés and pubs; 

– retail business: (souvenir) 
shops, outdoor markets, banks;

transportation infrastructure:
– accessibility, signposting, park-

ing facilities;

– private and public inner-city 
transporters: taxi companies, 
city bus service, underground 
(Munsters, 2005) (Fig. 5.1). 

Within the three major components of the 
cultural tourism product, all kinds of urban 
service providers assure the delivery of the 
product or service elements to the con-
sumer, i.e. the cultural tourist. The area of 
the cultural tourism product in which the 
provider is active determines the type of 
service provider. So we can distinguish 
between:

● the core product: the specifi c cultural 
tourist services related to the cultural at-
tractions and rendered by, for example, 
city guides, museum guides or museum 
custodians; and
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Fig. 5.1. The cultural tourism product.
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● the additional product: the general tour-
ist services related to the general tourist 
facilities and the transportation infra-
structure and rendered by, for example, 
tourist offi ce employees, hotel recep-
tionists, waiters, shop assistants, bus 
drivers or police offi cers.

The Cultural Destination Experience 
Audit of the Tourist-historic City: 

General Methodology

Genesis and structure of the research model

Originally, the cultural destination experi-
ence audit was an extended version of an 
earlier research model, the so-called hospi-
tality audit. This model has been applied to 
the city of Maastricht. Being by far the 
most-visited tourist city in the southern 
Netherlands, Maastricht is confronted with 
the problem of overcrowding of the histori-
cal centre, which might become a threat to 
its well-known hospitality. That is why in 
1999 the parties concerned (local authori-
ties, tourist offi ce and tourism industry) 
commissioned a fi eld research on the hos-
pitable image of Maastricht with tourists, 
tourist service providers and local inhabit-
ants. The fi ndings provided a basis for 
developing a visitor management policy 
focused on the immaterial tourist-historic 
product. The main conclusions of the fi nal 
report were that tourists fi nd themselves 
welcome in the city but that at the same 
time the locals were concerned about the 
identity of Maastricht because of the grow-
ing number of visitors. Preventive measures 
were proposed to guarantee a hospitable 
attitude towards tourists from both the 
inhabitants and the service providers in the 
future (Van den Braak et al., 2000). 

One of the recommendations of the 
report was to repeat the fi rst survey, employ-
ing it as a baseline for future monitoring. 
This research project was carried out in 
Maastricht in the autumn of 2001. It has 
given the opportunity to elaborate and test 
an integral hospitality audit, a systematic 
assessment of the hospitality of the tourist-
historic city with the help of specifi c meas-
urement instruments. To that end, hospitality 
meters have been developed by improving 
the quantitative-statistical and qualitative 
tools to measure hospitality proposed in the 
2000 report (Casier et al., 2002).

Subsequently, the hospitality audit has 
served as a basis for the development of the 
cultural destination experience audit, which 
takes into account all the elements of the 
cultural tourism product. The cultural des-
tination experience audit has been applied 
in two small tourist-historic cities near to 
Maastricht in the region South-Limburg: 
Valkenburg and Vaals (Alves de Oliveira 
et al., 2005; Berbers et al., 2005; Bijnagte et 
al., 2008). 

The cultural destination experience 
audit is based on the combination of quanti-
tative and qualitative research methods. 
Three instruments, all of them appropriate 
data-collecting methods for fi eld research, 
have been selected to measure the visitor’s 
experience in tourist-historic cities (Table 
5.1).

Thus the audit makes it possible to 
measure the visitor’s experience by combin-
ing three different but complementary per-
spectives according to the principle of 
methodical triangulation, which helps to 
compensate for the shortcomings of one 
method through the strengths of the other 
and conversely by means of trade-offs (see 
Chapters 3 and 10, this volume). The per-
sonal surveys, the mystery tourist visits and 
the in-depth interviews have to meet the 

Table 5.1. Methodology of the cultural destination experience audit.

Research type  Research method Research instrument Population  

Quantitative Interrogation Personal survey Cultural tourists
Qualitative Observation Mystery tourist visit Service providers
Qualitative Interrogation In-depth interview Service providers
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basic research requirements of representa-
tiveness, validity and reliability. The repeat-
ing of the measurements as well as the 
complementariness of the methods enhances 
the reliability. The comparison of the results 
of the three research methods can be used as 
an extra validity test. If the scores match, 
one can speak of converging validity. 

The cultural tourist survey 

From expectation to experience

The survey consists of the basic question-
naire of the ATLAS Cultural Tourism Research 
Project with additional questions comparing 
the subjective experiences of the cultural 
tourist with their expectations. These addi-
tional questions are inspired by the princi-
ples of the SERVQUAL model, applied in the 
service industry, which measures the quality 
of a service, characterized by fi ve basic fea-
tures (called dimensions), on the basis of the 
differences (called gaps) between the expec-
tation and the experience of the guest. The 
experience is examined in such a way that it 
can be compared with the expectation (Kot-
ler et al., 1999; Page and Connel, 2006). One 
string of the additional questions focuses on 
the expectations and the experiences con-
cerning the hospitality of the tourist-historic 
city in general, including the attitude of the 
local inhabitants, and on the hospitality of 
the urban service providers working within 
the core cultural tourism product or within 
the additional cultural tourism product. 
After having indicated their expectations 
before the visit, the respondents are asked 
how they have experienced the hospitality of 
the urban service pro viders during their stay. 
For each question the respondent has to 
make a comparison between the expected 
and the experienced hospitality in order to 
fi nd out to what extent the experience meets 
the expectation.

The defi nition of hospitality applied to the 
tourist-historic city

Since hospitality is a multi-interpretable 
concept, the validity of the survey is a point 

meriting particular attention. That is why 
one of the fi rst questions of this part of the 
questionnaire to be submitted to the respond-
ent is to defi ne their conception of hospital-
ity with fi ve previously selected basic features 
of hospitality and, according to the SERV-
QUAL method, to indicate the weight of each 
feature by putting them in order of impor-
tance. By doing so, it is possible to establish 
a general ranking of the fi ve features on the 
basis of the answers of the respondents.

The guest (the cultural tourist) experi-
ences hospitality at each interaction they go 
through with one of the hosts (the urban 
service providers or the local residents). In 
simple terms, hospitality can be defi ned as 
the experience of being received as a guest. 
Comparative analysis of different defi ni-
tions of hospitality shows that fi ve features 
return in most of them: 

● satisfaction of needs of the guest;
● unselfi shness towards the guest;
● sincere friendly approach towards the 

guest;
● gaining trust of the guest; and
● giving a feeling of safety to the guest 

 (Vijver, 1996; Casier et al., 2002).

The experiences with the survey in Maas-
tricht indicated that no respondent missed 
any element in the defi nition of hospitality.

As hospitality is also an intangible con-
cept, it has to be operationalized in terms 
of measurable behaviour if one wants to 
develop instruments that are suited to evalu-
ating objectively the hospitality experience. 
The fi ve selected features can be operation-
alized as follows:

● Satisfaction of needs of the guest: offer-
ing products and services that are part 
of the core business to the guest. Exam-
ple: museum personnel are willing to 
answer questions about the museum.

● Unselfi shness towards the guest: offer-
ing products and services that are not 
part of the core business to the guest; a 
non-commercial attitude without any 
expected compensation. Example: the 
bus driver is willing to change money.

● Sincere, friendly approach towards the 
guest: giving the guest the feeling of  being 
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a special, individual person  instead of 
giving the idea of only approaching the 
guest correctly because this is the right 
thing to do. Example: local residents are 
willing to show the way.

● Gaining trust of the guest: the guest can 
rely on the host to receive what he ex-
pects to receive; the guest feels comfort-
able because the host is taking care of 
them, also in the case of questions and 
incidents. Example: the waiter serves 
the guest within an acceptable time.

● Giving a feeling of safety to the guest: in 
the light of social trends and political 
events such as growing criminality, 
pointless violence in public places and 
terrorist attacks, safety is not self-evident 
any more; for this reason, guests are 
stricter on this matter (see Chapter 8). 
Example: the standard illuminated green 
sign shows the emergency exit.

A division in various branches has been 
made in order to make the concept of the 
‘urban service provider’ more tangible for the 
respondent and to be able to draw specifi c 
conclusions per type of service provider. The 
urban service providers are divided into 
commercial and non-commercial, i.e. not 
subsidized versus partly or totally subsidized 
by the government. This distinction has been 
made as it is essential for the nature of the 

hospitable behaviour of the service provider 
if they are focused on service for profi t or on 
service not for profi t (Vijver, 1996) (Table 
5.2). Next, the respondent is interrogated 
about the attitude of the local inhabitants 
towards tourist guests, which is also part of 
the hospitality experience.

Since the interviewers are previously 
provided with a manual, own interpretation 
of the questions by the interviewers is 
excluded and vagueness is prevented with 
the interviewees, because the interviewers 
are able to explain the questionnaire. In 
addition, the interviewer can further opera-
tionalize the features with concrete exam-
ples of hospitable behaviour per feature in 
order to ensure a univocal interpretation of 
the concept. All this in order to increase the 
validity of the survey.

The second category of the additional 
questions deals with the expectations and 
the experiences of the tourist concerning 
the tangible and intangible – other than hos-
pitality – cultural tourism product elements 
such as:

● variety of the supply of attractions and 
accommodations; 

● price–quality relation within the cater-
ing industry; and

● general atmosphere of the tourist- historic 
city.

Table 5.2. Visitor questionnaire (excerpt).

How do you experience the hospitality of city X 
with regard to the following aspects?

Expected Level Real Level

Low High Low High

 General impression 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Commercial urban service providers
 Cultural attractions 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

not applicable not applicable
 Hotels, holiday parks, camping sites 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

not applicable not applicable
 Restaurants, cafés and pubs 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

not applicable not applicable
 Shops and banks 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

not applicable not applicable
Non-commercial urban service providers
 Public inner-city transporters 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

not applicable not applicable
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Representativeness of the survey

Since it is impossible to interrogate all the 
cultural tourists, a representative sample has 
to be taken. In order to ensure that all visitor 
categories are sampled, the respondents are 
selected on a random basis and are inter-
viewed over different days and time periods. 
The cultural tourists are selected from the 
total population of tourist visitors by under-
taking the survey at the cultural attractions. 
The sample is determined by means of the fol-
lowing formula fi t for an infi nite population:

n > z2 • p(1 − p)/a2

● z = required reliability. The survey is 
reliable if the same results are obtained 
under different circumstances. That is 
why, for example, the surveys have to 
be carried out under different weather 
conditions. A reliability level of 95% is 
necessary to be sure that the result of 
the sample is not based on coincidences. 
This leads to a z-value of 1.96.

● p(1 − p) = indication for the spread in 
the elements of the population, where 
p(1 − p) ≤ 0.25. 

● a = accuracy of the confi dence interval. 
The a-value is 0.05.

● n = sample. The result of this formula is 
the minimum response rate required for 
a representative sample of visitors that 
meets the fi xed quality standards of 
 reliability and accuracy. 

If the sample is set up so as to be statistically 
representative of the total population of cul-
tural tourists, the interpretation of hospital-
ity by the respondents, for example, can be 
generalized for all cultural tourists visiting 
the tourist-historic city. In the case of Maas-
tricht, the survey provided the  following 
interpretation of hospitality (Table 5.3).

Table 5.3. Hospitality conception (%) of the 
cultural tourists visiting Maastricht (2002).

Sincere, friendly approach 27.9
Satisfaction of needs 21.0
Giving a feeling of safety   19.6
Gaining trust   18.5
Unselfi shness   13.0
Hospitality 100.0

The mystery tourist visits to
urban service providers

The hospitality of the urban service provid-
ers was also examined by means of mystery 
guest visits. The mystery guest visit is a 
measurement tool extensively used in the 
hotel and catering industry, which bor-
rowed it from the service industry, where 
it is commonly termed mystery shopping 
(Hudson et al., 2001). The instrument con-
sists of structured participant observation of 
service providers by an anonymous profes-
sional visitor, followed by the evaluation of 
the service quality. The advantage of this 
qualitative research method is that actual 
behaviour can be analysed more objectively, 
as the observed company or employee does 
not (need to) know that they or their sur-
roundings are the subject of examination. 
Since in this study the mystery guest or 
shopper plays the role of a tourist visitor, 
this anonymous observer will be referred to 
as a mystery tourist.

The mystery tourist observation forms 
have been drawn up per category of urban 
service provider. On the basis of the method 
used in the SERVQUAL model, the same 
fi ve main features of hospitality that were 
used for the tourist survey were operational-
ized in detailed questions allowing a thor-
ough investigation of the hospitality practice, 
as an excerpt of the mystery tourist form for 
cultural attractions shows (Table 5.4).  

The mystery tourist visits have to be 
reliable, valid and representative. In order 
to ensure interobserver reliability, two to 
four visits by couples of observers have to 
be made to the same type of service pro-
vider. There has to be an average consensus 
percentage of at least 80% per hospitality 
feature between the visits to have a reliable 
mystery tourist research. The consensus per-
centage can be calculated with the following 
formula, based on the Cohen’s kappa test, a 
statistical measure of inter-rater agreement 
for qualitative items:

(x1/x2) •
 100% ≥ 80%

● x1 = visit with lowest score
● x2 = visit with highest score
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The Cohen’s kappa test requires a consen-
sus percentage of at least 50%. For the mys-
tery tourist visits, the score has been put up 
to a minimum of 80%, in order to guarantee 
substantial or even, in the best case, com-
plete agreement between the mystery tour-
ists as judges. The reason why this high 
percentage has been chosen is that the mys-
tery visits are not made to one and the same 
service provider, but to the same type of 
service provider. If the fi nal percentage is 
below 80%, other mystery tourist visits 
have to be undertaken until the consensus 
percentage has been reached.

Before the visits are undertaken, it is 
necessary to write a clear manual for the 
interpretation of the questions. This avoids 
subjective interpretation of the questions by 
the interviewer and ensures the validity of 
the research. In order to enhance the valid-
ity, the mystery tourists should have an 
educational and/or a professional back-
ground in hospitality management and pref-
erably receive special training, including 
role plays. Finally, the concealment of the 
observation also strongly contributes to the 
validity of the visit outcomes. 

In order to be representative of the cul-
tural tourist visitor population, the mystery 
tourist visits are undertaken at all types of 
urban service providers. Per type of pro-
vider a selection is made on the basis of the 
consumer behaviour of the average cultural 
tourist. Furthermore, the visits are spread 
over one weekday so as to refl ect a day of a 

cultural tourist. The visiting moments are 
concentrated during peak times because 
that is when most visits are paid, while in 
those periods in particular the hospitality 
can be under pressure and has to be main-
tained at an acceptable level. 

The in-depth interviews with 
urban service providers  

The in-depth interview is set up as a half-
structured/half-open conversation focusing 
on the elements of the cultural tourism 
product and the visitor’s experience consid-
ered from the subjective viewpoint of the 
urban service providers and in particular 
the commercial service providers. Whereas 
the other two measurement instruments 
deal with the demand side, this instrument 
analyses the supply side. Since the local 
service providers form a relatively small 
group, it is feasible to apply this time- 
consuming (a disadvantage inherent in most 
qualitative research techniques) method to 
explore the subject matter in depth. The 
interviewer brings up the topics and stimu-
lates his interlocutor to give his opinion and 
to express his needs by continuing to ask 
questions. 

In order to be representative, the in-
depth interviews have to cover the different 
sectors of cultural tourist services within 
the core cultural tourism product and the 

Table 5.4. Mystery tourist form for cultural  attractions (excerpt).

Features of hospitality Yes No Not  applicable

Satisfaction of needs
 Is the visitor served within an acceptable time?
Unselfi shness
 Are the personnel willing to answer the questions of visitors that are not 

related to the interests of the service provider? 
Sincere friendly approach
 Is the visitor greeted when entering?
Gaining trust
 Are the personnel sincerely willing to resolve complaints? 
Safety
 Is the exit free of obstacles?
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additional cultural tourism product (see 
Fig. 5.1). Within each sector, the service 
providers selected to be interviewed are 
key informers as they are strongly involved 
in the tourism policy development, for 
example as a member of the council, of the 
board of the tourist information offi ce or 
of the entrepreneur’s organization (see 
Chapter 10). This selection criterion enhances 
the representativeness and reliability (in the 
non-statistical sense of trustworthiness) of 
the in-depth interviews because the inter-
viewed service providers will voice not 
only their personal opinion but also the 
ideas of the stakeholders they represent (see 
Chapter 7).

The validity of the interviews is guar-
anteed by the fact that the questions cover, 
on the one hand, all the different elements 
of the cultural tourism product and their 
quality level according to the service pro-
viders. On the other hand, the respondents 
are asked to give their opinion on the qual-
ity of the tourist experience, especially with 
respect to the hospitality offered by the 
service providers. As the same topics are 
put to all of the respondents, the results can 
be compared afterwards so as to draw gen-
eral conclusions about the point of view of 
the local service providers. 

Evaluation and Future Research 
Orientations

The audit has been set up in such a way as to 
be universally applicable and usable in any 
given cultural destination as an empirical 
instrument for marketing and visitor man-
agement. The outcomes of the audit provide 
valuable information for local tourism pol-
icy. For example, if the experience of the 
tourist-historic city turns out to be below 
expectation and consequently expectations 
are not fulfi lled, it would be interesting to 
know the causes, in order to be able to 
improve the marketing and the visitor man-
agement of the city. If, for example, the cause 
of the tourist dissatisfaction appears to be 
the lack of hospitality, the mystery tourist 
visits produce a lot of useful information 

about the reasons why urban service provid-
ers are not hospitable. 

 To gather this kind of information, the 
results of the three researches have to be 
combined and compared. From a methodo-
logical point of view, it is essential to select 
fi rst the results that match, because this 
means that there is converging validity. In 
other words, one can be sure that the meas-
ures of hospitality are based upon the shared 
opinions of the key stakeholders both on 
the demand side and on the supply side. 

Thanks to the combined use of differ-
ent quantitative and qualitative research 
methods and the study of both the demand 
and the supply side, the cultural destina-
tion experience audit offers a broader scope 
than measurement instruments that focus 
in essence on the quantitative analysis of 
consumer behaviour, like the HOLSAT 
model developed by Tribe and Smith (1998) 
and improved by Truong and Foster 
(2006). This model addresses the multi- 
dimensional character of consumer satis-
faction with a destination by comparing the 
performance of holiday attributes of the 
 destination against tourists’ expectations. 
The basic research instrument is a ques-
tionnaire asking respondents to rate their 
expectation of each holiday attribute and to 
rate the performance of the same attribute 
according to their experience as a tourist. 
The collected data are submitted to a 
 quantitative analysis.   

In the cultural destination experience 
audit, the questions on the expectations 
and the experiences of the cultural tourist 
have been integrated into the question-
naire of the ATLAS Cultural Tourism 
Research Project. Thus it is possible to 
establish cross-relations – if statistically sig-
nifi cant – between expectations and experi-
ences of the visitor, on the one hand, and 
variables shaping expectations and experi-
ences like origin, age, education, informa-
tion sources, previous visits, motivations, 
attractions visited, etc., on the other hand. 
These comparisons provide relevant input 
for the marketing and visitor policy in the 
framework of destination management. 

The audits carried out in South- Limburg 
have led to recommendations that can give 
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an idea of possible policy measures. For 
example, in the fi eld of service development, 
in order to prevent unsatisfactory informa-
tion requests by tourists, the tourist offi ces 
can standardize their customer service. 
These standardizations can be applied by 
using standard operating procedures (SOPs). 
The SOPs can be developed for handling 
telephone calls, reservations, demands for 
information and face-to-face visits. Staff 
training is necessary for professional appli-
cation of these SOPs. With regard to visitor 
management, culture appears to be an ade-
quate instrument for spreading the tourist 
fl ows, as older cultural tourists plan their 
visits on weekdays while cultural tourists 
in the 40–49 age group prefer weekends and 
holiday periods. It is useful to keep in mind 
these visit patterns while developing pro-
motional plans and measures.

 The tourist survey in its current set-up 
simply identifi es the symptoms. So it could 

be extended with open-ended questions 
concerning the causes of guest dissatisfac-
tion, not only for each type of service pro-
vider but also for local residents, because 
the interactions of these hosts with the tour-
ist visitors are not covered by the mystery 
tourist observations. Thanks to these addi-
tional questions, the audit will lead to an 
even more complete diagnosis as a basis for 
remedial and preventive measures in the 
planning and development of local visitor 
management policy. 
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6 Methodological Triangulation: the Study
of Visitor Behaviour at the 

Hungarian Open Air Museum

László Puczkó, Edit Bárd and Júlia Füzi 

Introduction

Visitor studies are hardly new, nor are stud-
ies of visitor behaviour in museums. How-
ever, in the new European Union member 
countries, one might see a different picture. 
Certainly this is the case in Hungary, where 
visitor studies in the museum environment 
have been so rare that the Ministry of Educa-
tion and Culture initiated a year-long nation-
wide study of museum visitors in 2007. 
Considering the lack of information and lim-
ited research orientation, one can say that 
the management of the Hungarian Open Air 
Museum (HOAM) has been playing a pio-
neer role in the approach to museum man-
agement and to visitor studies in Hungary. 
They have been carrying out visitor studies 
for many years, and in 2007 they assigned a 
professional advisor to develop a new data 
collection system. The most important ele-
ments of this project are presented in this 
chapter.

The Hungarian Open Air Museum

An interest in village dwellings arose in the 
second half of the 18th century, initially in 
northern and western parts of Europe. This 
was a period when growing interest in 

 ethnography coincided with the emergence 
of national cultures. Researchers studied 
dwelling houses and other areas of rural 
life, established house types, described their 
regional versions and looked for archetypes 
to defi ne national architecture. The appear-
ance of peasant houses at world exhibitions 
in the latter half of the 19th century, albeit 
mainly out of socio-political considerations, 
indicated widening interest. Vernacular 
architecture and sacred buildings were 
shown at the World Exhibitions in Paris 
(1867) and in Vienna (1873). Authenticity 
of materials or structures was not expected, 
however. Despite their inauthentic charac-
ter, they increased the interest of both 
researchers and the general public. They 
also enabled the comparison of village 
houses in different countries. 

The open air museum concept can be 
traced back to the founding of Skansen 
in Sweden in 1891 by Arthur Haselius. 
He decided that buildings typical of differ-
ent areas of Sweden and various ethnic 
groups should be collected and preserved 
in one place in the form of a permanent 
exhibition. As a result of his efforts, research 
and collecting work, including the conti-
nuous transplantation of selected struc-
tures, Skansen became the fi rst open air 
museum. Following this example, many 
open air museums were established, fi rst in 
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Scandinavia and then in other European 
countries.

The Hungarian Open Air Museum close 
to Szentendre (some 20 km from Budapest) 
was founded in 1967, originally operating 
as the Village Museum Department of the 
Budapest Ethnographical Museum. In 1972 
it became an independent institution and 
opened its fi rst exhibition as a national 
museum in 1974. 

The aim of the establishment of the 
Hungarian Open Air Museum (HOAM) was 
to present folk architecture, interior decora-
tion, farming and way of life. The collection 
represents how people lived in areas where 
Hungarian was the dominant language 
(including the  territories that now belong to 
neighbouring countries but which were part 
of Hungary before World War II). 

The curators looked for original arte-
facts, furniture, farmyard tools, clothing, 
etc., representing the period between the 
second half of the 18th century and the fi rst 
half of the 20th century. One of the most 
important and critical parts of the selection 
procedure was to fi nd and to relocate houses 
and other buildings. These properties were, 
like a puzzle, disassembled, every piece 
carefully numbered and then reassembled 
and arranged as they had been located in 
their original villages. 

The ever-expanding museum houses 
more than 400 buildings, arranged into 
 village-like units that are based on unique 
ethnographical qualities. Today HOAM has 
seven units spread over 60 ha. Within the 
units, buildings are fi tted into the tradi-
tional arrangement of peasant households, 
supplemented by sacred buildings, commu-
nal buildings and outbuildings that used to 
be integral parts of traditional village life. 
Dwellings and farm buildings represent the 
typical homes and outbuildings that evolved 
through the years in each region (Cseri et al., 
2007) (Fig. 6.1). 

Since the early 1970s, the HOAM 
has become one of the most successful 
museums in the country. This success is 
illustrated by various indicators, such as 
the popularity of the exhibition grounds 
and special programmes and events, the 
level of infrastructure development, and 

professional and scientifi c results. During 
the 7-month opening season, from Easter 
until the end of October, HOAM receives 
almost 250,000 visitors per year. 

The achievements and the approach of 
the museum have attracted awards on many 
occasions too. It obtained the Museum of 
the Year title in 2000, the Visitor-friendly 
Museum of the Year in 2004, and the Prima 
Primissima Award in 2005. This latter 
award is perhaps the most valued by the 
management, since this award is presented 
to those organizations and persons, regard-
less of their fi eld, that achieved something 
remarkable and deserve acknowledgement 
at a national scale.

Visitor Orientation and 
Past Research Activity

The Visitor-friendly Museum of the Year 
award did not come easily to HOAM. Since 
the mid-1990s the museum has been apply-
ing many interpretation tools and practices, 
such as demonstrations, in-situ presenta-
tions, moving objects, enactments, etc., 
most of which still seem to be new to many 
museums in Hungary. To encourage visitors 
to spend their free time in HOAM, even 
‘just’ for a picnic, the museum has devel-
oped different kinds of activities as well as 
rest and refreshment areas and venues for 
eating and drinking. 

In the fi rst period of the museum’s his-
tory, when it had only one exhibition unit, 
it already started to organize some visitor 
studies. During a guided tour or a bread-
baking demonstration, for example, staff 
applied mainly unobtrusive research meth-
ods, especially unstructured observation by 
watching the ways guests used the museum. 
In addition, members of staff talked to the 
participants and tried to collect opinions 
about the visit and the museum. These 
attempts were not based on a systematic 
research strategy or objectives, but still 
could give some valuable information and 
could direct further developments. In 
line with the expansion of the museum’s 
exhibitions, the information, orientation 
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and way-fi nding services and the visitor-
friendly infrastructure (entrance building, 
shop, restaurant, resting areas, playground) 
have also been further developed.

The management of HOAM understood 
that to become even more visitor-friendly, 
they needed to know more about the visitors. 
So they started using mainly questionnaire-
based data collection aimed at gathering 
information about:

● the motivations of visitors;
● their activities during their stay; and
● their opinions about the demonstra-

tions and family activities.

During the next phase of visitor research in 
2000–2001, the museum launched a survey, 
which applied the questionnaire developed 
by the Westfälisches Freilichtmuseum (Det-
mold, Germany). They asked visitors upon 
arrival about their museum-visiting habits 
and collected demographic data. At the end 
of the visit, visitors were asked to fi ll in the 
second part of the questionnaire, giving infor-
mation about the experiences they gained. 
Unfortunately, HOAM was dissatisfi ed with 
both the method and the results. The research 
method did not fi t the visitors’ characteris-
tics, and the competence of HOAM staff was 
not suffi cient to implement the survey. 

Learning from these diffi culties of data 
collection, HOAM tried to narrow the range 
of the research so as to get more useful 
results. The new approach concentrated the 
limited research resources on festivals, since 
30% of visitors come to the museum for 
events such as Easter, the Pentecostal games 
and the wine festival. These events require 
special attention and efforts from the staff; 
therefore it seemed to be good idea to limit 
the survey period to these days (altogether 
some 12 days a year). The shortened ques-
tionnaire (of 15 questions) focused on three 
main topics:

● part 1: the motivation for the visit, in-
cluding questions about the number of 
previous visits to the museum, decision 
making for the visit and the main visit 
motive;

● part 2: the ways in which visitors colle c-
ted information prior to the event; and

● part 3: level of satisfaction with the 
event and more specifi cally about ori-
entation, the natural environment, the 
activities and the catering and shopping 
facilities. 

The visitors were interviewed upon depar-
ture with a self-administered questionnaire. 
Although it was not representative research, 
the management found the information 
more useful than had been expected. These 
data helped the management to make 
improvements to the public relations strat-
egy. Furthermore, the research also high-
lighted some elements of the events that 
needed further attention and development 
(Paálné Patkó, 2003).

In the last few years the Ministry of 
Education and Culture (the governing body 
of the HOAM) has required a more struc-
tured planning procedure from all museums 
governed by the state. This new policy had 
an infl uence on the way in which museums 
approach data collection, because the anal-
ysis of statistical data and research results 
has become more important. Museums now 
have to discuss their performance based on 
various indicators such as interpretation 
and visitor satisfaction, as well as care of 
the collection. 

The management of the HOAM itself 
recognized that all the income-generation 
activities (grants, sponsors, renting out the 
museum’s facilities) strongly depend on the 
high reputation of the museum. Even the 
work of the scientifi c staff (i.e. expanding 
the collection, publishing research papers 
and building exhibitions) has to correspond 
with the visitors’, as well as social and edu-
cational, expectations. The staff of the Mar-
keting and Communication Department 
plays a signifi cant role in the collection and 
analysis of information about visitors to 
HOAM. The public relations manager is 
responsible for the visitor surveys, since 
it is seen as a means of communication 
between the institution and its different 
visitor groups. 

Following a government decision in 
July 2007, the HOAM was selected as one of 
the key development projects enjoying sig-
nifi cant funds from the Regional Operative 
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Programme of the European Union. Besides 
a new exhibition unit (a village from north-
ern Hungary), a new entrance building will 
be built and a train will ease transportation 
within the museum and will serve as added 
attraction. To become more prepared for the 
new era, the management understood that a 
new approach to visitor studies should also 
be applied. This resulted in a 3-year visitor 
research plan. In the following sections the 
methods and fi ndings of the pilot survey are 
presented. 

Research Plan Formulation

Anyone organizing a comprehensive 
research project can and should consider all 
possible options. There are many ways in 
which data can be collected, applying either 
quantitative or qualitative methods. When 
formulating the research questions, ‘the 
what’ should come fi rst, the selection of the 
methods (‘the how’) that fi t the questions, 
second. This approach, of course, is a rule 
of thumb in any (market) research activity, 
but doing quite the opposite is also com-
mon. Cultural tourist attractions often make 
the mistake of selecting the research 
method(s) fi rst. This is due either to tradi-
tion (‘we always use this or that method’) or 
to fi nancial constraints. When announcing a 
call for tender, it is much easier to make the 
prospective research agencies submit pro-
posals based on a given methodology. This 
highlights the problems between the clients, 
in this case a museum, and (fi eld) research 
agencies. When any organization assigns an 
agency to carry out fi eld research, it often 
assumes that the in-house staff are able to 
design, manage and monitor the fi eld 
 surveys. Considering the organizational 
structure and overall management style of 
museums in Eastern Europe, the reality is 
often the contrary. It is rare to see institutes 
having the necessary knowledge and expe-
rience onboard.

A more fruitful approach would be to 
assign a professional consultant who can 
collaborate with a research company. This 
‘consortium’ can formulate all the necessary 

questions before the research and can make 
the organization answer them. On the basis 
of these answers, they can come up with 
applicable methods, from which the organi-
zations can make a selection. The participa-
tion of a professional consultant can assure 
the organization that the results will be 
 analysed according to the given cultural–
historical context and not presented just as 
numbers and averages. The latter draws 
attention to another challenge cultural 
organizations have to face: how to translate 
these data into useful information. Market-
ing language, for example, can be very 
 diffi cult to understand, especially for those 
whose language, like curators, is quite dif-
ferent. Therefore, marketing techniques 
and terms often have to be interpreted for 
museum staff.

The management of HOAM decided to 
formulate their research questions fi rst. 
Learning from earlier studies and consider-
ing the data needs of the planned extensions, 
the management articulated research objec-
tives, which were then translated into 
research questions. The management wanted 
to fi nd out more about visitors in order to:

Make a more focused segmentation and 1. 
communication strategy and plan.

Understand what visitors actually do 2. 
and for how long during their visits.

Find out what visitors thought was 3. 
important and memorable from the visit.

Based on the information needs the follow-
ing research questions were formulated for 
the pilot study:

What is the basic demographic profi le 1. 
of visitors? 

How long does an average visit take?2. 
Which parts of the museum do visitors 3. 

visit?
How would visitors describe their own 4. 

experiences after they left the museum?

The representatives of HOAM and the con-
sultants discussed various options and they 
considered the available time, and human 
and fi nancial resources. Their decision fol-
lowed the approach of triangulation by 
using more than one method in order to 
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develop a more detailed understanding. 
Combining different methods is a way of 
validating qualitative data (James, 2005). It 
was expected that triangulation would help 
to make connections between different sets 
of data and to enable appropriate conclu-
sions to be drawn (see Chapter 5).

Selecting Applicable Research Methods 

The selection procedure

Visitor (or consumer) research methodolo-
gies can vary, depending on considerations 
(after Puczkó and Rátz, 2000) including:

● How unobtrusive or obtrusive should 
or could the method be?

● How much involvement does any meth-
od need from the visitor?

● Does the researcher want to carry out 
the research on site or not?

● Does the researcher want to capture 
opinions, activities or memories in real 
time or retrospectively?

There are a large number of methods that 
can fi t the above-mentioned research ques-
tions, but several other parameters had to be 
taken into consideration, such as:

● This was to be a pilot study, i.e. it was 
supposed to test research methods as 
well as providing basic information 
useful to perfecting the whole research 
strategy. 

● The available time allocated for the test 
was no more than 2 months (since the 
museum was to be closed for winter).

● Human and fi nancial resources were 
very limited and the museum had only 

one member of staff who could be par-
tially involved in the fi eld research, 
with the consequence that any method 
was to be outsourced.

Based on the consultants’ recommendation 
and the above-mentioned circumstances, 
the management of HOAM selected three 
very different methods for the pilot data col-
lection. These were: (i) visitor interviews 
with a standard questionnaire; (ii) visitor-
employed diaries (VED); and (iii) visitor-
employed photography (VEP). Triangulation 
needs various methods to be used at the 
same time, and these methods should be 
harmonized too. This means that special 
attention was given to all research questions 
in the three different methods. The fi ndings 
of the three methods were to support and 
complement, but not repeat, data and infor-
mation resulting from any of the three meth-
ods. Also, every method had to focus on 
only one or two of the four main research 
questions (Table 6.1). This allowed the 
 consultants to limit the total number of 
questions and to sharpen the focus of the 
research.

Standard questionnaire 

There were many reasons for choosing the 
selected methods. The standard question-
naire method was selected because of the 
need for quantitative results. The 15 ques-
tions had 59 items altogether, including: 

● the primary motivation for the visit;
● decision making about the visit;
● activities during the visit;
● the most memorable visitor experiences 

(described in words);

Table 6.1. Triangulation methodology.

Method Research object

Segmentation Activities during the stay Memories

Questionnaire XX X X
VED X XX X
VEP X X XX

XX, primary data source; X, secondary data source.
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● channels of information used; and
● basic demographic parameters.

Since the questionnaire had items that 
might have been diffi cult for visitors to 
understand, the data collection was facili-
tated by interviewers. The interviewers 
were given a guide from which they could 
become familiarized with the content, the 
sometimes very site-specifi c vocabulary 
and, of course, the whole museum. The 
selection of respondents was based on ran-
dom sampling. This meant that every fi fth 
visitor leaving the museum was requested 
to participate.

Visitor-employed diaries

It was assumed by the management of 
HOAM that the average visiting time was 
about 2 to 3 h. This assumption, however, 
was not supported by any rigorous research 
data. The management also did not have 
any information about the activities during 
the stay. Finding out what visitors actually 
did during the visit was seen as particularly 
important. The reason being the fact that, 
theoretically, just to walk all around the 
museum should take approximately 2 h – 
without visiting any of the buildings. 

That is why the consultants suggested 
the application of visitor-employed diaries 
(VED). Diaries, as a data collection method, 
can be seen as a very detailed and informa-
tive method that needs very strong involve-
ment from the participants. To participate in 
a diary-based data collection, visitors should 
write down every activity they do and indi-
cate the starting and fi nishing times of these 
activities. This structured data collection can 
actually make the visit an unpleasant experi-
ence, since during the whole stay partici-
pants hold a diary form and look at their 
watches many times. This can be very dis-
turbing, to the experience itself and/or to the 
visitor and his/her party. Every participant, 
therefore, after they returned the diary, 
received a gift (or incentive), a copy of the 
museum guide and an invitation for two 
 persons to the Saint Márton New Wine and 
Goose Days Festivities.

The diary had two parts. The fi rst con-
tained a few general questions about demo-
graphic parameters. The second part was 
composed of the diary questions, including 
the description of weather conditions upon 
arrival and departure, a map of the whole 
museum indicating every area, and area 
maps with all the buildings, houses and 
other features. Participants were asked to 
indicate in every area they visited the time 
of entering and leaving, plus the buildings 
they visited in the museum unit.

There can be several pitfalls of diaries 
or self-reported routes. One of the most 
important is related to the time the method 
requires. Participants can fi nd the expected 
involvement too taxing and therefore may 
leave the diary incomplete or skip certain 
parts of it. Also, rounding the time up can 
result in biased information and visitors 
may not recognize the site or location that 
they should mark. GPS-based surveys could 
offer a solution to these problems (Hallo 
et al., 2004; see also Chapter 9, this volume).

Visitor-employed photography

The VEP method has been extensively used 
in landscape studies and research on per-
ceptions of the landscape. As Jacobsen 
(2007) summarized in his overview of the 
available photo-based data collection meth-
ods, the main advantage of this method is to 
provide researchers with the observers’ 
responses to the actual landscape, site or 
area while they are experiencing it. As an 
experience-recording technique, the photo-
graphs resulting from the VEP research can 
be seen as cultural documents showing evi-
dence of how participants see the world 
(Richard et al., 2004).

The research team was aware of the 
fact that the VEP results and their transla-
tion very much depend on how the initial 
research question was formulated. To reduce 
complexity, visitors were asked to do only 
one thing: make pictures of anything (e.g. 
places, memories, experiences, people, sites) 
they would like to show to their friends and 
family when they got back home again. 
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Every participant received a disposable 
camera (of 24 pictures) upon arrival. The 
researcher registered the main demographic 
data, the parts of the museum visited, age 
and profession. The participants returned 
the camera upon departure and afterwards 
HOAM sent the CD-ROMs back to them.

The tabulation and the analysis of the 
vast number of pictures taken was not an 
easy task. To structure the analysis the fol-
lowing variables were applied:

● location: seven units and the entrance 
area;

● captured main content: food and bever-
age, interpreter, event location, indoor, 
outdoor, building, nature, animal, the 
visitors themselves, capturing land-
scapes, events, interpretation or plays 
and games;

● elements of landscape, events, interpre-
tation, plays and games; and

● people: family, kids, friends, group, in-
terpreters or other members of staff in 
focus, people not in focus or no people 
at all.

For both VEP and VED, the selection of 
respondents was based on stratifi ed random 
sampling. This meant that according to visi-
tor statistics from the previous 3 years, a tar-
get number of respondents was set by 
considering the days of the week (weekday, 
weekend, a day with festival/event) and the 
types of visitors (family, student, adult and 
concessions).

Main Findings

All three methods were applied during the 
same time period during the autumn months 
of 2007. Altogether:

● 171 visitors completed the question-
naires;

● 135 guests participated in the VEP (with 
1880 photos made); and

● a further 50 visitors fi lled in the diaries. 

The three methods met expectations and 
provided HOAM management with very 
complex results. Each method had some 

added value for the study and could high-
light certain issues the management was not 
yet aware of. Also, the application of these 
very different methods assured the manage-
ment that it is really useful to apply non-
mainstream methodology.

Duration and frequency of visits

A large number of visitors were in the 30–59 
age group. They tended to have at least a 
General Certifi cate of Education (CSI) or an 
even higher (college or university) qualifi ca-
tion. Respondents in this group were mostly 
white-collar workers or managers. Seventy 
per cent of this age group arrived at the 
museum as a part of a trip of a few hours; the 
other 30% spent a whole day in the attrac-
tion. During this time half of the 30–59 age 
group visited all the units of the museum, 
while the others sought out only areas that 
they had not visited before, or just walked 
around the buildings using the museum sim-
ply as a venue for spending free time. The 
oldest age group are regular visitors to the 
museum as well. Over 40% of visitors over 
the age of 60 have visited the HOAM at least 
fi ve times (Fig. 6.2). 

Characteristically, visitors from the 
30–59 age group arrived with their partners, 
friends or family. Their family status clearly 
defi ned their needs. They look for activities 
for children, interesting and educational (or 
edutainment) programmes. Almost three-
quarters of all visitors spent more than 3 h 
in the museum. This result was supported 
by the VED showing an average stay in the 
museum of 3.5 h. Almost every visitor spent 
3 h or more in the museum, regardless of 
how many previous visits they had made 
before (Fig. 6.3). This information certainly 
can be a guideline for planning content and 
for communication development.

The duration of the visit spent in the 
facility compared with the total number of 
visits may function as a basic indicator of 
performance. It is assumed that longer and 
frequent visits indicate higher visitor 
 appreciation and satisfaction. To fi nd out 
more about this relationship the relevant 
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data from returning and from fi rst-time visi-
tors were compared. Differences between 
the two groups were found in the demo-
graphic features such as the place of resi-
dence, the highest qualifi cation and recent 

occupation. In the case of fi rst-time visitors 
there was a relatively even distribution in 
the different qualifi cation categories. Ana-
lysing the same data for regular visitors, we 
could see that repeat visitors tend to have 
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higher qualifi cation  levels. Certainly demo-
graphic features alone do not defi ne the 
visitor segments of the museum; therefore 
one has to pay attention to other features as 
well. This will take place in the next round 
of data collection.

Visitor origin

Over half of the fi rst-time visitors arrive 
from the countryside. There is a drastic 
drop in this ratio among regular visitors: 
only 9% of the countryside inhabitants are 
regular guests. More than half (56%) of the 
visitors living in the countryside (i.e. not in 
the Greater Budapest area) visited the 
museum for a few hours, while 38% of them 
devoted the whole day to discovering 
HOAM. The research highlighted a remark-
able fi nding: visitors with lower qualifi ca-
tions and with residence in the countryside 
do not become regular visitors (Table 6.2).

Around 45% of the visitors from the 
Budapest area visited all the units of the 
museum, while 42% of them just walked 
around. Visitors arriving from Budapest and 
surroundings spend a relatively short time 
travelling to and from the museum. How-
ever, those living in the countryside may 
travel many hours to visit HOAM. These 
visitors, therefore, are most likely to spend a 
longer time in the museum. 

Visit patterns within museum units

Nearly half of the visitors (44%) consciously 
visit each museum unit. A fi fth of the visi-
tors returned with the purpose of seeing 
those museum units that they could not 
visit before. A third group of visitors (31%) 
who walked round the museum saw plenty 
of units, but they were not sure if they 
would manage to see all the units. This 
uncertainty refers to the lack of suffi cient 
information provided to the visitors along 
the paths or at the units. This response is 
alarming, since it has many related impacts, 
for example: 

● Lack of information increases the un-
certainty of the visitor and decreases 
the feeling of comfort.

● The visitor does not feel ‘looked after’.
● The visitor misses sights/attractions/

events that would otherwise have 
 increased visit satisfaction, therefore 
the visitor does not leave the museum 
with good memories that would per-
suade them to visit again.

● The visitors spend less time in the 
 museum.

● The visitors spend less money.

These problems may not have direct impacts 
on the visitor experiences, although they 
are undoubtedly important. Such negative 
consequences can easily be avoided by 

Table 6.2. Comparison of fi rst-time and regular visitors (for the most typical segments).

Visitor feature First visit (%) At least fi ve visits (%)

Age group 30–39 40 30–39
60–69

35
20

Occupation Professionals
Every other group

25
10–14

Professional
Senior management
Pensioners

48
14
12

Highest qualifi cation Secondary school
Higher education
Other

44
28
28

Higher education
Secondary school
Other

73
21
6

Length of stay 3 or more hours 86 3 or more hours 88
Place of residence Countryside

Greater Budapest
Szentendre area

51
29
 2

Greater Budapest
Szentendre area
Countryside

44
33
9
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 thorough planning and organization of visi-
tor fl ows and providing suffi cient informa-
tion about the sights. 

Experiencing museum units

The VEP and VED methodology applied in 
this visitor research helped to determine the 
attractiveness of the units of the museum. 
Figure 6.4 represents the popularity of the 
museum units among visitors by comparing 
the fi ndings of VEP and VED, i.e. time spent 
in a unit versus the number of photos taken 
in the units.

The research data show that 43.7% of 
visitors made identical pictures (at least 
once). The market square of the highland 
market town appeared to be one of the most 
popular themes with photographers. In these 
pictures, the main theme is the see-saw with 
kids playing. From the path and from the 
top of the stairs, photos were taken from dif-
ferent angles featuring the landscape of the 
highland market town area. This theme 
occurred the most, being represented in 300 
photos. Other units, such as the Great Hun-
garian Plain, which offers typical pictur-
esque amenities, such as authentic folk art, 
old village houses in an outstanding state, a 
windmill and a farmhouse with livestock, 
were popular themes too. 

Although it is not an attraction, the 
entrance area of the museum was also a 
focus point in the analysis. Any entrance of 
a museum or exhibition has a special role in 
setting the scene. Visitors tend to base their 
expectations of the attraction on what they 
see and experience at the entrance. The 
importance of the fi rst impression is 
immense and it is important in any museum 
to pay special attention to the careful plan-
ning and arrangement of the entrance area. 
From the results of this research it can be 
observed that the visitors enjoyed them-
selves at the entrance area. This was sup-
ported by the many photos they made of 
friends and relatives at this spot.

During the fi rst half of the research 
period the Szüreti Sokadalom (Grape Harvest 
Festival) took place. The majority of the visi-
tors arrived especially to participate in the 
festivities. This can be seen from the themes 
of the pictures, since the photos taken present 
this event from many angles. There were no 
comparable events during the second half of 
the research period, so the photos taken show 
signifi cant changes. They captured a more 
varied mixture of themes, such as interpreta-
tion or folk plays. The number of pictures 
showing activities dropped dramatically in 
this phase, while photos showing buildings 
increased (Fig. 6.5). 

The most signifi cant differences can 
be found in the case of pictures of the 
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 highland market town unit. During an event 
day the market square is full of people, 
interpreters and traders, and this bustle 
lures visitors. The square, however, 
remained popular even on days without 
events. It also can be noted that on those 
days the number of ‘we have been there’-
type photos dropped signifi cantly. On these 
photos fewer people were captured and vis-
itors focused on the details of the buildings 
and houses (Fig. 6.6). This may raise the 
question: is it acceptable for HOAM that the 

core attraction, the presentation of country-
side living, becomes a secondary or tertiary 
attraction when any event takes place?

The best experiences for visitors were 
gained by exploring the main sights of 
HOAM, such as the old village buildings, 
which was followed by ‘gaining new experi-
ences’ in second place. According to the 
results, 30% of the respondents had good 
memories of the interpreters. This does not 
seem to be a high fi gure and leaves much 
room for improvement. The 135 participants 
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in the VEP research took photos of museum 
staff and interpreters in more than 100 cases. 
This emphasizes the importance of well-
trained, guest-friendly staff, who contribute 
a lot to the visitor experience. 

Nearly 35% of visitors sought new, inter-
active experiences, which contrasts with 
the fact that large numbers of visitors did 
not try interactive tools and did not partici-
pate in any organized activities in the 
museum (Fig. 6.7).

Conclusions

From the vast amount of research data col-
lected, some key fi ndings are worth high-
lighting, especially those that were supported 
by the triangulation methodology.

● The events and festivals are highly 
 appreciated and they add to the knowl-
edge and the pleasure provided by the 
visit.

● Visitors have clear preferences regard-
ing the different areas of HOAM. Two 
out of every three visitors have personal 
interaction with interpreters; therefore 
the role of staff in experience creation is 
of paramount importance.

● The buildings of HOAM are considered 
memorable experiences.

● Visitors tend to look at and to take pho-
tographs of anything that is new, but 

show relatively low interest in taking 
part in group animation.

All three methods contributed to the valid-
ity of the pilot research by producing infor-
mation that would not have been available 
otherwise, for example:

● It is now understood that the offi cial 
names of the areas do not mean too 
much to an average visitor, especially 
not for fi rst-timers. All visitors look for 
‘new’ areas and events, and this is espe-
cially the case for loyal visitors.

● Visitors may fi nd it diffi cult to see and 
identify the uniqueness of rural archi-
tecture: there is a tendency to make cli-
chéd pictures of the highlights, such as 
the main squares, the watermill and the 
bridge. This aspect of visitor behaviour 
asks for more specifi c interpretation 
and guidance.

 ● Interpreters, traders and stalls prolong 
the duration of the visit to any area and 
are likely to create more memorable 
 experiences than empty areas. 

Everybody was satisfi ed with the methods 
and the outcomes of the pilot. However, all 
methods can be improved for the next round 
of data collection. The vocabulary of the 
questionnaire was too ‘professional’ and the 
survey team would have needed a more 
thorough training and guidance. Also, they 
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were not familiar enough with the site. 
Without this knowledge it is sometimes dif-
fi cult for them to help visitors. 

The VED proved to be a very informa-
tive method, but visitors complained about 
the ‘stress’ they had to cope with during the 
whole visit. Some of them admitted that they 
forgot to fi ll in everything and in a few cases 
they lost track of their actual location. HOAM 
uses both numbers and names to label every 
area. There are, however, no site maps either 
at the entrances to or at the exits from the 
areas; therefore visitors can fi nd it diffi cult to 
locate themselves. To overcome this problem 
a more thorough site description is necessary 
in the next version of the VED.

The VEP was a revelation to everybody 
in the research team, since nobody had 
used this method to date in Hungary. 
HOAM was very lucky in that visitors were 
curious and happy to participate in the 
research. The research team also had the 
good fortune to fi nd a company that joined 
the project and provided HOAM with the 
cameras and CD-ROMs, which made the 
research project more cost-effi cient. Most 
of the visitors who refused to participate in 
VEP were from the 60+ age group. The 
rejection was mainly due to unfamiliarity 
with technical things or ‘gadgets’, which 
reveals a very signifi cant shortcoming of 
this method.
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7 Employing the Grand Tour Approach 
to Aid Understanding of Garden Visiting 

Dorothy Fox, Jonathan Edwards and Keith Wilkes

Introduction

Mixed methods research is arguably in the 
ascendancy (Brannen, 2005), blurring the 
boundaries between ‘quantitative’ and ‘qual-
itative’ research methods (see Chapter 4). 
Much has been written defi ning mixed meth-
ods research itself, and arguing the case for 
or against it. However, perhaps because aca-
demic journals tend to be discipline based 
and often incline towards particular research 
paradigms, there are few examples demon-
strating how the elements of a mixed method 
design were selected. In this chapter it is 
shown how a mixed methods study was 
adapted to meet the changing circumstances 
of a cultural tourism research project. In 
doing so, a novel approach to interviewing 
was required and the method selected, drawn 
from ethnography, is described in detail. 

The study cited sought to understand 
participation in garden visiting from a num-
ber of perspectives but principally that of the 
visitor. It concentrated on what lay behind 
the decision to visit gardens rather than the 
experiential aspects of a visit. It therefore 
moved beyond the established approach of 
individual agency, with its assumption of 
free choice, to incorporate social and material 
agency. Initially the project was conceived as 
a quantitative survey followed by qualitative 
interviews. This design was developed, as in 

many other cases, because the research proj-
ect had more than one objective and hence 
more than one type of question needed to be 
answered. 

An initial literature search undertaken 
for the study showed that the data available 
appeared to be limited and were largely 
based on visitor surveys (for example, Gal-
lagher, 1983). This type of data provides no 
information on the propensity to visit a gar-
den or about people who may wish to visit 
but are constrained in some way from doing 
so. Therefore it was decided that, on balance, 
a survey of residents rather than garden visi-
tors would provide better numeric, descrip-
tive data. Following the completion of a pilot 
study, a cluster survey of residents, based on 
postcodes in the Bournemouth (BH) area in 
southern England, was carried out in Novem-
ber/December 2002. The sample size was 
932 households, from which the adult who 
would next celebrate their birthday was 
asked to complete the questionnaire to gen-
erate random sampling. A total of 345 ques-
tionnaires were completed, giving a response 
rate of 37%. The survey instrument included 
open and closed questions and the data were 
analysed using SPSS. At the end of the sur-
vey instrument the residents were asked if 
they would be willing to take part in an inter-
view, which would provide qualitative data 
in a subsequent phase. 
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However, two amendments were sub-
sequently made to the initial plan – adding 
a further quantitative and qualitative phase. 
First, during completion of the resident 
survey data analysis, a major work on visi-
tors to gardens and their motivation was 
published (Connell, 2004), and it was there-
fore decided to add an additional quantita-
tive phase, in the form of a garden visitor 
survey, so that some of the fi ndings of 
 Connell and the resident survey could be 
assessed further. 

Second, as can happen in any research 
project, the best-laid plans may not come to 
fruition. Responses to the resident survey 
had indicated that 77 people were willing 
at that time (2002) to take part in further 
research. However, by the spring of 2005, 
when the interviews were able to be under-
taken, only nine respondents were then 
willing to take part in a semi-structured 
interview, and the group was homogenous 
in terms of their gender (mainly female), age 
(predominantly middle-aged) and a shared 
interest in gardening and/or garden visiting. 
The research was not intended to focus on 
any particular group of people and therefore 
it was clear that these interviews, although 
valuable, would not suffi ciently enrich the 
understanding of garden visiting. Therefore, 
the decision was taken to add a fi nal data 
collection phase to the study, by carrying 
out a series of short interviews with visitors 
to a range of horticultural attractions as 
potential garden visitors might be found at 
them. All that remained was to select an 
appropriate form of interview. 

Interviews are often perceived as the 
research method of choice within tourism 
(Jennings, 2005). However, as Jennings 
makes clear, not all interviews are the same. 
Not only do they use different methods to 
obtain information but also, because they 
have different philosophical backgrounds, 
they may be part of different methodolo-
gies. Three main types of interview are 
widely discussed in the tourism and social 
science literature: structured, semi-struc-
tured and unstructured interviews (for 
example, Finn et al., 2000; Bryman, 2008) 
or, similarly, standardized, semi-standard-
ized and non-standardized interviews (for 

example, Berg, 2007). The structured or 
standardized  interview is normally viewed 
as a quanti tative method and the others as 
qualitative methods. In considering the 
type of interviews to be undertaken in the 
current study, there was concern that 
researcher familiarity with the context from 
the earlier phases of the research could 
unduly infl uence, and hence limit, the 
questions asked if a semi-structured format 
was used. Therefore an unstructured inter-
view format was adopted. 

Generally, unstructured interviews rely 
on verbal accounts of social realities in 
which control by the interviewer is mini-
mal: the interviewee leads the interview 
with their thoughts. The interviewer has an 
idea about themes or issues but these are 
used as a guide. There is no set order of 
questions, although the interviewer may 
return the interviewee to the topic if they 
diverge from it. Although unstructured 
interviews seem to fi t no particular pattern, 
there are, in fact, many types of unstructured 
interviews, with Jennings (2005) describing 
13 different forms. 

The advantages of an unstructured 
interview approach, according to Jennings 
(2001), are the ‘richness’ of the description 
gained about a social world and the ‘depth’ 
of the data afforded by the relationship 
between the interviewer and interviewee. 
The disadvantages include the inability to 
extrapolate from the data to the wider popu-
lation and that they are more time consum-
ing than other interview types (Jennings, 
2001). For positivist critics, there can be 
concerns over reliability and viability, but 
non-positivists argue that criteria such as 
trustworthiness are more appropriate in 
assessing whether qualitative research is 
valid (see Chapter 5). 

Such interviews are a fundamental 
method in ethnography, together with par-
ticipant observation and the sourcing of 
statistical and other records, photographs 
and artefacts. Ethnography is widely seen as 
a means of understanding a way of life from 
the native point of view (see Chapter 14). 
The study reported here, as already stated, 
sought the garden visitor’s perspective and 
so drawing on the strengths of  ethnography 
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would be appropriate. Jennings (2001: 
160) summarizes the principles of ethnogra-
phy as:

● a focus on understanding and inter pre-
tation;

● a focus on process or negotiation of 
meanings;

● research undertaken in natural settings;
● social phenomena studied within 

the social context in which they occur, 
in order that a holistic perspective is 
gained;

● emic and etic perspectives jointly 
 utilized;

● the identifi cation of multiple realities/
perspectives; 

● the use of multiple methods that include 
participant observation and interview-
ing; and

● non-judgemental positioning.

Spradley describes ethnography as ’the 
work of describing a culture’ (Spradley, 1979: 
3) and he refers to culture as ‘the acquired 
knowledge that people use to interpret 
experience and generate social behaviour’ 
(Spradley, 1979: 5). He argues that a con-
centration on shared knowledge does not 
eliminate an interest in customs, behaviour 
and artefacts but that it highlights the impor-
tance of the meaning (his emphasis) of these 
phenomena. In complex societies, even 
within the same cultural groups, there are 
cultural scenes, such as different profes-
sions, hobbies and neighbourhoods, and 
any individual is likely to have the shared 
knowledge of several cultural scenes and 
can therefore act as an informant for any of 
them. Gardens open to visitors are clearly a 
cultural scene in this respect and therefore 
anyone who has visited or, indeed, thought 
about visiting could be an informant about 
some aspect of participation.  

Spradley’s Developmental 
Research Sequence

Spradley (1979) argues that the best way 
of learning to do ethnography is by actu-
ally doing it and he proposes a 12-step 

 process to achieve such understanding by 
undertaking ‘ethnographic interviews’. His 
developmental research sequence is not 
described fully here, as the purpose of this 
chapter is not to describe ethnographic 
research but to show how the fi rst four steps 
of his interviewing technique can be adopted 
for other types of research study. Despite 
several references to this technique, its use 
does not appear to have been described in 
detail or critiqued in any study. 

The fi rst four steps listed by Spradley 
are: 

Locating an informant.1. 
Interviewing an informant.2. 
Making an ethnographic record.3. 
Asking descriptive questions.4. 

Step 1: Locating an informant

Spradley identifi es fi ve minimal require-
ments for selecting a good informant:

● The informant is thoroughly familiar 
with his or her culture. For example, 
interviewing a novice traveller will 
work well if one wants to understand 
the experience of learning to be a  tourist 
but not if the subject of the study is tour-
ism in general. A good informant is so 
familiar with their culture that they do 
things without thinking; it has become 
automatic from years of practice.

● Informants must have direct and cur-
rent experience of the cultural scene.

● For inexperienced ethnographers in 
particular, informants from an unfamil-
iar cultural scene can make things that 
are run-of-the-mill to the informant 
stand out to the ethnographer.

● The informant has suffi cient time to be 
interviewed.

● The informant has not already ‘analysed’ 
his or her culture in a particular way. 
Spradley gives an example from his study 
of tramps, in which a college-educated 
tramp used his social science back-
ground in responding to questions, defi n-
ing the men on ‘skid row’ in standard 
socio-demographic characteristics, such 
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as race and marital status, rather than in 
the language of ‘skid row’.

Step 2: Interviewing an informant

There are numerous speech events in differ-
ent cultures, for example a job interview, 
sales pitch, friendly conversation or, as dis-
cussed here, an ethnographic interview. 
Speech events have different cultural rules 
relating to how they start, fi nish and the inter-
action in between. These differences enable 
one speech event to be distinguished from 
another, but there are also similarities. Sprad-
ley (1979: 58) suggests that ethnographic 
interviews are a ‘series of friendly conversa-
tions into which the researcher slowly intro-
duces new elements to assist informants to 
respond as informants’. He describes three 
important ethnographic elements: explicit 
purpose, ethnographic explanations and 
 ethnographic questions. Ethnographic inter-
views, he states, tend to be more formal than 
friendly conversations because the inter-
views have a defi nite purpose and direction. 
Therefore the ethnographer gradually takes 
more control of the speech event, directing it 
in ways that will lead to an understanding 
of the informant’s cultural knowledge. 
 Ethnographic explanations must be given to 
the informant. These will include general 
statements about what the project is about, 
whether it is being recorded, etc. Finally 
there are the ethnographic questions. 

Step 3: Making an ethnographic record   

An ethnographic record consists of fi eld 
notes, tape recordings and artefacts, amongst 
others. Spradley (1979) stresses the impor-
tance of learning the language of a culture, 
not only as a means of communication but 
also because language creates and expresses 
cultural reality. He emphasizes the impor-
tance of a verbatim record of what is said; 
otherwise the interviewer, without realizing 
it, will summarize and restate what the infor-
mant says. He gives the following example 
from his research (Spradley, 1979: 73):

(a) Informant’s actual statement: ‘I made the 
bucket in Seattle one time for pooling: I 
asked a guy how much he was holding on a 
jug and he turned out to be a ragpicker and 
he pinched me’. (b) Field notes entry: ‘I 
talked to Joe about his experience of being 
arrested on skid row when he wasn’t drunk’. 

Spradley acknowledges that while at the 
time his condensed notes seemed adequate, 
he came to realize that they lost some of the 
most important clues to the informant’s cul-
ture and language. He therefore suggests 
that the most effective means of making a 
verbatim record of an interview is to use a 
tape recorder, although he recognizes their 
disadvantages of inhibiting informants and 
preventing a rapport from developing. 

Step 4: Asking descriptive questions  

Developing rapport with informants is one 
of two complementary processes – the other 
is eliciting information. Spradley argues 
that an effective means of framing a ques-
tion is to ask descriptive questions. As an 
ethnographer almost always knows who an 
informant is, they will also know the cul-
tural scene with which they are familiar. 
Therefore, one could always ask a tourist: 
‘What do you do on holiday? Could you 
describe a typical day?’. Spradley then 
describes fi ve major types of descriptive 
questions and several subtypes, which 
could be used to encourage an informant to 
talk about a particular cultural scene. The 
aim is to persuade the informant to talk 
extensively in their native language. 

Grand tour questions

Spradley (1979: 86) begins by describing his 
own experience, one familiar to many eth-
nographers, on starting a study of a cultural 
scene:

I arrived at the alcoholism treatment centre 
and the director asked, ‘Would you like a 
grand tour of the place?’ As we walked 
from building to building, he named the 
places and objects we saw, introduced me 
to people, and explained the activities in 
progress. I could not ask tramps to give me 
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a grand tour of the Seattle City Jail, so I 
simply asked a grand tour question: ‘Could 
you describe the inside of the jail for me? 
In both situations I easily collected a large 
sample of native terms about these cultural 
scenes.

Grand tour questions about a location 
are relatively easy for informants and can be 
extended beyond spatial aspects to temporal 
and sequential aspects. They can also be 
about events, people, activities or objects 
and, as Spradley (1979: 87) notes, can ‘encour-
age informants to ramble on and on’, produc-
ing a verbal description of signifi cant features 
of their cultural scene. He describes four 
types of grand tour question:

Typical grand tour questions1. : the eth-
nographer asks the informant to generalize 
about a cultural scene. This encourages a 
description of how things usually are. For 
example: ‘Could you describe a typical visit 
to a museum?’

Specifi c grand tour questions2. : these 
questions seek information about the most 
recent or best-known event, location, activi-
ty, etc. Spradley notes that some informants 
can fi nd it diffi cult to generalize about a typ-
ical aspect but can easily describe something 
that happened recently. An example ques-
tion would be: ‘Could you tell me about the 
last time you visited a museum?’

Guided grand tour questions3. : this form 
asks the informant to give an actual ‘grand 
tour’ – for example: ‘Could you show me 
around the museum?’

Task-related grand tour questions4. : as 
the name suggests, this is a request to the 
informant to undertake a simple task that 
could aid the ethnographic description. Us-
ing the same example, a visitor to a museum 
could be asked to sketch a map of the exhib-
its they have studied.  

Mini-tour questions

Spradley (1979: 88) suggests that the respon-
ses to these grand tour questions ‘offer almost 
unlimited opportunities for investigating 
smaller aspects of experience’. These smaller 
units of experience can be described by ask-
ing mini-tour questions, which use the same 

approaches as the four above but which focus 
on a smaller aspect. An example of a task-
related mini-tour question would be to ask a 
visitor to a museum to demonstrate some-
thing using an interactive exhibit.

Example questions

Example questions are still more specifi c. 
The informant above, for example, could be 
asked to show what happens if they take a 
particular action with the exhibit. In Sprad-
ley’s experience, this can lead to the most 
interesting stories that an ethnographer can 
learn from.  

Experience questions 

This fi nal type of question is best asked after 
numerous grand tour and mini-tour ques-
tions have been posed, as informants can 
fi nd them diffi cult to answer. They seek to 
identify unusual or atypical events rather 
than the more routine ones. For example, 
‘Could you tell me about some experiences 
you have had visiting a museum?’.

Native-language questions

Native-language questions are designed to 
encourage the informant to use the terms 
and phrases common to a cultural scene 
and remind the informant that the ethnogra-
pher wants to learn their language. The fi rst 
type, a direct-language question, would be, 
for example, ’How would you refer to it?’ or 
‘Is that the way most people would say it?’. 
These questions are particularly important 
if there is familiarity between the informant 
and the ethnographer with each other’s 
 culture. The second type, a hypothetical-
interaction question, places the informant 
in an imaginary setting and asks them to 
describe what kinds of things might be said. 
The third type of native-language question 
is one in which the ethnographer asks the 
informant for typical sentences that contain 
a particular word or phrase.  

With a case study using a mixed method 
approach, the next section will demonstrate 
how Spradley’s interviewing techniques can 
be adopted in a non-ethnographic study. 
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Case Study: the Grand Tour 
Approach Applied to the 

Phenomenon of Garden Visiting

Introduction 

In considering the type of interviews to be 
undertaken in the fi nal phase of the research, 
the breadth and multiplicity of the experi-
ence of visitors prior to a trip to a garden 
was required, so the responses of many par-
ticipants would be needed. This eliminated 
the option of long interviews with a small 
number of participants. Additionally, it was 
recognized that a visit to a garden is a social 
experience: Connell (2004) found only 14% 
of respondents visited alone, and Gallagher 
(1983) recorded 9%. Therefore a better 
understanding of the dynamics of decision 
making within a pair or group of visitors 
could be obtained by interviewing the social 
unit together, whether they were family or 
friends. 

Gardens afford opportunities to talk, as 
only 4% of respondents in the resident sur-
vey said they did not like to talk to anybody 
when in a garden. Therefore the casual con-
versation form of interviewing described by 
Daengbuppha et al. (2006) could be effective. 
However, their interest was the visitor experi-
ence and interaction with heritage sites, 
whilst this research was more concerned with 
what had happened prior to the visit as much 
as the experiential aspects of the garden visit. 
Accordingly, some means of initiating the 
interview in such a way as to direct the par-
ticipants’ thoughts initially backwards in 
time but which would then allow for an open-
ness of direction was required. Therefore 
Spradley’s method of asking descriptive ques-
tions, and in particular the specifi c grand tour 
question, seemed an appropriate vehicle.  

The resident survey had also shown 
that a quarter of respondents had indicated 
that they liked to talk to other visitors, and 
so it seemed likely that they would be will-
ing to talk to an interviewer. Other recom-
mendations made by Spradley would also 
be met: for example, a visit to a garden is 
usually a leisurely pursuit without the fi xed 
start and fi nishing times of some other 

 cultural attractions, so visitors would prob-
ably have time to talk. In addition, by the 
very act of visiting a garden or other horti-
cultural attraction, the participants would 
be informants having direct and current 
experience of the cultural scene. The resi-
dent survey also showed that as many 
respondents re-visited a garden or visited 
different gardens repeatedly, it was likely 
that many participants would also be very 
familiar with the cultural scene.   

 A fi nal requirement was that the data 
obtained from the interviews would need 
not only to complement the other phases of 
the research but also to be capable of integra-
tion with the existing data sets. However, 
the data consisted of many different types of 
response. For example, respondents to the 
surveys drew ticks, crosses or forward 
slashes in boxes, or circles around numbers, 
to indicate agreement with a researcher- 
provided response. They wrote in words, 
numbers or symbols in response to open 
questions and some wrote unprompted addi-
tional information about a response at the 
side of the questionnaire. Participants in the 
interviews replied not only to questions from 
the researcher but also spoke in response to 
questions or comments from their compan-
ions, and some made an unprompted com-
ment, having answered a question but then 
redirected the conversation.

The challenge of the research was there-
fore how to consider these very different 
forms of data. Furthermore, the research 
sought to generate understanding from the 
data but there was also awareness that if, as 
argued within the study, behaviour such as 
garden visiting refl ects social infl uences, 
then so would the responses in the data. 
Therefore it was decided to consider all the 
forms of responses from both surveys and 
interviews as part of a participant’s explan-
atory repertoire. Linguistic repertoires are ‘a 
set of descriptive and referential terms 
which portray beliefs, actions and events in 
a specifi c way’ (Wooffi tt, 1993: 292). Simi-
larly they are defi ned as ‘clusters of terms, 
descriptions and fi gures of speech’ by Saran-
takos (2005: 310). 

Potter and Wetherell (1987: 149) were 
concerned with the way language is used to 
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give an account of behaviour and intro-
duced the notion of ‘interpretative reper-
toires’. They defi ned a repertoire as 
‘constituted through a limited range of terms 
used in particular stylistic and grammatical 
constructions’ and interpretative repertoires 
as ’recurrently used systems of terms used 
for characterizing and evaluating actions, 
events and other phenomena’. Repertoires 
are not conceptualized by them as intrinsi-
cally linked to social groups, nor does an 
individual draw on the same repertoire in 
different situations. Hermes (1995: 8) uses 
‘interpretative repertoires’ to understand 
how women’s magazines become meaning-
ful in everyday life. She suggests that: ‘Rep-
ertoires are the cultural resources that 
speakers fall back on and refer to. Which 
repertoires are used depends on the cultural 
capital of an individual reader.’ 

Furthermore, the participants’ explana-
tions were accepted at face value; they were 
their explanations. Therefore, although they 
did not explain garden visiting per se, they 
did contribute to an understanding of the 
phenomenon.     

Data collection

When it became apparent that there might 
be diffi culties in obtaining a suitable sample 
of volunteers from the resident survey, a 
pilot scheme of 19 short individual or group 
interviews, based on Spradley’s develop-
mental research sequence approach, was 
carried out at Compton Acres, a privately 
owned garden overlooking Poole Harbour 
in southern England. The specifi c grand 
tour question ‘What made you come to 
Compton Acres today?’ was used to start the 
interviews, further questions, as suggested 
by Spradley, followed, to encourage partici-
pants to expand on their initial response.   

Thereafter, further sets of interviews 
using the same technique were carried out 
at fi ve other attractions, selected purpose-
fully to be representative of the horticultural 
attractions sector. The fi rst was in West Sus-
sex at Wakehurst Place, described as ‘Kew’s 
garden in the country’ and owned by the 

National Trust but administered by the 
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. The remain-
ing sites were all in Dorset. They were a 
mature cottage garden, opened under the 
auspices of the National Gardens Scheme (a 
charitable organization); the Bournemouth 
Pleasure Gardens, publicly owned gardens 
located in the town centre; Stewarts Gar-
denlands, the fi rst ‘garden centre’ in the UK, 
and a craft and garden show, a relatively 
small, professionally run show.  

Additionally, interviews were carried 
out with members of a Dorset allotment 
association, either on the day before or dur-
ing a coach trip to Wakehurst Place, as part 
of that set of interviews. In each location the 
sample was chosen purposively, but with 
an element of randomness to be as inclusive 
as possible. At Compton Acres, the craft and 
garden show, Stewarts Gardenlands and 
Wakehurst Place, the interviewer remained 
at one location and approached the next 
group passing upon the completion of each 
interview. At the cottage garden, at the allot-
ment association plots and on the coach 
trip, the interviewer selected a particular 
area and then interviewed every individual 
or group in that area. In the Bournemouth 
Pleasure Gardens both techniques were 
used, the fi rst in the lower gardens (because 
too many people pass by at one time to ran-
domly select a group) and the second in the 
central gardens (because far fewer people 
walk by). 

All the interviews were recorded with 
the participants’ consent and recordings 
were then transcribed. The process was iter-
ative, with one set of interviews being tran-
scribed and coded before the next set was 
carried out, so that the fi ndings that emerged 
could be incorporated in subsequent mini-
tour questions if an opportunity arose. The 
visitor interviews were analysed collec-
tively with the data from the nine resident 
interviews. 

Examples of questions and responses

Following the specifi c grand tour question, 
‘What made you come to Compton Acres (or 
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Wakehurst Place, etc.) today?’, a typical 
response and subsequent question was: 

Interviewee: I’ve been before but we’re 
holidaying with friends and they’ve never 
been before so I brought them to have a look.

Interviewer: Was there anything special 
about the garden that you wanted them to 
see? (Specifi c mini-tour question.)

Interviewee: Uh, just everything really. 

Another interview beginning in the 
same way, but lasting longer, progressed as 
follows:  

Interviewee: Um, visiting friends in 
Verwood, and uh, they had heard about the 
gardens and wanted to come and investigate. 

Later:

Interviewer: And when you visit gardens, 
why do you like to go? (Experience 
question.)

Interviewee: Oh, it’s very much a very 
peaceful pastime looking at gardens and 
great for ideas for your own garden, although 
it might be small, you can still scale down 
what you see to fi t your own garden. 

Interviewer: Have you ever copied an idea, 
have you actually done it? (Example 
question.)

Interviewee: Yes. 

Interviewer: Can you tell me …

Interviewee: Um, we’ve gone for, um, living 
in Cornwall, we get quite a lot of good mild 
weather and we’ve gone for more um, more 
oriental sort of looking things, we’ve got a 
fern tree, ah that’s obviously going to the 
Eden Project, on our doorstep … generally 
sort of just picking up on those sort of things 
and making things more interesting, Acers 
and things and very much getting into 
scaling down what you see in the garden. 

Analysis of the interview data

The initial consideration regarding the data 
analysis was the type of analysis to be 
adopted. Sarantakos (2005: 344) states that 
qualitative analysis ‘… aims to transform 
and interpret qualitative data in a rigorous 

and scholarly manner … Beyond this there 
is simply no consensus as to how qualita-
tive analysis should proceed, or what makes 
an acceptable analysis.’ 

Seale (2004) suggests that there are fi ve 
main forms of qualitative analysis: conver-
sation, discourse, semiotic, grounded theory 
and qualitative thematic analysis. Conver-
sation and discourse analysis (Rapley, 2004; 
Potter and Wetherell, 1987, respectively) 
are more concerned with the way in which 
the data are expressed rather than their con-
tent. A semiotic analysis is concerned with 
uncovering the processes of meaning pro-
duction and how signs are designed to have 
an effect upon the perceivers of those signs 
(Bryman, 2008). Qualitative thematic analy-
sis (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Seale, 2004) 
and a form of grounded theory analysis 
(Glaser, 1978) therefore informed the analy-
sis in this research (see also Chapter 10). 

Secondly, there was the practical issue 
of whether or not to conduct the analysis 
with the aid of computer software and, if so, 
which program to use. The principal argu-
ments for using software packages are that 
they can add rigour by making analysis 
more systematic and transparent (Kelle, 
1995). In contrast, concerns are concen-
trated on the possibility that a researcher 
can become alienated or distanced from the 
data by the technology (Weitzman, 2000). 
As the interviews were carried out, tran-
scribed and coded by one researcher, the 
possibility of alienation was reduced com-
pared with analysis carried out by different 
people. Therefore, computer-assisted quali-
tative data analysis software (CAQDAS) was 
used, and having considered the merits and 
availability of the packages available, NVivo 
was chosen.

Miles and Huberman (1994) describe 
three components of analysis, which they 
argue are simultaneous: data reduction, data 
display, and conclusion drawing and verifi -
cation. These stages were undertaken using 
the NVivo software as an analytic tool. The 
fi rst of several stages carried out was section 
coding, by which NVivo ‘autocodes’ sections 
of the text under a particular heading. The 
references of speakers were used as headings 
to enable the identifi cation of everything that 
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each person said, as opposed to the docu-
ment, which contained the interviewer’s and 
other companions’ speech as well. Addition-
ally, everything which an interviewee said 
about that particular visit was coded ‘this 
visit’ to distinguish it from other visits to 
horticultural attractions. Both these actions 
facilitated searching at a later date.  

Punch (2005: 200) suggests that there is 
a wide range of possibilities when assigning 
codes to data:

At one end of the continuum, we can have 
prespecifi ed codes or more general coding 
frameworks. At the other end, we can start 
coding with no prespecifi ed codes, and let 
the data suggest initial codes …. Nor … 
does it need to be an either-or decision. 
Thus, even when guided by an initial 
coding scheme, we can be alert to other 
labels and categories suggested by the data. 

In the current research pre-specifi ed codes 
were derived from the fi ndings of the quan-
titative phases. But as the qualitative phases 
were designed to elaborate and inform the 
data derived from the quantitative fi ndings, 
the latter form of coding described by Punch 
(2005), in which additional categories are 
subsequently created, was employed. In 
NVivo, coded segments of text are copied to 
a node, and any text can be coded as many 
times as the analyst requires.

Memos were created and linked to a 
node (using a DocLink in NVivo). Glaser 
(1978: 83) defi nes a memo as ‘… the theoriz-
ing write-up of ideas about codes and their 
relationships as they strike the analyst while 
coding’. Memos were created of the analyst’s 
refl ections on the related literature, diffi cul-
ties in understanding the interviewee’s 
meaning, patterns that were emerging and 
also contradictions, etc. Memos were also 
made regarding the analyst’s thoughts on 
the node contents. This occurred either spo-
radically (as referred to by Glaser) or system-
atically. On completion of the coding of the 
fi rst set of transcripts (those from Compton 
Acres) and after completion of each subse-
quent transcript, one or two nodes were 
reviewed in order through the tree hierar-
chy. Each segment of text coded at a node 
was assessed as to whether all the segments 

were consistent and whether the label given 
to the node accurately refl ected its contents. 
If not, other notes were then added and the 
data was re-coded to the new node. NVivo 
allows for the easy merging, movement, rela-
belling and re-coding of nodes, so as the 
memos developed (all entries were dated) 
various changes were made to the nodes. 

Data display includes the organization 
and concentration of the data, and the NVivo 
software offers several means of doing this – 
in this study the nodes were constructed and 
displayed in a tree hierarchy. Concurrently 
with the data reduction and display, tenta-
tive conclusions were drawn. These were 
then tested using the information directly 
from the nodes or by using the search facility 
in NVivo. The actions of creating an initial 
coding framework, the development of fur-
ther codes, refl ection on the contents of the 
nodes recorded in the memos and either con-
stantly referring back to the literature already 
reviewed or, on occasion, by seeking out new 
sources were therefore iterative. 

A summary of responses to the 
grand tour question

The participants’ explanatory repertoires 
revealed individual processes as well as 
other phenomena or structures that afford 
garden visiting and highlighted the impor-
tance of the natural and the social in addi-
tion to individual agency in deciding to 
visit a garden. One source of data that pro-
vided this information was the responses to 
the grand tour question: ‘What made you 
come to (place x) today?’ This question was 
not only the opening question to all partici-
pants in the visitor interviews but was also 
included as an open question in the visitor 
survey that had been undertaken at Comp-
ton Acres. 

The written answers in the visitor ques-
tionnaire were always brief and many 
included two explanations, for example 
‘enjoyed previous visit + lunch’ and ‘like 
gardens, easy to reach from Bournemouth’ 
(the nearby coastal resort). The oral respon-
ses were longer and again often included 
more than one explanation. All the written 
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and oral answers could be assigned to one 
of eight explanatory categories (examples 
taken from the visitor survey are presented 
in Table 7.1).

The analysis of these initial responses 
and the answers given to the subsequent 
‘Spradley’ descriptive questions, together 
with the fi ndings of the other data sets, 
enabled an in-depth understanding of par-
ticipation in garden visiting to emerge. 
Detailed fi ndings regarding the infl uence of, 
fi rst, the weather and, secondly, family and 
friends are reported in Fox and Edwards 
(2008) and the fi ndings in full are given in 
Fox (2007). By way of example, the fi ndings 
relating to one of the explanatory categories, 
i.e. ‘occasion’, are detailed here.  

The participants’ explanations of their 
visit often referred to a temporal element. 
Time was either seen as ‘ordinary’, in which 
case they spoke in terms of its availability, 
or it was considered as ’special’ in some 
way, i.e. an occasion. Having the time to 
visit was an infl uence that many partici-
pants mentioned:

Interviewee (woman at the cottage garden): 
… we’ve been going to visit this garden for 
ages and never got round to it. So today, we 
said right, we’re going to drop everything 
and go! So we did and came here. 

Some participants spoke more specifi -
cally about how they had the time to visit 
gardens or about how the opening times of 
gardens limited their visiting. Those that 
open as event attractions are particularly 

restricting: the cottage garden had opened 
for 1 week in April and then again in August 
2005, when the interviews were carried out. 
Some of the visitors revealed why they were 
there that day:

Interviewee: But this one we saw adver-
tised, well in the ‘yellow’ book, [a guide 
book] saw earlier in the year and then I said 
oh we’ve missed that one, so it’ll have to be 
later in the year.

Interviewer: Oh, because it was open in 
April, wasn’t it?

Second interviewee: … We missed that, so 
we fi gured …

Interviewee: We must do it now; we must 
do it this week. 

The natural environment also has its 
own ‘calendar’:

Interviewee (woman at Wakehurst Place): 
We normally come Easter time, so of course 
it’s nice now. I mean we usually come 
when the rhododendrons are out … We 
went down to Mottisfont Abbey, gorgeous 
roses. It’s just the right time of the year. 

Therefore a different type of ‘special 
event’ arises when a visit to a permanently 
open garden is made at a particular time. 
However, some participants discussed 
attraction-visiting practices, which amount 
to routine visiting. For example, one retired 
couple revealed how if it is a Thursday they 
will often visit a garden. For other partici-
pants, a socially mediated occasion can 
prompt a visit, as demonstrated here:

Interviewer: What made you suggest 
Compton Acres today?

Interviewee: Today, Father’s Day.

Interviewer: … do you usually go out on 
Father’s Day or special days out?

Interviewee (woman): Yep, all the time. 

Participants also mentioned that Moth-
er’s Day, birthdays and anniversaries could 
prompt visits. However, some interviews 
carried out at the garden centre on the spring 
bank holiday Monday gave the impression 
that bank holidays seem to afford time 

Table 7.1. The explanatory categories given in 
response to the ‘grand tour’ question (visitor survey).

Explanatory 
category Example quote

Individual agency To study the gardens 
Revisiting Been here before many years 

ago
Social agency My friend suggested it
Personal  

description
We love gardening and visiting 

gardens
Weather Sunny day
Locality Local to where I’m staying
Occasion Mother’s birthday trip
Indeterminate  Obviously a mistake
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rather than the affective elements of the per-
sonal occasions:

Interviewer: And what made you come 
today rather than …

Interviewee (woman at Stewarts 
 Gardenlands): Bank holiday really. We’re 
both off work. 

Conclusion

Spradley (1979) developed a strategy for 
undertaking interviews, which included a 
form of questioning – descriptive questions – 
as part of his approach to ethnographic 
research. In this chapter it has been shown 
how using descriptive questions can be 
incorporated into a mixed method for aid-
ing understanding of visitors to gardens. 
Replicating this form of unstructured inter-
viewing suited not only the objectives of the 
research but also the context. Particularly, it 
allowed for limited researcher bias and was 
very fl exible. Additionally, it not only 

enabled interaction between participants 
but also facilitated children and teenagers 
to contribute to the research, with the 
approval and in the company of their par-
ents. However, as noted above, it is a time-
consuming method, particularly as there 
can be periods of conversation that, whilst 
not directly relevant to the study, are neces-
sary in developing rapport. As in any 
research method there are ethical and qual-
ity issues that need to be considered, but 
which have not been discussed here due to 
space limitations. None the less, this study 
offers practical and useful guidance for sim-
ilar explorations of cultural attractions.  
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8 Multi-method Research on 
Ethnic Cultural Tourism in Australia

Jock Collins, Simon Darcy and Kirrily Jordan 

Introduction

Australia has more immigrants than most 
Western societies today (OECD, 2007), with 
communities drawn from most corners of 
the globe (Collins, 1991, 2008). As a conse-
quence, Australia’s major cities have 
become very cosmopolitan places (Burnley, 
2001). When the opening ceremony for the 
Sydney 2000 Olympic Games was held, 
there was a community living in Sydney to 
match every national fl ag engaged in the 
athletes’ procession. The 2006 Australian 
census revealed that 60% of Sydney’s 
 population were fi rst- or second-generation 
immigrants. Australian cities such as Sydney, 
Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth have a cos-
mopolitan feel, most evident in the great 
variety of restaurants and cafés, providing 
food from menus derived from all conti-
nents. In all these cities, and others like 
them around the Western world, immigrant 
entrepreneurs have clustered in certain 
suburbs, so that ethnic precincts, such as 
Little Italy, Chinatown, Little Korea or 
 Little Turkey, emerge.

The growth of the cultural and tourism 
industries is an important characteristic of 
modern developed economies like Australia. 
These industries intersect in the fi eld of ‘cul-
tural tourism’. Cultural tourism is now recog-
nized as an important agent of economic and 

social change in contemporary Western soci-
eties such as Australia. Cultural tourism 
includes tourism to traditional cultural attrac-
tions such as museums and galleries, but it 
also incorporates new forms of tourism asso-
ciated with cultural activities. They include, 
but are not limited to, cultural attractions 
related to the urban ethnic diversity that 
accompanied immigration to countries such 
as Australia. The cultural tourism possibili-
ties of ethnic diversity are relatively underde-
veloped in the literature. The research 
reported in this chapter was designed to 
 produce results that begin to redress this gap 
in our understanding of cultural tourism. 
This chapter discusses the methodological 
approaches appropriate for the study of what 
we call ‘ethnic cultural tourism’, i.e. tourism 
that is related to the cultural diversity that 
accompanies immigration. 

The central research issue addressed in 
this chapter is: what methodologies and 
research methods and instruments are appro-
priate to investigate dimensions of cultural 
tourism related to ethnic precincts in Aus-
tralia’s major cosmopolitan cities? Ethnic 
precincts are neighbourhoods with clusters 
of immigrant entrepreneurs that have devel-
oped a reputation for, and an identity as, a 
place in the city to experience minority eth-
nic cultures, with ethnic food, goods and 
festivals being the main attractors. They are 
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often ‘branded’ by local government author-
ities, given ethnic makeovers in the public 
spaces of the precincts and marketed to 
locals, visitors and tourists. 

The research projects that we report on 
were designed to develop case studies of 
how, in a range of urban settings, ethnic cul-
tural heritage can be developed into an 
effective part of interpretive tourist attrac-
tions for destination areas. 

Section two of this chapter develops an 
interdisciplinary theoretical framework 
for this research. Any research project is 
shaped by its theoretical points of depar-
ture. The section reviews the sometimes 
overlapping literatures of immigration 
studies, tourism studies, cultural geogra-
phy, immigrant entrepreneurship and regu-
lation theory to present an interdisciplinary 
theoretical framework that will shape the 
research design and the research instru-
ments. Section three then develops a range 
of quantitative and qualitative research 
methodologies and research instruments 
for the ethnic precinct case studies. Section 
four briefl y summarizes the results of this 
research, refl ects on the research methodol-
ogy and identifi es gaps in need of further 
research.

Ethnic Cultural Tourism and Ethnic 
Precincts: Theoretical Points 

of Departure

The growth of the cultural tourism market

As the experience economy becomes the 
focus of postmodern conceptualizations of 
place and space (Darcy and Small, 2008), the 
cultural and tourist industries intersect to 
create unique destination experiences, of 
which cultural tourism is but one of a num-
ber that have been identifi ed in Australian 
tourism strategy (Commonwealth Depart-
ment of Industry, Tourism and Resources, 
2005). Cultural tourism is recognized as an 
important agent of economic and social 
change in Europe and elsewhere (Richards, 
1996, 2007). Cultural tourism includes tour-
ism to traditional cultural attractions, such 

as museums and art galleries, ballet and 
opera, but it also incorporates new forms of 
tourism associated with cultural activities. 
They include, but are not limited to, cultural 
attractions related to the urban ethnic diver-
sity that accompanied immigration to coun-
tries such as Australia (Collins, 2006). One 
site of ethnic cultural tourism is ethnic pre-
cincts such as Chinatowns, Little Italys, 
Korea towns, Little Saigons and so on in 
major cosmopolitan cities such as Melbourne 
(Collins et al., 2001) and Sydney (Collins 
and Castillo, 1998), attracting visitation from 
national and international tourists. Other 
forms of cultural tourism are event-specifi c 
(tall ships) or linked to  subcultures such as 
the gay community (Sydney’s gay and les-
bian mardi gras).

As Richards notes, there has been a 
growth of cultural tourism as a consequence 
of both increased tourism demand and the 
growing supply of cultural attractions: ‘As 
cultural markets become increasingly glo-
balized, so competition between cultural 
attractions for a share of the cultural tour-
ism market will also intensify’ (Richards, 
1996: 18–19). He identifi es key questions 
for tourism that emerge from the rise of the 
importance of ‘traditional’ and ‘new’ cul-
tural industries: 

Who are the tourists who use these cultural 
facilities? Why do they engage in cultural 
tourism? How great is the demand for 
cultural tourism? What elements of culture 
attract cultural tourists? Whose culture is 
being consumed by the cultural tourists? 
Few previous studies have attempted to 
answer these basic questions. 

Ethnic cultural tourism

This chapter reports on the methodo lo gical 
processes of developing research instruments 
and recruiting informants for a research 
project designed to address the questions 
Richards raises, but each time replacing 
what he terms cultural tourism with ethnic 
cultural tourism. For this research the case 
studies were drawn from three  cities and six 
sites that each had an ethnic cultural heri-
tage: Sydney (Chinatown,  Finger Wharf, Art 
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Gallery), Melbourne (Chinatown, Little 
Italy) and Perth (Northbridge). These case 
studies sought to explore the intersection 
between traditional and new cultural land-
scape precincts, and take, as points of depar-
ture, the questions raised by Richards: 
Who are the tourists who take part in ethnic 
cultural tourism? Why do they so? What are 
their responses to landscapes of ethnic 
 cultural tourism? A comparative methodol-
ogy is adopted for this research. The under-
lying principle is that it is not possible to 
identify unique aspects of a phenomenon 
such as ethnic cultural tourism unless it is 
compared with other dimensions of cultural 
tourism

The broader questions are related to 
the opportunities that ethnic cultural land-
scapes in Australia offer for current and 
future patterns of Australian tourism and 
the policy implications for the Australian 
tourism industry in relation to the incr-
easingly important ethnic cultural tourism 
phenomena. The fi eld of ethnic cultural 
tourism is underdeveloped in Australia at 
the level of theory, research and policy 
development. Yet international research 
suggests that  ethnic cultural tourism has 
signifi cant potential in attracting new tour-
ists. The present research project was 
designed as a scoping study with a view to 
setting out the parameters involved in eth-
nic cultural tourism research in Australia. It 
aimed to identify how ethnic heritage and 
contemporary cultural diversity impact 
on visitor experience and on local commu-
nities.  The objective was to assist the Aus-
tralian tourism industry in understanding 
the growing importance of cultural tourism 
by developing a number of case studies 
of cultural landscapes tourism in three 
 Australian states. 

Cultural landscapes is a term with very 
broad meaning. It refers in part to the way in 
which traditional cultural industries – ‘high 
culture’ activities such as museums, art 
 galleries, opera and ballet, and ‘popular 
 culture’ activities such as fi lm, music, res-
taurants and shopping – are a central part of 
national and international tourist activities 
and attractions in Australia. The term also 
refers, in part, to the way that the ethnic 

diversity of Australian society and its built 
and social environments shape the dynam-
ics of Australian tourism. Australia is one of 
the most culturally diverse nations in the 
world today: it has more immigrants and 
greater ethnic diversity than any other West-
ern nation (Collins 1991, 2000). These two 
dimensions of cultural landscapes, of 
course, intersect and interact. This can be 
seen, for example, in the proliferation of 
‘foreign’ fi lm festivals in major Australian 
cities, of museum events or art gallery exhi-
bitions related to immigrant cultures, and in 
the way that immigrant communities have 
pioneered the Australian wine industry in 
regions such as Griffi th and New South 
Wales, or in the tourist attraction of Chinese 
heritage in places such as Young in New 
South Wales and Ballarat in Victoria, and 
the festivals and eating and shopping 
 experiences in Sydney’s and Melbourne’s 
Chinatowns.

A Review of Cultural Tourism 
Literature

The tourist experience

Our fi rst point of departure is the literature 
related to the tourist experience (Selwyn, 
1996; Urry, 2002; Selby, 2004) and the way 
that the cultural economy and the images 
and experience of place (Suvantola, 2002) 
shape the tourist experience. The tourism 
experience consists not only of a collection 
of tourism facilities, or real economy experi-
ences, but also of a set of symbolic economy 
experiences (Urry, 2002; see also Chapter 5, 
this volume). The latter involves the con-
sumption of signs, symbols, festivals and 
spectacles used in creating aestheticized 
spaces of entertainment and pleasure. This 
has led researchers to explore the links 
between ethnic heritage, cultural diversity 
and urban tourism as crucial components of 
the cultural capital of post-industrial society 
(Kearns and Philo, 1993; Lash and Urry, 
1994). In discussing the ‘symbolic economy’, 
Zukin (1995) points to the role of ethnic diver-
sity in shaping place and space, relating it  to 
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a tendency to commodify cosmopolitan life-
styles and turn them into a vital resource for 
the prosperity and growth of cities. One of 
the contradictions of globalization is that 
local difference and place identity become 
more important in a globalized world. Eth-
nic heritage, cultural diversity and urban 
tourism become links between the cultural 
capital of post-industrial cities and the tour-
ism marketing and commodifi cation of those 
experiences (Kearns and Philo, 1993; Lash 
and Urry, 1994; Zukin, 1995). Hoffman 
(2003:  96), interestingly, observed that ‘mul-
ticulturalism and diversity have recently 
become a positive demographic characteris-
tic for business and tourism’, indicating that 
ethnic diversity in ethnic precincts is one 
aspect of the symbolic economy. City plan-
ners, place marketers, tourist guides, and 
food and culture critics play a role in simul-
taneously advertising and promoting ethnic 
precincts and cultural diversity in the city 
while, at the same time, reshaping the very 
image of culture and ethnicity in a way that 
maximizes the appeal to tourists (Halter, 
2000; Selby, 2004). 

Old cultural landscapes of tourism 

Cultural tourism, of course, entails many 
things: from ‘cultural’ activities such as 
viewing exhibitions at museums and attend-
ing operatic performances to those activities 
associated with visiting historic building 
edifi ces and viewing ethnic festivals. When 
examining cultural urban tourism phenom-
ena, the terms ‘ethnic tourism’ (cf. Hitch-
cock, 1999), ‘heritage tourism’, ‘cultural 
tourism’, ‘urban tourism’ (cf. Chang, 2000) 
and even ‘eco tourism’ (cf. Gibson et al., 
2003) are regularly used interchangeably. 

The literature on traditional or ‘old’ 
cultural landscapes of tourism, such as 
museums and art galleries, is fairly well 
established. Richards (1996: 15) presents 
data to show that there has been a second 
’museum boom’ in Europe since the early 
1980s, with a rapid growth in that time in 
the number of museums. This has been 
accompanied by a growth of ‘specialized 

museums’, with some 2500 museums iden-
tifi ed in the UK alone (Richards, 1996: 16). 
Examples of new specialized museums can 
be found in London (Museum of the Moving 
Image, Theatre Museum, Design Museum), 
in Brussels (Cartoon Museum), in Amster-
dam (Sex Museum, Pianola Museum, Can-
nabis Museum) and in many other cities 
across Europe. As MacDonald (1992: 163) 
has observed, the ‘new’ museums have partly 
been created as a response to the defi cien-
cies of the old: ‘The failure of mainstream 
museums (to reach a wider audience) is one 
reason why we are seeing growing numbers 
of specialized museums designed for specifi c 
audiences, such as children, indigenous 
peoples and specifi c ethnic communities’.

New cultural landscapes of tourism

As the literature on traditional or ‘old’ cul-
tural landscapes of tourism is so established, 
this scoping project can make its strongest 
contribution to the literature on cultural 
landscapes of tourism by focusing on one 
form of the new cultural landscapes of tour-
ism: that of ethnic diversity as a consequence 
of immigration to Australia and other coun-
tries. In particular, we are interested to 
explore ethnic precincts as important sites 
for the new cultural tourism. As a conse-
quence, this literature review will concen-
trate on ethnicity as a critical axis of new 
cultural landscapes of tourism (Rath, 2007). 

The most highly developed interdisci-
plinary theoretical framework for the study 
of urban ethnic tourism that draws on these 
elements is regulation theory, which has 
become central to the new tourism literature 
(Costa and Martinotti, 2003: 67–68; Fainstein 
et al., 2003). Fainstein et al. (2003) explore 
the way that four types of regulatory frame-
works – regulation of visitors to protect the 
city, regulation of the city for the benefi t of 
the visitors and the tourism industry, regula-
tion of tourism labour markets, and regula-
tion of the tourism industry itself – structure 
relations within the urban tourist milieu and 
provide a framework for a historical and con-
temporary comparative analysis of global 
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urban tourism. This regulation theory 
approach ‘places tourism within a complex 
matrix of economic, political, cultural and 
spatial interactions and illustrates the inter-
play of sectors and scales – local, regional, 
national and international’ (Fainstein et al., 
2003: 240). The authors also stress the impor-
tance of studying the linkages and processes 
inherent in the city tourist experience, ‘with-
out sacrifi cing the possibility of agency or 
overlooking the complex role of culture’.

The conceptual framework for this exp-
loration of the (contradictory) nature of 
 ethnic precincts and their relation to tour-
ism draws on a broad-ranging interdisci-
plinary literature (Collins, 2007), addressing 
issues of the cultural economy (Zukin, 
1995), international tourism (Suvantola, 
2002; Urry, 2002), the urban and cultural 
geography of ethnic place and space in the 
city (Burnley, 2001), ethnic economies 
(Light and Gold, 2000), immigrant entrepre-
neurship (Waldinger et al.,1990; Rath, 2000; 
Kloosterman and Rath, 2003) and the mar-
keting of ethnicity (Halter, 2000). 

Various authors draw attention to the 
spatial aspect of ethnic and cultural con-
sumption, more particularly to places of 
consumption (shopping malls, high streets, 
ethnic precincts). Urry (2002: 137) notes 
how tourist experiences are shaped by the 
intersections of class, gender and ethnicity, 
and that:

Ethnic groups are important in the British 
tourist industry… and in some respects 
play a key role … In recent years certain 
ethnic groups have come to be constructed 
as part of the ‘attraction’ or ‘theme’ of some 
places, giving as an example the case of 
Manchester around ‘its collection’ of 
Chinese restaurants in a small area.

These spatial links between tourism 
and ethnic diversity are not new, of course. 
For example, Judd (2003) describes the rise 
of tourist enclaves that accompanied the 
rise of grand tourism in the mid-19th cen-
tury as the historical precursors of today’s 
places of consumption. Hoffman (2003: 97) 
argues that: ‘The pursuit of ethnic branding 
refl ects the fact that minorities are the fast-
est growing (new) consumer population.’ 

The demand side of ethnic precinct tourism

Research into ethnic precincts and tourism 
puts greater emphasis on the demand side, 
or the consumer/tourist side, of the ethnic 
economy. Most of the research into immi-
grant entrepreneurship in the past two 
decades has concentrated on the supply 
side of immigrant enterprises: the establish-
ment of the enterprise, the division of 
labour, employment relations, marketing 
and business success (Collins et al., 1995; 
Collins, 2003). This is important because 
different regimes of regulation and gover-
nance (state, federal and local) play an 
important role in shaping patterns of immi-
grant entrepreneurship (Kloosterman and 
Rath, 2001, 2003), and therefore the supply 
of ethnic businesses and precincts. In Aus-
tralia, the development of ethnic precincts 
such as Sydney and Melbourne’s China-
towns has been extensively shaped by local 
government authorities.

Yet, in order to fully understand ethnic 
tourism, it is necessary to conduct new 
research into the demand side of ethnic 
entrepreneurship, often mentioned but not 
investigated in the literature. Since ethnic 
restaurants are a signifi cant legacy of minor-
ity ethnic communities in the Australian 
built environment, the cultural signifi cance 
of eating ethnic food (Gabaccia, 1998) and 
the ‘critical infrastructure’ required to sup-
port ethnic economies and the development 
of ethnic precincts (Zukin 1995, 1998) come 
into focus. Important questions emerge 
then: Who eats Chinese or Italian food? 
Where and why? What role do restaurant 
and food critics play in this regard? The cul-
tural symbolism of eating Chinese or Italian 
food, for example, also needs exploring in 
this context. What cultural interaction 
occurs in Chinese restaurants? What sym-
bolism and décor are used by entrepreneurs 
to signify to the public that they are eating 
in an ‘authentic’ Chinese or Italian precinct 
restaurant? What constitute ‘authentic’ Chi-
nese/Italian cultural experiences from the 
point of view of the customers, and how do 
they vary according to the ethnicity and 
tourist status of the customer? Gabaccia 
(1998: 229–230) views American taste for 
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ethnic food (and music) as central to the 
American identity: 

Key to identity and culture in both 
American music and eating is the tension 
between people’s love for the familiar and 
the pleasure they fi nd in desiring, creating 
and experiencing something new … 
Consumers’ preferences for multi-ethnic 
food and multi-ethnic music remain an 
important expression of their identities as 
Americans.

The authenticity of ethnic precincts 

According to Bryman (2004), the opposite 
of authenticity is Disneyfi cation. He refers 
to the centrality of theming in contempo-
rary consumption places and of the contra-
dictions of such theming attempts: 

Critics of theming often disapprove of the 
use of symbols of nostalgia for thematic 
cues. Drawing on faux designs and 
histories, theming in terms of nostalgic 
references is often depicted as presenting a 
sanitized history, one that removes any 
reference to hardship and confl ict in the 
cause of consumption. 

(Bryman, 2004: 52) 

While Bryman looks at the theming of 
restaurants, malls and other places, he does 
not look specifi cally at ethnic theming. The 
examples of ethnic precincts such as Syd-
ney’s Chinatown show the complexities of 
government (local and state) involvement in 
creating ‘authentic’ façades, highlighting 
the relationship of the state to different fac-
tions within the ethnic community. This 
involves what MacCannell (1973, 1999) 
calls ‘reconstructed ethnicity’ and ‘staged 
authenticity’. Is it possible for local authori-
ties to help develop ethnic precincts that do 
not collapse into a ‘Disneyfi cation’ of eth-
nicity? Is it possible to develop ethnic pre-
cincts in cities such as Sydney without 
necessarily reproducing white stereotypes 
of the ethnic Other?

The other key aspect of the authenticity 
of ethnic precincts relates to the custom of 
the precinct and the events that occur there. 
Certainly the presence of Italian immigrants 

as customers walking along the streets and 
eating in the restaurants of a Little Italy may 
contribute to its authentic feel, just as the 
large number of visibly Asian customers in 
the Chinatowns of cities may help to pro-
vide a similar ‘authentic’ feel. When Italy 
wins or loses World Cup soccer matches, 
Little Italy is where you will fi nd happy or 
sad Italian supporters. This authenticity is 
boosted by the role of the ethnic precinct as 
the place where ethnic festivals are held. 
Sydney and Melbourne’s Chinatowns both 
hold a series of events to mark the Chinese 
New Year, while other ethnic precincts host 
ethnic community events, national days 
and other public celebrations of ethnic 
diversity (Collins and Castillo, 1998: 169).

Tourist safety in ethnic precincts

The issue of tourist safety is central to any 
government tourist strategy. No one wants 
to go to a place where their or their family’s 
safety is put at risk. Control and surveillance 
are thus embedded in the development of 
tourism in general, as well as in terms of 
potential tourist precincts such as ethnic 
precincts. Body-Gendrot (2003: 39) empha-
sizes the importance of ‘techniques of social 
control and security’ that mega-event tour-
ism, such as Olympic Games or World Cup 
soccer events, require, while Judd (2003: 23) 
points out that building tourist places as for-
tress spaces is one response to managing 
issues of tourist safety. Borrowing from Fou-
cault, Edensor (1998: 41) notes that there is a 
‘remorseless surveillance through panopti-
con visual monitoring’ in enclosed public 
spaces such as shopping malls. Shopping is 
encouraged but, as Judd argues, ‘aimless loi-
tering is discouraged or forbidden’ (Judd, 
2003: 29). 

There are a number of aspects of con-
trol and surveillance that relate to ethnic 
precincts. The fi rst is the historical con-
struction of minority immigrant communi-
ties as criminal (Collins et al., 2000), so that 
the places and spaces where they concen-
trate attract a criminal reputation. This is 
reinforced by the way that racism, prejudice 
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and xenophobia depict immigrant minori-
ties as the criminal ‘Other’, who are a threat 
to the safety of the host society (Poynting 
et al., 2004). Ethnic precincts of minority 
immigrant groups are thus constructed as 
places of crime, such as gambling, drugs 
and prostitution, and of criminal gangs, at 
the same moment that they become exotic 
ethnic places. 

Ironically, this criminal feel can also be 
an attraction to tourists. Chinatowns the 
world over have always had a criminal 
aspect. In New York’s Chinatown, Chinese 
tongs, or gangs, are involved in crime and 
control the streets. According to Kinkead 
(1993: 47), in the fi rst decades of the 20th 
century tourists: ‘went to Chinatown to ogle 
vice: guidebooks warned of the immorality 
and fi lth of the quarters. The sightseers 
hired guides to show them opium dens, 
slave girls, and sites of lurid tong murders. 
Bohemians visited to smoke opium and 
drift away into hazy dreams.’

Mixed Methods for Investigating Cultural 
Tourism in Ethnic Precincts 

The theoretical framework developed above 
shapes the methodologies and research 
instruments required to investigate ethnic 
cultural tourism. In general this research 
needs to generate a greater understanding of 
the production, consumption and develop-
ment of cultural landscapes by tourists and 
visitors as well as locals. Specifi cally, we 
employed mixed methods of quantitative 
and qualitative methodologies in the fi eld-
work that we conducted in sites of success-
ful ethnic cultural tourism. The quantitative 
methodology focused on a random survey 
of 100 tourist consumers in each ethnic pre-
cinct (n = 579), conducted via interviewer-
completed questionnaires following the 
‘next person’ technique (Veal, 2006). The 
sample size was dictated by the resources 
provided for the scoping study from the 
Sustainable Tourism Cooperative Research 
Centre. The surveys analysed the impres-
sions, expectations and activities of the 
tourists in each precinct. Some insights into 

ethnic-based tourism within tourism pre-
cincts were gained through a statistical 
analysis of the total sample from all the pre-
cincts while other insights were provided 
through individual precinct sample analy-
sis. While the statistical analysis of each 
precinct was limited by the relatively small 
sample size (n = 100), it did still allow anal-
ysis by frequency, cross-tabulation, chi-
square, t-tests and ANOVA (analysis of 
variance). In order to situate the tourist sur-
veys within the broader context of the polit-
ical economy of ethnic tourism in these 
Australian cities, the quantitative research 
was completed with qualitative methodolo-
gies focusing on the way that producers 
(ethnic entrepreneurs), consumers and what 
Sharon Zukin (1995) calls the ‘critical infra-
structure’ (local government authorities, 
ethnic community organizations, place mar-
keteers, media, tourist interpretation, etc.) 
shape ethnic precincts. 

A number of key aspects of ethnic cul-
tural tourism require investigation. First, it is 
important to identify tourist/consumer sub-
jectivity about the ethnic tourist experience, 
including ethnic precincts. This makes it 
important to survey tourists in ethnic pre-
cincts and other ethnic cultural sites to get 
their opinion on matters such as authentic-
ity, atmosphere, experience, food, cultural 
iconography and the like. In other words, the 
theoretical framework shapes the questions 
to be asked of tourists and hence the devel-
opment of the survey as a research instru-
ment. The questionnaire also needs to record 
background information on the tourist, such 
as country of residence, age, gender and their 
length of stay, and explore issues such as 
how the tourist heard about the site, what 
attracted them to the site and their impres-
sions of the tourist experience, including 
issues of interpretation and authenticity. 
Matters of research design then come into 
play. Our comparative methodology required 
us to conduct surveys in each of the ethnic 
cultural tourist sites in Sydney, Melbourne 
and Perth. It was also important to design 
questions that have been covered in broader 
visitor surveys for other sites, in order to 
allow comparisons to be made and to attempt 
to investigate the uniqueness of the ethnic 
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cultural tourist experience.  In addition, 
attention was paid to the numbers to be sur-
veyed – pilots of 100 were conducted in each 
site – and issues related to randomness: time 
of day, day of week and gender. 

Regulation theory and the work of Sha-
ron Zukin (1995, 1998) led us also to focus 
on the other major stakeholders that shape 
the ethnic cultural tourist experience. We 
conducted key informant interviews with 
the local government authorities under 
whose remit the cultural precinct falls, 
because they are key players in the forma-
tion of and development of the precinct. 
Interviews were also conducted with the 
immigrant entrepreneurs in the ethnic pre-
cinct and the ethnic community organiza-
tions and tourist site operators located there. 
The interviews were then undertaken with 
place marketers from local and state govern-
ment. For example, we held close discus-
sions with the numerous government 
agencies with a role in redeveloping and 
revitalizing Perth’s Northbridge as a centre 
for tourism and leisure. The City of Perth, 
Town of Vincent, East Perth Redevelopment 
Authority, State Department of Premier and 
Cabinet, and Western Australian Police 
were all involved in these efforts. The mul-
titude of stakeholders necessitated a lengthy 
period of immersion in the fi eld. 

In contrast, in Sydney’s Chinatown, the 
main government players were limited to 
the City of Sydney and Tourism New South 
Wales. Along with the Chinatown Cultural 
Advisory Committee – established by the 
City of Sydney as a conduit to tap into Chi-
nese community views – these bodies were 
concerned mainly with the promotion of 
the annual Chinese New Year festival. The 
literature suggests that annual events – in 
our case studies on either ethnic festivals 
such as Chinese New Year celebrations or 
the F1 Grand Prix in Melbourne’s Little Italy 
– are important both in the cultural identifi -
cation of the precinct and in the marketing 
of the precinct. Observations, interviews 
and photos of these events were collected; 
user surveys of the events conducted by 
other parties were consulted to get further 
insights into the events themselves and 
their tourist dimension. 

Additional site observations for each 
case study were structured at various times 
of the day and week to provide an overview 
of (changing) customer and use patterns in 
the ethnic precinct. Photos were used to 
collect images of the ethnic iconography 
and ethnic façades of the precincts. The 
public representations of the precincts were 
collected from the stakeholder management 
information systems, including annual 
reports, corporate plans, brochures, adver-
tising and newspaper articles. The fi eld-
work also involved content analysis of 
tourist representations in local media, con-
temporary and archival arts and cultural 
heritage representations, participant obser-
vation and in-depth interviews of tourists 
and visitors (consumers) and key informants 
in a selection of urban cultural landscape 
precincts. Of particular importance to this 
investigation are issues of theming, access, 
authenticity, commodifi cation and spatial 
consumption. Importantly, our approach 
also recognized that other ‘actors’, such as 
residential communities, arts practitioners, 
historians and the like, are important con-
tributors to the cultural heritage of these 
precincts. 

The analysis needed to explore the con-
tradictions that often accompany increased 
tourism, including issues of authenticity. 
To this end we sought out the history of the 
development of the cultural landscape tour-
ism site and the impressions and experience 
of the tourism developers regarding a range 
of matters related to cultural landscape 
tourism, including interpretation and mar-
keting. In doing so we sought to identify the 
different viewpoints of the various actors 
about the cultural landscape tourism in 
their area. As well as relying on surveys and 
in-depth interviews, we interrogated the 
local newspaper, community, family and 
other archives to investigate the different 
discourses and representations of the cul-
tural tourism landscape and the immigra-
tion stories that underlie them. We found 
that views of authenticity and the appropri-
ateness of ethnic theming varied consider-
ably among our respondents. 

For example, in Sydney’s Chinatown, 
most survey participants – whether Chinese 
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or non-Chinese – responded positively to the 
Chinese arches and other ‘traditional Chi-
nese’ symbols in the streetscape. However, 
other symbols created clearly divided opin-
ion. In particular, the Golden Water Mouth 
sculpture, billed by some as a positive sym-
bol of Australian multiculturalism, since it 
incorporates both Chinese and Australian 
elements, is strongly opposed by many within 
the Chinese community, who argue that it is 
bad feng shui. This confi rms Meethan’s 
(2001: 27) analysis that symbols of ethnicity 
are ‘multivocal, that is, they have the capac-
ity to carry a range of different, if not ambigu-
ous and contradictory meanings’. It also 
confi rms the importance of consumer sur-
veys and on-the-ground qualitative research 
in understanding the tourist experience from 
multiple perspectives.

The result of this quantitative and qual-
itative research method, derived from a 
clear theoretical foundation, is an innova-
tive and original exploration of the tourist 
dynamics in each case study precinct as 
cultural landscapes of tourism, including 
issues related to interpretation of the pre-
cincts. The ensuing discussion examines 
the implications of the study for the pre-
cinct stakeholders. Central to this discus-
sion is the importance of developing a 
broader interdisciplinary understanding of 
the ethnic precincts so as to fully develop 
the potential of interpretive experiences.

Research Outcomes

An important outcome of our research 
into cultural tourist precincts is a better 
understanding of the dynamics of cultural 
landscapes of ethnic tourism and our under-
standing of the way in which the built 
 environment is shaped by cultural practices 
of ethnic minorities. Contributing to this 
outcome is a road-tested and revised visitor 
survey instrument (see Appendix 8.1), 
which could be utilized in research into 
other cultural landscapes of tourism in 
urban and rural areas. The strengths of 
the instrument are the inclusion of a num-
ber of open-ended responses that provide a 

comparison of the ethnic interpretation 
between the tourism precincts. However, at 
the same time this adds signifi cantly to data 
entry work. The research team suggests that 
the analysis of the open-ended response 
sets is undertaken in two ways: 

• a verbatim record of each open-ended 
response is kept for the dual purpose of 
qualitative analysis and for precinct 
managers, who may interpret the results 
in a more instrumental way for improved 
management practice; and

• developing a coding scheme for use with-
in the quantitative analysis package. 

The refi ned instrument, together with 
the basic survey of the ATLAS Cultural 
Tourism Research Project (see Chapter 2), 
offers a basis for comparative analysis of 
like or contrasting sites. As already ide-
ntifi ed, for future precinct research the 
sample size needs to be increased to pro-
vide for a more detailed and precise statisti-
cal analysis of individual tourism precincts 
and comparative analysis between tourism 
precincts.

Our major fi nding is that Australia’s 
multicultural past and the cosmopolitan 
nature of contemporary urban Australia 
provide a great potential for tourism in 
urban and rural areas in Australia, a poten-
tial that is untapped when compared with 
more traditional cultural tourist precincts, 
such as the Art Gallery of New South Wales 
and Woolloomooloo’s Finger Wharf. In par-
ticular, our research suggests that ethnic 
precincts provide a great potential for future 
tourist attraction. Table 8.1 presents the 
mean of response for fi ve attitudes state-
ments as to respondent experience of the 
precincts on a scale of 1 strongly agree to 7 
strongly disagree. All mean scores suggest 
the ethnic precinct experience was a posi-
tive one for the visitor. The two strongest 
responses were that 95% of survey respon-
dents reported that they agreed or strongly 
agreed that they would like to visit the pre-
cinct again and 93% would recommend 
it to friends. However, as Fig. 8.1 shows, 
there were variations of the means for the 
statements across precincts, with a greater 
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standard deviation occurring across the 
ethnic cultural precincts than the tradi-
tional cultural precincts of the Art Gallery 
of New South Wales and Woolloomooloo 
Finger Wharf. This tourist potential of eth-
nic precincts and ethnic heritage, which we 
call ethnic cultural tourism, is, as yet, 
untapped in Australia. While ethnic pre-
cincts hold great tourist potential, they 
require more effective partnerships between 
ethnic entrepreneurs, local government 
authorities, regional, city and state tourism 
and development boards, and local ethnic 
communities in order to maximize this 
potential.

Table 8.1. Mean response to attitude statements 
(scale: 1, strongly agree to 7, strongly disagree).

No. of 
responses

Mean
score

Like to visit again 477 1.83
Would recommend to others 478 1.97
Met my expectations 476 2.46
Memorable experience 479 2.84
Had little effect on me 479 4.93

Ethnic festivals and major events pro-
vide key opportunities for the advertising, 
promoting and branding of cultural land-
scape tourist sites to national and interna-
tional tourists and sustaining greater tourist 
visitation to these sites throughout the year. 
Yet, these same events pose challenges to 
the local ownership and authenticity of the 
sites as government players step in. While 
not suggesting a generalized outcome of 
encouraging the marketing of localized 
events for sustaining tourism, it must be 
recognized that doing so has challenges for 
those involved in the production of the 
event at the local level.

Finally, we point to the importance of 
further research into cultural landscapes of 
tourism if their tourist potential is to be 
realized. While ethnic precincts hold great 
tourist potential, maximizing this potential 
will require more effective partnerships 
between ethnic entrepreneurs, local govern-
ment authorities, regional, city and state 
tourist and development boards, and local 
ethnic communities. We believe that more 
research into what we call ‘cosmopolitan 
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tourism’ in both urban and rural sites in 
Australia would reap great rewards for the 
Australian tourism industry. Our scoping 
study revealed the potential; further research 
would consolidate the gains made in this 
regard.
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Cultural Landscapes Survey
This survey is part of a project being conducted by researchers at UTS, Monash Uni-
versity and UNSW. It seeks to understand  people’s experiences of the (name of site). 
The survey is anonymous and you will not be identifi ed in any way. Are you over 18? 
Can I take a few minutes of your time to complete this survey? 

Part A: Your Visit to this Area 

1. How often have you visited (name of site)?

� Daily
� Several times a week
� Weekly
� Fortnightly
� Monthly

� Every few months
� Yearly
� Once every 2 to 3 years
� First visit
� Other: ______________

2. When do you mainly visit (name of site)?

� Weekdays
� Weekends
� Holidays

� Special events
� Other: ______________

3. How did you fi rst hear about (name of site)?

� Live near here
� Friends/family
� Newspaper/magazine
� TV
� Radio
� Banner/poster

� Brochure/pamphlet
� Hotel staff
� Tour company
� Always known about it
� Just wandered in 
� Website: ____________
� Other: ______________

4. How many people are accompanying you today?

� Alone
� One other
� Two others

� Three others
� Four others
� Five + others

5. What is their relationship to you?

� Family
� Friends
� Colleagues

� Tour group
� Other: ______________

Appendix 8.1. Survey instrument for ethnic precincts.

(continued)
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6. What are your reasons for visiting here today? 
(tick all responses)

� Business engagement
� Work here 
� Shopping
� Eating
� Social engagement
� Sightseeing/interest
� Cultural experience

� Educational reasons
� Hotel located here
� Relaxation/time out
� Thoroughfare
� Special event: ________
� Other: ______________

Part B: Your Experiences in this Area 

I would now like to ask you about the physical form of (name of site).

7. What do you like most about the architecture and physical features of (name of site)?
(record key words)

__________________ __________________
__________________ __________________
__________________ __________________
__________________ __________________

8. Are there things you don’t like about the architecture and physical features of (name of site)? 
(record key words)

__________________ __________________
__________________ __________________
__________________ __________________
__________________ __________________

I would now like to ask you about the way you feel when moving around (name of site).

9. What do you like most about the general atmosphere of (name of site)? 
(record key words)

__________________ __________________
__________________ __________________
__________________ __________________
__________________ __________________

10. Are there things you don’t like about the general atmosphere of (name of site)? 
(record key words)

__________________ __________________
__________________ __________________
__________________ __________________
__________________ __________________

11. Generally do you feel safe or unsafe when in this area?

� Safe
� Unsafe

Appendix 8.1. Continued.

(continued)
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12. What are your reasons for feeling (safe or unsafe) in this site? 

 __________________________________________
 __________________________________________
 __________________________________________
 __________________________________________

13. Have you been to similar places in other cities?

� Yes
� No

The next questions ask you to use a scale to indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with a number of 
statements (give respondent card with scale)

14. Using the scale I have given you, can you tell me how strongly you agree or disagree 
with the following statements? (Circle a number from 1 to 5)

This visit has been a memorable experience for me
Strongly Agree  1    2    3    4    5   6   7 Strongly Disagree
(Name of site) has had little effect on me
Strongly Agree  1    2    3    4    5   6   7 Strongly Disagree
My visit to (this site) has met my expectations
Strongly Agree  1    2    3    4    5   6   7 Strongly Disagree
I would recommend (this site) to others
Strongly Agree  1    2    3    4    5   6   7 Strongly Disagree
I would like to visit (this site) again
Strongly Agree  1    2    3    4    5   6   7 Strongly Disagree

15. Can you suggest ways of improving your experience of (name of site)?

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Part C: Yourself

This is the last section. It asks for some basic demographic details (give respondent card with list of options).

16. Looking at the items on the card, which of the groups best describes your situation?

� Young, single, living at home 

� Young, single, living alone or in shared accommodation

� Midlife, single

� Young/midlife, couple no kids

� Parent with youngest child aged 5 or less

� Parent with youngest child aged 6–14

Appendix 8.1. Continued.

(continued)
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� Parent with youngest child aged 15 or older

� Older, working, single

� Older, non-working, single

� Older, working, married person

� Older, non-working, married person

17. Do you mind telling me your age? 

� 18–19 � 30–34 � 45–49 � 60–64

� 20–24 � 35–39 � 50–54 � 65–59

� 25–29 � 40–44 � 55–59 � 70 +

18. How would you describe your ethnicity or cultural background?
 __________________________________________
 __________________________________________

19. Where is your place of residence?
 __________________________________________
 __________________________________________

20. (If Australian resident) What is the postcode for the area you live in?

Write postcode: _________

21. (If not local) How long have you been away from your usual place of residence?

� 1 night or less
� More than 1 night

22. (If reside overseas) Where did you fi rst hear about (name of site) – in Australia or overseas?

� Australia
� Overseas

23. And fi nally, do you have any other comments about (name of site) that you’d like to add?

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Appendix 8.1. Continued.

(continued)
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__________________________________________
__________________________________________

24. (Note the gender of the respondent)

� Female
� Male 

That completes the questionnaire. Thank you very much for your time and cooperation.

END OF QUESTIONNAIRE

Interviewer notes

Note any other comments, characteristics etc of the interview which you feel may be pertinent data for the 
analysis.

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Appendix 8.1. Continued.
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9 Tracking the Urban Visitor: 
Methods for Examining Tourists’ Spatial 
Behaviour and Visual Representations

Deborah Edwards, Tracey Dickson, Tony Griffi n and Bruce Hayllar 

Introduction

Understanding the places tourists visit, the 
time they spend and the services they  utilize 
can provide valuable information for 
many engaged in the management or study 
of tourism. This information can be used 
for such purposes as informing location 
choices for restaurants, accommodation or 
attractions in order to maximize exposure 
to visitor traffi c. Government agencies 
and destination managers can use the infor-
mation to inform planning decisions, redi-
rect visitor fl ows to avoid overcrowding, 
minimize adverse impacts on sensitive 
sites, concentrate marketing activities, 
inform transport policies and more broadly 
distribute expected benefi ts. In addition, 
there is the opportunity to refl ect on how 
design, signage and even marketing may 
infl uence how tourists engage with an urban 
destination.

Collection and evaluation of data on 
tourists’ spatial behaviour can be diffi cult 
because of the labour-intensive nature of 
methods such as large surveys, traffi c and 
people counts, travel or trip diaries, and 
observation. Global positioning system 
(GPS) technology now makes it possible to 
track the paths tourists are taking accurately 
and to provide greater understanding of the 
socio-spatial behaviour of tourists. 

One of the problems for researchers in 
this area is that the rate of technology devel-
opment can, at times, exceed the pace at 
which studies can be developed, conducted 
and reported on. The extant literature is 
minimal; thus researchers may be better 
informed by web-based materials than rely-
ing upon published academic papers to 
inform their practice in this area. In writing 
about this study, we wanted to make the 
process accessible to readers, to demonstrate 
that research can be creative and fl owing. By 
refl ecting on our experiences, we felt that 
we could provide a basis for other research-
ers to explore and possibly experiment with 
their own process. Therefore, this chapter 
details the journey for improving our under-
standing of the spatial behaviour of urban 
tourists. Our intention is to present the 
whole process, things that went well and 
things that did not. However, it is worth not-
ing that by the time this chapter is published, 
new technologies or innovations of existing 
technologies may have moved the potential 
research applications to a whole new realm.

The Global Positioning System 
and Web 2.0 Applications

One of the authors of this paper viewed a 
television programme in 2005 on the use of 
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pervasive technologies in urban environ-
ments. Pervasive technologies may be cate-
gorized as: mobile, such as phones and 
personal digital assistants (PDAs); fi xed, 
such as displays in bus stops or asynchro-
nous transfer modes (ATMs); and embed-
ded, such as traffi c monitors. Some of these 
technologies make use of GPS. GPS is a pre-
cise positioning tool that started as a naviga-
tion concept and has grown to an operational 
system of 24 NAVSTAR earth-orbiting satel-
lites (McDonald, 2002). The growing impor-
tance of global satellite navigation systems 
is refl ected in the European Commission’s 
investment into the European regional aug-
mentation of GPS (EGNOS) as well as the 
development of the European global naviga-
tion system called GALILEO (Directorate-
General Energy and Transport, 2007). 
Navigation satellites allow any person who 
owns a device that incorporates a GPS 
receiver to determine their longitude, lati-
tude and altitude anywhere on Earth. For 
location positioning at least three satellites 
are required. Over the past 10 years, and 
particularly in the last 3, the development 
of products that incorporate GPS capabili-
ties has expanded at a rapid rate. Uses of 
GPS have extended to include both com-
mercial and scientifi c applications. Com-
mercially, GPS is used as a navigation and 
positioning tool in aeroplanes, boats and 
cars, and for almost all outdoor recreational 
activities, such as cycling, hiking, fi shing 
and kayaking.

Web 2.0, a term that has focused atten-
tion on how businesses may use the Web 
more creatively and strategically, is also pro-
viding access to other evolving programs, 
including Google Earth and Flickr. Google 
Earth is a virtual globe program that maps the 
planet by the superimposition of images 
obtained from satellites, aerial photography 
and GIS (geographic information systems). 
Google Earth displays satellite images of vary-
ing resolution of the Earth’s surface, allowing 
users to see things like houses and cars from 
a bird’s eye view. The degree of resolution 
available is variable and is based somewhat 
on the points of interest and population 
bases, but most land (except for some islands) 
is covered in at least 15 m of resolution. 

Google Earth allows users to search for addre-
sses, enter coordinates or use the mouse to 
browse to a location. Flickr is an image- and 
video-hosting website, Web services suite 
and online community platform. The site 
enables users to share images and videos and 
to geotag images to locations by linking the 
data and time information from the photo to 
location information from a GPS or map 
(Geotag, 2007). 

GPS and Web 2.0 are exciting technolo-
gies that we believe offer products and plat-
forms that could enhance tourism research. 
We felt that these tools could assist us to 
better understand how tourists navigate the 
urban environment, what trails they take 
during their visit, why they have taken a 
particular trail, what barriers they encoun-
ter, what modes of transport they use and 
what memories they take away with them. It 
was research that was intended to augment 
an ongoing study into visitor experiences, 
expectations and needs in relation to urban 
environments. We hoped that data captured 
from the mobile devices would provide us 
with information on places travelled, dis-
tance travelled and stopping times, building 
a picture of visitors’ spatial behaviour. The 
ability to overlay the information on to a 
satellite map for a visual representation of 
tourist trails was a feature we were looking 
forward to exploring. 

The Research Project

Project partners

Given the potential of the above technolo-
gies, we decided to experiment with GPS 
and a range of more traditional methods, 
including photography, questionnaires and 
debriefi ng interviews, to conduct two small-
scale projects investigating the spatial 
behaviour of urban tourists in two Austra-
lian cities, Canberra and Sydney.

We had already received funding for a 
study on expectations and needs (Edwards 
et al., 2007), but additional funds were 
sought to cover the purchase of devices and 
the cost of participant incentives. A proposal 
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was developed and expressions of interest 
sought from a number of commercial organi-
zations and two state tourism offi ces (STOs). 
Whilst interested in the tracking concept, 
the industry was reluctant to make a mone-
tary commitment. The two STOs, however, 
were excited by the project, as they saw the 
potential for applied benefi ts in urban tour-
ism planning. Subsequently they both pro-
vided funding, which enabled us to push 
ahead with the visitor-tracking pilot.

The Technology is Out There: Let’s Use It!

GPS offers several advantages over the tra-
ditional methods, as it allows the precise 
and continuous tracking of individuals and 
provides spatially rich data, including 
velocity and timing information (O’Connor 
et al., 2005). Studies have, for example, 
been carried out in Copenhagen (Shoval 
and Isaacson, 2007), in Tel Aviv–Jaffa and 
in the German city of Heidelberg (Freytag, 
2003). The latter study found that visitors to 
Heidelberg focus mainly on the historically 
and culturally rich old city centre, neglect-
ing other areas and attractions further afi eld. 
Visitor behaviour and movement have also 
been tracked in specifi c tourist settings, 
such as theme parks, where Kempermann 
et al. (2004) recorded signifi cant differences 
between fi rst-time visitors and repeat visi-
tors. It was found that new visitors try to get 
to as many attractions as possible, whereas 
repeat visitors are more selective and 
focused (see Chapter 6). Arrowsmith and 
Chhetri (2003) undertook a pilot study using 
handheld GPS receivers to monitor the 
movement patterns of tourists through a 
national park in south-west Victoria, Aus-
tralia, and Ten Hagen et al. (2006) captured 
the spatial behaviour of 65 tourists to the 
inner city of Görlitz, Germany. Unfortu-
nately, none of the articles indicated the 
type of devices that were used. 

The use of GPS technology was an area 
in which none of the authors had any previ-
ous experience. Consequently, we were 
confronted with a steep learning curve. 
What we required was an easy-to-use device 

that was able to track tourists in densely 
built urban environments. We faced signifi -
cant challenges – Australia had yet to catch 
up with technological advances in the Euro-
pean Union and some parts of Asia, and 
there were signifi cant limitations with avail-
able devices in Australia. They were overly 
expensive, not easy to use, had limited 
tracking ability in urban environments or 
were not suitable for tracking people. Nor 
did we have the skills to build our own add-
ons. We trawled journals for articles on visi-
tor tracking, the Internet for prospective 
devices and talked with colleagues in our 
own school and other universities.

One of the authors attended a technol-
ogy convention where there were many 
devices for vehicle tracking, but none were 
tailored for people tracking or would meet 
the particular needs of this study. The 
answer, however, came some months later 
from our own colleagues in sport, who were 
using a GPS device, the GPSports SPI Elite, 
to monitor athlete performance on a football 
fi eld. One of the authors, an avid cyclist, 
then heard about a newly released device in 
Australia that was being used by cyclists to 
track their performance, the Garmin Fore-
runner 305. Both devices work by locking 
on to any three of 24 satellites that orbit the 
earth, requiring them to be carried or worn 
in such a way that they are in view of the 
sky and continually receiving a signal from 
at least three satellites at any one time. 

The GPSports SPI Elite is tracking tech-
nology primarily designed for sporting 
clubs, athletes and recreational sport enthu-
siasts. The device records time, speed, dis-
tance, position, altitude, direction and heart 
rate, as well as acceleration in three planes. 
An analysis program comes with the device. 
The health faculty at the University of Can-
berra had already purchased an additional 
ten devices for use in an alpine study of ski 
patrollers, investigating the role of hydra-
tion in balance and injury prevention. We 
borrowed a device and trialled it in Sydney. 
In order to monitor heart rate and to be 
accessible to the sky, the device normally 
sits in a pouch on a pair of straps that is 
worn on the back, similar to a harness. We 
didn’t need to monitor tourists’ heart rates 
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and we didn’t want to ask tourists to wear a 
harness, therefore we trialled the device by 
carrying it in our pockets and handbags. 
Although we found the device worked quite 
well and generally gave us the information 
we needed, care would need to be taken by 
participants to carry the device in such a 
way that it was in view of the sky and receiv-
ing a signal. The device had some advan-
tages. First, it was not ‘attractive’ as it had a 
single on/off button with no other outwardly 
discernable features and required a special 
recharger and software to run: there would 
thus be no reason for someone to steal it. 
Additionally, it was a robust unit, originally 
designed to handle heavy impacts in a pro-
fessional football environment. It was an 
Australian-designed product with the com-
pany based in the Australian Capital Terri-
tory. Unfortunately the cost was prohibitive 
at AU$2000 (€1200) a unit. 

The Garmin Forerunner 305 is also 
designed for athletes and recreational sport 
enthusiasts. The device records time, speed, 
distance, position, direction and heart rate. 
It is worn on the wrist like a watch, provid-
ing a consistent view of the sky. It is a com-
mercial product, which comes with its own 
software or is compatible with other soft-
ware. This compatibility feature was a bonus 
as we found a free program downloadable 
from the Web, ‘Zone Five Software’, which 
was very user friendly and incorporated a 
number of features that would prove helpful 
for data collection. We undertook a small 

trial and found that the information was 
similar to that of the SPI Elite. Its cost was 
considerably less at AU$500 (€300) per unit, 
and we felt that being able to wear the device 
on the wrist would be less troublesome for 
participants than having to carry a device. 
However, its compact nature and ease of use 
also raised concerns about whether we 
would get them back if our respondents saw 
the value in what they were wearing.

Finally, we decided to use both devices, 
the Garmin 305 GPS receivers in Sydney 
and the SPI Elite in Canberra. It was a prag-
matic decision as the University of Canberra 
offered us the use of their GPSports SPI Elite 
at no cost. An overview of the advantages 
and disadvantages of each device is set out 
in Table 9.1. 

Cameras

Our initial plan was to purchase disposable 
cameras for each person to use, and then to 
pay for processing, at an estimated cost of 
AU$25 (€15) each. But when we calculated 
the cost to purchase the cameras and then 
process them for 80 participants, it became 
apparent that, in the long run, it would be 
cheaper to purchase ten relatively inexpen-
sive digital cameras. This was a decision that 
provided us with further fl exibility as 
we were able to upload images on the tour-
ists’ return and to talk to them about their 

Table 9.1. GPSports SPI Elite versus Garmin 305.

GPSport SPI Elite Garmin 305

High cost per unit (c. AU $2000) Lower cost per unit (c. AU $500)
Low risk of being stolen as it requires a specialized 

program to run and a unique recharger
High risk of being stolen as it can easily be used, but 

needs a battery charger to maintain
Shorter battery life, c. 8 h Longer battery life, c. 10 h
Robust, able to take any knock Not as robust
Supplied harness not simple to wear Easy to wear on wrist
Can be used in various sport and tourism contexts Can be used in various sport and tourism contexts
Ten units can be recharged in one suitcase-sized 

unit
Each unit needs to be separately recharged

Software supplied is not user friendly, but local 
support is available

Software, supplied and downloaded, is user friendly

Australian-owned company Overseas-owned company
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experiences. As with the Garmin watches, 
there was always a risk that people would 
wish to take the camera, not just the photos!

The Study Locations and Venues

Participants were recruited from three ven-
ues located in Canberra, in the Australian 
Capital Territory, and in four venues located 
in Sydney, New South Wales. 

Canberra is a purpose-built city, designed 
as Australia’s capital in 1908. Major roads 
follow a wheel-and-spoke pattern rather than 
a grid. The city centre is laid out on two per-
pendicular axes: a water axis stretching along 
Lake Burley Griffi n and a ceremonial land 
axis stretching from Parliament House on 
Capital Hill north-eastward along ANZAC 
Parade to the Australian War Memorial. Can-
berra is organized into a hierarchy of seven 
districts divided into smaller suburbs. Most 
suburbs have a ‘town centre’ that is the focus 
of commercial and social activities.

Sydney is the site of earliest European 
settlement in Australia. Sydney’s central 
business district (CBD) is a densely urban-
ized location that extends southwards for 
about 3 km from the Harbour Bridge to Cen-
tral Station. On the east side it is bounded 
by a chain of parkland that extends from 
Hyde Park through the Domain and Royal 
Botanic Gardens to Farm Cove on the har-
bour. The western side is bounded by Dar-
ling Harbour, a popular leisure and nightlife 
precinct. George Street serves as the CBD’s 
spine and main north–south thoroughfare. 

The choice of venue for recruiting par-
ticipants in both cities was moderated by 
the venue’s geographic location within the 
city, its management’s willingness to par-
ticipate, access to wireless Internet connec-
tion and the level of accommodation offered. 
Seven venues were selected:

● Canberra City YHA Backpackers Hostel;
● Hotel Kurrajong Canberra;
● Pavilion on Northbourne Canberra;
● Sydney Central YHA;
● Bondi Beachouse YHA Sydney;
● Y Hotel Hyde Park Sydney; and
● Y Hotel City South Sydney.

Canberra City YHA is right in the centre of 
the Canberra CBD, within 5 min of the inter-
state bus terminal and within walking dis-
tance of major shopping centres. The Hotel 
Kurrajong is a fi ve-star establishment in a 
heritage-listed building, approximately 
5 km south-east of the centre of Canberra. It 
is positioned adjacent to what is known as 
The Parliamentary Triangle and is within 
easy driving distance of Canberra’s main 
attractions. The Pavilion on Northbourne 
Hotel is a four-star hotel located 2 km north 
of the city centre. It is within easy driving 
distance of Canberra’s major attractions.

Sydney Central YHA is located in a heri-
tage-listed building opposite Central Railway 
Station at the southern end of the CBD. It is 
accessible to most of the city’s major attrac-
tions, such as the Opera House, Harbour 
Bridge, The Rocks, Darling Harbour and Cen-
trepoint Tower. Bondi Beach YHA is located 
at the southern end of Sydney’s famous Bondi 
Beach. Visiting the CBD from this hostel 
requires the use of public or private transport. 
Y Hotel Hyde Park is a three-star bed and 
breakfast hotel located on the eastern side of 
the CBD, opposite Hyde Park and Oxford 
Street. It is within walking distance of Dar-
ling Harbour, China Town, city shops, the 
Opera House, Paddington and The Rocks. Y 
Hotel City South is a three-star bed and break-
fast hotel on the southern edge of the city, 
close to Prince Alfred Park, Sydney Univer-
sity, Central Railway Station and Broadway. 

Geographic locations of the venues are 
indicated on Figs 9.1 and 9.2. We were sat-
isfi ed with the range of geographic locations 
in Canberra – north of the city, in the centre 
of the city and south of the city. These loca-
tions offered three distinct starting points 
for tourists’ engagement with the city. How-
ever, in Sydney we were not as pleased, as 
three of the venues were located in the same 
southerly direction from the city centre. 
Several weeks were spent trying to obtain 
permission to conduct the study from ven-
ues in other geographic locations within the 
city. Each time the response was the same: 
hotels were excited by the project but ulti-
mately they were concerned about the 
impact of the research on the overall enjoy-
ment of their guests.
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Fig. 9.1. Canberra data collection venues: 1, Pavilion on Northbourne; 2, Canberra City YHA Backpackers 
Hostel; 3, Hotel Kurrajong.

Fig. 9.2. Sydney data collection venues: 1, Bondi Beachouse YHA; 2, Sydney Central YHA; 3, Y Hotel 
Hyde Park; 4, Y Hotel City South.

1 Pavilion on Northbourne

1 Bondi Beachouse YHA

4 Y Hotel City South Sydney

3 Y Hotel Hyde Park Sydney

2 Sydney Central YHA

2 Canberra City YHA Backpackers Hostel

3 Hotel Kurrajong
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Administration 

As this was new territory, there were some 
concerns as to how the recruitment of par-
ticipants would go. On the evening before 
data collection, information letters were 
distributed in each venue, advising guests 
of the project, their requirements and an 
incentive for taking part. Visitors were 
recruited the following morning. Depend-
ing on the location (Canberra or Sydney), 
they were asked to wear or carry a GPS 
tracking device that would record their 
location, time, speed, distance and direc-
tion for that day. Visitors were provided 
with a digital camera and asked to take 
images as though they were using their own 
camera. There was no limit to the number of 
images they could take, the type of image 
taken or objects of interest.

To support the tracking pilot a question-
naire was designed to capture demographic 
information about participants, along with 
their purpose for visiting, the activities they 
engaged in, mode(s) of transport used during 
the day and any barriers they encountered. 

Upon returning to their accommodation at 
the end of the day, a debriefi ng was con-
ducted with each participant. The debrief-
ing comprised three parts: participants were 
asked to complete the questionnaire; their 
images were uploaded on to a laptop and 
reviewed with a researcher; and the data 
collected from the GPS devices were down-
loaded and their tracks were overlayed on to 
a Google Earth Map of either Canberra or 
Sydney for a visual representation of the 
participant’s trail. This was facilitated by 
having wireless Internet access at each 
venue. The researcher reviewed the track 
with the participant, taking notes of any 
way-fi nding diffi culties, the participant’s 
reasons for choosing sites and their activi-
ties of interest. Participants enjoyed actively 
participating in the study. Various groups 
would stay on after their interview to view 
other people’s trails and to share their expe-
riences. Participants wanted the data to be 
personalized and trails were labelled using 
their fi rst names. Figures 9.3 and 9.4 repre-
sent an individual’s trail in Canberra and 
Sydney, respectively.

Fig. 9.3. Individual tourist trail in Canberra.
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A limiting factor in the number of peo-
ple approached was the availability of the 
technology, which was budget-constrained. 
We only had ten cameras and ten GPS 
devices for each site. The collation of the 
data afterwards was also constrained by the 
number of research assistants and laptops 
available. A total of 80 participant groups 
were recruited, resulting in 74 useable trails. 
A number of issues were encountered dur-
ing data collection in both Canberra and 
Sydney. The Garmin watches have a timer, 
which needs to be turned on to enable 
 tracking. In two instances, the researcher 
neglected to turn the timer on and the trails 
were not collected. In another two instances 
participants fi ddled with their watches and 
this prevented their trails being captured. In 
Canberra the devices were more problem-
atic. Because people carry them in pockets 
or handbags, some devices had diffi culty 
locking on to the satellites. In addition, if 
the person spent a prolonged period indoors, 
such as inside the War Memorial or the Art 
Gallery, the SPI Elite would automatically 
switch off. With only a small LED indicator, 

it was diffi cult for people to know that the 
device needed restarting. 

The software supporting the GPS 
devices enabled the overlaying of trails on to 
Google Earth. This technology provided 
clear evidence of the path taken, speed trav-
elled (which assists in determining if the 
mode of transport was motorized or non-
motorized) and time of day. Trails can be 
overlayed individually or collectively on to 
one map, showing individual trails or the 
intensity of activity along particular paths. 
An advantage of the Garmin software was 
that each route could be separately colour 
coded, enabling easier visual analysis of the 
data. Ultimately, the Garmin watches and 
software proved more user-friendly and reli-
able for participants and researchers alike.

In terms of digital photography, partici-
pants were instructed to use the cameras as 
they would normally. This resulted in the 
collection of 3093 images – 1114 in Canberra 
and 1840 in Sydney. Later the images were 
loaded on to Flickr, a photo-sharing website, 
and participants were invited to write brief 
comments on their images, explaining why 

Fig. 9.4. Individual tourist trail from Sydney Central YHA.
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they took a particular photograph. We now 
had a signifi cant amount of data.

Analysing the Data

The analysis of data is currently under way. 
Travel patterns are being examined both 
individually and collectively. Individual 
trails will be analysed for linear itinerary 
patterns to model tourists’ spatial move-
ments from their accommodation point. 
 Previously, models have been developed 
deductively based on how factors identifi ed 
from the urban transportation modelling and 
tourism literature might infl uence movement 
in a local destination (Lew and McKercher, 
2006). The trails we captured provide suffi -
cient detail to permit meaningful analysis 
that has, to date, been diffi cult to obtain. 
Comparison will also be made with previous 
research in Canberra using travel diaries. 

Photographs were examined using con-
tent and semiotic analysis for patterns 
across collections and the importance of, 
and meanings given to, the images con-
tained within them. In this context ques-
tions we ask will include: ‘How do visitors’ 
images compare with the dominant tourism 
images seen in brochures and on websites 
around the world?’; ‘To what extent do tour-
ists reproduce visual stereotypes in per-
sonal photographs?’; ‘What are the memories 
that tourists to Canberra and Sydney want 
to take home with them?’; ‘How can this 
knowledge and information be used to 
improve the marketing of Canberra and 
Sydney?’; ‘How much do the images refl ect 
desired or sought-after experiences in and 
of the city?’; and ‘If holiday brochures try to 
sell “images of ourselves” (Jenkins, 2003), 
what images of themselves are tourists cap-
turing?’ (see also Chapter 6).

The nature of the study has facilitated 
quick ‘eyeballing’ of the data, enabling us to 
discuss early fi ndings with our industry 
partners. Issues and considerations raised 
in these discussions have been helpful in 
guiding and refi ning further data analysis. 

A further development in the research 
design that occurred after the data were 

 collected was an opportunity to geotag the 
participants’ images to their trails. This 
application takes the GPX1 data and the 
user’s photographs and matches the time the 
photos were taken with the times in the GPX 
fi le to fi nd the person’s location at the time 
the photo was taken. Viewed collectively, 
the geotagged images enable the mapping of 
images and identifi cation of popular sites. 
At the time of writing, a research assistant 
was in the process of undertaking this task. 

Refl ecting on the Process

As an emerging application of available 
technologies in a tourism context, the 
knowledge generated from this study pro-
vides a basis for the future development of 
alternative, reliable and cost-effective meth-
ods for gathering data on the spatial behav-
iour of urban visitors as well as a comparison 
with other data collection methodologies 
such as travel diaries (see Chapter 6). The 
accuracy and detail of information about 
trails and the time spent in different attrac-
tions far exceeds anything that can be gath-
ered through travel diaries or post-travel 
surveys. Though using such modern equip-
ment provides a clear view, it does not 
negate the need to collect supporting infor-
mation and feedback via other methods to 
help interpret the trails. We would argue, in 
fact, that in the context of this study it was 
critical. It is easy to map the results and 
overlay on Google Earth and show intensi-
ties of use, particularly with the Garmin 
software, but this neglects individual issues, 
motivations and serendipitous actions. 

The debriefi ng interview gave us useful 
information on how people orientated them-
selves and their barriers to movement, which 
provided insights into issues such as the 
adequacy of directional signage and tourist 
information. As an example, while Canberra 
has many cycle paths around the city and 
between major attractions, few visitors used 
these paths. Whether that was related to pre-
trip planning, access to pertinent informa-
tion, availability of bike hire and bike storage 
opportunities or lack of  signage is yet to be 
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explored. In Sydney, participants found that 
elements such as signage and the challenges 
of public transport created diffi culties for 
their movements throughout the city.

GPS technology presents several draw-
backs. First, its unavailability or inaccuracy 
inside or close to buildings resulted in trails 
not being captured or an excessive amount of 
‘visual noise’. Second, the attractiveness and 
cost of the technology heightened insecuri-
ties over the devices being stolen. One eve-
ning a group of participants had to be locked 
out of their hostel, as they still had not 
returned the device well after the requested 
time. When they contacted security to gain 
access they were asked to return the camera 
and the watch. Third, on a couple of occa-
sions the equipment failed but this was not 
known until participants returned to the 
accommodation. Fourth, the intensive nature 
of the study limited the number of individu-
als who could be simultaneously monitored. 
Finally, equipment, incentive and resource 
costs limited the duration of the study. The 
advantages and disadvantages of the study 
are presented in Table 9. 2. 

Discussing participants’ trails and 
images resulted in a personal study, one 

which allowed us to experience a day in 
their tourist lives visually and to ‘walk in 
their shoes’. As a rule, providing personal 
details of participants engaged in a research 
study is seen as an invasion of privacy and 
breach of trust on the part of the researcher. 
However, we found it necessary to modify 
the project along the way to take account of 
participants’ requests that they be known by 
their fi rst names.

Future Directions

In this study, we were interested in increas-
ing our depth of understanding of tourists’ 
spatial behaviour in urban environments. 
Alternatively it is possible to explore tourist 
spatial movements broadly, by focusing only 
on the trails taken. Including both the local 
community and tourists in such a study 
would add greater breadth to analysing the 
way in which urban spaces are negotiated 
and used. Similar to the Spatial Metro Proj-
ect (2008), large-scale mapping of pedestrian 
movement can be undertaken from parking 
stations and/or major transport interchanges 
with no debriefi ng or image capture. 

Table 9.2. Pros and cons of GPS-based visitor tracking.

Pros Cons

Accuracy of trails and time frames High set-up costs for equipment
Being able to link trails to photos through 

geotagging
Recharging of batteries required overnight

The GPSs and digital cameras are reusable over 
many projects

Small sample sizes

Uploading trails and photos immediately enables 
researchers to capture the emotions, memories 
and energy of the tourists in-the-moment

Researcher-intensive activity

Overlaying the trails on to Google Earth or other 
mapping options aids the recall of the tourist

Diffi culty in establishing a suitable base from which 
to recruit participants

Easy to compare trails and investigate intense 
areas of activity/travel

Risk of having expensive equipment stolen

No control over when participants return to ‘base’
Equipment failures may not be identifi ed until the 

tourists return to base
GPS function is limited indoors (unless the person 

is near a window), underground (although entry 
and exit data are logged), therefore satellite sig-
nals may be distorted in built-up areas, on cloudy 
days and in deep valleys
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In the near future, emerging technologies, 
such as GALILEO, and the creation of more 
sensitive handheld devices will help support 
indoor tracking, which may be of great inter-
est to retailers, museums, galleries and indoor 
attractions who monitor their audience 
 attendance, behaviour and responses to vari-
ous displays or other spatial elements. New 
devices are being developed that will indicate 
the direction the person is facing, providing 

not only where a person went but also what 
they looked at and for how long.

Note

1GPX (the GPS Exchange Format) is a lightweight 
XML data format for the interchange of GPS data 
(waypoints, routes and tracks) between applications 
and Web services on the Internet.
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10 An Application of Grounded Theory to 
Cultural Tourism Research: Resident Attitudes 

to Tourism Activity in Santiponce

Mario Castellanos-Verdugo, Francisco J. Caro-González 
and M. de los Ángeles Oviedo-García

Introduction

Grounded theory (GT) is an inductive meth-
odological approach that allows researchers 
to generate theories from data extracted 
from reality. It was developed in the 1960s 
by the American sociologists Glaser and 
Strauss (1967). Glaser defi nes grounded the-
ory as a general methodology of analysis 
linked to data collection that uses a system-
atically applied set of methods to generate 
an inductive theory about a substantive area 
(Glaser, 1992: 16). 

GT is a systematic procedure of 
data gathering and analysis that allows 
the generation of theories whose evidence 
is to be found in the behaviour, words 
and acts of the people researched. In this 
 methodology the theory and the data are 
generated at the same time and the 
researcher aims, whenever possible, to not 
be  infl uenced by previous work. Goulding 
(2002: 40) sets out the principles on 
which this methodology is based, accord-
ing to the work of Glaser and Strauss (Gla-
ser, 1992: 16):

● the need to get out in the fi eld if the 
researcher wants to understand what is 
going on;

● the importance of theory grounded in 
reality;

● the continually evolving nature of the 
fi eld experience for the subjects and the 
researcher;

● the active role of people in shaping the 
worlds they live in through the process 
of symbolic interaction;

● an emphasis on change and process and 
the variability and complexity of life; 
and

● the interrelationship between meaning 
in the perception of subjects and their 
actions. 

The theory evolves during the research 
process itself and is a product of continuous 
interplay between analysis and data collec-
tion (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978; 
Charmaz, 1983; Strauss, 1987; Strauss and 
Corbin, 1990, 1994). 

One of the essential characteristics of 
GT is theoretical sampling, i.e. the process 
of sampling events, situations, populations 
and responses, thus generating comparisons 
between samples of responses, descriptions 
and behaviours in the inductive generation 
of theory (Douglas, 2003: 49). Constant com-
parison is the second essential characteris-
tic. This is made up of the exploration of 
similarities and differences across incidents 
in the data. By comparing where the facts 
are similar or different, the researcher can 
generate concepts and concept properties 
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based on recurring patterns of behaviour 
(Goulding, 2002: 170). Finally it must be 
noted that any source of data can be useful 
for the research.

The basic principles of GT are described 
in this chapter. They are illustrated by 
research carried out by the authors in the 
tourism sector. We will thus indicate in 
which cases using this research method was 
recommended, how it is used (process) and 
the result that can be achieved. 

The case study of Santiponce, a town of 
7500 inhabitants in Andalucia, southern 
Spain, presents a paradoxical situation: the 
town has an important tourist attraction, the 
Roman archaeological site of Itálica, but this 
is largely ignored by the residents. The 
archaeological site of Itálica is the third 
most-visited monument of the Andalusian 
Autonomous Community, preceded only by 
the Alhambra of Granada and the Mosque of 
Cordoba. The Santiponce case has been 
selected because of the negative attitude of 
its residents, who do not consider Itálica as 
an opportunity for economic development 
through tourism (Caro and Castellanos, 
2005; Oviedo et al., 2007). This is in spite of 
the undoubted advantages of small tourism 
businesses for local communities (Ashley, 
2000; Hampton, 2003; Richards and Wilson, 
2004). The aim of this study is to under-
stand a complex phenomenon in which a 
multitude of different factors intervene and 
to develop an explanatory model of the sus-
tainable exploitation of tourism in a small 
place. Thanks to the process of abstraction, 
which ranges from data extracted from real-
ity to emerging theoretical concepts and cat-
egories, GT helps us to achieve this aim. 

When is the Use of GT  Recommended?

Authors such as Glaser and Strauss (1967), 
Yin (1988), Eisenhardt (1989), Miles and 
Huberman (1994) and Goulding (2002) indi-
cate that the GT methodology is appropriate 
when studying a contemporary phenome-
non in the context of real life and when the 
boundaries between the phenomenon and 
the context are not clear. Researchers who 

use this methodology wish to go beyond the 
mere description of a given situation, seek-
ing the causes that bring about the phenom-
enon and analysing their effects. This is 
research that fi ts in with the post-positivist 
and interpretative focus of science and 
derives from symbolic interactionism (see 
also Chapters 3 and 14, this volume). 

Following the line put forward by Gla-
ser (1992), and given the unique character 
of the case selected, the phenomenon was 
studied without prior hypotheses. Theoreti-
cal contamination was avoided whenever 
possible. A set of proposals giving rise to an 
explanatory model were generated from 
observations. Generalizations, concepts or 
hypotheses arise from the precise examina-
tion of the data and the posterior coding and 
abstraction avoids the over-restriction of 
information in prior models. Pre-under-
standing may become a barrier to fi nding 
the true meaning of the data, especially 
when expertise gained through previous 
research or managerial experience tempts 
the researcher into premature or precon-
ceived selective coding (Connell and Lowe, 
1997). Stake (1995) is of the opinion that, 
with this kind of research, one may achieve 
a greater understanding of a particular case 
and gain greater clarity about a subject, a 
specifi c theoretical aspect, a phenomenon, a 
population or a general context. 

The use of GT was considered oppor-
tune in the Santiponce case for the following 
reasons:

● The aim of GT is to build a theory induc-
tively. Given that no similar cases were 
found in the literature, it is appropriate 
to facilitate understanding of the phe-
nomenon by generating an emergent 
theory.

● Multiple data sources are used in 
GT: in-depth interviews, observation, 
researchers’ notes, offi cial documents, 
events, etc. This makes the triangula-
tion of data easier and broadens the per-
spectives from which the phenomenon 
can be observed. 

● Applying GT is especially recom-
mended in studies of human behaviour 
(Goulding, 2002: 107), as in this case.
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● As Goulding also suggests (2002: 107), 
it is a chance to apply a methodology to 
a discipline in which it has been little 
used (Connell and Lowe, 1997). 

 The GT Investigation Process

From analysis to theory

The most relevant characteristic of the 
GT investigation process is the iterative 
way in which the data collection and analy-
sis are conducted simultaneously. In this 
way the theoretical concepts emerge from 
the analysis and shape it at the same time 
(Fig. 10.1).

Data triangulation

GT uses any type of data that the researcher 
may collect and which help towards the 
understanding of the phenomenon under 
study. Among the possible primary data 
sources are interviews, observation and 
fi eld notes. Among the secondary sources is 
any document produced by the institutions 
or people researched (text books, communi-
qués, promotional brochures, newspapers, 
letters, Web pages, blogs, photographs, vid-
eos, etc.). One of the characteristics of this 
methodology is that it allows the combina-
tion and integration of data from different 
sources (Glaser, 1978: 6). 

Data triangulation permits a broader 
vision of the studied phenomenon (see also 

Research problem

Field research
Interviews and observations with key informants

Collection data
Memos

Transcription interviews
Fragmentation of data
Open coding analysis

Simultaneous data collection and data analysis

Constant comparison

Conceptual categorization – all posible concepts

Concept Concept Concept Concept

Axial coding
Conceptual category development

Present core categories and theories

Review and evaluation

Fig. 10.1. Theory building through the research process. Adapted from Goulding (2002: 115).
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Chapter 5). Egri and Herman (2000) and 
Herman and Egri (2002) have demonstrated 
the richness of explanatory power that can 
come from researcher triangulation when 
using the GT method. 

Data triangulation has often been used, 
while not always in explicit terms, in recent 
qualitative tourism research (Decrop, 1999: 
159). Decrop cites studies such as Markwell’s 
(1997), which uses data from photographs 
and travel diaries, in addition to observation 
and interview transcripts, and Bramwell and 
Rawding’s (1996) study, which triangulates 
data from committee papers, promotional 
brochures and structured interviews and 
mentions the possibility of describing peo-
ple’s non-verbal behaviour or descriptions of 
the environment (weather, atmosphere, set-
ting, furniture, etc.).

In the case of Santiponce, the main 
types of data collection methods were in-
depth interviews of key informers, observa-
tion and fi eld notes. This information was 
completed by reports on the place, docu-
ments such as the strategic and tourism plan, 
the municipal website, institutional work-
shops and promotional brochures of the 
town and the archaeological site of Itálica. 

Theoretical sampling 

As in any other research, in GT the selection 
(quantitative and qualitative) of the people 
to be interviewed must be considered. In 
the case of GT, the sample is suggested by 
the phenomenon to be studied. Theoretical 
sampling is the process of data collection 
for generating theory, whereby the analyst 
jointly collects, codes and analyses the data 
and decides what data to collect next and 
where to fi nd them, in order to develop the 
theory as it emerges (Goulding, 1998: 53). In 
other words, it is a process controlled by the 
emerging theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967: 
45; Glaser, 1978: 36). 

The sample is not, therefore, deter-
mined in the research design phase, but can 
vary as the data collection proceeds and in 
accordance with the theoretical results achi-
eved by means of the constant comparison 

method. This phase of the research process 
is completed at the moment at which the 
theoretical saturation level is reached, i.e. 
once new informants do not add anything 
new to the concepts emerging (see also 
Chapter 13). 

The theoretical sampling contributes to 
the fl exibility of the research process. It 
allows the researcher to place the emphasis 
on one concept or another, so that compiled 
data refl ect what happens in the fi eld rather 
than being a speculation about what should 
have been observed (Glaser, 1978; Strauss 
and Corbin, 1990; Coyle, 1997).

In Santiponce, the persons interviewed 
were all experts with experience in manag-
ing heritage sites and/or tourism activities 
linked to them. Different criteria were taken 
into account in selecting the respondents:

● Their relevance as key informers. Peo-
ple who held important positions or 
were close to the decision-making pro-
cess, in municipal tourism policy, the 
local tourism industry or heritage or 
 cultural management. Interviewing exe-
cutives guaranteed a greater access to 
 strategic information.

 ● The interviewees should be able to 
offer different and contrasting visions 
of the phenomenon studied. If one 
wishes to analyse the different aspects 
of a problem, one has to approach it 
from the perspectives of different actors. 
Opposing positions between the inter-
viewed persons arose with regard to 
specifi c subjects. This approach revealed 
latent confl icts requiring more thorough 
study.

● The ‘snowball’ technique was also used. 
Some of the persons to be interviewed 
were thus suggested by others.

● The incorporation of new interviews 
was stopped when the researchers 
found that the last two informants had 
not added relevant new data. Theoreti-
cal saturation was then reached as 
new concepts did not emerge from the 
interviews.

The interviews were carried out in the 
 locations proposed by the experts, normally 
their workplace. Contextually relevant 
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information could thus be gathered effi -
ciently. In order to make the data collection 
easier and reduce subjectivity, two inter-
viewers were used. All the interviews were 
digitally recorded and the average interview 
length was about 50 min. In all cases the 
interviewers’ aim was to allow the respond-
ents to speak openly and freely. The conver-
sation was re-started or a new subject was 
introduced only when necessary. The inter-
view was composed of the following ques-
tions:

Please tell me your name, position 1. 
and connection with the muncipality of 
Santiponce?

How important is the tourist sector for 2. 
Santiponce?

Could a greater impulse be given to 3. 
tourism? How? 

Is Santiponce something more than 4. 
Itálica?

What can Santiponce offer tourists?5. 
How could tourism activity in Santi-6. 

ponce be driven?
What is the role of the public institu-7. 

tions (town hall, provincial government, 
 regional government)?

What is the role of local business peo-8. 
ple? And those from outside?

How would residents note the increase 9. 
in tourism activity?

Do you have any additional comment 10. 
to make?

Along with the information produced by 
the respondents, documents brought for-
ward in the interviews were analysed, 
together with the notes taken during the 
research of the fi eld, i.e. the physical and 
social context in which the phenomena that 
are the object of study take place (Rodríguez 
et al., 1996: 103). In this phase, various 
appraisals (contextual) and communica-
tions (verbal and non-verbal) were gathered 
by the interviewers. 

Each interview was accompanied by a 
memo, in which the interviewer clarifi ed 
ideas and added codes and their possible 
meanings. All this information was tran-
scribed and included in the data analysis 
process.

Data analysis

The data analysis process took place at the 
same time as the collection of data. The fi rst 
step was to transcribe and prepare the docu-
mentation for information treatment with 
the qualitative analysis program Atlas.ti, 
which was selected for its appropriateness 
in research strategy. Atlas.ti enables a large 
quantity of textual information to be ana-
lysed while allowing its contextuality to be 
retained. Another advantage is its ease in 
generating graphic models that connect the 
categories studied (Mehmetoglu and Dann, 
2003; Mehmetoglu and Altinay, 2006). 
Moreover, the use of this software increases 
both the internal and external validity of the 
research (Caro and Díez, 2005). 

First, a line-by-line analysis of the doc-
uments was carried out in order to interpret 
the data. Codes were assigned to those state-
ments that were meaningful to the research, 
aiming to generate the broadest range of 
codes possible. This phase led to hundreds 
of codes that were grouped to form concep-
tual value clusters and to identify their sim-
ilarities and differences through constant 
comparison.

This open coding process, suggested by 
Strauss (1987), allows the search for con-
cepts that help to cover the fi eld data, over-
coming the possible over-rigidity of analysis 
categories previously set up. By means of 
open coding, a set of categories emerges that 
is constantly broadened, modifi ed, rede-
fi ned or readapted in accordance with the 
new citations that are being categorized. 
Open coding allows similar incidents and 
phenomena to be compared and contrasted 
with each other, and, where similar, corre-
spondingly coded (Douglas, 2003: 47). This 
process is termed the constant comparison 
method. The incidents found in the data 
need to be contrasted with others to validate 
their interpretation (Corbin, 1998). The 
comparison between similar or different 
facts enables us to generate category proper-
ties that increase the possibilities of gener-
alization and explanation (Glaser and 
Strauss, 1967: 24). In this respect, Glaser’s 
methodological approach relies primarily 
upon the constant comparison of different 
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incidents, perceptions, relationships and 
issues, with the aim of identifying incon-
sistencies, contradictions, gaps in data and 
emerging consensus on key concepts and 
relationships. In grounded theory, consen-
sus remains below the surface, until it 
emerges (Glaser, 1992: 95). 

Next, the process of axial coding is car-
ried out. This is a more sophisticated 
method of coding data, which seeks to iden-
tify incidents that have an interrelationship. 
It is incumbent on the researcher to specify 
those relationships, which are normally the 
product of constant comparison data 
(Goulding, 2002: 169). 

The core codes that make up the 
explanatory model are developed from the 
axial coding. To do this, the open codes 
that are most closely interrelated and which 
support the evidence are joined together 
(Strauss, 1987; Strauss and Corbin, 1990). 
These codes can be classifi ed as represent-
ing context, conditions, actions, interac-
tions and outcomes (Douglas, 2003). The 
code grouping allows the data to be 
reduced to a group of explanatory catego-
ries around a key category that defi nes the 
research problem, in the present case the 
sustainable exploitation of tourism in a 
small locality.

The categories and subcategories 
derived from the code grouping are refl ected 
in a tree diagram (Fig. 10.2).

The information is also codifi ed accord-
ing to the actors referred to and who are 
interconnected by categories emerging from 
the analysis of the interviews. This codifi -
cation allows the study of links that are 
set up between them and gives rise to a 
framework of connections that adds to the 
explanation of the locality’s situation. In 
Fig. 10.3 the different actors involved in 
the exploitation of Santiponce for tourism 
are identifi ed. 

Results

The material analysed brought forth a series 
of results, which are ordered in accordance 
with the following main categories: 

● the importance of tourism;
● the attitude of the residents;
● the change in these attitudes; and
● the relationships with the institutions. 

The following sections present fragments of 
the interviews as evidence and as an expla-
nation of the relationships in the data.

Sustainable exploitation of tourism

Change in
residents’ attitude

Passive attitude Negative attitude

Importance of tourism

Poor relationships
between institutions

Historic
dependence

Without entrepreneurial
referents

Public aid
Generational

change

Expropriation

Making aware

Non-shared heritage
management

Ideological
conflicts

Fig. 10.2. Categories emerging from the code grouping.
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Importance of tourism as context 

All the interviewees and strategic docu-
ments of the locality coincide in terms of 
tourism being the main axis of local devel-
opment. The economic and social growth of 
the zone is closely linked to tourism:

The truth is tourism can mean the way of life 
for the inhabitants of Santiponce, that’s to 
say, the best way in the medium term to 
create richness with respect to the municipal-
ity and the inhabitants of the municipality.

If we take away tourism from Santiponce, it 
won’t get anywhere.

The decline of agriculture, traditionally 
the main source of income of the local popu-
lation, along with the need for more land area 
for agricultural development, has led to this 
economic activity being abandoned. In addi-
tion, industrial activity is scarce in the area:

Here the idea’s really clear, I mean, 
Santiponce was kept out of the agricultural 
programmes because of the issue of space, 
minimal measures of agricultural space 
were needed and that didn’t exist here.

It doesn’t have a municipal area, its 
resources are very limited, then it hasn’t 
industry, or very little and what little it’s got 
… four factory bays over there in that area.

The respondents also seem to agree that 
the involvement of the local population in 
tourism is closely linked to the archaeologi-
cal site of Itálica and its appreciation, and 
that the local economy has been gradually 
expanding as the tourism sector at a national 
and world level has grown:

Tourism here is from, I don’t know, 70 
years ago; it’s always been a place with a lot 
of infl uence on tourism since Itálica started 
being visited. Tourism here is considered as 
a sector that has always had an effect on …
sometimes 10%, at other times 30%, and 
I’d say now 50%.

I believe Itálica is the biggest business this 
town can have as a source of work and 
resources, not in itself for the stable staff of 
workers or the companies that work in it – 
some are from here and others aren’t – but 
regarding the services sector and all that’s 
brought about by a municipality receiving 
300,000 visitors a year.

Attitude of the residents

The experts agree on the need to strengthen 
tourism activity, but at the same time they 
highlight the passivity and even the aver-
sion that local residents feel towards the 
archeological site in their municipality and 
therefore its exploitation for tourism: 

I’ve always been very impressed that, having 
this potentiality, I’ve never seen anyone from 
here, for instance, in Itálica for years. It seems 
like for them it’s a crime or a punishment, 
houses were expropriated … I mean, it was 
always something negative for the town itself, 
the survival of the town was questioned; I 
think this fear of losing our identity as a 
population due to administrative pressure.

I can’t understand such a passive attitude 
or so reticent with regards to identifying 
Itálica, because it’s theirs and they should 
claim it as a place to be proud of.

Public
institutions

Tourist
entrepreneurs

Actors

Residents

Local
government

Regional
government

Foreigners Locals

Fig. 10.3. Categories corresponding to the actors deduced from the data.
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There are various explanations that the 
interviewees give for this attitude. One of 
them is the low level of education of the 
inhabitants, which means they are not able 
to appreciate the cultural richness they pos-
sess. For them the land the site occupies is 
not taken advantage of. So much so, that at 
some points in time they have even used it 
as a tipping ground:

It was a totally uneducated population; 
they didn’t see beyond the farmers; they 
didn’t see anything but hindrances; they 
didn’t see the positive side.

Of course the people see that and say: ‘I 
sowed that every year’. But they even put a 
concrete wall there so they couldn’t see 
what was behind, or so the people couldn’t 
throw rubbish there, but this is normal in a 
town; they throw the rubbish over the top 
of the wall.

The municipal authorities distrust the 
behaviour of their fellow citizens with 
respect to the appreciation of the ruins. This 
creates resistance to the introduction of 
improvements that stimulate tourism. This 
perception makes it diffi cult to delegate 
responsibility to the residents themselves or 
to get them involved in the tourism manage-
ment of the locality:

No, no, people feel like it and have good 
intentions; I think there’s fear of the very 
neighbours’ rejection of a statue being put 
up and it being stoned or broken. I’ve even 
heard about some things … but it’s … and if 
they paint on it? Well, if they paint on it, 
it’ll be cleaned and they can paint a façade 
and they can paint …

But the main issue that all the respond-
ents agree on is the impact that the ruins 
have had on the urban development of 
Santiponce. A key moment that contributed 
to aggravating the negative perception about 
Itálica was the discovery of the Roman thea-
tre. This discovery was the motive for expro-
priating a large area of the town. This 
was even seen as a threat to the town’s very 
survival:

In the ’60s, the administration acted very 
traumatically. This town was threatened, 
almost to the point of disappearing. 
Expropriations took place. The senior 

citizens of the town … you take them out of 
their neighbourhood, you move them, you 
put them out of place and they don’t have a 
town any more; what was their street before 
now doesn’t exist and that then brings 
about uprooting.

They’ve lived with their backs to history; 
they’ve almost been against it; they’ve had 
misgivings about it. The neighbours of 
Santiponce have always been afraid of their 
houses being bought, of them ending up 
being expropriated.

If an inadequate and imposed expro-
priation is added to this factor, without 
counting on the neighbours at all, and if the 
compensation is low and late in coming, the 
misgivings and fear towards everything 
related to the historic site grow among the 
population:

There’s been a very negative vision about 
Itálica here, especially when the theatre 
was found and many houses were expropri-
ated, so there’s been a very negative vision 
because they had fi nished off the town.

When you’ve expropriated people, have 
paid them poorly and late, well … I 
remember a wedding I was at not long ago, 
and speaking with one from the town, he 
says: ‘How are we going to like Itálica, if 
what Itálica has done is give us problems, 
we can’t like Itálica’. So the town has 
always lived with its back to Itálica.’

What has also generated problems has 
been the fact that any modifi cation or 
enlargement of a home has led to the dis-
covery of archaeological remains, implying 
the paralysing of the work while the fi nd 
was inspected or the expropriation of the 
land being expedited:

We got on badly, very badly, because the 
administration doesn’t offer solutions when 
they discover new fi nds; there’s a lot of 
pressure on the houses, on the neighbours, 
curtailing many logical things but not 
offering solutions. There’s a lot of tension.

Then, when I’ve asked the town people 
here about it, the old people, the people 
have always seen Itálica as a threat, because 
there are people who expropriate the land 
and the land is there, dying laughing, and 
they’ve not been able to sow anything have 
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they? And when people have to build their 
house, they go to the town hall and in the 
past the mayor said: ‘Cover it up as quick as 
you can, the culture people are coming.’

Another determining social–cultural 
factor is the absence of entrepreneurial 
spirit among the residents. They lack initia-
tive and risk-taking capacity and do not take 
advantage of the privileged circumstances 
of the territory. Some of the experts justify 
this lack of initiative in terms of the historic 
dependence of the inhabitants:

The town can’t complain about the 
heritage, though the Santiponce people 
don’t value it; until the 19th century the 
Santiponce people suffered a lot from being 
dominated in some way, fi rst by the prior’s 
authority then by the duke’s.

Nor are there any models of entrepre-
neurship in the local population that incite 
young people to go into business. This, 
along with the low degree of identifi cation 
with the heritage, gives rise to a very reduced 
entrepreneurial class:

The same as the kids copy the basketball or 
football players who are the current-day 
aristocrats. But Santiponce has never had 
that; there’s only one person, who they call 
the Marquis, who has an export company 
where they export everything; he gets the 
money, gets drunk and goes around with 
his mistress.

It’s not a sign of identity. The kids there 
have never wanted to be Itálica guides, for 
instance, though it would have been easy to 
earn a living.

But the majority refer to the clichés 
about the lack of entrepreneurial spirit of 
the Spanish and the Andalusians, always 
used to the support of public institutions 
fi lling this space with aid and subventions:

There we have not only the Santiponce 
people problem, but the problem of the 
Andalusians and the Spaniards, who have a 
very paternalistic attitude, always waiting 
for the public funds to get things moving; 
private initiative is what brings about 
business, but you’ve got to have the idea; 
you’ve got to put forward the project and 
fi ght for it.

The experts also consider that, in addi-
tion to the lack of resources they are some-
times confronted with, the few business 
people in the locality have an aversion to 
the high risks they have to take when invest-
ing in tourism:

I’m going to give you my opinion, the 
population is quite passive; they don’t have 
business initiative; they think that as Itálica 
is here, Itálica has to give the money; if you 
just do a study and you go round, you 
realize there’s no fast food place, a place 
that sells sandwiches; just imagine if they 
put one right here in the gateway.

The interviewees from outside Santi-
ponce are very critical of the residents. 
Resentment towards the passive attitude of 
the Santiponce people is noted: 

In Santiponce they’ve always been asking 
for things, a thing from the monastery, or 
asking the friars and after asking the 
administration, because Itálica was there. 
The Santiponce people nowadays are 
beggars; they have never taken the initiative 
about anything, and it has nothing to do 
with being in Andalusia. They are even 
more always asking for things. Listen, 
you’ve got to give me this, you’ve got to give 
me something else, you’ve got to give me 
that … But what do you do, what do you 
give? One-way relationship: to ask for 
things. They have a right to everything. 
They are the ones who suffer. You’ve got to 
give me something … But what do you do to 
be given something? Why have I got to give 
you something and not someone else? This 
is very special in Santiponce … in the end 
they have to have everything done, let the 
Ministry of Culture do it, let the provincial 
government do it, let the town hall do it.

What is true is that this lack of initia-
tive affects the infrastructure of the town’s 
services, especially around Itálica. The 
town hall’s initiatives to involve business 
people have not been welcomed due to the 
disinterest of the business sector:

Well, this plan tried to create a series of 
instruments of collaboration between the 
public and the private sector, and the 
tourism panel was set up, and in theory 
there were meetings every other month, 
every three months, something to have a 
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contact to make proposals, us from our 
point of view and them from theirs, and 
you know it’s a bit distressing that they 
don’t go to many meetings; we have to be 
behind them just for them to attend, sent 
them a letter; if the letter doesn’t work, go 
to them to remind them about it and despite 
all that they often don’t go: ‘I can’t, I’ve a 
lot of work, I’ve …’.

In general, the opinion of the experts is 
that business people from outside would 
not be badly looked upon by the residents if 
their activities created a source of wealth for 
the population. However, this could bring 
about the marginalization of the local popu-
lation in small businesses in the submerged 
economy (Hampton, 2005: 751).

Change of attitude

Despite this negative attitude of the resi-
dents towards Itálica, the interviewees note 
how in recent years a slow but positive and 
irreversible change is taking place in the 
attitude of the inhabitants towards tourism:

The residents have changed a lot since we 
started the process in ’97; I mean, before it 
was a rejection of tourism, now they simply 
see it, they contemplate it, they still don’t 
take it into their arms, which would be the 
next point. 

I would defi ne this, if it could be defi ned, 
as a process of decanting; I mean, tourism 
in Santiponce has to go seeping into the 
surface of the most internal spaces via a 
pure process of decanting in time.

The proactive strategy of the munici-
pality to increase the participation and 
involvement of the citizens, imbued by the 
spirit of the Local Agenda 21, has contrib-
uted to this new situation. This policy, 
resulting in the organization of training and 
awareness workshops, the creating of strate-
gic planning commissions and the popular-
izing of the local patrimonial richness in 
schools has been relatively successful: 

[Regarding the strategic plan] There’s a 
participatory commission; the participation 
is high compared to how people here 
participate, which is little; it’s not bad, about 

20 people including business people and 
general public, good citizens; it’s not bad.

I think things are changing a bit … they’re 
taking part and I think this is important, 
that they see themselves as actors, partici-
pating in the matter, and its implication is 
also essential, I think, little by little …

Another infl uencing factor is genera-
tional change. This is bringing about the 
rise of a class of young people with a higher 
cultural level. At the same time, they are 
becoming aware from their schooldays:

As the young people grow up and see new 
realities, they are getting involved in the 
subject. So, we’ll have to go on sowing and 
creating this structure.

Though there remains much to be done, 
a greater effort is pleaded for to sensitize the 
population to the importance of their herit-
age and for them to feel proud of the rich-
ness of their territory:

We think the fi rst step is the knowledge of 
the heritage, so the fi rst thing is for people 
to approach it, get to know it; this is the 
best way for them to appreciate it, to value 
it. For them to be proud of what there is in 
their town and to assume it as their own, to 
get involved. But to get involved they 
need to feel it. Then, I think this is the 
path; we must insist on knowledge; in this 
sense, a load of events must be promoted, 
matters that justify the visits, and especial-
ly for them to feel it as something that’s 
theirs, that they don’t see it as foreign 
to them.

The change of attitude with regard to 
Itálica is taking place as the residents see 
the improvements that are appearing in the 
town and, in some way, they claim the ben-
efi ts of this development. The residents are 
starting to see some advantages in tourism:

Though these days there are people who 
live from tourism, who work directly, the 
six or eight positions that have been made 
are for young people, people from here, and 
all this has made itself felt differently.

Another key aspect is the appropriation 
of the archaeological site by the neighbours. 
Two good examples are the Via Crucis cel-
ebrations Itálica organizes annually and the 
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fact that residents increasingly use the 
Roman ruins for their strolls: 

The older people enjoy Itálica a lot for 
strolls; many of them are retired and 
instead of walking along the road like they 
do in other towns, they have the privilege 
of coming to walk here every morning, so 
these people look at it differently; they look 
at the improvements and they say look 
what you’ve done, so they now see it 
differently.

The Itálica Vía Crucis is a revindication of 
the town, which is asking to take part in 
Itálica and spontaneously they’ve invented 
the Via Crucis. They’re starting to identify 
Itálica as something that’s theirs.

Connections between the municipal 
government and the regional government

An important problem that emerges from 
the interviews is that of the political con-
nections between the town hall and the 
regional government. In the opinion of the 
interviewees, the different political orienta-
tions infl uence public investment in the 
locality and the support given to local tour-
ism by both the provincial and regional 
management: 

Yes, but they’re reluctant; right now the 
town hall is run by the United Left and they 
curtail everything; it’s lamentable. 

If the town hall, perhaps they have asked, 
but as we know, a United Left town hall has 
to ask more than a town hall of another 
political colour.

When they qualifi ed Santiponce as a 
touristic municipality, I reckon there were 
two; Fuengirola it seems to me was the one 
before, and Santiponce in all Andalusia; 
it’s just that … What’s happened? What’s 
happened here is that – don’t record this 
(joking) … if the town hall was governed 
by another team, the matter would be 
different …

Furthermore, the regional government 
owns and manages the site of Itálica. They 
decide on heritage issues, and the manage-
ment has not been implemented in a par-
ticipatory manner so that the opinions of 

local leaders are heard. This evidently infl u-
ences the way in which the town feels the 
presence of Itálica as something imposed. 
Something they have to live with but which 
does not belong to them:

I think it’s especially diffi cult because the 
two monuments belong to the Ministry of 
Culture and not to the town hall; if only 
there were more political harmony and 
more municipal participation in the life of 
the site and I think there should be.

There is no doubt that confrontation 
exists between the political institutions in 
charge of the management of tourism and 
the heritage. This makes it diffi cult to coor-
dinate and exploit the synergies between 
the entities involved.

Conclusions from the Case Study

The economic development of Santiponce 
depends on the strengthening of tourism. To 
do this the locality relies on an exceptional 
heritage: the archaeological site of Itálica. 
However, historical, cultural, economic and 
political conditions have put a brake on the 
positive relationship between the residents 
and the municipality’s heritage. Figure 10.4 
sketches the categories and relationships 
that have emerged during the research and 
which explain this phenomenon. The 
dependent variables analysed are the resi-
dents’ attitude and the sustainable exploita-
tion of the heritage. The rest of the dimensions 
seem to be tied by positive or negative 
unions, through which they contribute or do 
not contribute to the categories they affect.

These connections are based on their 
nature: historical, cultural, economical or 
political. 

Historical (1, 3, 4), since the neighbours 
have always depended on different types of 
power: the ecclesiastical and now the politi-
cal. Moreover, one must add the traumatic 
situations the population has lived through 
due to the expropriation (7) of many of the 
houses built on important archaeological 
fi ndings.

Cultural, because this relationship of 
dependence has generated the residents’ 
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passive mentality, which has had a pro-
found impact on their behaviour. This has 
also brought about the lack of entrepreneur-
ial models among the young people of the 
locality (2). The generational change has, 
however, led to an important change of atti-
tude regarding tourism activities (5 and 6).

Economic, in its being an outstandingly 
agricultural town. In the past, agriculture 
has always been the basic activity of the 
local economy, but this situation is cur-
rently unsustainable due to the more exten-
sive land demanded by the new forms of 
exploitation (15). 

Political, due to the complex situation 
of the municipal government, which is led 
by a party that is different from that of the 
provincial and regional governments (12). 
To this context must be added the circum-
stance of the ownership and management of 
the heritage being in the hands of the 
regional institutions (13).

All this framework gives rise to com-
plex power relationships that make the 

 sustainable exploitation of the historical–
artistic heritage diffi cult. That is why the 
residents live with their backs turned to the 
site and even consider it to be harmful 
owing to the traumatic experiences they 
have had with the archaeological excava-
tions (11, 14). 

If one wishes to guarantee the conserva-
tion of the cultural inheritance, it is funda-
mental to stimulate the participation of the 
local population (Tosun, 2000: 626). The 
citizens must have the idea that the resources 
they have to belong to them and should feel 
proud of what living with such wealth 
means (Black and Wall, 2001). The authori-
ties must play the role of inspirators and 
educators. They must consider the changing 
of the attitude of the residents as a long-term 
aim (9 and 10). At the same time, they can-
not neglect the creation of conditions and 
infrastructure so that the neighbours appre-
ciate the benefi cial change caused by the 
tourist visits to Itálica and the sustainable 
exploitation of the site as a source of income 
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Fig. 10.4. Connections between categories. Explanatory model of the diffi culties of sustainable tourism 
exploitation in Santiponce.
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for the local community. For these achieve-
ments to be possible, the different institu-
tions involved must closely collaborate and 
coordinate their actions in order to obtain 
synergies in the management and exploita-
tion of the archaeological site for tourism.

Evaluation of the Use of Grounded 
Theory in Tourism Research

We have been able to observe how GT helps 
to explain complex phenomena connected 
with social processes. The description of 
reality from evidence, and the subsequent 
abstraction process, contributes to the gen-
erating of concepts, categories and connec-
tions that help in the search for theoretical 
explanations.

However, one must remain cautious 
about applying this methodology, owing to 
the risks inherent in the researcher’s inter-
pretation of reality. That is why there is a 
need for methodological procedures that 

help to increase the validity of the research. 
For example, the triangulation of data or the 
use of tests to ensure the accuracy of the cod-
ing. It is also important to check the results 
obtained in the light of previous theories, so 
as to guarantee the study’s external validity. 
In this study use has been made of triangula-
tion in different ways. In the coding process 
the trials (test and re-test) proposed by Krip-
pendorff (1990) have been followed. The 
‘devil’s advocate’ fi gure has also been used. 
Here a researcher from outside the team ana-
lysed the whole research process and put 
forward any doubts that arose.

To sum up, GT can offer a different and 
refreshing vision of tourism phenomena, 
and if based on a strict procedure of data 
collection and on a systematic analysis, it 
can give rise to generalizable explanations 
from a theoretical point of view, albeit not 
from a statistical one. Data analysis leads to 
the creation of theories that help to explain 
experiments and can be generalized in order 
to be used for formulating new research 
hypotheses. 
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11 Tales from the Field: Video and its 
Potential for Creating Cultural 

Tourism Knowledge

Tijana Rakic‘

Introduction

This chapter aims to promote innovative 
qualitative approaches in general and the 
use of visual methods in particular within 
cultural tourism research. It does this 
because a great number of cultural tourism 
researchers seem to have long had a prefer-
ence for quantitative rather than qualitative 
research methods and a tendency to use a 
‘standardized scheme or pattern’ (Schutz, 
1964 in Feighey, 2003: 78) in their respec-
tive research projects. Throughout the chap-
ter, I argue that researcher-created video, an 
innovative visual research technique in the 
social sciences and humanities (Banks, 
2001; Pink, 2001a, 2007; Crang and Cook, 
2007; Rakić and Chambers, 2007a,b, 2009), 
can be used alongside traditional qualita-
tive research methods in creative ways in 
order to create new, visual knowledges in 
the fi eld of cultural tourism research. 

The mode by which researcher-created 
video is used in research is infl uenced, 
among other things, by different theoretical 
approaches and therefore the fi rst part of the 
chapter explores the current state of (cul-
tural) tourism research. It also explores the 
more traditional approaches to research, 
such as positivism and post-positivism, and 
the more innovative approaches, such as 
critical theory and constructivism. What 

follows then is a rather brief exploration 
of the key differences between these 
approaches and their infl uence on research 
methodologies, as well as on visual meth-
ods. Entrenched throughout this discussion 
is an attempt to encourage researchers to 
engage in qualitative (visual) research proj-
ects that are thoroughly underpinned on 
both a theoretical and a practical level. 

In attempting to depict the potential of 
researcher-created video and its use within 
the study of (cultural) tourism, I then go on 
to elucidate the context of my most recent 
(visual) research project: an interdisciplin-
ary study underpinned by constructivism, 
which focuses on the relationships between 
world heritage, tourism and national iden-
tity at the Athenian Acropolis. The explora-
tion of the project, as well as the role played 
by researcher-created video as a comple-
mentary fi eldwork technique, demonstrates 
the potential that video created by research-
ers can have in studying not only motiva-
tions, perceptions and experiences but also 
practices of visitors to cultural sites. 

While including a discussion on the 
ethical issues the use of video in academic 
research might imply, as well as a discus-
sion on the fi t of video with different meth-
odological approaches, I use a number of 
examples from the fi eld to demonstrate the 
importance that an innovative research 
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technique might have in contributing to the 
existing body of knowledge. Namely, in a 
research project that relied on the use of a 
wide variety of methods, ranging from the 
collection and semiotic analysis of (visual, 
textual and audiovisual) tourist materials 
and a year-long (visual) ethnographic fi eld-
work that included audiovisually recorded 
participant observation, interviewing, diary 
keeping and mapping of visitor movements, 
the use of video proved to be of crucial sig-
nifi cance – video footage created in the fi eld 
enabled me not only to tackle the research 
question in a new way but also to create 
new, visual knowledges. 

Finally, considering the emerging impor-
tance of visual methods across the social 
sciences and humanities and the role new 
technologies have in academic research, I 
also attempt to encourage cultural tourism 
researchers to follow developments in other 
fi elds and explore the potential innovative 
approaches and techniques might have in 
their studies. Visual techniques such as 
researcher-created video facilitate deeper 
and richer understanding of the phenomena 
under study. Given that cultural tourism 
research projects are, by defi nition, con-
cerned with cultural aspects of tourism, 
interpretative approaches and visual tech-
niques are particularly relevant for this type 
of research. 

The Role of Innovative Approaches in 
Cultural Tourism Research

Research projects in cultural tourism seem 
to have been, similarly to other projects in 
the wider fi eld of tourism studies, largely 
marked and ‘heavily dominated by posi-
tivist approaches’ (Pritchard and Morgan, 
2007: 12), deductive rather than inductive 
research, and quantitative rather than quali-
tative or mixed methods (see also Walle, 
1997 and Riley and Love, 2000). Although 
such approaches have their place (Pernecky, 
2007; Rakic ̀ and Chambers, 2007a), these 
will not necessarily be appropriate in all 
situations, especially within studies that 
seek to ‘explore questions of meaning and 

understanding’, or involve interpretation or 
an inquiry into ‘multiple realities associ-
ated with lived experience’ (Goodson and 
Phillimore, 2004: 30). In addition, the exclu-
sive or even simply overwhelming reliance 
on positivist and post-positivist approaches 
and quantitative methods in the study of 
tourism might also imply that the areas of 
inquiry are limited and that social ‘reality’ 
is oversimplifi ed (Walle, 1997). 

According to Pritchard and Morgan 
(2007), even if tourism as a fi eld of inquiry 
has grown and matured along with the 
expansion of the tourism industry, it has 
unfortunately ‘not always brought increased 
innovation and diversity’, but rather it 
brought ‘a greater volume of research which 
is mainly confi rmatory and reproductive’ 
(Pritchard and Morgan, 2007: 12). Indeed, it 
seems that these practices have resulted in 
the current situation in tourism studies 
where ‘… many key contributors to the tour-
ism fi eld have become stale, tired, repetitive 
and lifeless’ (Franklin and Crang, 2001: 5).

Nevertheless, studies in tourism that 
have utilized innovative research method-
ologies and methods have been appearing 
in what seems to be the time when ‘pioneer-
ing research methodologies and innovative 
methods are most needed’ (Pernecky, 2007: 
211). Tourism researchers seem to be becom-
ing all the more involved with alternative 
approaches such as critical theory and con-
structivism, engaged in conducting induc-
tive rather than deductive studies, and 
relying on the use of qualitative rather than 
quantitative methods. In addition, the very 
dominance of positivist and post-positivist 
approaches, which has for so long marked 
much of the scholarly tourism research, is 
increasingly being challenged, and resear-
chers are being encouraged to use new 
approaches (see, for example, Phillimore 
and Goodson, 2004a; Ateljevic et al., 2007). 

Whereas more researchers in tourism 
seem to engage in qualitative research, acc-
ording to Phillimore and Goodson (2004b: 5) 
they have ‘in the main, used qualitative 
research as a set of methods rather than a set 
of thinking tools’. However, qualitative 
research need not be taken as a strictly pre-
scribed set of methods that will bring the 
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same results in all situations. Quite the con-
trary, in order for qualitative research to gen-
erate the desired results, it needs to be seen 
as a ‘set of thinking tools’ that will be infl u-
enced by the theoretical approach or the 
paradigm taken, namely the ontology, episte-
mology and methodology of the researcher. 

Goodson and Phillimore (2004: 34) 
defi ne a paradigm as a researcher’s ‘basic set 
of beliefs that defi ne their worldview’ con-
sisting of their ontology or the defi nition of 
reality, their epistemology or the theory of 
knowledge and their methodology or ‘the 
theory of the method’ (Jamal and Hollins-
head, 2001: 67). In a nutshell, in order to 
have their studies thoroughly underpinned, 
researchers need to ask themselves: 

In terms of ontology: ‘What is the nature 1. 
of reality and therefore what is there that can 
be known about it?’.

In terms of epistemology: ‘What is the 2. 
nature of the relationship between the 
knower or would-be knower and what can 
be known?’.

In terms of methodology: ‘How can the 3. 
inquirer (would-be knower) go about fi nd-
ing out whatever he or she believes can be 
known?’ (Guba and Lincoln, 2004: 21–22). 

A particular set of ontological (i.e. realism 
versus relativism) and epistemological (i.e. 
objectivism versus subjectivism) standpoints 
that researchers adopt will then only inform 
their methodology and methods rather than 
strictly prescribe them. Taking into consider-
ation the word strictures and the main focus 
of this chapter, both of which prevent a 
deeper exploration of the main paradigms, 
what follows is a rather brief and very sim-
plifi ed description of the main differences 
between the different approaches. 

Positivism and post-positivism, even 
though they are two distinct paradigms, are 
often perceived as having much in com-
mon – both share a realist ontology or the 
‘belief that there exists a reality out there, 
driven by immutable natural laws’ (Guba, 
1990: 19), and both subscribe to an objectiv-
ist epistemology. One of the key differences 
is that under positivism, which adopts naïve 
realism, the fi ndings are seen as absolutely 

‘true’, while under post-positivism, which 
adopts critical realism, the fi ndings are seen 
as ‘probably true’ refl ections of the ‘real’ 
world (Guba and Lincoln, 2005). In both 
cases, however, researchers are not per-
ceived as central within the research pro-
cess. Critical theory, on the other hand, 
acknowledges the centrality of the researcher 
within the research process and subscribes, 
from a subjectivist epistemological position, 
to critical realism in terms of its ontology. 
While they do not seek to create ‘a distance 
between the knower and what is known’ 
and thus believe that fi ndings are infl uenced 
and mediated by the values of the researcher, 
critical theorists assume ‘that there is 
indeed a reality but one which cannot be 
fully apprehended’ (Chambers, 2007: 108). 
Finally, a constructivist paradigm is marked 
by a relativist ontology and a subjectivist 
epistemology, i.e. there is a belief that reali-
ties are multiple, created in the minds of 
individuals and that knowledge is con-
structed (see also Guba, 1990). Within this 
paradigm, researchers are seen as central to 
the research process and their voices, along 
with the voices of their informants, are often 
included. 

In terms of the different methodologies 
or ’theories of the method’ (Jamal and Hol-
linshead, 2001: 67), it is important to bear 
in mind that methods are simply ‘tools’ 
within a particular methodology, which is 
in turn informed by the theoretical approach 
or the paradigm. As such, it is possible that 
a particular set of methods that has been 
successfully used in one study will not nec-
essarily be entirely suitable for another 
 similar study, especially considering that 
methods as ‘tools of inquiry’ will also need 
to fi t the research topic and context, disci-
plinary background as well as the skill set of 
the researcher. 

Visual methods, as innovative research 
techniques in the social sciences and 
humanities, are mostly perceived as belong-
ing to the qualitative spectrum of methods 
(i.e. see Banks, 2001; Pink, 2001a; Crang 
and Cook, 2007; Rakic ̀ and Chambers, 
2007a,b, 2009; Rose, 2007; Stanczak, 2007). 
However, as with other methods, the differ-
ent approaches taken will inform the way in 
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which visual research is conducted as well 
as the way in which data are interpreted. In 
the context of researcher-created video for 
example, researchers whose work is under-
pinned by an objectivist/positivist or post-
positivist approach on the one hand might 
prefer to use minimal camera movements, 
very long shots, not appear in their footage 
and later use little or no editing. On the 
other hand, researchers whose work is 
underpinned by a subjectivist/constructiv-
ist or critical theory approach might prefer 
to rely somewhat more on the use of camera 
movements and shorter shots, occasionally 
appear in and edit their footage as well as 
use author-refl exive narrative. In terms of 
interpretation, researchers whose work is 
underpinned by an objectivist/positivist or 
post-positivist approach will mostly believe 
‘that what is “seen” by the visual researcher 
is a “true” representation of reality’ and 
negate their role in interpreting the footage. 
Researchers whose work is underpinned by 
a subjectivist/constructivist or critical the-
ory approach though will mostly believe 
‘that the researcher is inextricably impli-
cated’ (Rakic ̀and Chambers, 2007a: 245) in 
the production and interpretation of visual 
representations of reality (which, in the case 
of a constructivist approach, will be seen as 
local, co-constructed and plural). Although 
theoretically visual methods can be used 
from different perspectives and some infl u-
ences of the different approaches can over-
lap, subjectivist relativism was argued to be 
the most viable position (see Rakic ̀ and 
Chambers, 2009). 

That said, in this attempt to inspire 
other researchers to rely on innovative 
approaches and use visual methods in order 
to create new visual knowledges in the fi eld 
of cultural tourism research, what follows 
are not the fi ndings but rather a refl exive 
account of my most recent research project, 
an interdisciplinary research project under-
pinned by constructivism and within which, 
alongside the more traditional qualitative 
methods, I also used visual methods. Indeed, 
the use of visual methods, specifi cally 
video, as a complementary fi eldwork tech-
nique enabled me not only to tackle the 
research question in a new way but also to 

create new visual knowledges in the fi eld of 
(cultural) tourism research.

The Study Context: Exploring the 
Relationships between World Heritage, 

Tourism and National Identity at the 
Athenian Acropolis 

In brief, this interdisciplinary research, 
based on (visual) anthropology and (cul-
tural) geography, and philosophically 
underpinned by constructivism, focuses on 
the relationship between world heritage, 
tourism and national identity at the Athe-
nian Acropolis. The reasons for studying 
the relationship between world heritage, 
tourism and national identity in the particu-
lar case of the Athenian Acropolis were 
manifold. First and foremost, having lived 
in Greece for several years as a non-Greek 
national, I had developed a great interest in 
Greek national identity, history and tour-
ism, and my knowledge of the local lan-
guage and culture became exceptional. 
What this implied in terms of this research 
was that as a UK- based researcher with an 
extensive knowledge of the Greek language 
and culture I would encounter minimal bar-
riers during my fi eld research in Greece. 
Second, and probably most important, no 
similar previous study had been made of 
the Athenian Acropolis, which seemed to 
be an ideal case study. This is because the 
Acropolis is believed to symbolize the 
world heritage idea (UNESCO, 2006) and to 
embody the Greek nation (Yalouri, 2001), 
while at the same time it is also the most 
visited cultural heritage site in Greece 
( Kontrarou-Rassia, 2007). 

The signifi cance of this project lies both 
in its contribution to the understanding of 
the relationship between world heritage, 
tourism and national identity and in its con-
tribution to exploring the potential of using 
innovative visual methods in the social sci-
ences (i.e. see Banks, 2001; Pink, 2001a; 
Pink et al., 2004; Crang and Cook, 2007; 
Rose, 2007; Stanczak, 2007) and specifi cally 
in (cultural) tourism research (i.e. see also 
Rakic ̀and Chambers, 2007a,b). 
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The practical aspect of this research was 
an investigation of the role that the Athenian 
Acropolis, as an important world heritage 
site and as an internationally well-known 
tourist attraction, plays in the construction 
of Greek national identity. This ‘construc-
tion’ of Greekness would be ascertained 
through an investigation of the way the 
Acropolis is represented in tourism materi-
als. Importantly, the research also involved 
an investigation into the ‘consumption’ of 
this constructed sense of Greekness by the 
visitors to the site. The complexity of this 
research topic and its preoccupation with 
meanings, representations, interpretation 
and perceptions, as well as with multiple 
realities of the lived visitor experiences, 
implied that I would need to rely on innova-
tive rather than more traditional approaches, 
engage in qualitative rather than quantita-
tive methods and inductive rather than 
deductive research. Adopting, as I had, a 
constructivist paradigm meant that this 
research was also marked by a relativist 
ontology, subjectivist epistemology, herme-
neutical methodology and qualitative 
research methods (see Fig. 11.1).

Put very simply, in this project, ‘reality’ 
was treated as relative, personally and col-
lectively constructed (i.e. plural), and 
‘knowledge’ as subjective, co-created and 

situated (i.e. context dependent). In addi-
tion, the constructivist paradigm also 
implied that this research was interpreta-
tive (i.e. concerned with the interpretation 
of deep and often multi-layered meanings) 
and that it relied largely on qualitative 
methods. In addition and in contrast to 
many other studies of tourism, the researcher 
was not perceived according to a positivis-
tic or a post-positivistic fashion, as a person 
in search of ‘objective universal truths’, 
where she had very little or no impact on 
the creation of knowledge, but rather as a 
person central to this process of context-
specifi c knowledge creation and her voice 
as only one of many that infl uenced the 
research process (see also discussion on 
interpretative approaches in Jamal and Hol-
linshead, 2001). 

Underpinned by these theoretical under-
standings, this research involved roughly 
four, often overlapping, phases. The fi rst 
phase was a critical review of the literature 
on the historical emergence of the Acropolis 
as a symbol of Greekness, as a world heri-
tage site, and as a tourist attraction. The sec-
ond phase involved the collection and 
semiotic analysis of (visual, textual and 
audiovisual) tourist materials, an analysis 
that sought to interpret symbolic resonances 
of the Acropolis contained in tourism mate-
rials such as postcards, guidebooks and gov-
ernmental promotional campaigns. The 
third phase involved a year-long (visual) 
ethnographic fi eldwork at the Acropolis, 
when I engaged in audiovisually recorded 
participant observation, interviewing, diary 
keeping and mapping of visitor movements. 
The fourth and fi nal phase of the research 
involves the analysis of the materials, edit-
ing the footage and writing up the thesis. 
Visual methods and researcher-created 
video, with which this chapter is primarily 
concerned, were thus a crucial element of 
this project, in terms of both analysing visual 
materials from secondary data (i.e. still and 
moving images contained in tourism materi-
als) and creating visual data in the fi eld (i.e. 
video and photography), data later used for 
analysis, presentations at conferences, as 
part of lectures and as footage used for the 
editing of a documentary on the same topic.

PARADIGM
-constructivist-

ONTOLOGY
-relativist-

EPISTEMOLOGY
-subjectivist-

METHODOLOGY
-hermeneutic-

METHODS
-qualitative-

Fig. 11.1. Methodological process (adapted from 
Pernecky, 2007: 222).
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Embarking on a (Moving Image) Visual 
Ethnographic Fieldwork: Ethical Issues, 

Filming Permissions and Equipment  

Embarking on a year-long ethnographic fi eld-
work, within which video would be used as 
a complementary ethnographic research 
technique, means that several important 
issues have to be considered, including ethi-
cal issues, acquiring fi lming permissions and 
choosing adequate equipment.

Ethical issues are becoming increas-
ingly important for academic researchers, 
who are often being requested to submit var-
ious types of research project approval 
forms, many of which include an assessment 
of ethical issues. Ethical considerations will 
also often be a personal responsibility that 
researchers using fi lmic approaches might 
feel towards their informants. In particular, 
considering that video footage allows little 
or no anonymity (see also Rakic ̀and Cham-
bers, 2007a,b, 2009), researchers embarking 
on a (moving image) visual ethnographic 
fi eldwork might need to ask themselves: 

Is fi lming at a particular location com-1. 
mon practice or might it be seen as an intru-
sion into privacy and social life? 

Do I need an offi cial licence to fi lm there? 2. 
How could I, as a researcher conduct-3. 

ing participant observation, inform people 
present that fi lming is taking place? 

How will I go about acquiring informed 4. 
consent from my informants? 

Do I need to keep the contacts of my 5. 
informants and will I, in the future, wish to 
show any of the visual outputs of this re-
search to them? 

What will I do with the footage after 6. 
the fi eldwork and how could that make an 
impact on the lives of the people appearing 
in it? 

For this moving image, visual ethnographic 
fi eldwork at the Athenian Acropolis, fi lming 
within this public space was a standard prac-
tice and my presence with a camera would 
not be seen as a major intrusion into the pri-
vacy of individuals present or into their 
social life. A fi lming permission from the 
Greek Ministry of Culture was nevertheless 

needed, and although I was unable to per-
sonally inform the often thousands of people 
present at the site, I was none the less obliged 
to notify the guards that fi lming would be 
taking place upon each of my arrivals. Owing 
to the nature of the visit to this open-space 
world heritage site, a visit which often lasted 
as little as 30–40 min and which took place 
under various weather conditions, my infor-
mants or the visitors to the site could not 
have been possibly expected to read and sign 
a traditional informed consent form. Instead 
they were told, often on camera, what the 
project was about and asked whether they 
would like to contribute by participating in 
an interview. As the footage would subse-
quently be used both for analysis and to cre-
ate an ethnographic documentary (later used 
for teaching, sent to fi lm festivals and possi-
bly also mailed to informants), we also 
exchanged contacts. Lastly, during the edit-
ing process, using close-ups of clearly recog-
nizable people who seem to be engaging in 
what might be considered as private activi-
ties was also avoided. 

Finally, depending on the desired out-
comes of such a moving image, visual eth-
nographic project, researchers might also 
need to consider whether footage produced 
in the fi eld will be used purely for the pur-
poses of analysis and possibly also for inclu-
sion within conference, seminar or lecture 
presentations, or whether they also hope to 
create an ethnographic documentary from it 
(see also Rakic ̀and Chambers, 2007b). These 
issues are very important as they might help 
determine not only the type of equipment 
(i.e. amateur versus semi-professional or 
professional video cameras) and the budget 
(an amateur video camera might cost less 
than £500 (€600), while three times as much 
might be needed for a semi-professional 
one), but also the level of fi lm-making skills 
researchers will need to operate the equip-
ment with ease. Considering that I had 
some experience in ethnographic fi lm- 
making (see Rakic ̀and Karagiannakis, 2006) 
and that the footage produced at the Acrop-
olis was to be used both for analysis and for 
the creation of an ethnographic documen-
tary, I acquired and worked mostly with a 
semi-professional camera, while I often also 
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used an external microphone to ensure a 
higher quality of sound. Semi-professional 
and professional cameras, however, tend to 
be bulkier, and as such these will not be 
ideal in all situations within ethnographic 
fi eldwork. This being the case, along with 
the semi-professional camera, I also used a 
good-quality amateur camera, footage from 
which, if needed, could also be used for the 
documentary. 

None the less, not all researchers will 
necessarily wish to create a documentary 
and, importantly, researchers might wish to 
use video footage created in the fi eld in a 
myriad of different ways. To be precise, the 
exact mode by which researchers will decide 
to create and use video footage will depend 
on and be informed by their approach, aca-
demic discipline, skill set, research context, 
desired outcome and  budget. That said, a 
good-quality, compact, user-friendly ama-
teur video camera, possibly also accompa-
nied by an external microphone, might be 
more than any researcher embarking on such 
fi eldwork might need (see also Rakic ̀ and 
Chambers, 2007b).

Tales from the Field: Researcher-created 
Video as a Complementary Ethnographic 

Fieldwork Technique

Based on my interdisciplinary readings in 
ethnography and visual methods (i.e. Banks 
and Morphy, 1997; Cook, 1997; Valentine, 
1997; Edensor, 1998; Galani-Moutafi , 2000; 
Kearns, 2000; Pauwels, 2000, 2004; Banks, 
2001; Crang, 2001; Pink, 2001a, 2006; Pink 
et al., 2004; Harper, 2005 ; Crang and Cook, 
2007; Rose, 2007) and some previous expe-
rience in conducting visual ethnographic 
fi eldwork (Rakic ̀and Karagiannakis, 2006), 
I embarked on my journey to Athens. Once 
there, I would spend innumerable hours 
at the Acropolis throughout the year, con-
ducting overt and covert participant obser-
vation, interviewing, mapping visitor 
movements and their activities, writing my 
fi eldwork diary and, importantly, fi lming.

As mentioned earlier, throughout 
the fi eldwork I made extensive use of both 

a compact amateur camera and a semi- 
professional one. The amateur camera, on 
the one hand, was ideal for covert audio-
visually recorded participant observation, 
as I was often perceived as yet another tour-
ist taking a video of her visit to the Acropo-
lis. (Although fi lming without the written 
permission of the archaeological service of 
the Greek Ministry of Culture within the 
archaeological site of the Athenian Acropo-
lis is prohibited, fi lming with an amateur 
video camera is not heavily policed. As a 
result, many visitors use their video cam-
eras at the site). The semi-professional cam-
era on the other hand was ideal for overt 
audiovisually recorded participant observa-
tion, interviewing and panoramic shots of 
Athens as well as for high-quality shots of 
the actual site and its surroundings (many 
of which were needed for the documentary). 
Thus, fi lming was a central part of both my 
participant observation and interviewing 
but played no major role in my diary keep-
ing, or in fact in mapping visitor movements 
and activities.    

In particular, fi lming proved to be an 
invaluable tool as a part of both covert and 
overt participant observation. Other than 
the fact that it successfully ‘camoufl aged’ 
me as a tourist/visitor, thus enabling me to 
successfully blend with visitors present at 
the Acropolis, video-taking was also instru-
mental in allowing me to fi lm visitor activi-
ties, favourite spots, experiences and 
comments, all footage later used for analysis 
as well as for editing of the fi lm. During 
these fi lming sessions I also kept notes in 
my fi eldwork diary, descriptions of these 
fi lming sessions, but also ‘thick’ descrip-
tions of other (non-fi lmed) observations 
such as visitor activities, comments, pat-
terns of movements, volume of visitation, 
etc. In addition, I also kept notes on my 
position as a relatively young, white, female 
researcher in the fi eld as well as of any rel-
evant more ‘theoretical’ thoughts, such as 
the corporeal, embodied, multi-sensory 
nature of the visit to the site. Coupled with 
these notes (later transcribed and used as 
data within the analysis), video footage of 
my participant observation was not only a 
vivid (audiovisual) representation of the 
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fi lming sessions at the Acropolis (allowing 
me to observe and interpret social life in 
greater detail) but it was also, in its own dis-
tinct way, an (audiovisual) extension of my 
fi eldwork diary.

Filming was also crucial as a part of 
interviewing sessions. What became appar-
ent shortly after the fi rst few interviews was 
that the presence of a video camera and the 
fact that informants knew that this would 
also result in an ethnographic documentary 
was seen by many as a vehicle of empower-
ment, allowing for their voices to be heard. 
In that sense, at least as a part of this par-
ticular research project, the fact that all 
interviewing took place with the assistance 
of a video camera (and sometimes also with 
the assistance of another camera operator) 
served as a motivator for visitors to engage 
in an interview. The footage of these inter-
views, similarly to the footage of participant 
observation, would later be used for analy-
sis as well as for editing of the fi lm. These 
audiovisually recorded interviews, later 
also transcribed for the purposes of analy-
sis, were much more than just ‘thick (audio-
visual) descriptions’ of the interview 
context. The audiovisual recordings allowed 
me re-view these interviews as many times 
as was necessary during the analysis stage. 
Other than re-hearing the actual dialogue, 
these recordings also enabled me to revisit 
and take into account other interview- 
specifi c contexts, such as facial expres-
sions, gestures and the weather, all of 
which allowed a deeper understanding and 
interpretation.

A few fi lming-related questions, 
 however, still remain unanswered. These 
include: 

Did fi lming on its own allow me, the 1. 
researcher, to gain knowledge and under-
standing otherwise inaccessible? 

What exactly, other than richer record-2. 
ings from the fi eld, did fi lming offer as a 
part of an academic research project? 

Although, within this particular project, 
fi lming per se did not allow access to knowl-
edge and understanding otherwise inacces-
sible (i.e. such as through the utilization of 
traditional ethnographic techniques), it did, 

however, allow access to deeper and richer 
understanding of the phenomenon under 
study. Interestingly, Pink (2001a: 17) also 
maintains that visual methods ‘cannot be 
used independently of other methods’ but, 
rather, that these could be added to the exist-
ing methods in ethnography (Pink, 2007). 

In addition to offering a deeper and 
richer understanding of the phenomenon 
under study, in this project, fi lming in the 
fi eld also offered the possibility of producing 
innovative audiovisual research outputs that 
could be ‘used for a range of academic and 
pedagogic purposes’, such as inclusion of 
video in conferences, seminars and lecture 
presentations (Rakić and Chambers, 2007b: 
1). Confi rming this point further is the fact 
that, although the editing of the Acropolis 
fi lm was still a work in progress at the time of 
writing this chapter, a 2-min video clip made 
from the footage as a preliminary edit has 
already been shown at academic confer-
ences, research methods seminars and used 
for (cultural and heritage) tourism-related 
teaching at a number of universities.

Video and its Potential in Creating 
Cultural Tourism Knowledge

The potential of visual methods in general 
and video in particular has been widely rec-
ognized across the social sciences and 
humanities. Harper (1989, 2003, 2005), Pau-
wels (2000, 2002, 2004), Banks (2001), Pink 
(2001a,b, 2004a,b, 2006, 2007), Rose (2003, 
2007), El Guindi (2004), Crang and Cook 
(2007, see Chapter 7 on fi lmic approaches) 
and Stanczak (2007) are some of many 
authors of the more recent texts on visual 
methods. In fact, visual methods are said to 
be on the rise across disciplines (Rakić and 
Chambers, 2007a), with ‘a series of new 
publications across the social sciences and 
humanities’ revealing ‘a thriving interdisci-
plinary interest in visual research methods’ 
(Pink, 2006: 15).

However, it seems that tourism 
researchers, which include researchers in 
cultural tourism, ‘have yet to follow the lead 
offered by their counterparts outside the 
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fi eld but are beginning to engage tentatively 
with some of the issues’ (Phillimore and 
Goodson, 2004b: 21). Although interesting 
studies that include other visual methods 
have been appearing recently, to date, very 
few tourism researchers have included 
researcher- or informant-created video in 
their studies. Hopefully, this, and other 
calls for inclusion of visual methods in gen-
eral and video in particular in the study of 
tourism (Feighey, 2003; Rakic ̀ and Cham-
bers, 2007a,b, 2009; Walter-Pockok et al., 
2008), will result in a greater appreciation 
and wider use of video among (cultural) 
tourism researchers. 

An inclusion of researcher-created 
video as a complementary technique in the 
study of cultural tourism, as I have tried to 
argue throughout this chapter, might imply 
that our understanding and knowledge will 
be deepened and widened, video being a 
rich recording format which includes both 
the visual and the acoustic dimension. This 
knowledge might include, but is not limited 
to, the nature of the embodied multi-sensory 
visitor experiences and visitor perceptions, 
as well as the meanings cultural sites and 
events might have for them. Having used 
researcher-created video as a complemen-
tary technique, cultural tourism researchers 
could then include excerpts of these in their 
conference and lecture slides, or even use 
these to create a documentary, disseminat-
ing in such a way the (audio-)visual knowl-
edge to wide and diverse audiences (see 
also Rakic ̀and Chambers, 2007a). The value 
of visual (academic) knowledge is, among 
numerous other authors in the social sci-
ences, also commented on by Rose (2003) in 
the context of geographical knowledge. 
While putting an emphasis on the ‘visual’ 
nature of geographical knowledge and the 
role of the visual in the production of this 
knowledge, she suggests that ‘the type of 
image, the practices of audiencing and the 
spaces of display can intersect to produce 
the academic geographer as a powerful pro-
ducer of knowledge’ (Rose, 2003: 218).  

The importance of visual methods and 
new technologies in the academic world, 
along with this and other calls for inclusion 
of innovative visual methods in the study of 

tourism, will hopefully prompt researchers 
in this fi eld to engage in exploring the poten-
tial that innovative techniques might have 
within their studies. In fact, ‘knowledge 
about the world is increasingly articulated 
visually’ and ‘visual technologies (photo-
graph, fi lm, video, television, digital images 
and so on) increasingly form part of many 
individuals’ everyday experience’ (Feighey, 
2003: 76). This being the case, researchers in 
the fi eld of (cultural) tourism might wish to 
‘follow the lead offered by their counterparts 
outside the fi eld’ (Phillimore and Goodson, 
2004b: 21) and seek to include innovative 
methods such as researcher-created video, 
methods that, in some situations, might prove 
to be slightly more adequate in tackling, and 
later also representing, the knowledge about 
some of the phenomena under study. 

Conclusions

Given the dominance of traditional 
approaches and methods, this chapter 
aimed to promote innovative approaches, 
visual methods and the use of researcher-
created video among researchers involved 
in the study of cultural tourism. While 
claiming that traditional approaches and 
methods in the study of cultural tourism 
have and will continue to have their place, I 
have argued that knowledge and under-
standing of the phenomena under study 
could be broadened and deepened through 
a wider use of qualitative approaches and 
innovative methods. 

Despite the fact that the innovative 
approaches and methods discussed in this 
chapter have been widely used across the 
social sciences and humanities, taking on 
board any new method, including comple-
mentary research techniques such as 
researcher-created video, involves a series of 
considerations that, ideally, should not be 
approached lightly. For the particular case 
of researcher-created video as a complemen-
tary technique, which was also the main 
focus of this chapter, these considerations 
include theoretical underpinnings and their 
impact on the overall methodology as well 
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as on the particular method in question, its 
fi t with other methods as well as with the 
research topic and context and, importantly, 
ethical issues that the use of a video camera 
in the fi eld might imply. 

An interdisciplinary research project 
underpinned by constructivism that focuses 
on the relationships between world heritage, 
tourism and national identity at the Athenian 
Acropolis was a basis for the exploration of 
researcher-created video and its potential in 
the study of cultural tourism. The discussion 
surrounding the practicalities involved in 
preparing for and subsequently creating 
video in the fi eld, such as securing a fi lming 
licence and  considering ethical issues that 
might be involved, as well as choosing the 
appropriate equipment, aimed at providing 
essential guidance for researchers who might 
wish to introduce similar methods in their 
projects. Within the Acropolis project, which 
relied on a variety of qualitative methods 
such as semiotic  analysis of (visual, textual 
and audiovisual) tourist materials and a year-
long (visual) ethnographic fi eldwork at the 
Acropolis, which in turn included audio-
visually rec orded participant observation, 
interviewing, diary keeping and mapping of 
visitor movements, researcher-created video 
proved to be invaluable. Although, in the 
wider context of this research, fi lming in the 
fi eld per se did not allow access to knowl-
edge otherwise inaccessible through, for 
example, traditional ethnographic tech-
niques, it did, however, allow access to 
deeper and richer understanding of the phe-
nomena under study. It also offered a possi-
bility of producing new audio-visual research 

outputs that could be readily used for a vari-
ety of academic and pedagogic purposes. 
Among all the methods, researcher-created 
video, an innovative, complementary res-
earch technique in the social sciences and 
humanities, was the one that allowed me to 
approach the topic in a new way and, impor-
tantly, to create new visual knowledges in 
the fi eld of cultural tourism research.

I hope that in its own modest way this 
chapter will prove useful in providing some 
inspiration and guidance to other research-
ers in the fi eld of cultural tourism in their 
endeavours to introduce innovative tech-
niques, such as researcher-created video, in 
their studies.  
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12 Using Photo-based Interviews to 
Reveal the Signifi cance of Heritage Buildings 

to Cultural Tourism Experiences

Gregory Willson and Alison McIntosh

Introduction

Currently, modern society is argued to be 
affl icted by an ‘experience hunger’, whereby 
people actively seek out experiences and 
consume goods and services more for the 
‘experience’ they provide than any tangible 
element (Pine and Gilmore, 1999). As a 
result, ‘experience’ has moved from being 
seen largely as a value-added aspect of 
goods and services to the very core of tour-
ism (Van Manen, 1990; Prentice et al., 1998; 
Pine and Gilmore, 1999; McIntosh and 
Siggs, 2005; O’Dell, 2005; Pearce, 2005). 
Within the published cultural tourism lit-
erature, there has been a marked growth in 
attention placed on exploring tourists’ expe-
riences, or the experiential consumption of 
tourism (for example, Silberberg, 1995; 
Beeho and Prentice, 1997; Prentice et al., 
1998; Willson, 2006, unpublished thesis; 
Willson and McIntosh, 2007). Experience 
has been defi ned as ‘the subjective mental 
state felt by participants during a service 
encounter’ (Otto and Ritchie, 1996: 166), or 
‘events that engage individuals in a personal 
way’ (Bigne and Andreu, 2004: 692). Thus, 
experience can be viewed as the subjective 
mental state felt by individuals (Beeho and 
Prentice, 1997; Palmer, 1999). As experi-
ences are highly personal, subjective, intan-
gible, multi-phased and multi-dimensional, 

their exploration presents a number of 
 challenges to scholars, particularly in terms 
of what methodological approach is able to 
capture the richness of the experiences 
gained by tourists most accurately.

Traditionally it has been argued that 
tourism researchers have largely been infl u-
enced by positivist and scientifi c paradigms 
in terms of deciding how knowledge may 
best be collected (Botterill, 2001; Jennings, 
2001). Arguably, quantitative methods situ-
ated around a positivist paradigm are unable 
to suffi ciently reveal tourists’ experiences, 
because they cannot capture the subtleties of 
the subjective experience (McIntosh, 1998; 
Jennings, 2001; Noy, 2004; Ayikoru and 
Tribe, 2005; McIntosh and Siggs, 2005). While 
qualitative research methods were once 
regarded as ‘methodologically vulnerable’ by 
some (Walle, 1997), Simonson et al. (2001: 
260) suggest that, with regard to tourism 
research, ‘looking ahead, it is reasonable to 
expect that the intensity of the postmodern–
positivist debate will diminish’. Indeed, 
many recent studies of tourists’ experiences 
are demonstrating a noticeable trend away 
from the traditional positivist approach to 
more interpretive, qualitative and refl exive 
modes of enquiry, as researchers seek to 
yield a more ‘complete’ and ‘lived’ account 
of tourists’ experiences (Ateljevic et al., 2005; 
Tribe, 2005). Increasing numbers of scholars 
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are embracing imaginative and creative 
research methods that serve the questions 
pursued rather than restricting the scope of 
enquiry (Beyer, 1992; Ateljevic et al., 2005; 
Uriely, 2005; Willson and McIntosh, 2007). 
Importantly, innovative research techniques 
can help reveal the layers of personal mean-
ing and experience, and hence deepen schol-
arly knowledge of cultural tourism. There is 
particular value in exploring qualitative dif-
ferences in cultural tourism experiences, 
especially with regard to how culture adds 
value to tourists’ experiences of a region/des-
tination, not just in terms of expressed cul-
tural motivation and activity. Within this, 
there is a need to explore, in a holistic sense, 
the rich narratives that give meaning to the 
wider cultural tourism experience. Eliciting 
narratives, for example, can provide insight 
into how lived experiences interact with 
wider societal processes, and the personal 
signifi cance of experiences to tourists’ lives 
(Trapp-Fallon, 2003; Noy, 2004). 

In the context of the above discourse, 
this chapter outlines and critically discusses 
the innovative qualitative research methods 
used by the present authors to examine tour-
ists’ experiences of the heritage buildings in 
Hawke’s Bay, New Zealand. Heritage build-
ings are buildings that are regarded as repre-
senting shared roots and the origins of our 
identities or belongings (Gordon, 2004). 
Specifi cally, this chapter examines the use 
of a hierarchical probing technique based on 
the laddering theory applied in marketing 
research, and the use of photograph-based 
interviews to facilitate deeper personal nar-
ratives from tourists and to elicit the layered 
meanings attached to their experiences. This 
contributes to a deeper understanding of 
cultural tourism, as it elicits the signifi cance 
and added-value nature of cultural tourists’ 
experiences within a destination generally, 
such as the value that tourists place on their 
experiences of heritage buildings within a 
wider townscape. In contrast, much previ-
ous research has examined tourists’ experi-
ences in specifi c attraction or environmental 
settings (Prentice et al., 1993; Masberg and 
Silverman, 1996; Powe and Willis, 1996; 
Beeho and Prentice, 1997; Bharath et al., 
2004). These perspectives do not wholly 

elicit the personal meaning and positioning 
of gained experiences within tourists’ wider 
travel narratives.

The Study

The research area

Hawke’s Bay is a largely rural region on the 
east coast of New Zealand’s North Island, 
with a population of approximately 148,000 
people and with two main cities, Napier and 
Hastings (Statistics New Zealand, 2006). The 
profi le of Hawke’s Bay’s tourists is similar to 
other regions in New Zealand, although 
Hawke’s Bay attracts a comparatively high 
proportion of younger tourists to the region: 
indeed, 36% of international tourists to the 
region are aged between 20 and 35 (Tourism 
Research Council New Zealand, 2005). It was 
deemed an appropriate case study region 
because it has a high concentration of heri-
tage buildings, and visiting heritage build-
ings is the most popular cultural activity 
amongst international tourists to the region 
(Colmar Brunton Social Research Agency, 
2003). Specifi cally, Hawke’s Bay has a large 
number of art deco and Spanish mission her-
itage buildings, many of which were con-
structed after a devastating earthquake hit 
the area in 1931 (Art Deco Trust, 2005). Most 
of these buildings are preserved and pro-
tected by the New Zealand Historic Places 
Trust and The Art Deco Trust, who aim to 
identify, educate and raise awareness of the 
social, economic, cultural, historical and 
spiritual importance of the heritage build-
ings in the region. Art deco buildings are 
said to ‘express all the vigour and optimism 
of the roaring twenties, and the idealism and 
escapism of the grim thirties’ (Art Deco Trust, 
2005), and are characterized by bright geo-
metric shapes, sunbursts, fountain designs 
and repeating patterns. The Spanish mission 
style originated in California and refl ects the 
unique architectural style of Spanish mis-
sionaries of the time (Art Deco Trust, 2005). 
Hawke’s Bay was one of fi ve New Zealand 
regions to receive cultural tourism funding 
and support from the New Zealand 
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 Government in 2003 to facilitate cultural 
tourism development (Art Deco Trust, 2005). 
Through exploring the personal meaning of 
tourists’ experiences of the heritage build-
ings in the region, the authors’ research 
sought to strengthen support for preservation 
and promotion of the buildings, to explore, 
using in-depth interviews, the experiences 
gained by international tourists from Hawke’s 
Bay’s heritage buildings and, in particular, to 
garner a deep understanding of the personal 
meaning these experiences had for individ-
ual tourists. 

The research population and data collection 

Sixty-six in-depth interviews were con-
ducted with international tourists visiting 
Hawke’s Bay. International tourists only 
were sampled because international tourism 
to Hawke’s Bay is projected to grow at a sig-
nifi cantly higher rate than that of domestic 
tourism; for instance, by 2011 international 
overnight visits are predicted to grow by 
35.8%, compared with 6.6% domestically 
(Tourism Research Council New  Zealand, 
2005). As a large proportion of respondents 
were from the UK, the USA and Australia, 
the researchers generally did not encounter 
language or cultural barriers. 

Convenience sampling was used in data 
collection. This form of sampling has been 
used in a number of studies of tourists’ expe-
riences (Turley, 2001; Lau and McKercher, 
2004; Morgan et al., 2005). Predominantly, 
‘on the street’ locations were selected for 
sampling, owing to the relatively short 
length of stay of international tourists in 
Hawke’s Bay (Statistics New Zealand, 2006). 
Specifi cally, tourists were interviewed 
mainly along Napier’s Marine Parade and in 
the vicinity of Napier and Hastings’ informa-
tion centres. These locations were selected 
as they are arguably the regions’ primary 
areas of tourist fl ow and provided the 
researchers and respondents numerous 
 comfortable and quiet places to sit and talk. 
Further, the chance of under- or over- 
 representation of a certain group was mini-
mized due to the selection of these  different 

locations. All interviews were tape-recorded 
and later transcribed by the researchers to 
ensure validity and to further familiarize the 
researchers with the recorded information. 
To ensure confi dentiality, all respondents 
were given pseudonyms. These transcripts 
were later analysed multiple times by the 
researchers through content analysis, to 
ensure that themes were developed from the 
words of tourists themselves. It was felt that 
it was pertinent to gather information even 
from international tourists who had not 
spent much time in the region, as this would 
allow results to emerge as to whether respon-
dents gained experiences through the 
region’s heritage buildings even without 
having visited them and to facilitate a holis-
tic view of tourists’ experiences, i.e. a gen-
eral narrative about their time in the region 
so far. However, respondents needed to have 
spent some degree of time in the region to be 
able to share their experiences, and there-
fore those that stated they had ‘only just’ 
arrived in the region were not interviewed.  

The following sections review the imple-
mentation, contribution and potential limi-
tations of interviewing supported with the 
use of photographs and a hierarchical prob-
ing technique associated with the  laddering 
theory – termed here ‘photo-based inter-
views’ – as an innovative qualitative method 
to address the key study aims: to gain rich 
and personal insight into tourists’ experi-
ences of heritage buildings in Hawke’s Bay. 

The photo-based interviews

Sixty-six photo-based interviews were con-
ducted with international tourists between 
June and December of 2005; each interview 
lasted for approximately 20–45 min. Forty-
four photographs of attractions in Hawke’s 
Bay were taken by the principal researcher 
and placed into a compact handheld photo 
album, which was then used to prompt open 
conversational-style interviews with respon-
dents. The photographs refl ected a wide 
range of experiences that tourists can gain 
while visiting Hawke’s Bay (Figs 12.1–12.8). 
If too many photographs are presented 
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to tourists, there is a risk of them losing 
attention and being presented with too much 
information, and thus it has been advocated 
that when using photo-based interviews, a 
‘modest’ number of photographs should be 
included in the sample (Fairweather and 
Swaffi eld, 2001). The number of photo-

graphs selected by the current authors (44) 
was similar to that of previous experiential 
studies employing photographs, for example 
Fairweather and Swaffi eld (2001, 2002). 

Perhaps surprisingly, the use of photo-
graphs to assist in revealing respondents’ 
experiences is a relatively new research 

Fig. 12.1. Napier’s beach.

Fig. 12.2. Napier’s Soundshell.
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 technique in tourism studies, but it is 
 gathering momentum as its true value to 
research is realized. Tourism scholars have 
applied photograph-based methodologies in 
different ways, but the consensus is that pho-
tograph-based methodologies are able to 

elicit rich insight into tourists’ experiences 
(Albers and James, 1988; MacKay and Fesen-
maier, 1997; Markwell, 1997; Fairweather 
and Swaffi eld, 2001; Garlick, 2002). For 
example, Fairweather and Swaffi eld (2001) 
explored tourists’ experiences of Kaikoura, 

Fig. 12.3. Marineland aquatic centre.

Fig. 12.4. Vintage car outside art deco building.
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New Zealand, through combining photo-
graphs with the Q method, which involves 
ranking photographs in order of preference. 
They were able to determine which photo-
graphs of Kaikoura respondents liked most 
and least, and concluded that photographs 

‘produced rich and subtle interpretations of a 
complex phenomenon in an easily under-
stood format’ (p. 227). While the ranking of 
photographs was not implemented in the 
current study, researchers should not be 
afraid to experiment with implementing a 

Fig. 12.5. Art deco style, Napier.

Fig. 12.6. Art deco style, Napier.
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photograph-based methodology that best 
befi ts their research direction.

In the current study, the photographs 
were taken on one of the researchers’ per-
sonal cameras, as photographs downloaded 
from a tourism web page may be overly 

biased, as essentially these are the images 
the region wants tourists to see and are the 
focus of promotional imagery. The photo-
graphs included various photographs of dif-
ferent styles of heritage buildings, natural 
scenery, specifi c tourist attractions such as 

Fig. 12.7. Spanish mission style, Hastings.

Fig. 12.8. Spanish mission style, Hastings.
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vineyards and Napier’s aquarium, and other 
‘everyday’ features of the region such as 
 signifi cant shopping areas. There are, how-
ever, a great deal of experiences available to 
international tourists in Hawke’s Bay, and 
Denzin and Lincoln (2003) note that with 
photographic methodologies, issues such as 
observer identity, the subject’s point of view 
and what to photograph become problem-
atic. In the event that the authors had omit-
ted important photographs, respondents 
were asked directly if they were to take pho-
tographs of their experiences in the region, 
what they would take them of. Their 
response was then compared with the pho-
tographs taken by the researcher and aimed 
to minimize any bias the researcher may 
have had with regard to what they felt the 
main experiences of Hawke’s Bay were. No 
respondent noted that they would have 
taken alternative images, although it is dif-
fi cult to determine the validity of this 
response. Some respondents did have cam-
eras with them, and, upon refl ection, the 
researchers could perhaps have asked 
respondents to share the photographs they 
had taken and then compare these to their 
sample. Photographs presented to respon-
dents were purposefully ‘ordered’ within 
the album so that photographs of heritage 
buildings were not all placed together or 
appearing at the front of the album, in order 
to eliminate any visual ‘bias’. 

The photo-based interviews were con-
ducted over a number of different months, 
days of the week and times of day, includ-
ing the shoulder and main tourism seasons, 
to enhance sample representativeness. Prior 
to introducing the use of photographs in 
these interviews, a brief introductory dis-
cussion with respondents was held and 
‘ice-breaker’ questions were asked includ-
ing: ‘What have been your favourite experi-
ences in Hawke’s Bay so far?’ and ‘How long 
have you been in Hawke’s Bay?’. The pur-
pose of these questions was to ‘ease’ respon-
dents into the discussion and to establish 
rapport with respondents. A relaxed envi-
ronment where good rapport is established 
between researchers and respondents is 
important in an interview situation. Indeed, 
it is argued that in-depth subjective accounts 

of personal experiences can be facilitated 
only if the respondents feel at ease with the 
researcher and the style of the questioning 
(Miller and Glassner, 2004). It was felt that 
good rapport was achieved with respon-
dents, as many respondents liked to share 
jokes or continue discussions after the 
 interview was completed. The researchers 
observed that the refusal rate to the 
 photograph-based interviews was slightly 
lower than that of previously conducted 
semi-structured interviews: the use of pho-
tographs made some people curious and 
thus more willing to participate in the 
research. No respondents commented that 
they did not like the use of photographs, 
although it is possible that for some people, 
photographs hold little or no signifi cance to 
their travel experiences; this could be 
explored in future research.    

Following the introductory ‘ice-breaker’ 
questions, respondents were asked to choose 
as many photos from the album that they felt 
most represented their experiences of 
Hawke’s Bay. Respondents were not asked 
to select a pre-determined number of photo-
graphs, such as to choose the top fi ve images 
that best represented their experience, as it 
was felt that for some respondents only one 
or two photographs may have represented 
their experiences of the region, while other 
respondents may have wished to choose, for 
example, nine or ten photographs. While 
this is different from the technique used in 
Fairweather and Swaffi eld’s (2002) study, 
where the purpose of asking respondents to 
choose a set number of photographs (six) 
was to allow for ranking to occur, this was 
not an aim of the current study, and thus 
asking respondents to select a set number of 
photographs was deemed not appropriate. 
Rather, a meaningful response was sought 
that refl ected the respondent’s own selection 
of which photographs, and how many, were 
relevant. Respondents generally selected 
between three and fi ve representative photo-
graphs, and a high proportion (n = 46; 70.8%) 
of respondents selected at least one photo-
graph of a heritage building. The most popu-
lar photograph depicted a vintage car in front 
of an art deco building (Fig. 12.4); respon-
dents noted that the vintage car ‘completed’ 
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the image and made the 1930s’ heritage 
building experience more authentic.

After respondents had selected their 
photographs, they were asked to discuss 
why they had chosen those photographs and 
whether they had any stories or experiences 
they could share about the images they had 
selected. If respondents did not explain their 
reasons for choosing each photograph, they 
were prompted to clarify their reasons for 
selection, in order to ensure important infor-
mation was not overlooked. Respondents 
were also asked why they had, or had not, 
included any heritage buildings in the selec-
tion of their photographs and their reasons 
for this. This question acted as a ‘lead-in’ to 
a more focused discussion on the infl uence 
of heritage buildings in shaping the experi-
ences they had gained. In particular, the key 
questions asked were: ‘What have these 
buildings added to your experience of the 
region?’ and ‘Have you got any stories/expe-
riences you can share with me about the 
buildings in particular?’. The questions were 
designed to facilitate open-ended inductive 
discussion, and the laddering technique was 
often applied to probe responses (as will be 
discussed later in this chapter).

The authors advocate the use of photo-
graphs in cultural tourism research, as they 
provided a richness of data that brought the 
different dimensions of the experience and 
personal narratives to the fore. Notably, the 
photographs helped build rapport with 
respondents to yield information that might 
not otherwise have been gained, especially 
when used in conjunction with an inter-
view probing technique such as the ladder-
ing technique. To illustrate, a number of 
respondents discussed the colours of the 
heritage buildings and referred to the photo-
graphs to illustrate their point. A number of 
respondents noted that they most enjoyed 
the buildings that were brightly coloured or 
‘pastel’ coloured. Indeed, when selecting 
photographs of Hawke’s Bay’s heritage 
buildings in response to the question ‘Which 
of these photographs most represent your 
experiences of Hawke’s Bay?’, most respon-
dents chose photographs that were brightly 
coloured. Through prompts such as ‘Why 
are the colours of the buildings meaningful 

to you?’ and ‘Why is that important to you?’, 
rich data emerged. For example, it was 
found that, for some, the colours of the heri-
tage buildings evoked nostalgic experiences 
of their childhood or helped to transport 
them to a ‘magical fantasy land’, ‘free from 
the stresses of modern life’. 

The photographs allowed respondents 
to transport themselves back to the experi-
ence to recall it more accurately. This is a 
pertinent fi nding, in that a key consider-
ation of the study of tourists’ experiences is 
that there is often ‘slippage’ or ‘leakage’ in 
memory when one is asked to recall a cer-
tain experience (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994; 
Beeho and Prentice, 1997). Potentially, pho-
tographs can reduce the impact of this. In 
some instances, the photo-based interviews 
also elicited deep emotional responses from 
respondents. Emotion too is a key element 
of experience (Richins, 1997; Schanzel and 
McIntosh, 2000; Bigne and Andreu, 2004). 
A number of respondents found that certain 
aspects of the presented photographs acted 
as a trigger to their memories. For example, 
one respondent noted that the doors on one 
of the photographed buildings she had 
experienced had reminded her about a cin-
ema that she used to visit when she was 
young. Another respondent became tearful 
at one of the photographed buildings (Fig. 
12.6) because it reminded her of her child-
hood and, in particular, the time she had 
spent with her father, who had recently 
passed away. The emotion the photographs 
stirred for this respondent can be illustrated 
from her quote: 

I come from northern England and I used to 
go on holidays when I was young and I 
remember the art deco back then (pauses 
and speaks with emotion in her voice): I 
wish I could have brought my dad here; he 
would have loved it; it reminds me of 
where I grew up (sees photograph of 
Napier’s theatre and gets teary). Gosh, look 
at the entrance to that building and the 
beautiful designs; that is exactly like the 
theatre my dad used to take me to when I 
was a young girl!

Through eliciting emotional responses 
such as this, the photographs helped the 
authors to delve deeply into the layered 
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experiences of respondents and uncover 
the personal, and often highly signifi cant, 
meaning of these experiences to tourists’ 
lives. This fi nding adds support to Ziller 
(1990), who suggests that photographs help 
to yield rich descriptions and embellish sto-
ries of a phenomenon.  

 The photo-based interview method, as 
discussed in this study, does, like all other 
research methods, have limitations. Ideally, 
the researchers envisioned providing 
respondents with a disposable camera and 
asking them to capture their own experi-
ences of the region, in the hope of facilitat-
ing further inductive analysis; at the end of 
their time in the region they would then 
return for an interview. This would essen-
tially remove the chance for researcher bias 
in what photographs were taken and would 
ensure that tourists’ experiences were 
grounded in the realities they themselves 
described (Prentice et al., 1998). While 
respondents were asked if they would have 
taken any alternative photographs to the 
researchers, this approach is still not ideal, 
as the researchers still have control over, for 
example, the type, size, number, angles and 
presentation of photographs. Conversely, 
allowing the researcher to have control over 
the selection of images enables commonali-
ties to be measured across the sample in 
order to, for example, ensure that the inci-
dence of specifi c attractions, such as heri-
tage buildings, can be evaluated within 
tourists’ experiences of a region. 

As an alternative to photographs, video 
could be considered as a method to ‘explore 
the narratives of experiences and lived cul-
tural practices of tourists and of their foci’ 
(Feighy, 2003: 82). The potential of video in 
exploring tourists’ experiences is, like pho-
tographs, under-researched, but it is thought 
to offer enormously rich visual insight, 
which is important in ‘experience-rich tour-
ism research’ (Feighy, 2003; see also Chap-
ter 11). Owing to fi nancial constraints, and 
the fact that most respondents did not spend 
long periods of time in the region, these 
approaches were not taken, but they are rec-
ommended for future exploration. 

However, no one approach is likely to 
be wholly ideal, as tourists themselves are 

likely to ‘edit’ some of the photographs or 
other visual imagery they share with 
researchers. In particular, tourists may not 
choose to share certain photographs that 
they feel present them in ways they do not 
want to be seen (Prosser, 1992). Researchers 
must also be aware of the ethical issues asso-
ciated with visual methods. Specifi cally, 
Sontag (1977) argues that through sharing 
photographs and discussing why they have 
been selected and the personal meaning of 
them, tourists are seeing themselves in ways 
they have not previously thought of. As 
such, researchers must show caution in their 
approach and respect to respondents’ 
reported experiences; it may be that, in some 
cases, tourists may be unearthing thoughts 
and feelings that are challenging and cause 
them to question or relive aspects of their 
lives. As noted in the current research, per-
sonal memories of respondents’ pasts were 
revealed through the photographs, and this 
process could potentially be cathartic or 
traumatic to the individual. 

Application of Laddering Technique 
Principles to In-depth Interviewing

As mentioned above, in order to probe more 
personal responses to the photographs, the 
photo-based interviews employed the prin-
ciples of the laddering technique (Reynolds 
and Gutman, 1988; Botterill, 2001; McIntosh 
and Thyne, 2005). The laddering technique 
has been used in a number of previous stud-
ies that have sought to elicit the experiential 
dimensions of tourism (for example, Botter-
ill and Crompton, 1996; Beeho and Prentice, 
1997; McIntosh and Prentice, 1999; Botter-
ill, 2001; McIntosh and Siggs, 2005; McIn-
tosh and Thyne, 2005). It is associated with 
means–end theory (Gutman, 1982), which 
focuses on the linkages between product 
attributes (means), their consequences for 
consumers and the personal values these 
consequences reinforce (ends) (Reynolds 
and Gutman, 1988). This technique has been 
widely used in marketing to help respon-
dents think critically about a product’s 
 attributes and their  personal motivations 
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(Reynolds and Gutman, 1988; Gengler and 
Reynolds, 1995); that is, it is used as an 
interview probing technique to link people’s 
values with their consumption. The probes 
are designed to force people up the ‘ladder’ 
of abstraction, from the concrete ‘means’ of 
fi rst-response reasons to more abstract ‘ends’ 
or personal values of their actions. To illus-
trate the means–end chain, Gengler and 
Reynolds (1995) note that a brand of dog 
food may be ‘dry and crunchy’ (attribute). 
The dog owner believes that these attributes 
will consequently give their dog ‘cleaner 
teeth’ (benefi t). This consequence allows the 
owner to fulfi l a personal value: that of being 
a responsible and loving dog owner. This 
example illustrates that the laddering tech-
nique furthers the capture and recording of 
personal values as expressed by respondents 
in their own words, thereby facilitating 
inductive analysis (Prentice et al., 1998). 
When employing the laddering technique, 
follow-up probing questions (laddering) are 
used to encourage respondents to think on a 
more emotional level and in terms of what 
they value by asking them, ‘Why is that 
important to you?’ It is argued that this 
allows for in-depth experiences to be deter-
mined and allows researchers to sense the 
layering of meanings associated with tour-
ists’ cultural experiences (Pearce, 1990). 
Thus, through follow-up questions, research-
ers can delve even deeper into the subjective 
nature of experiences tourists give in their 
own words (Botterill, 2001). For the current 
study, only the principles of the means–end 
chain, using the laddering technique, were 
followed, as means–end chain theory was 
originally based on a quantitative model of 
consumers’ cognitive structures and involves 
structural examination of the relationship 
between attributes, benefi ts and values (Kle-
nosky et al., 1998; McIntosh and Thyne, 
2005). Through following the principles 
only of means–end chain theory, the current 
authors could maximize the benefi ts of a 
qualitative approach to exploring tourists’ 
experiences.

Within the current study, key interview 
questions that utilized the laddering tech-
nique included: ‘What have the heritage 
buildings added to your experience of the 

region?’ (‘Why was that important to you’?) 
and ‘Have you got any stories or experiences 
that you can share with me about the build-
ings in particular?’ (‘Why was that impor-
tant to you?’). Through the use of probing 
questions, rich narratives were reported, as 
tourists were able to give personal meaning 
and content to the experiences that they had 
gained. For example, one respondent used 
the heritage buildings to ‘transport’ herself 
back to her childhood and to reminisce 
fondly: 

(Have you got any stories or experiences 
that you can share with me about the 
buildings in particular?) Napier reminds us 
of England when we were young – and the 
1920s’ theme reminds me of my parents. 
They used to wear these funny hats and 
would have grown up in a place just like 
this. (Why is that important to you?) I think 
the presence of these buildings brings back 
memories that are nice to think about.    

The laddering technique provided rich 
insight into the personal meaning tourists 
attributed to their experiences and worked 
in synergy with the photographs to reveal 
personal narratives. Specifi cally, on a num-
ber of occasions, the photographs unearthed 
experiential elements that would probably 
not have been revealed without further prob-
ing; through the laddering technique, these 
experiential elements could then be explored 
in detail and added signifi cant richness 
to the data. To illustrate, one respondent 
noted that, for her, a photograph of a heri-
tage building that was once a fi re station 
(Fig. 12.6) held personal meaning. When 
prompted: ‘What is it about this photograph 
that is meaningful to you?’ the respondent 
noted that ‘My brother is a fi refi ghter and I 
haven’t seen him for a while. This building 
just made me think about him and some 
times we’ve had together’. Without the use 
of laddering, this depth of experience would 
not have been yielded; specifi cally, through 
laddering, which requires people to think 
more critically, the personal meaning of this 
particular building to the respondent came 
to the fore.

The laddering technique requires care-
ful ethical consideration and a high degree 
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of researcher skill. For instance, in certain 
situations, researchers must determine 
whether it is ethical to continue probing 
respondents if they are drawing out particu-
larly emotional or personal information. 
The current researchers encountered this 
dilemma when one respondent cried from 
the grief of having lost her father, prompted 
by the memory of a particular style of build-
ing; rich information was being yielded but 
the researchers did not want to unnecessar-
ily upset the respondent. Certainly, for the 
laddering technique to be effective, a strong 
rapport is required between researcher and 
respondent: generally respondents will not 
share their innermost experiences and feel-
ings with a researcher if they do not trust 
them (Li, 2000; Sandoval and Adams, 2001). 
For effective laddering to occur, respon-
dents must feel relaxed, that they are not 
being judged and, ideally, a researcher will 
tell them that there are no right or wrong 
answers (Reynolds and Gutman, 1988). 
Researchers need to be particularly skilled 
in the art of active listening and know when 
to interject or to allow respondents to con-
tinue. Often the current authors felt that the 
richest insight into tourists’ experiences 
came after a signifi cant pause, during which 
respondents had time to think deeply about 
the question being asked. Inexperienced 
researchers could feel uncomfortable dur-
ing times of silence and might seek to fi ll 
this with interjection; potentially then, key 
insight could be lost. 

The laddering technique presents fur-
ther challenges to the researcher because 
often, owing to the abstract nature of discus-
sion, the researcher may feel they are losing 
control of the interview (Reynolds and Gut-
man, 1988). Using the question ‘why?’ may 
also be viewed as judgemental by some in 
the context of personal probing, and thus it 
is imperative that the researcher creates an 
empathetic environment and allows the 
respondent to believe that responses are 
simply being recorded and not judged 
(Reynolds and Gutman, 1988). The ladder-
ing technique also will not work in every 
situation or with every tourist. Reynolds 
and Gutman (1988) noted that there are two 
common diffi culties associated with the 

laddering technique. First, even with prob-
ing, respondents may not ‘know the answer’, 
and thus a ladder cannot be effectively 
formed. Secondly, owing to the sensitive 
nature of certain discussions, respondents 
may act with aggression towards the inter-
viewer, go ‘into their shell’ or start to ‘waf-
fl e’; some people will simply not ‘open up’ 
to researchers. The current authors did 
encounter this on a few occasions, where 
respondents showed they were guarded by 
simply repeating their answers or respond-
ing in very short sentences. To counter this, 
Reynolds and Gutman (1988) suggest that 
researchers may turn the situation into a 
third-person role-play, tell the respondent 
something personal about themselves in 
order to make the respondent feel less inhib-
ited by comparison and/or approach the 
question at a later time. 

Critics of the laddering technique argue 
that the approach may force connections 
between values and behaviour that may 
hold no meaning to the respondent or sug-
gest that underlying knowledge may not 
have a hierarchical structure (McIntosh and 
Thyne, 2005). The effectiveness of ladder-
ing theory has also not been suffi ciently 
explored from a non-Western perspective; 
however, McIntosh and Thyne (2005) argue 
that as personal values associated with 
 tourism are grounded in the words of tour-
ists themselves, laddering may present a 
more suitable method for cross-cultural 
application than, for example, culturally 
predetermined value scales.    

Conclusion

This chapter supports a growing body of lit-
erature which advocates that photographs 
have much to offer experiential researchers, 
particularly so because they can yield rich 
insight into the personal meaning of tour-
ists’ experiences (Albers and James, 1988; 
Groves and Timothy, 2001; Fairweather and 
Swaffi eld, 2002; Garlick, 2002; Denzin and 
Lincoln, 2003). Specifi cally, this study dem-
onstrates that photographs can provide sup-
port for the preservation of buildings within 
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a townscape as the important ways they 
contribute to tourists’ experiences are 
recorded. They are able to help elicit rich 
and personal narratives, can act as a novelty 
for respondents, thus potentially increasing 
response rate and respondent interest, and 
can act as a trigger in helping tourists to 
remember aspects of their life or the con-
sumption experience. We argue that the 
potential of photographs in exploring tour-
ists’ experiences is particularly enhanced 
when combined with the laddering probing 
technique, which encourages respondents 
to think critically and to provide ‘thick’ 
descriptions of experience.  

Conceptually, tourists’ experiences 
have developed from being seen as holding 
largely peripheral signifi cance to one’s life 
(Lowenthal, 1962; Boorstin, 1964) to now 
constituting an integral, central and deeply 
meaningful part of many people’s lives 
(Cohen, 1979; Noy, 2004; Uriely, 2005; 
Zahra, 2006). Specifi cally, tourists’ experi-
ences are now viewed as being personal, 
subjective, heterogeneous and inseparable 
from tourists’ wider lives (Munt, 1994; 
Crouch, 2000; Uriely, 2005). However, it is 

argued that within tourism research there 
remains a need to delve deeper into the per-
sonal meaning tourism holds for individu-
als and situate this within the wider context 
of tourists’ lives (Cohen, 1979; Larsen et al., 
2007). From a cultural tourism perspective, 
Timothy (1997) argues that there remains a 
signifi cant gap in the literature looking at 
the more individualized, personal mean-
ings that tourists place on their cultural and 
heritage experiences. The current authors 
argue that it is within this context that cre-
ative research methods such as photograph-
based interviews using the laddering 
technique have much to offer cultural tour-
ism research. In particular, photographs are 
central to many tourists’ lives: this can be 
seen through the fact that many people take 
photographs to record and symbolize mean-
ingful events, experiences and interactions. 
As such, they are able to take researchers 
into the everyday world of respondents and 
help researchers to explore the personal 
meaning of the experience to tourists’ wider 
lives (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003). It is per-
haps here that the true potential of photo-
graphs and the laddering technique lies.
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13 Measuring the Image of a Cultural 
Tourism Destination through the 

Collage Technique

Ana M. González Fernández, María Carmen Rodríguez Santos 
and Miguel Cervantes Blanco

Introduction

Image is becoming an increasingly important 
element in the competitive struggle to attract 
cultural tourists. In particular, ‘new’ tourism 
destinations, such as inland cities and towns, 
often start out at a disadvantage compared 
with traditional coastal destinations, which 
often have a stronger image among potential 
tourists. As a result, destinations strive to 
offer an image that is unique and clearly rec-
ognizable, in order to increase their attrac-
tiveness for tourists (Hunt, 1975; Goodrich, 
1978; Britton, 1979; Mayo and Jarvis, 1981; 
Mathieson and Wall, 1982; Pearce, 1982; 
Woodside and Lysonsky, 1989; Ahmed, 
1991; Ross, 1993;  Milman and Pizam, 1995; 
Chen and Kerstetter, 1999; Andreu et al., 
2000; Bigné et al., 2001; Beerli Palacio and 
Martín Santana, 2002). The search for a more 
effective image has been an issue for the 
inland areas of Spain for many years. In this 
chapter we apply the method of collage to 
the analysis of the image of Léon, a city in 
the inland region of Castilla y León.

Cultural Tourism in Spain 
and Castilla y León

Spain has for several years been vying for 
one of the top two positions in global 

 tourism rankings, and it received over 
57 million foreign visitors in 2008. These 
visitors came from a wide range of coun-
tries, primarily in Europe. However, domes-
tic tourists are increasingly accounting for a 
greater portion of tourism income, and in 
fact more than 168 million journeys per year 
arise from this source (IET, 2009a,b).

Despite the fact that Spain offers a wide 
variety of forms of tourism (cultural tour-
ism, rural tourism, health tourism, religious 
tourism, beaches and so forth), it is sun and 
beaches that Spain has specialized in for a 
good few decades. Nevertheless, changes in 
tourist behaviour that have taken place 
recently, particularly in the 1990s, have led 
Spain to start developing other potential 
destinations associated with cultural and 
natural resources and, at a local level, 
encouraging these locations to see the devel-
opment of tourism as a new source of 
income. The interior regions of a country 
must explore ways of providing a distinc-
tive appeal to tourists, promoting elements 
of their identity that mark them off from 
other, more conventional, ‘sun, sea and 
sand’ destinations. In this way, cultural 
characteristics acquire greater weight for 
inland destinations because they can be 
used as unique selling propositions.

Castilla y León is an inland region, 
located in the north of Spain, with a total 
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area of 94,224 km2 and 2,500,000 residents. 
This region is visited for a range of cultural 
reasons: it has heritage cities (Ávila, Sala-
manca, Segovia), cathedrals, monuments, 
castles, monasteries, historic routes (the 
Camino de Santiago, the Ruta de la Plata or 
Roman road to the south), archaeological 
sites (Atapuerca, Las Médulas), religious 
festivals (especially during Holy Week), 
food and drink, folklore and customs.

Since the early 2000s, tourism in Cas-
tilla y León has steadily grown, although 
not as fast as tourism in Spain as a whole. 
There has been a much greater increase in 
the number of foreign tourists visiting the 
region, which has risen at practically dou-
ble the overall Spanish rate. This is signifi -
cant, since it may mean that the region is 
becoming  recognized at an international 
level as a cultural destination. As for Span-
ish tourists visiting this autonomous com-
munity, although there was also major 
growth in percentage terms, it was consider-
ably smaller than the rise in the number of 
local tourists travelling to other parts of 
Spain.

In 2008, Castilla y León received more 
than 6.2 million staying tourists; including 

1 million from outside Spain. The principal 
source of domestic tourists was the autono-
mous community of Madrid (27%), fol-
lowed by the Castilla y León autonomous 
community itself (16%), Cataluña (8%) and 
Galicia (7%). The main source markets for 
foreign tourists are in Europe, principally 
from nearby countries, including France 
(21.4%), the UK, Germany and Portugal 
(with approximately 12% each), the Bene-
lux countries (9.3%) and Italy (6.4%).  

The main activities in which tourists 
engage when they visit the autonomous com-
munity of Castilla y León are linked to learn-
ing about the culture of the region (Fig. 13.1). 
This is because their main interests are visit-
ing its monuments, becoming acquainted 
with its art and history, sightseeing in cities 
or towns and enjoying local foods and drinks, 
along with the landscape and nature.

Within the autonomous community, 
cities constitute the main destinations for 
domestic cultural tourism. In 2008, the city 
being studied here, León, received a total of 
353,553 tourists, mostly from within Spain, 
although the number of foreigners coming 
to the city is growing year by year. Those 
visiting León do so principally between the 
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months of May and October, with the peak 
fl ow being in summer. However, in recent 
years there has also been an increase in 
length of stay for those tourists coming to 
the city in winter. 

Projecting the Image of Cities by Means 
of Collage Techniques 

Each destination offers a variety of products 
and services to attract tourists. However, 
each visitor also has the opportunity and 
freedom to choose from a set of destinations 
(Crompton, 1992). Research fi ndings indi-
cate that different factors may have an 
 infl uence on destination choice or on the 
attractiveness of one particular destination 
(Mayo and Jarvis, 1981; Sirakaya et al., 
1996). Indeed, on many occasions human 
behaviour depends more on the image we 
have of a reality than of the reality itself, as 
all individuals have a psychological repre-
sentation of the reality around them (Ber-
gier, 1981; Gitelson and Kerstetter, 1990; 
Baloglu and McCleary, 1999a). 

A number of image studies have been 
carried out to explore positive and negative 
perspectives of destinations in terms of sev-
eral attributes (Pearce, 1982; McLellan and 
Fousher, 1983; Richardson and Crompton, 
1988; Embacher and Buttle, 1989; Echtner 
and Ritchie, 1991). This research suggests 
that tourists’ behaviour is infl uenced by the 
images they have of the destination (Hunt, 
1975; Pearce, 1982). 

Emphasizing the importance of images 
for tourists, Hunt (1975) argues that the 
images, beliefs and perceptions that people 
have about a destination can infl uence 
the growth of a tourist area as much as, or 
even more than, tangible resources. Destina-
tion image studies play a key role in the 
marketing and promotion of destinations, 
particularly for those who have never been 
to the destination before (Baloglu and 
McCleary, 1999b). Various authors agree 
that the theoretical framework is still insuf-
fi ciently clear (Mazanec and Schweiger, 
1981; Fayeke and Crompton, 1991) and that 
there are various different defi nitions of the 

image of the destination, but no consensus 
has emerged. In many cases these defi ni-
tions concern the factors infl uencing the 
way this image is formed, and this is also 
one area where research is lacking (MacKay 
and Fesenmaier, 1997; Baloglu and 
McCleary, 1999a; Beerli Palacio and Martín 
Santana, 2004). 

There are three main factors that impact 
on the formation of the image of a destina-
tion in an individual’s mind. The fi rst is the 
cognitive image, which relates to the indi-
vidual’s knowledge and beliefs about the 
destination and is measured in terms of the 
resources that are attractive for tourists and 
which may lead them to visit the destina-
tion. Second is the affective image, which 
relates to the emotional responses generated 
by the destination and by its overall image. 
Third and fi nal is perception, or the positive 
or negative assessment of the  destination 
(Lew, 1987; Moutinho, 1987; Stabler, 1990; 
Gartner, 1993; Stern and  Krakover, 1993; 
Alhemoud and Armstrong, 1996; Baloglu 
and Brinberg, 1997; Walmsley and Young, 
1998; Baloglu and McCleary, 1999a,b). This 
latter aspect is directly determined by the 
cognitive and affective evaluations, with the 
cognitive evaluation in turn being shaped 
by the affective or emotional evaluation 
(Holbrook, 1978; Russell and Pratt, 1980; 
Anand et al., 1988; Stern and Krakover, 
1993; Baloglu and McCleary, 1999a,b). 

A review of the literature on the image 
of destinations reveals the existence of a 
series of factors infl uencing the formation of 
this image and, as a result, the fact that cer-
tain destinations are viewed by tourists as a 
good place to visit (Moutinho, 1987; Wood-
side and Lysonsky, 1989; Um and Crompton, 
1990; Fakeye and Crompton, 1991; Mans-
feld, 1992; Gartner, 1993). Among these fac-
tors are the sources of information tourists 
consult before visiting the destination (pre-
experience), also known as driving factors or 
agents in image formation, and the character-
istics of the tourists themselves (Gartner, 
1993; Stern and Krakover, 1993; Baloglu and 
McCleary, 1999a). The image of the destina-
tion may also be affected by the actual expe-
rience during the tourist’s visit, although 
little empirical work has been done on this 
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aspect (Beerli Palacio and  Martín Santana, 
2002, 2004).

The Collage Technique 

Collage (Schlackman, 1989; Solomon et al., 
1999; Schiffman and Kanuk, 2000; Mois-
ander and Valtonen, 2006) is a projective 
technique that can be described as ‘a method 
in which participants are asked to represent 
a topic or phenomenon visually by compos-
ing and gluing together a collage of images, 
drawings and texts on a piece of cardboard 
or paper’ (Moisander and Valtonen, 2006: 
96). From this representation, an interpreta-
tion is made using a perceptual diagram 
that differentiates three perceptual levels: 
observation level, evaluative level and level 
of values and feelings. The observation level 
considers the most objective image about 
the resources of the city, including tangible 
resources, such as infrastructure, urban 
development and buildings, and intangible 
resources, such as traditions, customs and 
personality traits associated with the resi-
dents (Kotler et al., 1993). The evaluative 
level reveals their attitudes towards each 
one of the issues identifi ed in the preceding 
level and, fi nally, the last level refl ects the 
subjective perception of the city, linked 
with the values and feelings that it trans-
mits (Laaksonen et al., 2006).

The current study uses the qualitative 
technique of collage to analyse the perceived 
image of León among residents and tourists. 
As a projection technique, collage allows 
responses to be obtained which individuals 
might be unwilling or unable to provide 
if they knew the purpose of the study. 
 Moreover, it is very well suited to descri-
bing motivations, beliefs and attitudes oper-
ating at a subconscious level (Malhotra, 
2008). Furthermore, collage in particular has 
 certain advantages relative to other projec-
tion techniques. For instance, it permits ini-
tial stimulation of non-verbal activity, 
making it easier to gain verbal responses 
thereafter through descriptions of why cer-
tain images were selected and what they sig-
nify. Such responses would not be obtainable 

through verbalization. In addition, visual 
stimuli activate the right-hand side of the 
brain and bypass more rational evaluation 
procedures, going deeper into the subcon-
scious of individuals. The use of visual 
imagery allows access to the creative parts of 
the brain (Boddy, 2007). Further advantages 
of collage are that the use of illustrations as 
a stimulus to collaboration and the associa-
tion of images and messages facilitate free 
expression by participants, reduce the infl u-
ence of the interviewer relative to quantita-
tive techniques such as surveys, trigger 
synergic effects in the contributions made 
by individuals and reduce potential losses 
of important components of the image.

Collage nevertheless also has certain 
disadvantages, like other qualitative tech-
niques. It does not involve a structured direct 
approach; there may be bias due to interpre-
tation; it requires the assistance of specialists 
in the technique; and it allows only limited 
statistical analysis of results (Malhotra, 
2008). Other disadvantages specifi c to this 
method are that it is a time-consuming tech-
nique (Boddy, 2007); it can generate dimen-
sions and attributes for images and levels of 
detail that are not comparable; and also sub-
jective interpretation by the researcher may 
affect the perceptual map. 

Visual and metaphorical research under-
lies the collage technique. This visual method 
has been justifi ed by Zaltman (1996), who 
argued that thoughts develop as images, with-
out which it is impossible to exchange social 
meanings in a verbal way. Thoughts are not 
word-based but image-based (Zaltman and 
Coulter, 1995; Zaltman, 1996, 1997). More-
over, metaphors, as ‘the representation of 
one thing in terms of another’ (Zaltman, 
1996: 14), contribute to the expression of 
thoughts and phenomena (Goatly, 1997).

The collage technique has been applied 
empirically in other studies, for example 
those by Havlena and Holak (1996), Sijtsema 
et al. (2002), Belk et al. (2003) or Costa et al. 
(2003). Laaksonen et al. (2006) fi rst applied 
the collage technique to measuring the 
image of a city. They developed visual col-
lages through 20 focus groups representing 
different interests, 15 with local groups and 
fi ve groups from outside the city. In these 
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collages, pictures as well as adjectives 
describing the city were used. First, partici-
pants developed their own collages, which 
were discussed in a second stage within the 
group, raising the issues that were particu-
larly important for individuals. Moreover, 
innovatively, in order to understand the 
interaction between the city and the indi-
vidual, they used cartoon balloon questions: 
‘What do I think about Vaasa?’, ‘What does 
Vaasa think about me?’.

Analysing the Perception of a 
City’s Image

Collage is a new technique based on visual 
methods that permit thought to be stimulated 
by showing images, attitudes and feelings in 
a wall display. These displays can be con-
structed in two ways, both of which are illus-
trated here. The fi rst involves handing over to 
participants a selection of magazines, not in 
this instance linked to the city under study. 
The participants then choose photographs, 
words or phrases from them which for vari-
ous reasons are linked to their image of the 
city in question. The second method is based 
on working with a large number of pictures 
and descriptive words preselected by the 
researchers. These are offered to the partici-
pants so they can freely pick those they linked, 
for any reason, with the city being consid-
ered, with the sole condition that there has to 
be a consensus among the group when it 
comes to including these pictures and words 
in the collage. Additionally, in both cases in 
this project, participants were given marker 
pens so that they could add other opinions 
that they could not fi nd amongst the material 
initially provided. This technique was enri-
ched by the different profi les of the people 
related to each of the various collages pro-
duced. Both techniques were applied to resi-
dents of the city and to tourists, these being 
the second grouping targeted by the city. 

A detailed explanation will now be 
given of the process of gathering informa-
tion, and how this was interpreted and pro-
cessed, for each of the methods used for 
producing all of the collages. 

Analysis of residents’ perceptions of the 
image of León through collage techniques

Group dynamic sessions were held, using 
the qualitative technique of collage, with 
residents of León. The groups were selected 
on the basis of age and employment status. 

Collage by young residents: 
technique – preselected attributes

This collage was produced by eight people 
aged between 22 and 24 years who had stud-
ied at tertiary level and were skilled work-
ers (Fig. 13.2). In preparing this collage, the 
participants separated negative from posi-
tive points. They also specifi ed those attri-
butes that were not currently present in the 
city and which they felt should not be pres-
ent either. With reference to the negative 
aspects of the city, they highlighted the scar-
city of young people, contrasting with an 
ageing population, and the fact that this 
population tended to be very stubborn or 
aloof, and conservative. They believed that 
León lacks employment opportunities; there 
is little industry and few factories; and there 
is not much choice of leisure activities.

However, as positive factors, they stated 
that it is a small city, crossable on foot, 
where everything seems close by. Moreover, 
from an environmental point of view, it has 
no pollution and there are no traffi c jams. 
They also emphasized late-night partying 
and eating typical local small bar snacks or 
‘tapas’, which they related to food and 
drink. They felt that the food in this city is 
very good and added that the accommoda-
tion and catering trade is a way of life here. 
With reference to tourism, they linked this 
to the natural surroundings and believed 
that the climate was favourable for it. They 
considered this a good city for tourism, with 
many places to visit and welcoming for 
tourists. Finally, they described the city as 
tranquil, inexpensive, safe, clean and small: 
‘it’s no bigger than a pocket handkerchief: 
everyone knows everyone’. They also set a 
positive value on the fact that it is a city sur-
rounded by nature.

In order to interpret the collages, a qual-
itative factorial analysis was performed in 
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two phases. During the fi rst phase, tangible 
attributes were extracted and resources, 
both for tourism and for other purposes, 
were identifi ed: human, historical, artistic 
and similar infrastructures. On a second 
level, subjective valuations were picked out 
that were linked to the previous aspects and 
the values with which the city is associated. 
The information derived from this interpre-
tation served to shape a perceptual map 
based on two main factor axes, on which the 
signifi cance of each piece of information 
was determined and placed on three levels: 

observation level, evaluative level and the 
level of values and feelings. Figure 13.3 
shows the perceptual map derived from the 
information gathered in collage 1.

Collage by residents: technique – free choice 

The second collage was produced by eight 
people aged between 21 and 26 years, stu-
dents who were not in work (Fig. 13.4). 
While the collage was being built up, the 
participants mentioned history and art in 
the city, quoting the cathedral, the churches, 

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 13.2. (a) Overview of collage 1; (b) extract from collage 1 – consumption and tourism; (c) extract from 
collage 1 – international tourism.
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the Camino de Santiago, the state-owned 
luxury hotel with its ornate 16th-century 
façade, Holy Week and the more recent 
appearance of the Museum of Contempo-
rary Art. With respect to history, they 
referred to the city’s major role in the his-
torical development of Spain. However, 
they wondered about adding a map of Spain: 
‘you have to look hard for it’, as it is diffi cult 
to fi nd and is not really recognized.

A considerable part of the collage was 
occupied with food and drink, since they 
felt that food and festivities are very typical 
of the city. They related this concept to the 
zone where bars offering snacks are concen-
trated, adding ‘a small drink and a bite of 
something, the best thing in this city are the 
bar snacks’, ‘the wine is the best thing, 
wherever you get it’. Nevertheless, despite 
the good features that they pointed out in 
respect of the wet district (bar zone), they 
also mentioned its poor image and the dirt 
that there is in some places. They added 
that some bars do not pay much attention to 
hygiene.

With regard to shopping, they pointed 
out the signifi cant role of the city’s shop-
ping centres. This is particularly because 
they attract many people in from outlying 
villages to the city on weekends, to go shop-
ping and spend some time in the provincial 
capital. They highlighted the need to create 
new leisure facilities, but without cutting 
back in any way on those already in exis-
tence. They perceived the city as having the 
characteristics of being small, quiet, unpol-
luted and a place to ‘recharge your batteries’ 
and rest. However, they also pointed out 
that the traffi c can be heavy and that there 
are too many vehicles on the roads. They 
also stressed the city’s hinterland, consider-
ing it ‘second to none’, with rivers, moun-
tains, snow, wild animals, caves and other 
features. They felt it had a zone of natural 
surroundings, suggesting tranquillity and 
restfulness.

They saw the general image of the city 
as ‘beautiful as well as classical’, saying that 
it is comfortable with the passage of time 
and that as it ages it remains beautiful. Their 
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view was that it is a city that is cultured, but 
not modern or much fun. They believed it 
has numerous places to get to know, and 
added descriptions such as ‘mature but 
beautiful’, ‘attractive and calm’, and other 
similar phrases. With reference to the popu-
lation, all the participants agreed that it was 
characterized by ageing, although a growing 
number of emigrants are coming to the city.

Another aspect they highlighted was 
the university. They pointed out that there 
are a large number of students, so that there 
are also young people in the city. They noted 
that although the city has its university, it is 
not a ‘university city, on the lines of Sala-
manca’. In relation to this aspect they added 
that it is a city of contrasts between ‘students 
and the elderly’, ‘modern and ancient’. They 
stressed how deep-rooted certain traditional 
customs are, although not mentioning any 
specifi c one, and also spoke of the mining 
and cattle-farming  tradition.

Finally, they referred to cinema, making 
a comment on the 2006 fi lm Alatriste, which 
according to them is identifi ed with the prov-
ince of León. Its leading actor, Viggo 
Mortensen, who is internationally known, 
was said to ‘represent the area and he’s even 
bought a house in a village in the  province’.

Once a number of collages had been 
completed, it became clear that a certain 
level of saturation had been achieved (in 
principle when information started to be 
repeated). At this point a complete analysis 
was made of the resident collages in order to 
interpret the overall perception of the image 
of León (Figs 13.5 and 13.6).

Analysis of tourists’ perceptions of the image 
of León through collage techniques

The same process of collage development 
was repeated for groups of tourists visiting 
the city.

Collage by Spanish tourists: 
technique – preselected attributes

The qualitative technique of collage was 
used with a group of nine young people 
(25–35 years) from various regions of Spain 

who had completed the fi rst stages of ter-
tiary education (Fig. 13.7). Participants fi rst 
emphasized that the city evokes an image of 
tranquillity and calm, that it offers a great 
quality of life and is one of the few where 
one can eat ‘marvellously well’ (Fig.13.4). 
In relation to this topic, they noted that the 
culture of food and drink experienced in 
this city is very prominent (‘all the food is 
delicious’) and that it is a source of pride for 
the inhabitants. They stressed that in the 
wet district (bar zone) the small snacks are 
given free with each glass of wine bought, 
so that ‘if you’ve had fi ve drinks, you’ve had 
your dinner as well’. They also underlined 
the fact that the restaurants were good and 
the meat of high quality, in particular the 
giant grilled chops. With reference to tour-
ism, their attention was drawn to the fact 
that there are many tourists, ‘forever taking 
photographs with their cameras, whether 
they’re Japanese or Spanish’.

People resident in the city seemed to 
them very traditional, with a culture strongly 
centred on the family. They stressed the 
contrast between the elderly population 
and the population of young people attracted 
by the university, with their ‘night-time rev-
els’. They felt that they were hospitable, 
friendly and amusing people.

When speaking of the city’s heritage, 
they emphasized the gothic cathedral, ‘the 
most attractive cathedral in Spain’, and also 
other monuments, from the early medieval 
Romanesque and 15th- and 16th-century 
Plateresque periods and those built by Gaudí. 
They pointed out that it also has several 
important museums, such as the Museum of 
Contemporary Art, as well as other more 
 traditional museums. People are extremely 
strongly committed to celebrating Holy Week. 
They also stressed nature, mountains and 
rivers, the sports that can be practised and 
the presence nearby of the Picos de Europa 
mountain range.

They felt that this is a city ‘that oozes 
peacefulness and the good life’, where you are 
always made to feel welcome, since the peo-
ple are very hospitable. It is a very clean place, 
where attention is paid to ensuring mobility 
for the disabled by removing architectural 
obstacles. However, the climate is somewhat 
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 13.4. (a) Overview of collage 2; (b) extract from collage 2 – ‘no pollution’; (c) extract from collage 
2 – ‘university’; (d) extract from collage 2 – ‘ageing’; (e) extract from collage 2 – ‘old and new’.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13.7. (a) Overview of collage 3; (b) extract from collage 3 – people; (c) extract from collage 
3 – gastronomy.
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extreme, since it is either very cold or very 
hot. They added that the university is well 
known, especially for some of its courses.

The perceptual map obtained from the 
information highlighted in the collage is 
presented in Fig. 13.8.

Collage by foreign tourists: 
technique – free choice

The fourth collage was carried out with a 
group of six young people (20–25 years) 
from outside Spain who had a high level of 
education (Fig. 13.9). They came from a 
variety of countries, including Mexico, the 
USA, France and Germany. 

A mural was constructed by selecting 
photographs taken from various publica-
tions, catalogues, magazines and so forth, as 
well as using texts, phrases, words and even 
drawings, with the aim of showing their 
perception of the image of the city being 
studied. While they were leafi ng through 
these materials, spontaneous comments 

arose, such as: ‘This is a place where nobody 
ever seems to sleep’, ‘For every child there 
must be at least 60 elderly folk’, ‘It’s hard to 
leave’, ‘Every street always has something 
new’ (this referring to building work). They 
loved the bar snacks, but felt that the bars 
are very dirty and could not understand the 
way that rubbish is thrown on the fl oor in 
such places. However, they agreed that the 
streets in the city are very clean and they 
were greatly impressed that the streets were 
hosed down every night.

Once the photographs and texts to be 
used in the collage had been cut out, the 
process of deciding which to use and how 
to place them began. This group placed the 
cathedral in the centre and around it the 
various aspects they wished to emphasize. 
On the left they placed several photographs 
of children and on the other side pictures of 
the elderly, since they felt that there was a 
large retired or elderly population that 
passed the time playing cards and walking 
dogs, which they saw as very striking. 
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13.9. (a) Overview of collage 4; (b) extract from collage 4 – pride and pleasure; (c) extract from 
 collage 4 – attractions and character.
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On the right they grouped photographs that 
they wished to link with food and drink and 
with nightlife, especially student nightlife. 
They thought that people smoke too much, 
that wine is extremely cheap and insisted 
that the city’s bars are very dirty, since 
 rubbish is just thrown on the fl oor. This 
detail was refl ected in the collage by stick-
ing up a piece of heavily crumpled paper in 
contrast to a smooth blank sheet of paper at 
the other end, alluding to how clean they 
considered the city of León itself to be.

They felt that there was a great wealth of 
culture and major museums like the Museum 
of Contemporary Art. To encapsulate that 
idea they stuck on several photographs of 
monuments. They defi ned the city as ancient 
in the centre and very modern on the out-
skirts. They considered this contrast to be 
quite attractive. Another aspect that drew 
their attention was the daily timetable in 
Spain, and specifi cally in this city. Every-
thing stops from two till fi ve in the afternoon, 
but then life restarts and goes on until very 
late at night, as they saw it. At a couple of 

points, brief mention was made of the prov-
ince, but not much stress was laid upon this. 

Once the collage had been produ-
ced, with data being gathered as it was 
built up, a perceptual map was again con-
structed. Figure 13.10 presents the overall 
interpretation of the image of Leon as it is 
perceived by tourists.

Once again, after the collages produced 
with each group of tourists had been inter-
preted, a perceptual map was drawn up to 
include all the relevant pieces of information 
(Fig. 13.11). The aim of this was to interpret 
the overall perception of the image of León 
by tourists.  

Conclusions

The use of the collage technique illustrated 
here shows how such qualitative projective 
techniques can be useful in eliciting the 
image of cultural destinations from groups of 
residents and tourists. The intensive and 
interactive nature of the data gathering 
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 generates information that would be diffi cult 
to obtain from surveys or even standard 
 in-depth interviews. The use of visual 
 material also allows participants to express 
themselves in different ways and to generate 
non-verbal information about the destination 
image. Given the importance of image in the 

marketing of cultural destinations, this is a 
potentially useful technique for exploring 
the perceptions of different target groups for 
a destination. It may be of particular value 
for those destinations, such as ‘new’ or ‘non-
traditional’ destinations, which do not have 
a clear image in the minds of tourists. 
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14 Ethnographic Research on Cultural 
Tourism: an Anthropological View

Xerardo Pereiro

Methods of Anthropological Research

The epistemological bases of 
anthropological research methods

A research project in anthropology must 
begin on the basis of specifi c epistemological, 
methodological and technical considerations. 
The epistemological framework of a project 
defi nes questions relevant to the paradigms 
that will be used and the research problem 
itself, as is common in scientifi c research in 
general. Overall, it theoretically frames the 
conceptualization of the research subject. It is 
on this epistemological basis that the design 
of the problem being resear ched is built.

Regarding the methodological consid-
erations that must precede the initiation of a 
project, we must be clear about why certain 
social research techniques will be used, 
their meaning and signifi cance, their under-
lying principles and their connection with 
the epistemological framework and the 
problem under study. In reference to the 
general area of technique, we must consider 
the specifi c social research tools that are 
most adequate to the problem and to the 
fi eld being investigated. If the methods may 
be considered to be the way of organizing 
the research process to achieve our aims, 
the techniques are the specifi c procedures 
used in applying this organization.

The articulation of these three levels 
will allow a better design and development 
of a research project. Regarding the episte-
mological levels, in the social sciences there 
are two dominant approaches: quantitative 
and qualitative. For both of them, there are 
two possible perspectives:

● The perspective of viewing these appro-
aches as oppositional and distinctive.

● The perspective of seeing these approach-
es as interrelated, which implies a mixed 
focus, supporting the idea of a continu-
um between both approaches and the 
combined use of both, depending on the 
specifi c research problems, contexts and 
situations being examined.

From the fi rst perspective, we can establish 
a dichotomy originating in the historical 
beginnings of the modern social sciences 
(Table 14.1):

Positivism stresses the natural sciences 
as the model for the social sciences through 
the measurement of quantitative and manip-
ulated variables in order to study their 
 relationship, resulting in data which are 
used to verify specifi c theories. Researchers 
using a positivist approach look for evi-
dence of the operation of universal laws 
through statistics, surveys, sampling and 
the generalization of results, appealing to 
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universal laws that are thought to remain 
constant and establish regular relationships 
between variables. Positivism differentiates 
between science and common sense and 
observes reality based on the senses accord-
ing to the principles of traditional empiri-
cism (Mauss, 1988; Durkheim, 1982).

The opposite stream represented by phe-
nomenology and hermeneutics (Gadamer, 
1978; Lisón Tolosana, 1983) defends a dif-
ferent type of research, arguing that the main 
objective of the social researcher should be 
to fi nd out what happens in a place, the 
meaning of the actions for those involved 
and their representation. Social phenomena 
and social relationships, being different 
from natural and physical phenomena, can-
not be understood in terms of cause and 
effect or on the basis of universal laws. 
Social actions obey intentions, motivations, 
attitudes, beliefs, values, meanings, senses, 
feelings and emotions, none of which can be 
reduced to a quantitative law. 

From another perspective, the quantita-
tive and qualitative approaches intersect in a 
mixed perspective (see Part II of this vol-
ume); even though one may dominate the 
other, they are both employed together in 
many research projects. This eclecticism jus-
tifi es the idea that these two approaches are 
complementary and meets the need to provide 
complex answers to complex problems. At 

the core of anthropological research, with its 
preference for qualitative techniques, are 
the units of meaning specifi c to parti-
cular contexts and the interpretation of their 
 signifi cance. 

Anthropology acknowledges that there 
are other ways of accessing knowledge 
besides the scientifi c one – for example, art, 
poetry and literature, and photography. For 
anthropology, reality is socially and cultur-
ally constructed through historical proc-
esses. Humans are signifi cant beings, who 
place a meaning on everything they do, 
think and say. The research topics are known 
through the mediation of the subject and his 
or her language. This does not mean that the 
subjectivity and inter-subjectivity character-
istic of the human and social sciences can-
not be scientifi cally controlled through 
objectifi cation processes and mechanisms 
used to understand interpreted reality.

From a critical anthropological per-
spective, any social reality cannot be 
 understood only through mathematical 
quantifi cation. Issues such as happiness, 
sadness, pain and other feelings cannot be 
reduced to numbers. The whole production 
of scientifi c knowledge is exposed to ethical 
principles and values. The results of a schol-
arly research project should answer two 
questions: Whom does it serve? And for 
what purpose(s)? The research of a scientist 

Table 14.1. Quantitative and qualitative foci in the social sciences.

Quantitative focus Qualitative focus

Spiritual 
fathers 

August Comte, Émile Durkheim 
(positivism)

Max Weber

Principle ‘Scientifi c’ research connected to 
the natural sciences (e.g. physics)

Social phenomena are different from physical 
phenomena. Human behaviour is not mechanical

Objective To measure things or phenomena, 
looks for facts and causes

To look for understanding (‘verstehen’), subjective 
meanings and an understanding of the context

Methodology Statistical methods, surveys and 
experimentation

‘Ideal types’, description of the concrete experience, 
its rules, social patterns and social meanings

Analysis
of social 
reality

To look for universal laws through 
explanation, deduction, sampling, 
generalization of results, use of 
variables and verifi cation of the 
answers and hypotheses

To try to understand the frameworks of the social 
actors

To analyse the way people understand the world;
 inductive rather than hypothetical–deductive

Adapted from Hammersley and Atkinson (1994: 17); Taylor and Bodgan (1998: 15–30); Hernández Sampieri et al.,
(2006: 3–30).
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who works on the creation of an atomic 
bomb and another who works to fi nd a cure 
for cancer do not share the same ethical 
 values. Therefore, knowledge production 
should be ethically controlled in its appli-
cations and social functions.

The Theoretical and Methodological 
Approaches of Anthropological 

Fieldwork 

The methods of anthropological research dif-
ferentiate anthropology from other fi elds. 
Methodology is not just a set of research tech-
niques; rather, it is the set of principles that 
guide research. In anthropology, there are 
two fundamental methodological principles: 

The importance of ethnography and of 1. 
making observations in specifi c fi eld sites, 
immersing oneself in the lives of ‘Others’ 
with the purpose of understanding them.

The comparison one can make between 2. 
different human groups, time periods, gen-
ders and other social and cultural features.

Anthropological knowledge comes 
from human cultures and groups, rather 
than from laboratories (Burgess, 1997: 11), 
and therefore the anthropologist does 
research on what is most profoundly human: 
people’s daily lives and the meanings 
 associated with these lives. Yet we must 
recognize that knowledge produced by 
anthropology is linked to personal and 
social interests, not only academic and sci-
entifi c ones, and thus it is important to 
refl ect upon those factors.

The methods of anthropological research 
are known within the discipline as ‘fi eld-
work’ or ‘ethnography’. At the same time, 
ethnography can be considered as a research 
technique guided by a theory or a discipline 
of social sciences. Anthropological fi eldwork 
is what differentiates anthropology from other 
fi elds, and according to Velasco and Díaz de 
Rada (1997: 18) we can defi ne this as:

● A methodological situation, which imp-
lies ‘to be surprised, to have curiosity, 
to densely describe, to translate and to 
interpret’ the social–cultural reality. In 

this situation of meeting others, the 
 researcher deals with their problems, 
their perceptions, their behaviour and 
their ways of life in their own terms.

● A process of knowledge based on a 
period in the fi eld, through which the 
social–cultural meanings are studied in 
their own context.

● An experience of inter-cultural contact 
with the purpose of knowing ‘Other-
ness’ and on the basis of the assumption 
that there are different ways of doing 
fi eldwork.

Therefore, anthropological fi eldwork is not 
just a research technique or an instrument of 
primary data collection; it is something more. 
It is a way of inquiring and writing that pro-
duces descriptions and records on the ways 
of life of the studied subjects and of the 
anthropologist (Kenzin, 1997). Fieldwork is a 
way of producing knowledge based on the 
researcher’s experience, i.e. a direct contact 
with reality, a knowledge obtained by 
repeated observations and/or by proof of 
ideas or hypotheses (Hessen, 1961).

Fieldwork is also a rite of passage for 
entering the anthropological tribe, which 
has its heroes and its myths. One of them 
was Bronislaw Malinowski (1973), who in 
the 1920s systematized the ethnographic 
method of fi eldwork, in his work on The 
Argonauts of the West Pacifi c:

It must be taken into account that natives, 
by seeing me constantly everyday, are no 
longer interested, alarmed or self-controlled 
because of my presence, since I stopped 
being a disturbing element of the tribal life I 
intended to study, which had been changed 
by my fi rst approach, as it always happens 
in the primitive communities when 
someone new arrives. 

(Malinowski, 1973: 25)

I had to learn to behave and, to a certain 
extent, I acquired the ‘sense’ of the good and 
bad native manners. And it was thanks to 
this, by knowing how to enjoy their 
company and to participate in some of their 
games and amusements, that I started to 
truly be in contact with the natives; and this 
is certainly the previous condition to be 
able to successfully carry out any fi eldwork. 

(Malinowski, 1973: 26)
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Malinowski turned into a sort of found-
ing myth of anthropological fi eldwork. His 
fi eldwork was carried out in New Guinea in 
the 1910s, specifi cally in the Trobriand 
Islands (currently the Kiriwina Islands, part 
of Papua New Guinea), where he lived with 
the natives for 2 years, learning to coexist 
with them, their language and their habits. 
We can extract from Malinowski’s work 
some guiding principles for fi eldwork:

● Participate in the social life of the sub-
jects being studied.

● Regard ethnographic data as capable of 
shaping a theory. The anthropologist 
knows that the persons about whose 
lives he or she does research produce 
‘native theories’.

● Provide a clear and coherent scheme of 
the social structure.

● Highlight the cultural rules.
● Study the daily phenomena, as well as 

the extraordinary ones.
● An anthropologist should clarify which 

data were obtained from his or her direct 
observations and which data were 
obtained indirectly (e.g. from others’ 
reports of events).

● The anthropologist should collect 
reports from the informants, documents 
and data from his or her own observa-
tions of behaviour (this combination of 
methods sometimes being referred to as 
triangulation).

● The fi eld diary is a necessary tool, in 
which must be reported: social agents, 
actions, spaces, peculiarities, repeated 
behaviours, etc. The following aspects 
of the social–cultural life should be tak-
en into consideration: the mentality of 
the people being studied, native con-
cepts, forms of expression, ideas, feel-
ings, motives, the acts infl uenced by 
‘tradition’, people’s vision of the world. 
But above all what they feel and think 
as members of a given community (it is 
necessary to quote the native statements 
and to learn the native language).

Malinowski is considered to have invented 
the ethnographic method (Álvarez Roldán, 
1994), thus breaking the former separation 

between data collection and theory elabo-
rated by others and turning the anthropolo-
gist into a research instrument (Velasco and 
Díaz de Rada, 1997: 21). Other anthropolo-
gists who have decisively contributed to the 
invention of the ethnographic method were 
the Americans Franz Boas, Margaret Mead 
and Ruth Benedict.

As a methodological process, fi eldwork 
makes the researcher describe, translate, 
explain and interpret the culture and the 
studied social relationships, what people 
say, what people do, what people think should 
be done, and the confrontation between what 
people claim they do and what they really 
do. Ethnographic description should be 
dense (Geertz, 1987), comprehensive and 
microscopic (Velasco and Díaz de Rada, 
1997: 48), in order to differentiate between 
several behaviours, spaces and cultural rules, 
and to better interpret cultural meanings. To 
interpret is to discover the structural order of 
the society; it is to capture the – plural – 
meanings of the social– cultural reality.

Fieldwork follows a dynamic of spa-
tial and cultural displacement in the search 
for Otherness. Therefore, fi rst the researcher 
observes others from close by and with a 
certain intimacy, then does so from a fur-
ther distance, and therefore builds up an 
interpretative frame with another lens and 
another focal length (Velasco and Díaz de 
Rada, 1997). Obviously there may be dif-
ferent ways of carrying out fi eldwork 
(Velasco and Díaz de Rada, 1997), and 
hence there is a need to explain the condi-
tions in which the fi eldwork and the 
knowledge production are carried out. This 
is one of the major contributions of refl ex-
ive anthropology: a good way of addressing 
the theoretical and the practical problems 
of the research methodology is to walk 
those paths of the interaction between the 
researcher and the researched. Those inter-
actions reveal power relationships, spaces 
where identity roles were negotiated and, 
in some cases, empowerment of the stud-
ied subjects themselves.

Fieldwork is a methodological requi-
rement which consists of going from a 
 distant relationship to the subjects to being 
in proximity with them, soon returning 
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from this proximity to the distance, in order 
to build an interpretation and a comparison 
between the researcher and the others. 
Fieldwork can sometimes have a psycho-
logical status close to courtship (Buxó Rey, 
1995), but it can also cause intensely human 
anguish, anxieties and fatigues, as refl ected 
in Malinowski’s fi eld diary (1989).

Moreover, fi eldwork may be considered 
to be a rite of passage for entering the anthro-
pological tribe, a self-transforming experi-
ence, an initiation ritual and a double cultural 
shock: to become native and to re-become 
native (Peacock, 1989: 95). As a passing rit-
ual, those who do not perform fi eldwork are 
not, for many anthropologists, considered to 
be anthropologists, since fi eldwork is part of 
the construction of the anthropologist’s pro-
fessional identity. Fieldwork is conditioned 
by the position that the anthropologist holds 
in political, social and economic systems. 
These agendas, often hidden, should be stud-
ied and made conscious in order to better 
understand the experience of fi eldwork. 
This will help us to better understand the 
‘Rashomon effect’ (Cardín, 1988; Heider, 
1988) in anthropology, i.e. during our fi eld-
work the researcher does not select all the 
natives’ voices but chooses some of them 
within the complex social reality. To refl ect 
upon the causes of hearing some voices over 
others forces us to adopt a position of refl ec-
tion and self-awareness.

Fieldwork is the basis for making com-
parisons between cultures, and its aim is to 
arrive at a good representation of the culture 
being studied. We may state that ethnogra-
phy today is a ‘fusion of horizons’, an inter-
cultural conversation without impositions 
(Gadamer, 1978). Ethnography is ‘dialogi-
cal’, a conversation with the Other, with the 
aim of increasing one’s awareness rather 
than arriving at unanimity or truth. Ethnog-
raphy is a way of negotiating differences; it 
is a ‘trans-valuation’, a way of learning to 
see ourselves anew after having looked at 
the others; it is to turn upon ourselves the 
view previously informed by contact with 
the ‘Other’. It is also a bridge across which 
information goes from one human group to 
another; it is a kind of inter-cultural transla-
tion (Todorov, 1988: 9–31).

In order for ethnography to be good, it 
must necessarily be comparative. We may 
establish four aims as part of the goal of 
undertaking comparisons:

Comparisons between cultures: Us and 1. 
the Others.

Comparisons across time periods, 2. 
between the past and the present, or also 
between two historical times.

Comparison between two or more 3. 
 theories.

Comparison between the ideas held 4. 
 prior to fi eldwork and the fi nal ideas devel-
oped after the fi eldwork is completed.

Comparison is born from diversity and 
from the need to analyse that diversity. The 
comparative method implies a search for 
similarities and differences, and, likewise, 
something more important: to question 
 ethnocentrisms and rationalities that are 
unique to particular cultures.

Participant Observation as a Technique 
of Ethnographic Research

Ethnographic observation is a fundamental 
research technique in anthropology, along 
with others such as collecting censuses, 
genealogies, life reports, interviews or audio-
visual ethnography. Additionally, ethno-
graphic observation is a research attitude on 
the part of the anthropologist in the fi eld. It is 
neither a merely qualitative nor merely quan-
titative methodology, as it may integrate both 
approaches. Its methodological principle is 
cultural relativism: observe others according 
to their own cultural logics and confront 
these observations with anthropological the-
ories, categories, concepts, ideas and hypoth-
eses about the problem being studied.

Ethnographic observation may be of 
two kinds according to Roigé i Ventura et al. 
(1999): 

● With non-participant or external obser-
vation, the observer is not part of the 
actions that occur in the scenario, and 
the observed facts are easier to objectify 
owing to the distance that is maintained. 
But this kind of observation has the 
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 disadvantage of having little control 
over the information and limitations in 
accessing it.

● In participant observation or internal ob-
servation, the observer shares the life of 
the studied community, institution, or-
ganization or human group; he or she 
participates in their daily lives. In this 
second kind of observation, the anthro-
pologist assumes a role in the fi eld and 
apprehends the individuals’ rules, val-
ues and perceptions, as well as the mean-
ings of the observed behaviours, even 
though he or she risks inhibiting the 
studied subjects with his or her presence 
(the way the researcher’s presence con-
ditions the reactions of the subjects be-
ing observed is a factor that should sys-
tematically be taken into consideration).

The advantages of this technique are the 
richness and depth of social–cultural infor-
mation produced in its own context. Data 
reliability is ensured with valid observation 
techniques, which will test what people say 
and think, by comparing these with what 
they do. Participant observation depends on 
the researcher’s training and experience, 
but also on his or her rigour and commit-
ment to an involvement with the subjects 
being studied.

The anthropologist should be accepted 
in order to be able to interpret the vision of 
the world from within the group. He or she 
must also be able to receive a normal and 
everyday treatment, which is often achieved 
only by investing a lot of time, inspiring 
trust and creating social networks of inform-
ants. The anthropologist is generally cata-
logued as a stranger or intruder (e.g. different 
ways of dressing), because of which the fear 
of the locals may be great at the beginning. 
At other times, due to his or her youth, the 
researcher may experience protectionism 
and paternalism by those being studied.

Classic fi eldwork involves a stay and 
observation time that lasts for at least 1 year 
(description of ritual, agricultural and 
urban life cycles, etc.). Prolonged research 
produces richer and more reliable data, but 
applied anthropology has already taken 
into consideration techniques of ‘quick 

 valuation’, which include spending less 
time in the fi eld.

The big advantage of participant obser-
vation is that the researcher creates a text in 
its context, in its spontaneity. At other 
times, our presence somehow endangers 
and makes vulnerable people’s spontaneity, 
by leading them to say what we want to 
hear. However, participant observation 
allows for researchers not to force the data; 
it allows them to develop a better under-
standing of culture through the awareness 
of coexistence among cultures. It thus ena-
bles access to restricted information. The 
researcher is the main collection instru-
ment; he or she looks and observes with 
previously built categories but also with 
imagination and creativity. It is an exercise 
of empathy, of putting oneself in the other’s 
shoes in order to better understand what is 
said (and what is not said), what is done 
and what is thought.

And although there is not a single 
model for conducting participant observa-
tion, according to Burgess (1997: 21) there 
are three types of observation: 

To ‘become a native’, i.e. when the 1. 
researcher learns to behave as a ‘native’ in 
the situation under study.

‘Hidden agent’, in which the researcher 2. 
tries to assume a largely unnoticed behav-
iour and frequently involves a dissimulated 
participation. 

‘Lawyer’, which is a situation in which 3. 
researchers intervene in helping and improv-
ing the position of the studied individuals.

A problem with ethnographic observa-
tion arises when we apply it to our own 
social–cultural context. In this case, the obj-
ective will be to make strange what is famil-
iar, similar to when we work on another 
culture, subculture or social group we have 
to turn the strange into the familiar. Pres-
ently, visual anthropology (El Guindi, 2004) 
allows us to study and re-study the text and 
the context of a research project. Therefore, 
it is a critical observation tool, but it is also 
a way of reporting and interpreting the fi eld 
and the research problem. 

Other kinds of observation are the fol-
lowing (Roigé i Ventura et al., 1999): 
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● panoramic observation (global): deals 
with identifying problems and charac-
teristics of the life of a social group:

● selective observation (focused): implies 
the delimitation of a specifi c scope, aim-
ing at knowing it more in-depth;

● transversal observation: for example, 
the observation of organizations in all 
their complexity; and 

● longitudinal observation: to follow a 
person or a group during a given period 
of time.

Ethnographic observation is defi nitely a 
research technique created by anthropolo-
gists and potentially usable by other social 
researchers. However, the anthropologist 
uses this technique in a distinctive way, as 
he or she follows the methodological and 
theoretical principles that are peculiar to 
anthropology.

Anthropological Research on Tourism 

In this section we will question the relation-
ship between anthropology and tourism. 
Even though we share the idea that the study 
of tourism is interdisciplinary (Tribe, 1997) 
and also comprises a distinctive fi eld of 
work or arena (Ritchie and Goeldner, 1994; 
Smith, 1995; Callejo Gallego et al., 2003; 
Phillmore and Goodson, 2004), we recog-
nize that tourism also may have a monodis-
ciplinary anthropological approach, which 
presents a coherent integration of specifi c 
theoretical, conceptual and methodological 
approaches (Graburn and Moore, 1994).

Following this line of thought, many 
anthropologists have refl ected upon the 
relationship between anthropology and 
tourism. Some, such as Claude Lévi Strauss, 
who in his famous work Tristes Tropiques, 
confessed that he hated travel and travellers 
(Crick, 1995). The history of anthropology 
underlines the importance of missionaries, 
travellers and adventurers in the ethno-
graphic description of the Otherness. Over 
time, the anthropologists themselves turned 
into travellers and became instruments 
for producing anthropological knowledge. 
Anthropology was built as a science of 

social–cultural diversity based on these 
travels, which created encounters among 
people of different backgrounds. However, 
in this progression, the anthropologist 
rejected and avoided tourism and tourists 
(Crick, 1985, 1995), and only later did tour-
ism turn into a legitimated anthropological 
object of study.

According to Edward Bruner (1989), 
colonialism, classic ethnography and tour-
ism are phenomena that belong to different 
historical periods but have their origin in 
the same social formation and are variants 
of the expansion of the dominating powers. 
Criticizing the attitude of anthropologists 
that has led them to leave tourism out of 
their ethnographic studies, Crick (1995) 
stated that ‘at the present time, in order to 
understand the world political economy, 
one cannot leave out the analysis of interna-
tional tourism’. In anthropology, tourism, as 
research object and problem, is increasingly 
ceasing to be considered as something banal 
and shallow. It is therefore being less under-
estimated by academia. The interest of 
anthropology for the study of tourism is 
related to four main factors:

● The growth of the tourism industry is a 
fact that is impossible to ignore (Wal-
lace, 2005). We live in a tourism world, 
which cannot be neglected as a social–
cultural phenomenon. Anthropologists 
stumble, in their fi elds, into tourists and 
locals who produce tourism.

● When analysing cultural contact and its 
fl ows, it is diffi cult to explain culture as 
a process without considering tourism, 
as it is more and more present every-
where. We can say that tourism is an 
activity that consumes cultures (San-
tana, 2003: 121) and that the tourist is a 
kind of nomad (Urbain, 1993), carrying 
culture and causing its circulation.

● Tourism has turned into a producer of 
new cultural forms (MacCannell, 1992), 
which means that, in order to under-
stand those new forms, it is necessary to 
study tourism, which is a good window 
for observing culture production.

● Tourism and anthropology are two 
forms of pilgrimage in the search for lost 
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meaning, wanting to demonstrate that 
one ‘has been there’; both are practised 
with a round-trip ticket and involve a 
certain incommodity (Delgado Ruíz, 
2002: 52).

And what is anthropology’s role in the 
study of tourism? From our point of view, 
the contributions of anthropology to the 
study of tourism have been very positive 
and are of three specifi c kinds:

● Methodological: anthropology is distin-
guished from other disciplines by its 
focus on fi eldwork and the holistic 
and comparative method (Hammersley 
and Atkinson, 1994; Gmelch, 2004). 
Anthropological fi eldwork is based on 
participant observation and intensive 
coexistence with the human groups 
studied, in order to try to interpret emp-
athically and understand the social–
cultural problems addressed.

● Theoretical–conceptual: in order to 
under stand tourism, an objective and 
functional defi nition is not enough; 
rather, it is necessary to ask social agents 
involved in tourism about the meaning 
it has for them. Anthropology has pre-
dominantly an integrated and subject-
oriented approach to the study of tourism 
(e.g. holism, comparison and cultural 
relativism).

● The whole set of ethnographies that 
have helped us to understand such a 
complex phenomenon now comprise 
an important reference: the objective of 
these ethnographies is to interpret the 
role of tourism (e.g. the role of tourism 
in the re-invention and production of 
culture) and to help us better deal with 
the impacts of tourism, exercising, thus, 
the applicability of anthropology. These 
ethnographies are useful for creating 
guides for responsible tourism and may 
also turn tourists into better travellers 
(Chambers, 2005).

One of the most important journals of 
scientifi c research on tourism, the Annals of 
Tourism Research, was established by an 
anthropologist, Jafar Jafari, and approxi-
mately 15% of the published articles are 

authored by anthropologists (Wallace, 2005). 
This gives an idea of the weight of anthro-
pology in research on tourism.

Methods of Anthropological Research 
Applied to Tourism

In the course of the study of tourism, the use 
of quantitative methods has been predomi-
nant (Dann et al., 1988; Walle, 1997: 524). In 
a way, research has been dehumanized on 
behalf of a false ‘rigour’, which has produced, 
in some cases, sterile and superfi cial research. 
In recent decades, and since quantitative 
methods were alone unable to approach the 
key problems of the tourism fi eld, qualitative 
methods have earned increased prestige and 
legitimacy (Walle, 1997: 526). 

The value of both methodological focu-
ses and also their limitations are recognized 
today, and hence some tourism researchers 
use mixed methodological approaches 
accor ding to the research problems they are 
add ressing (see Part II). On this point, Walle 
(1997: 535) is perfectly right when he states 
that the fi eld of tourism must recognize 
the legitimacy of the diversity of research 
methods.

As previously mentioned, one of the 
disciplinary contributions of anthropology 
to the study of tourism is a methodological 
one. Since tourism is a complex human 
activity, the theoretical and methodological 
instruments of anthropology are critical for 
its holistic understanding. The anthropo-
logical methods and techniques are relevant 
for the following fi elds of tourism research:

● the study of the resources potentially 
convertible into tourism products;

● the interpretation of cultural and natural 
heritage as potential tourism resources 
and products;

● the analysis of the impacts of tourism 
on the host communities but also on 
tourists themselves;

● the role of tourism politics;
● the role of tourism marketing;
● the understanding of mediation in tour-

ism (e.g. images, guides, agency);
● the analysis of tourist visitors; 
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● the study of tourist memories; and
● the study of tourism as a system that 

causes the mobilization of persons and 
the circulation of cultural meanings at a 
planetary level.

Anthropology is especially useful in 
the conceptualization and analysis of the 
social and cultural changes caused by tour-
ism, of the effects and adaptations it leads 
to. Anthropological methods thus focus bet-
ter and are more appropriate for investigat-
ing the meanings associated with social and 
cultural processes, the experiences and 
voices of the participants (Simpson, 1993). 

Thanks to their ability to allow resea-
rchers to understand complex realities 
empathically, anthropological methods 
help especially to enter social universes 
such as native communities and institu-
tional organizations such as hotels, compa-
nies, administrations and so forth. Therefore 
anthropologists are able to perform readings 
of proximity and intimacy, allowing us to 
see the plurality of perspectives and the 
complexity of tourism activities instead of 
reducing them to expressions of exoticism 
and folklore.

An Ethnographic Research Project: 
Kuna Tourism in Panama

Refl exive ethnography of the 
project on Kuna tourism

Anthropological research is connected with 
intellectual and personal concerns but also 
concrete biographical trajectories. My inter-
est in tourism arose in 1997, soon after 
 having concluded my PhD thesis in anthro-
pology (Pereiro, 2005), when I was working 
in the Ethnographic Park of Allariz (Galicia, 
Spain). There I had to deal with tourists 
who visited the eco-museum and explored 
its cultural heritage. It was due to them that 
I was forced to re-read cultural heritage 
from the point of view of the tourists.

Previously, I had taken a doctoral course, 
in Santiago de Compostela, with Agustín 
Santana, a Spanish anthropologist who is an 

expert in the anthropology of tourism, and 
who had alerted me to the importance of 
tourism as a new mechanism of cultural 
change and production. In 1998, I started 
working in the Applied Anthropology Pro-
gramme of the Universidade de Trás-os-
Montes e Alto Douro (UTAD), then delivered 
on the Miranda do Douro campus, and in 
2000 I started to teach the discipline of Cul-
tural Tourism in the Tourism Programme of 
the UTAD campus in Chaves. The latter 
activity strongly motivated me to undertake 
theoretical refl ection about tourism and to 
begin research projects within this area of 
specialization (see www.utad.pt/~xperez/).

In 2000, I met the Kuna anthropologist 
Cebaldo de León Inawinapi, and later encour-
aged him to prepare a research project about 
ethnic tourism among the Panama Kuna. 
This was a theme that, in that fi eld, had not 
been approached in depth since the 1970s.

The initial questions that guided the 
research project were to investigate the role 
of tourism as a lever for social and cultural 
change among an ethnic group that seemed 
to control its process of tourism develop-
ment politically. The Kuna from the Repub-
lic of Panama are a human group of 
approximately 60,000 people who live on 
the Atlantic coast of the country (2500 km2 
of rainforest), on the 365 islands of the Kuna 
Yala archipelago and in the urban centres of 
Panama. The Kuna have been much studied 
by anthropologists, due to their strong polit-
ical autonomy and to their resistance to 
political domination (Pereiro and Inaw-
inapi, 2007). So Cebaldo de León Inawinapi 
opened up the possibility of starting a 
project from Europe and of personally expe-
riencing the similarities and the differences 
between a ‘home anthropology’ and an 
‘anthropology out of home’, by performing 
ethnography of the tourism system in 
the context of the geo-political periphery. 
Another reason to start the project was the 
fact that Cebaldo de León Inawinapi was 
our ‘gatekeeper’ in the fi eld. This factor 
would be a determinant during the project, 
as in the mediation with the Kuna, he medi-
ated in getting the permission to research, 
in facilitating the contacts with  people, 
in lodging, etc. Therefore, the integration 

www.utad.pt/~xperez/
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period was shortened and a better commu-
nication with the Kunas was facilitated

In 2003, the research team, with the 
addition of Ana Rita Lopes, started work on 
Kuna tourism, in what may be considered 
as teamwork and a collaborative research 
with the Kuna (Greenwood, 2000, 2002).

The study developed in several stages. 
After a brief bibliographical review and the 
resolution of practical issues, in September 
2003 the team started an exploratory fi eld 
visit, with the purpose of designing a 
research project to be carried out. In that 
exploratory visit we visited the city of Pan-
ama and the Gardi region, the most touristic 
area of Kuna Yala (San Blas). Soon we made 
our fi rst contacts in the fi eld and asked for 
permission to develop our project from the 
highest Kuna authorities, represented in the 
Kuna General Congress (KGC). In the spring 
of 2004, Ana Rita Lopes went back to the 
fi eld in order to perform anthropological 
fi eldwork on the impacts of cruise boat tour-
ism on the island of Gardi Suitupu (Lopes, 
2004). In the summer of 2004, I made 
another fi eld visit, with the specifi c purpose 
of studying the images that the tourism sys-
tem had created of the Kuna and their polit-
ical habits. During that stay, the team 
developed an intense bibliographical and 
documental collection, visited tourism 
projects and conducted exploratory inter-
views and debates with Kuna tourism busi-
ness people.

During the summer of 2005, Cebaldo de 
León Inawinapi made a new fi eld stay, 
working and analysing the environmental 
impacts of tourism in Kuna Yala, establish-
ing contacts with the communities and 
researching their perception of tourism. In 
2006, Cebaldo de León Inawinapi and I car-
ried out a thorough study about the supply 
of tourism products and services in Kuna 
Yala. We conducted extensive participant 
observation in all the hotel projects (over 
20) and interviewed their promoters, the 
workers at the hotel projects, the tourists 
and the sailas (or chiefs) of each community 
developing tourism. We also built live 
reports and censuses of tourism projects 
and of the tourists. Besides that, and still on 
this stage, we  participated in debate groups 

with the Kuna Tourist Business Associa-
tion and the Tourism Commission of the 
Kuna General Congress; we consulted Kuna 
 specialists and collected documental 
and statistical material, mainly in the city 
of Panama.

In 2007, the research team incorporated 
the Catalan anthropologist Mónica Martinez 
Mauri, who had already carried out  intensive 
fi eldwork in Kuna Yala (Martínez Mauri, 
2007). In that year we undertook a fi eld stay 
that allowed us to enlarge the units of analy-
sis and the areas being explored. We inves-
tigated the new tourism supply projects in 
Kuna Yala, observed and informally inter-
viewed tourists, explored cruise boat tour-
ism, sailboat tourism and travel agencies. 
Additionally, we organized debate groups 
with Kuna tourism business owners and 
conducted interviews with politicians and 
tourism guides. The project is taking place 
between 2008 and 2011, thanks to support 
from the National Offi ce of Science and 
Technology (SENACYT) of the government 
of the Republic of Panama. In 2008, the 
biologist Jorge Ventocilla Cuadros joined 
the research team; he has already conducted 
a signifi cant amount of fi eldwork among the 
Kunas (through the Smithsonian Institute of 
Tropical Investigations). The Kuna scholar 
Yadixa del Valle has also joined the team, 
which will enable the training of Kuna 
 students in the area of anthropology and 
tourism. These two new elements will 
undoubtedly reinforce the interdisciplinary 
synergy of the research.

For an Ethnography of the 
Tourism System

Tourism may be regarded as a system. The 
present research project has always been 
thought of as an ethnography of the tourism 
system that focuses on the relationships 
between the local and global, even though it 
is contextualized in the case of a native 
group, the Kuna, that politically controls its 
own tourism development. According to 
this presupposition, we have developed a 
multi-sited ethnography (Marcus, 1995), 
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which entailed the collection of about 35 h 
of audio-visual records. 

This ethnography followed a mixed and 
eclectic research approach, yet qualitative 
predominated over quantitative methods. 
The adoption of this mixed approach has 
allowed us to carry out a more in-depth and 
more historical ethnography of tourism. 

This methodological approach was 
 fundamentally a mix of three research strat-
egies (Pujadas Muñoz, 1992; Velasco and 
Díaz de Rada, 1997; Quivi and Van Campen-
houdt, 1998; Roigé i Ventura et al., 1999; 
Da Silva Ribeiro, 2003; Hernández Sampieri 
et al., 2006): 

● anthropological fi eldwork, based on par-
ticipant observation and audio-visual 
ethnography;

● oral interviews, debate groups and life 
history reports; and

● bibliographical and documentary 
research.

Through this triangulation we were able to 
understand in ethnographic detail the rele-
vant local–global relationships and also the 
plurality of perspectives, interpretations 
and meanings regarding this case of ethnic 
tourism. In addition, this ethnography is an 
open work, since the data collected may be 
studied by other researchers, according to 
other theoretical and analytical frameworks. 
Similarly, but not of lesser importance, the 
Kuna themselves may also analyse and 
 re-interpret the data. In the autumn of 2006, 
the fi rst ethnographic research report was 
presented to the Kuna General Congress 
and to the Kuna Tourism Business Associa-
tion, and eventually contributed to the 
 redefi nition of the politics of Kuna tourism. 
The methodological strategies adopted in 
these kinds of projects are useful in medium- 
to long-range projects, in which there is 
time to engage in extensive collaborative 
work in the fi eld. 

The advantages of participant observa-
tion have already been defended above, but 
in the present case, it has also allowed us to 
better understand tourism as an interactive 
social practice. By articulating intensive 
observation of specifi c places with multi-
sited observation in an extended area, we 

were able to create a basis of comparative 
information between tourism projects (relat-
ing to the local tourism supply), types of 
tourism, types of host communities and 
types of tourists. This approach makes it 
possible to illustrate the diversity existing 
in tourism to Kuna Yala, to question ethno-
centric viewpoints and to build up a basis 
for comparisons. 

The use of audio-visual records enables 
better subsequent interpretation and analy-
sis, as well as facilitating debate about the 
research problem with other researchers. 
A documentary in production will allow us 
to return the knowledge produced to the 
subjects studied. 

The recorded interviews were a means 
of objectifying and ethnographically docu-
menting the supply side of tourism and 
understanding the perspectives and voices 
about Kuna tourism. They were especially 
useful for analysing the different points of 
view in the confl icts between the Kuna and 
the state of Panama or between the Kuna 
and foreign researchers. 

It is also worth stressing the application 
of life history reports about the business 
people involved in Kuna tourism. This tech-
nique made it possible to better study the 
history of Kuna tourism from the perspec-
tives of the protagonists, who are the pro-
moters of this industry. This technique also 
allowed us to improve the assessment of the 
origin of tourism projects and the reasons 
that have led the Kuna to become producers 
of tourism. The analysis of documents is 
required in these kinds of research projects: 
for example, the analysis of newspapers has 
contributed to the production of a historical 
ethnography, which has helped to analyse 
diachronically tourism processes and to 
contextualize the problems being examined 
better. Notwithstanding this, the research 
faced a number of constraints:

● Financial limitations. The project 
started with no fi nancial support what-
soever and required a strong personal 
investment by the research team. Over 
time, we managed to get recognition 
and support for the presentation of 
 partial research outcomes.
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● Permission to undertake the research. To 
research in Kuna Yala implies  asking for 
permission from the Kuna General Con-
gress, which generally operates  rela tively 
slowly, made easier in our case by the 
role of Cebaldo de León Inawinapi, 
highly accredited among the Kuna 
authorities. Besides that, each one of the 
44 Kuna communities that inhabit the 
Kuna Yala may, and have the right, to 
refuse to accept the permissions granted 
by the Kuna General Congress, and thus 
to research in this context means to nego-
tiate and to renegotiate. Audio-visual 
records cannot be made without permis-
sion, and this demands much ethical 
care and collaborative attention.

● Learning the Kuna language. For 
research of this kind, it is necessary to 
know the indigenous language, which 
allows access to the social and cultural 
universes of the communities from the 
inside. Spanish represents, in many 
Kuna communities, a kind of foreign 
language. 

● Adaptation to the local culture and cli-
mate. The adaptation to the local food 
and the physical and mental adaptation 
to the islands and to the jungle are some 
of the accommodation processes needed 
in this kind of research.

● Mistrust. The researcher’s social identi-
ties are a very important subjective factor 
in the process of knowledge production. 
In our case, to be male, European and 
‘white’ has conditioned the entrance 
into the fi eld and the winning of the 
 Kunas’ trust, as well as that of the tour-
ists. The author’s ethnic identity helped 
in this case, as the fact of being a ‘Gali-
cian’ (from Galicia, a differential ethnic 
community of the Spanish state) helped 
to establish bonds with the Kunas, who 
distrust the ‘Spanish’, to whom the ste-
reotype of imperialist is attributed. On 
the other hand, while carrying out fi eld-
work in the city of Panama among poli-
ticians, travel agents and other public 
institutions, ‘the magic of the white 
man’ (perception of the superiority of 
the European) worked towards doors 
opening more quickly. 

Applications of the Anthropology 
of Tourism

In the fi eld of tourism, the distance between 
theoretical anthropology and applied anth-
ropology may become very small, and thus 
there is space for research that may have a 
strong, sometimes immediate, social impact. 
This refl ection causes unrest in anthropolo-
gists who think of their work as an exclusively 
theoretical exercise separated from anthro-
pological practice and praxis. However, 
theory and practice, theory and application 
(applicability), and theory and implication 
are closer than anthropologists sometimes 
admit. Whatever the role the anthropologist 
adopts – researcher, consultant, advisor, 
mediator, guide, tourist, professor, student, 
manager, tourist promoter, etc. – the prob-
lem of the relationship between theory and 
practice will always be present.

In fact, during our work, it was interest-
ing and gratifying to observe how our 
research project started from the beginning 
to interest the Kuna communities them-
selves. The Kuna Tourism Business Associ-
ation, the Panama Institute of Tourism 
(IPAT), the Usdup School of Agro-ecotour-
ism and some travel agencies all saw the 
benefi ts the project could bring them in 
terms of training, advisory, recommenda-
tions, tourism publicity, strategic consul-
tancy, etc. In any case, the research purpose 
was to know, investigate and produce 
knowledge. Obviously, the same knowledge 
production is achieved within the frame-
work of social and political relations, in the 
face of which we tried to establish a critical 
lens, allowing a better understanding of the 
research problem. 

The research was a guide for Kuna 
authorities and business people involved in 
tourism to better rethink and redefi ne the 
future of tourism in Kuna Yala. Therefore 
our fi rst report was used by the Kuna in com-
munity-wide conferences on tourism and in 
their internal debates. Although it is not the 
only source of change, tourism is one of 
motors for the social–cultural change that 
may cause positive and negative effects on 
the local communities and tourists. There-
fore anthropological research on tourism 
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systems may help to identify and to correct 
possible negative effects and it may likewise 
contribute to the building up of responsible 
tourism from the social and environmental 
point of view (Gascón and Cañada, 2005).

We also wish to highlight how the 
results of our scientifi c research project had 
a reciprocal impact, i.e. our work did not 
just work as a mirror for the Kunas but also 
for the Europeans and other Westerners. 
The reception on the part of academia in the 
West was very positive, and this project was 
awarded the fi rst prize in tourism research 
by the International Tourism Fair in Madrid 
(FITUR) in 2007 (Pereiro and Inawinapi, 
2007), as well as another award by the 
National Geographic Society. In 2008, SEN-
ACYT granted us specifi c funding to carry 
out a strategic study of tourism in Kuna 
Yala, and thus guaranteed the continuity of 
the project. This recognition allows for sev-
eral readings, but one of them is that the 
post-Fordist tourism system itself is inter-
ested in fragmenting the market and in fi nd-
ing new alternative destinations for the new 
niches of tourism demand. Even though this 
was not previously foreseen, our research 
work meets those interests.

Erve Chambers (2005: 27) asked whe-
ther an anthropology of tourism might help 
us become better travellers. Obviously, this 
kind of research, if built upon the parti-
cipation of the communities involved in 

tourism and in following specifi c ethical 
principles, may help tourists to become bet-
ter and more responsible travellers, to 
unveil the interests and strategies of many 
tourism systems and to plan more effi cient 
tourism strategies. We believe, therefore, 
from our experience, that the work of the 
anthropologist who does research on tour-
ism may play an important mediating role 
with the actors involved in processes asso-
ciated with tourism development.
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15 From Local to Global (and Back): 
Towards Glocal Ethnographies of 

Cultural Tourism

Noel B. Salazar

The Local-to-global Nexus

Tourism, the multifaceted global phenome-
non of travel for leisure, offers many fasci-
nating research topics across disciplines. 
Ethnographic research on cultural tourism 
has come a long way, from ethnographers 
ignoring tourists during their fi eldwork and 
disregarding the seriousness of tourism 
research (Lévi-Strauss, 1955) to cultural 
anthropologists taking active roles in tour-
ism planning and development (Wallace, 
2005). Nowadays, tourism is seen as one of 
the exemplary manifestations of global 
fl ows that blur traditional territorial, social 
and cultural boundaries and create hybrid 
forms. Perhaps more than any other prac-
tice, tourism demonstrates (in the absence 
of a clearly identifi able hegemonic power) 
the importance of multiple centres from 
which people, ideas and capital circulate 
across the globe and interact dialectically 
with local circumstances.

Travel destinations worldwide are 
adapting themselves to rapidly changing 
global trends and markets while trying to 
maintain, or even increase, their local dis-
tinctiveness. This competitive struggle to 
obtain a piece of the lucrative tourism pie 
becomes a question of how ‘the local’ is 
(re)presented. On the one hand, global mar-
keting companies and national as well as 

local authorities play a crucial role in manu-
facturing and selling destination images and 
imaginaries. On the other hand, tourism 
stimulates localization, a dynamic process 
characterized by the resurgence of compet-
ing socio-culturally defi ned local identities 
(Cawley et al., 2002). There are many weak-
nesses associated with stressing local, 
national, regional or global processes sepa-
rately. Apart from acknowledging the fact 
that power relations in tourism operate on 
different levels, it is necessary to link those 
levels theoretically and methodologically. 

In my own research, I explore the 
 discourse, politics and practices of tour 
 guiding, by way of a multi-sited and multi-
temporal ethnography of local tour guides in 
Yogyakarta, Indonesia and Arusha, Tanza-
nia (Salazar, 2005, 2006b, 2007, 2008, 2010). 
This chapter deals solely with the Asian part 
of my study. I chose to focus on tour guides 
because they are key vehicles through which 
local-to-global fl ows are articulated. Under-
standing how and why these cultural media-
tors create, negotiate and transform the 
meanings of cultural heritage for tourists 
and local people reveals new insights about 
how processes of worldwide interdepend-
ence and convergence and local differentia-
tion intersect, overlap and confl ict. In what 
follows, I describe a novel ethnographic 
methodology to capture the intricacies of the 
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local-to-global nexus. I discuss how it is dis-
tinct from other approaches and why it is 
particularly useful when researching cul-
tural tourism. I then present the challenges I 
faced with this methodology during my own 
research in Yogyakarta. I end with a critical 
refl ection on the use of glocal ethnography 
in cultural tourism studies.

Glocal Ethnography

What’s in a name?

The holistic mixed-methods contribution of 
socio-cultural anthropology to tourism stud-
ies is widely acknowledged (Nash, 2000; 
Palmer, 2001; Smith and Brent, 2001; 
Graburn, 2002; Wallace, 2005; Leite and 
Graburn, 2009). The interpretive approach 
characterizing this discipline is ethnogra-
phy, a methodology that has been applied 
successfully to the study of tourism, espe-
cially in developing countries (Moon, 1989; 
Crick, 1994; Van den Berghe, 1994; Picard, 
1996; Bras, 2000; Dahles, 2001; Causey, 
2003; Ness, 2003; Yamashita, 2003; Bruner, 
2005; Adams, 2006; Wynn, 2007; Cole, 
2008). In the strict etymological sense of the 
term, ethnography refers to something that is 
written about a particular group of people. 
The basis for this descriptive writing is an 
extended period of fi eldwork, which tradi-
tionally involves participant observation but 
very often includes other methods such as 
interviews, surveys and questionnaires (Ber-
nard, 2006). More broadly, ethnography is 
used to describe a kind of research method-
ology whose characteristics include sharing 
in the lives of those under study, gaining an 
emic understanding of things, a holistic 
approach and the observation of everyday 
life. Because theory has tended to lag behind 
mere ethnographic description, academics 
now stress the need to link fi eldwork with 
theoretical development (Snow et al., 2003).

Twenty years after the so-called ‘crisis 
of representation’, much of which was cen-
tred on the question of ethnographic author-
ity, ethnography as a research methodology 
is facing a new challenge: What do detailed 

studies of the local tell us about the global 
and globalization, the complex process of 
growing worldwide interdependence and 
convergence? Critics have pointed out that 
much ethnographic writing invokes notions 
of the global or globalization, rather than 
empirically analysing them. The result is 
ethnography situated within an imagined, if 
not imaginary, global context or studies of 
globalized processes that lack ethnographic 
detail. Underpinning such criticisms is a 
perfectly understandable intellectual ten-
sion. On the one hand, there is the persistent 
question as to whether ethnographic research 
of the global is possible. On the other hand, 
there is a clear recognition that this question 
does not make much sense since it is not fea-
sible to fully separate the local from the glo-
bal (Marcus, 1998). Scholars still have a long 
way to go in understanding exactly how 
local-to-global scales are connected, discon-
nected and reconnected. The fact that such 
linkages exist is indisputable; the major 
problem is how to operationalize them so 
that they can be studied and analysed.

Contemporary anthropological theoriz-
ing acknowledges that ‘the local’ refers not 
solely to a spatially limited locality (Gupta 
and Ferguson, 1997); above all, it is a socio-
cultural metaphor for a collectively imag-
ined space inhabited by people who have a 
particular sense of place, a specifi c shared 
way of life and a certain ethos and world-
view. It is the site where supralocal proc-
esses and fl ows fragment and are localized, 
transformed into something place-bound 
and peculiar. The local is constructed in 
contradictory ways and has always been, at 
least in part, the product of outside infl u-
ences (Appadurai, 1996: 178–199). The glo-
bal and the local should certainly not be 
treated as binary oppositions. The local– 
global dichotomy is artifi cial; it arose as a 
heuristic necessity to meet the shortcom-
ings of a model that tied group and socio-
cultural characteristics to territory and 
simply saw the global as a metaphor for all 
that the model cannot account for. Globali-
zation theories too easily encourage the 
equation of an abstract global with capital 
and change versus a concrete local (or 
national) with labour and tradition. In 
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 reality, processes of globalization and 
 localization assume numerous forms con-
nected by highly unequal power relations. It 
is therefore more accurate to employ a rela-
tional understanding to globalization than a 
territorial one. Globalization always takes 
place in some locality, while the local is 
(re)produced in the global circulation of 
products, discourses and imaginaries. In 
other words, the local does not oppose but 
constitutes the global, and vice versa (Tsing, 
2005). Tourism nicely illustrates how the 
processes of all place making and force 
making are both local and global, i.e. both 
socially and culturally particular and pro-
ductive of widely circulating interactions.

The conundrum of scale

Because globalizing processes operate 
across time and space, traditional ethno-
graphic methods, which tend to be place-
bound, must be supplemented with 
information linking the particular research 
moment to the broader context, and the 
research site(s) to the broader translocal 
forces, connections and imaginations that 
constitute the global (Robbins and Bamford, 
1997). The fundamental methodological 
challenge that the condition of localities in 
current interconnected conditions poses is 
one of scale. How well can we encompass 
increasingly wider and complex contexts of 
analysis? Scale is not the same as size; it has 
to do with the presence or absence, and rel-
ative effi cacy, of overarching institutions, 
not geographic or demographic extent. 

Robertson (1995) develops the notion 
glocalization to better grasp the many inter-
connections of the local–global nexus. He 
argues against the tendency to perceive glo-
balization as involving only large-scale 
macro-sociological processes, neglecting 
the way in which globalization is always 
localized. In other words, the local contains 
much that is global, while the global is 
increasingly penetrated and reshaped by 
many locals. The term glocalization cap-
tures the dynamic, contingent and two-way 
dialectic between the two realms. Glocaliza-
tion invites us to rethink ethnography’s 

conventional scale, treating the local as a 
space contained or encompassed by larger 
spaces. The main ethnographic advantage 
of rethinking the local is the possibility of 
reclaiming some of the questions that the 
conventions of scale ordinarily preclude.

There are two major ways to address 
the conundrum of scale. First, one can scale 
vertically (‘scale up’), by providing close-
grained analyses of how a single site is con-
nected locally, nationally, regionally and 
globally. Traditional fi eldwork, however, 
may be just the beginning if the goal is deep 
understanding. Instead of cherishing a fet-
ishistic obsession with participant observa-
tion, therefore, we need to reinforce this 
traditional technique with other methods. 
Gupta and Ferguson (1997: 38), for instance, 
call for bringing in a multitude of other 
forms of representation besides fi eldwork: 
archival research, the analysis of public dis-
course, interviewing, journalism, fi ction or 
statistical representations of collectivities. 
Using the extended case study method, 
Burawoy (2000) describes a set of strategies 
for combining abstract, theoretical insights 
about globalization with concrete, histori-
cally contextualized, geographically situ-
ated practices, an approach he and his team 
of researchers term ‘global ethnography’. 
Vertical scaling can also include a multi-
temporal (longitudinal or historical) dimen-
sion. The presence of these new types of 
material may require, and also provide 
openings for, new skills of composition and 
synthesis (Hannerz, 2003: 35).

The second strategy is to scale horizon-
tally (‘scale out’), by including more than 
one site in the analysis. For many ethnogra-
phers, the global is an emergent dimension 
for exploring the connections among sites. 
This latitudinal approach is better known in 
anthropology as ‘multi-sited ethnography’ 
(Marcus, 1998). Such a research strategy 
maintains the local focus of ethnography 
while at the same time it complicates the 
defi nition and construction of the larger 
system. Multi-local or multi-sited research 
might actually not be an adequate descrip-
tion, as many places are somehow linked or 
networked to each other – what Hannerz 
(2003: 21) calls a ‘network of localities’ or 
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‘several fi elds in one’. A single site within a 
complex society may be conceptualized as a 
multiple site, whereas multiple localities 
can be seen as ‘a single geographically dis-
continuous site’ (Hage, 2005). Hannerz 
(2003: 21) therefore advocates ‘translocal’ 
research, clarifying the nature of relations 
between localities. While the analytical 
entity is translocal or glocal, the fi eldwork 
is multi-local, because the ethnographer is 
always somewhere. Merry (2000: 130), on 
the other hand, proposes a ‘deterritorialized 
ethnography’, not restricted to predefi ned 
sites but following patterns of circulation.

Building on Robertson’s (1995) concep-
tual framework, I propose the neologism 
glocal ethnography to describe my own 
research in Yogyakarta, Indonesia (see Table 
15.1). I defi ne glocal ethnography as a fi eld-
work methodology to describe and interpret 

the complex connections, disconnections 
and reconnections between local-to-global 
phenomena and processes. This is achieved 
by fi rmly embedding and historically situat-
ing the in-depth study of a particular socio-
cultural group, organization or setting 
within a larger (and ultimately global) con-
text. This happens fi guratively by putting 
the G of global in front of the concept local: 
g-local. This implies that the focus is still on 
the local but that local is now embedded in 
a larger context. Contrary to Burawoy’s 
(2000) global ethnography approach, the 
stress is not on the global but on the intri-
cate ways the local is linked to national, 
regional and global scales (scaling up). Glo-
cal ethnography enriches Marcus’s (1998) 
multi-sited ethnography approach by com-
bining his method of scaling out with meth-
ods of scaling up.

Table 15.1. General characteristics of glocal ethnography.

Aim Describe and interpret the characteristics, structures and interactions of a particular 
socio-cultural group or organization in a naturally occurring setting, with all its diversity 
and multiplicity of voices and situated within a larger (and ultimately global) framework. 
Find the local in the global and vice versa, by revealing local-to-global meaning and 
thus glocal complexity

Research
questions

Why do people think and act the way they do and how are these thoughts and behaviours 
shaped by local-to-global infl uences? How are people positioned in glocal settings and 
networks, and how do they interact with each other, especially with signifi cant others? 
What are the power relationships within and between those various settings and what 
kind of agency do people have to bring about change on different levels?

Data
 gathering

Extensive fi eldwork, characterized by observation (direct or participant) and various types 
of interviews with key informants and other signifi cant actors. Sustained presence in 
the research site(s), combined with an intensive engagement with the everyday life of 
the people that form the focus of the study. Ancillary data include secondary sources, 
audio-visual data, news media, documents, archives, the Internet, etc. Given the  
in-depth approach, one study is usually limited to investigating a small number of 
cases. Use of exhaustive notes and personal diary entries to record the fi ndings

Data
 analysis

Working initially with unstructured data rather than a closed set of externally imposed 
analytic categories. Systematic coding and building patterns demand certain 
procedures, but the choice and development of theoretical frameworks depend on 
the individual researcher, who adds an etic (outsider) view to the emic (insider) 
perspectives of the participants. Interpretation of data is usually in the form of elaborate 
verbal descriptions rather than statistical analysis (but quantifi cation is not excluded)

End
 product

The primary result takes the form of a coherent descriptive narrative, representing the 
multiplicity of voices and perceptions of the participants as well as the researcher’s 
own views and interpretations. The fi nal product is a detailed ethnographic account – 
in words, spoken or written, a lecture, article or monograph. Conveying the sense of 
‘being there’, producing unexpected details and conclusions, refl ecting the multiple 
modes of ordering and offering explanations wrapped in ‘thick descriptions’

Knowledge 
claim

Knowledge and understanding about the complex connections, disconnections and 
reconnections between glocal phenomena and processes
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A Glocal Study of Tourism 

Cultural tourism offers many possibilities 
for glocal ethnography, especially where 
international tourists meet local manufac-
turers, retailers and service providers in the 
production, representation and consump-
tion of glocalized tourism goods and serv-
ices (Yamashita, 2003). As Bruner (2005: 
17) elucidates, the ‘touristic borderzone’ is 
about the local, but what is performed there 
takes account of global cross-currents. Most 
of the local-to-global connections in tour-
ism are marked by inequalities and power 
struggles (Alneng, 2002). Without using the 
conceptual framework of glocalization, 
geographers studying tourism have repeat-
edly stressed the importance of the global–
local nexus. Chang et al. (1996: 285), for 
instance, argue that ‘the global and the local 
should be enmeshed in any future theoreti-
cal frameworks that are developed to help 
understand the processes and outcomes of 
… tourism’. Similarly, Teo and Li (2003: 
302) state that ‘for tourism, the global and 
the local form a dyad acting as a dialectical 
process’. In what follows, I briefl y sketch 
how I have used glocal ethnography to study 
tourism-related processes in Yogyakarta, 
Indonesia. 

Yogyakarta is the name of one of Indo-
nesia’s 33 provinces and its capital city, 
situated on the island of Java. The region 
has been participating in international tour-
ism for over 30 years. Since the early stages, 
it has been promoted by the Indonesian 
government as ‘the cultural heart of Java’ 
(or even Indonesia) and an ideal cultural 
tourism destination for both domestic and 
international markets. The most important 
attractions include the 8th-century Buddhist 
monument of Borobudur and the 9th-cen-
tury Hindu temple complex of Prambanan 
(both recognized in 1991 as UNESCO world 
heritage sites). The city, with its Kraton, the 
18th-century walled palace where the Sultan 
resides, cherishes its Javanese roots, attract-
ing a large number of painters, dancers and 
writers. Jogja, as the city is affectionately 
called by Indonesians, is famous for tradi-
tional crafts such as batik (intricate wax- 
resist dyed textiles), silverware, pottery, 

clothing, woodcarving and wayang kulit 
(shadow puppets). Although Jogja is a small 
provincial capital, its population reaching 
half a million, the city’s vibrant communi-
ties of artists and students ensure that it is 
well connected nationally as well as inter-
nationally. Interestingly, the current tour-
ism discourses about Jogja, as uttered by the 
government, by travel agencies, tour opera-
tors, marketers and by tour guides, only 
focus on the renowned heritage sites men-
tioned above and on the traditional arts and 
crafts performed or produced in the city 
itself or in its vicinity (Salazar, 2005).

The core of my research centred on 
analysing the discourses and practices of 
local tour guides. More particularly, I 
wanted to understand how guides in Jogja 
rely on supralocal networks and resources 
to better glocalize their tour commentaries 
about local culture for a varied international 
audience of tourists. I started my year of 
fi eldwork in December 2005. The fact that I 
had been in Jogja before on two different 
occasions seriously reduced the expected 
cultural shock. Profi ciency in Indonesian 
and other languages proved to be of great 
value when observing the interactions 
between tourists and guides and when inter-
viewing people. As is usual for ethnographic 
fi eldwork, I spent considerable time inter-
viewing guides (using various interview for-
mats) and directly observing them while 
guiding. However, in order to capture how 
the guides are infl uenced by global cross-
currents of information and imaginaries 
promoted by tourism, my research had to 
include many other facets as well.

Collecting data

Because tour guides are often the only local 
people with whom tourists interact for a 
considerable amount of time, it is in the 
interest of the authorities to streamline their 
narratives and practices. In the case of Jogja, 
guiding is controlled by guidelines and reg-
ulations imposed by organizations and insti-
tutions at various levels: local (Yogyakarta 
City Department of Tourism, Arts, and 
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 Culture), provincial (Yogyakarta Provincial 
Tourism Offi ce), national (Ministry of 
 Culture and Tourism, Indonesian Guide 
Association), regional (ASEAN Common 
Competency Standards for Tourism Profes-
sionals Framework, APEC Tourism Occupa-
tional Skill Standards) and global (UNWTO, 
UNESCO, World Federation of Tourist 
Guide Associations). One of my fi rst fi eld-
work tasks consisted of contacting these 
regulatory bodies, interviewing some of their 
key personnel and obtaining copies of the 
various laws, directives and guidelines. This 
is a good example of scaling up. 

In addition, I interviewed local tour 
operators who employ guides (most of 
whom work on a freelance basis). Although 
it is Indonesia’s second most important des-
tination, Jogja’s tourism growth is highly 
dependent on the development of tourism 
on the neighbouring island of Bali. This 
power hierarchy translates on many levels. 
At the time of my research, for example, the 
Minister of Culture and Tourism was Bal-
inese. A considerable number of Jogja’s tour 
operators are branch offi ces from Balinese 
travel agencies. In other words, it is in Bali 
that tour packages for Jogja are constructed 
and sold. Obviously, these larger structural 
characteristics of tourism are beyond the 
control of local guides in Jogja.

One way the narratives and practices of 
guides can be shaped and controlled is 
through education and licensing. The sec-
ond step in my research therefore involved 
investigating how guides are professionally 
schooled and informally trained. I collected 
information from tourism academies pro-
viding guiding courses, and since many 
guides in Jogja are autodidacts who did not 
receive much formal training, I also sent a 
questionnaire to guides to collect basic 
demographic information and data on edu-
cation, guiding, tour preparation and infor-
mation resources, travel, hobbies and the 
use of new information and communication 
technologies. The addresses were provided 
by the Yogyakarta chapter of the Indonesian 
Guide Association. Based on the usefulness 
of the information returned, I contacted 25 
respondents to conduct in-depth interviews 
on the same theme. The licensing of tour 

guides is in the hands of the Institution of 
Certifi cation for Tourism Professions, cur-
rently outsourced by the local authorities to 
the semi-private Jogja Tourism Training 
Centre. The licensing process is controlled 
by the Yogyakarta City Department of Tour-
ism, Arts, and Culture as well as the Indone-
sian Guide Association and the Association 
of Indonesian Tour and Travel Agencies. 
Untangling this web of interrelated organi-
zations involved interviewing offi cials 
working for each one of them.

A major part of the actual fi eldwork con-
sisted of extensive observation. As a partici-
pant, I joined tourists on 28 tours through 
central Java. As an observer, I spent count-
less hours socializing with local tour guides 
and informally interviewing them. These 
different types of observation led to hun-
dreds of pages of fi eld notes. The second-
most important source of data was interviews. 
I conducted and recorded in-depth inter-
views with 25 guides and semi-structured 
interviews with six people involved in guide 
training, fi ve local tour operators and 11 
tourism offi cials at local, national and 
regional levels. Because I also wanted to fi nd 
out what local people think about tour guid-
ing, I decided to train my two local research 
assistants to conduct short, semi-structured 
interviews and sent them out to converse 
with people in the respective cities and the 
surrounding villages. They conducted 35 
additional short, structured street interviews. 
My assistants and I transcribed most inter-
views shortly after conducting them.

In order to grasp the complexity of tour 
guiding in Jogja, it is necessary to place the 
contemporary local tourism scene in a wider 
historical, politico-economic and socio-cul-
tural context (again, an example of scaling 
up). During my fi eldwork, I undertook back-
ground literature research in academic 
libraries. I frequently consulted secondary 
media sources such as Indonesian newspa-
pers (Kedaulatan Rakyat, Kompas and The 
Jakarta Post), magazines (Tempo, Kabare 
and Inside Indonesia) and websites. Regular 
discussions with Indonesian anthropolo-
gists, tourism scholars and students in Jogja 
were useful to test some of my preliminary 
hypotheses and explanations. 
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I started collecting data long before I 
embarked on my fi eldwork. I systematically 
kept track of information appearing on the 
World Wide Web concerning tourism in 
Jogja. My research assistants and some local 
contacts kept me informed about what was 
happening in Jogja through e-mail and short 
text messages (SMS). 

Flexible fi eldwork

I had planned to spend most time during the 
high season observing guide–guest interac-
tions and talking to both parties before and 
after the tours. However, a series of natural 
disasters – repeated volcanic eruptions, a 
major earthquake and a minor tsunami – 
seriously altered the course of my research. 
Many of the guides I was working with lost 
not only their houses or relatives but their 
income too, since many tourists cancelled 
their trip to Jogja. One of the advantages of 
glocal ethnography is its fl exibility to adapt 
research agendas to such rapidly changing 
fi eld conditions. Ironically, the calamities 
provided me with extra data on how closely 
local-to-global scales are interconnected. I 
was invited to help as a volunteer with Java 
Tourism Care, an initiative of a variety of 
local tourism stakeholders aimed at assist-
ing in the relief, rehabilitation and recovery 
of the province’s tourism sector. I systemati-
cally gathered national as well as interna-
tional news media reports about the disasters 
in order to compare these with the actual 
situation on the ground. Because there were 
so many disparities, I felt the need to start 
my own anthropological blog (Salazar, 
2006a). This offered me an extra opportunity 
to refl ect on the current situation and receive 
feedback from readers. In addition, I col-
lected the travel warnings issued by the gov-
ernments of Jogja’s largest inbound Western 
markets (France, the Netherlands and Ger-
many). These could be considered examples 
of scaling out, because I was researching 
how other sites were relating to what was 
happening in Jogja. Finally, I was asked to 
be a consultant for the Jogja Tourism Infor-
mation Centre, recently founded by the 

Yogyakarta Public Relations Association in 
collaboration with the Yogyakarta Provin-
cial Tourism Offi ce. While helping the local 
tourism sector, these new involvements gave 
me easier access to some of its key players.

The severe 27 May 2006 earthquake 
revealed many hitherto hidden facets of local 
tour guiding in Jogja. It stressed how for most 
people guiding is only a temporary job. After 
the golden years of tourism (1980s to mid-
1990s), few people on Java are able to make a 
living from guiding alone. Most freelance 
guides now have second jobs as teachers or 
owners of small businesses (often tourism-
related). In the aftermath of the quake, many 
of them earned extra income by working as 
translators and scouts for international NGOs, 
medical teams and government delegations. 
The never-ending sequence of catastrophes 
also disclosed the politics and poetics of the 
local tourism industry. The local-to-global 
nexus and the low position guides occupy in 
the hierarchy of tourism became particularly 
relevant in the case of the Prambanan temple 
complex. It took almost a month before inter-
national experts from UNESCO came to 
measure the damage to the world heritage 
site. During all that time, the monument was 
closed to visitors. After the assessment, a 
newly built viewing platform (very similar to 
the ones erected after 9/11 around Ground 
Zero, New York) allowed tourists to see the 
temples from a safe distance, without being 
allowed to enter them. However, PT Taman 
Wisata, the Indonesian government enter-
prise managing the park, decided not to lower 
the entrance fees (US$10 for foreigners). 
Anticipating tourist complaints, many local 
travel agencies decided to suspend tours to 
Prambanan. The few tourists who still visited 
the temple complex did not want the service 
of a local guide (approximately US$5) because 
they knew that they could not get near the 
temples anyway. This left the Prambanan 
guides in a very precarious situation.

This volatile state of affairs shifted my 
original research design in the direction of 
an exploration of the extremely fragile  position 
of guides within a glocal tourism context. 
Although most of them are well networked, 
they do not seem to be able to capitalize on 
their translocal connectedness, at least not 
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for their work as guides. Furthermore, the 
local chapter of the Indonesian Guide Asso-
ciation is not in a bargaining position to give 
its members more job security. I ended my 
period of fi eldwork with a long series of in-
depth interviews with guides about their 
work, the current situation, tourism in gen-
eral, tourists and globalization. These meet-
ings gave me an excellent opportunity to 
test my interpretations of the preliminary 
fi ndings. I also talked to tour operators, try-
ing to fi nd out how they value the service of 
local guides. 

Bringing it all together

My fi eldwork revealed the Janus-faced role 
and liminal positionality of local guides. On 
the one hand, they act as ‘mechanics of glo-
calization’, performing partially as actors of 
hegemonic forces well beyond their reach. 
They are part of an expansive but loosely 
structured global tourism system that repre-
sents peoples and places in predefi ned and 
scripted ways. Guides are instrumental in 
tourism because they give the system not 
only a ‘local’ but also a human face, giving 
them an advantage over technological com-
petitors like virtual or mobile tour guides. I 
call them mechanics because they are usu-
ally well skilled and have to labour hard to 
mirror globally fashionable tourism imagi-
naries, while selling and telling a message 
that is clearly not their own and performing 
under conditions they cannot completely 
determine. Their project is one of glocaliza-
tion rather than globalization, because local-
izing the global and globalizing the local is 
what international tourism is all about. 
Local guides are not primary producers of 
cultural tourism discourse, but in the serv-
ice encounter with tourists they maintain 
the tourism system of provisioning as it is, 
by assuring the continuity and perpetuation 
of the global chain of imaginaries and giving 
it a ‘local’ fl avour. This role can be machine-
like because at times it appears automatic or 
even involuntary.

Yet, guiding involves more than simply 
rehashing memorized screenplays, learned 

formally or informally. The interactive nature 
of the enacted guide–guest encounter can 
lead to results unanticipated by those craft-
ing tourism (marketers, governments, etc.). 
Various meanings are communicated and 
negotiated, and personal responses, commit-
ments and rules have to be accepted. On 
tour, guides are mediating not only cultural 
differences but also the interests and imagi-
nations of various stakeholders. Guiding, 
like ethnographic fi eldwork, is always, to 
some extent, improvised, creative and spon-
taneous, defying complete standardization. 
While guides perform scripted roles, having 
various dalang (puppeteers) manipulating 
their moves (e.g. tour operators, authorities 
at various levels, law enforcement), they are 
not like wayang kulit (shadow puppets) with 
little or no control over their own perform-
ances. A glocal ethnographic analysis of 
guiding practices shows how the content 
(tourism fantasies) can become detached 
from the container (the guide). This is most 
evident in the small talk that takes place in 
between stretches of guiding narrative and in 
the metadiscursive comments that guides 
transmit while guiding.

My fi ndings also illustrated the impor-
tance of studying the scales in between the 
local and the global. The national is cer-
tainly not disappearing in the context of 
cultural tourism. In the international tour-
ism market, dream destinations are still sold 
as countries: ‘Amazing Thailand, dreams 
for all seasons’, ‘Croatia, the Mediterranean 
as it once was’, ‘Ireland, the island of mem-
ories’, ‘Colombia, the only risk is wanting to 
stay’, ‘The hidden charm: Vietnam’, ‘Live 
your myths in Greece’, etc. Local guides are 
expected to play the role of unoffi cial ambas-
sadors of national ideologies, even if coun-
tries like Indonesia have little means to 
enforce and control this. Something tourism 
scholars should pay increasing attention to 
is the growing power of regional blocs and 
associations over national as well as global 
processes. The increasingly important 
role of the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) and the Asia-Pacifi c Eco-
nomic Cooperation (APEC) in shaping Indo-
nesia’s tourism is an illustration of this. It 
remains to be seen whether regionalism 
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indicates the erosion of individual states or 
if it is a way by which nation states may 
secure their future by pooling sovereignty 
and resources.

Understanding the 
Glocal Aspects of Tourism

Cultural tourism research can, and does, 
cover the gamut from global standards of 
hospitality to dyadic host–guest interac-
tions. For those scholars wanting to con-
duct in-depth studies, glocal ethnography 
offers a valuable methodology. Glocal eth-
nographies draw attention to the multiplic-
ity, specifi city and mobility of the tourism 
structures, discourses and imaginaries that 
sustain real communities and ways of life. 
In the context of international tourism, 
such orientation recommends increased 
analytical attention to the role of brokers or 
mediators – guides, interpreters, travel 
agents, accommodation providers, govern-
ment at all levels and international agen-
cies – prominent in cultural tourism 
development. 

As Yamashita (2003: 148) states, ‘what 
cultural anthropology today should illumi-
nate is the realm which lies between the 
 global and the local’. In a similar vein, Tsing 
(2005) calls for ethnographies with greater 
humility, listening skills and attentiveness 
to local processes, with full analytical scru-
tiny of every complexity and connection. 
The potential of this methodology lies not 
in a reduction of complexity, not in the 
 construction of models, but in what Geertz 
(1973) called ‘thick description’. Ethnogra-
phies of cultural tourism only gain in 
 signifi cance when placed in larger geo-
graphic and historic frameworks, in com-
plex macro-processes, since combining 
understanding at the level of experience 
with the abstractions of impersonal proc-
esses is bound to reveal hitherto invisible 
processes and contingencies. At the same 
time, we have to pay attention that ethnogra-
phies sensitive to translocal dynamics do 
not resort to potentially misleading assump-
tions of ethereal global forces.

Ideally, a holistic approach like the one 
glocal ethnography proposes takes into 
account the local-to-global nexus. This 
attention to various scales – spanning from 
the local, over the national and the regional, 
to the global – should not imply a trade-off 
between depth and time. Unfortunately, 
structural limitations frequently force eth-
nographers to work in less than ideal cir-
cumstances. There is no methodological 
reason why only one individual should 
carry out ethnographic research. Ethnogra-
phy only gains in depth by being a joint 
enterprise and allowing multivocality. We 
live in a complex world and understanding 
it – let alone trying to change it for the 
 better – is a challenging task. Our research 
should not be determined by theoretical 
frameworks and methodologies, but rather 
creatively tack back and forth between the-
ory and method to fi nd answers to pressing 
questions. All ethnographies of cultural 
tourism should be analytically glocal, pay-
ing attention to the circulation of people, 
objects or ideas as well as to the institutional 
and personal domains that standardize but 
also glocalize them.

As described above, my own experi-
ments with glocal ethnography were not 
without challenges. While the methodology I 
propose might help making case studies of 
‘the local’ more relevant by increasing our 
understanding of the local-to-global nexus, 
it is not a magical tool that automatically 
answers all questions. As with other meth-
odologies, much depends on the personal 
qualities and qualifi cations of the ethnogra-
pher. Take the ethics of the current study, 
for instance. It is the responsibility of 
the researcher to resolve moral dilemmas 
encountered whilst in the fi eld. The degree 
to which an ethnographer is accountable 
towards the people he or she is working with 
depends largely on the researcher’s position-
ality and the context of the study. Under all 
circumstances, it is important to remain 
 honest and humble and to ensure that the 
study does not harm or exploit those among 
whom the research is done. Ethnographers 
do not possess the truth; neither do the 
 people under study. Ultimately, the recep-
tiveness for multiple points of view gives 
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ethnography a great advantage over other 
methodologies. Echoing Tsing (2005), I would 
like to call for cultural tourism ethnographies 
that are grounded (in the glocal), critical and 
analytical. Tourism scholars have a great 
opportunity to take the lead, thereby demys-
tifying the common stereotype that all they 
are able to do is applied research.
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16 Assembling the Socio-material 
Destination: an Actor–Network 

Approach to Cultural Tourism Studies

Carina Ren

Here is a paradox. Tourism abounds with 
things, tourist things, and tourists are tied 
up in a world of tourist things for a 
considerable period of their time. And yet, 
if you read all the past and current 
textbooks on tourism … you will discover 
that these things are not held to be very 
signifi cant … tourist things tend to be 
signifi cant only in what they represent; as a 
meaningful set of signs and metaphors. 

(Franklin, 2003: 97)

Introduction

To claim that tourism is full of things is 
hardly a startling statement – or a controver-
sial one, for that matter. However, elements 
of tourism covered by the term ‘things’ are 
often seen as backdrops or accessories to 
what is conceived of as more relevant, 
strictly social matters of study within tour-
ism research. Tourism materiality is seen as 
a tool, a product to be sold, a means to 
an(other) end: the development, marketing, 
branding, management or selling of prod-
ucts, sites and destinations. The socio- 
material approach propagated in this 
chapter challenges both the primary status 
of the social in the investigation of tourism 
and the clear separation between the social 
world and things ‘surrounding it’ (Haldrup 

and Larsen, 2006). The socio-material 
approach calls into question the notion of 
culture as an autonomous and pure category 
of study (Michael, 1996), as well as the pri-
oritization of culture within cultural tour-
ism studies. As an alternative, it is somewhat 
radically asserted here that the social can-
not be empirically or analytically disentan-
gled from the material (Law, 1999), but 
rather that it should be included on equal 
terms into the study of phenomena or 
notions which we claim to be social – such 
as tourism. 

A socio-material perspective affects the 
way we study and analyse tourism as a phe-
nomenon by describing how the material 
interacts with, shapes and works within 
and upon the social. In the following sec-
tion it is proposed that integrating the mate-
rial side of tourism in our interrogations 
and analysis provides us with a new per-
spective on how tourism is organized and 
performed. Starting from this claim, this 
chapter focuses on how to study the rela-
tions and workings of the socio-material 
aspects of tourism, which, it is argued, heav-
ily contribute to its shaping. It is argued that 
artefacts, technologies, discourses, practices 
and spaces supplement or even defy ‘tradi-
tional’ fi elds of study (and explanatory 
 constructs) such as culture, socio-economic 
structures or human agency. To support 
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these claims, examples are provided from 
the Polish tourist destination of Zakopane. 
As a fi eld method, socio-material descrip-
tions of how the destination is organized 
and constructed go hand in hand with a 
methodology more sensitive to tourism 
materiality, together challenging how we 
perceive tourism and undertake its study. 

In relation to cultural tourism research, 
the socio-material approach breaks down 
preconceptions of what culture – or other 
categories under investigation – is, does, 
consists of or how it is delimited when 
 stu died. Instead, a broad variety of com-
ponents termed as ‘non-social’ or non- 
human’ are included in what is mostly 
seen and described as purely cultural, in 
order to demonstrate the complexities of 
tourism. 

Actor–Network Theory and Tourism

Before unfolding my argument for a socio-
material tourism methodology, I will begin 
by briefl y introducing the socio-material 
approach of actor–network theory. First 
devised by French anthropologist and phi-
losopher Bruno Latour (Latour and Wool-
gar, 1979; Callon and Latour, 1981; Latour, 
1981), this approach should – despite its 
denomination as a theory – be seen as a 
methodology, a tool offering a new under-
standing of and insight into the entangled 
relations between things and categories that 
are often treated as separate: subject and 
object, nature and culture, materiality and 
sociality, humans and non-humans (Law, 
1999). Applying an actor–network approach 
to the fi eld of ‘cultural tourism’ as such 
becomes a rather messy research undertak-
ing, in which a variety of social and natural 
entities are constantly intermingled (Callon, 
1986). As a consequ ence, tourism phenom-
ena and places emerge as heterogeneous 
networks or tourismscapes (van der Duim, 
2007) mediating between the synchronic 
locality and globality in emphasizing their 
embeddedness in both.

By applying a principle of so-called 
general symmetry between heterogeneous 

entities, an analytical levelling is set in 
place by the ‘bracketing of common-sense 
categorization of the entities under investi-
gation’ (Jensen, 2003: 226). This fi rst, impor-
tant step of symmetry evens out established 
dualities with which we as social and cul-
tural researchers usually orientate our-
selves. A socio-material approach focuses 
on both the social and material character of 
reality and on the relational character of 
their association. It demonstrates the social–
constructive aspects of the world at the 
same time as stressing its physicality. The 
social and the material entangle and affect 
each other in a constant and not clearly dis-
tinguishable process of mutual creation 
(Law, 1999). In this relational perspective, 
separating the social and material parts, 
both in the collecting process and in the 
analysis, is pointless (Emirbayer, 1999).

Instead of offering new dualities with 
which to operate, actor–network theory pro-
vides us with a relational approach to our 
fi eld of study in seeing ‘stable sets of rela-
tions and associations as the means by 
which the world is both built and stratifi ed’ 
(Murdoch, 1998: 359). The relations between 
a variety of materials take place within net-
works in which these materials help frame 
social interaction by making it possible and 
durable (Callon and Latour, 1981). Hence, 
in both an onto logical and analytical sense, 
the social is not separable from the material 
in human society. In that respect, the actor–
network approach is an attempt to bypass 
the ongoing debate of realism versus con-
structivism by focusing on the relational 
effects of concepts – not on whether they 
might be constructed or not (Law, 1992; 
Murdoch, 1997; Jóhannesson, 2005). In 
actor–network theory, sociological dichoto-
mies such as nature/culture, agency/struc-
ture or social/material are seen and analysed 
as effects or outcomes of the relations in 
which they stand or are put – not as a natu-
ral underlying basis of our analysis. 

A central aim in actor–network theory 
is to unwrap the ‘black boxes’ of cultural 
and social matters by showing how these 
were created by the complex and intricate 
linking and ordering of heterogeneous 
 entities (Latour, 1999). This ordering takes 
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place as ‘Foucauldian mini-discourses’ 
(Law, 2001), through which certain ideas 
and practices are processed and integrated 
(van der Duim, 2007). The actor–network 
approach also elucidates how relational-
gone-solid categories or entities are stabi-
lized and become durable (or are questioned 
and vanish/transform) through their per-
formance ‘in, by and through those rela-
tions’ (Law, 1999: 4).

The elucidation and description of 
modes and processes of ordering, as well as 
the tracing of which ‘links hold and which 
fall apart’ (Murdoch, 1998: 367), constitute 
objects of study for the actor–network 
researcher. Only in tracing ongoing proc-
esses of ordering and assembling are we 
able to determine how things came to be in 
a successful and seemingly natural way. As 
a consequence, tourism phenomena must 
not be taken for granted as natural starting 
points for the investigation. Neither may 
empirical or analytical importance or prec-
edence of certain categories, phenomena, 
people or actions be established or assumed 
prior to the examination. Instead, the 
researcher’s job is to ‘trace and describe the 
network (relational practices) underlying 
these effects or categories’ (Jóhannesson, 
2005: 139). As we must not assume some 
categories as relevant prior to the investiga-
tion, neither must we exclude others in 
advance, as ‘we can not know or establish 
beforehand what actors are signifi cant or 
most important in certain networks’ (Jóhan-
nesson, 2005). 

If someone or something acts within a 
network in some way, it must be part of the 
description. However, we must also seek to 
address the questions of why some things, 
groups, people or other entities have come 
to defi ne, sell, illustrate, talk on behalf of or 
otherwise represent the tourism product or 
place instead of others. This may be done by 
‘describing the way in which actors are 
defi ned, associated and simultaneously 
obliged to remain faithful to their alliances’ 
(Callon, 1986: 19). The actor–network appr-
oach not only provides ‘a symmetrical and 
tolerant description of a complex process 
which constantly mixes together a variety of 
social and natural entities. It also permits an 

explanation of how a few obtain the right to 
express and to represent the many silent 
actors of the social and natural worlds they 
have mobilized’ (Callon, 1986). 

The socio-material direction of investi-
gation entails a sensibility towards radically 
new actors, detectable through their effects, 
modes of ordering and workings within het-
erogeneous networks of tourism: ‘Material 
resources, objects, spaces and technologies 
are much more than simply the outcrops of 
human intention and action. They also 
structure, defi ne and confi gure interaction’ 
(van der Duim, 2007: 151). These actor– 
networks are characterized by their hetero-
geneity and capacity of constant relational 
transformation between the entities of 
which they are comprised. Latour (1999: 
15) stresses how the actor–network is a 
 connection and mutual transformation/
translation of actors and not, as often (mis)
understood, ‘an instantaneous, unmediated 
access to every piece of infor mation’. In the 
actor–network, material entities have the 
capacity to act just as well as humans. The 
actor–networks relational and transforma-
tive capacity may hence be seen as a tool to 
overcome the agency/structure contradic-
tion (Latour, 1999), as ‘the actor–network is 
reducible neither to an actor alone nor to a 
network’ (van der Duim, 2007: 150). The 
power to act, to create an effect, is derived 
from the capability to work upon our sur-
roundings, not from being human. Action is 
accorded through the actors’ possibility to 
affect and perform upon and within the net-
work. The actor–network is characterized 
and necessitated by its constant activity: 
‘Networks require a “performance” on the 
part of all enrolled elements’ (Murdoch, 
1998: 366). If there is no performance, there 
is no network effect. Entities are no longer 
actors, no longer enrolled in the network. 
The network changes or even ceases to 
work – and hence to exist. In the relation 
between a given tourism network and actor, 
performance takes part in enabling compos-
ites of the network, at the same time as 
 network agents make tourism spaces ‘per-
formable’ (Haldrup and Larsen, 2006). The 
actor– networks are constantly produced, 
constructed and negotiated through the 
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 networking and seamless intertwining of 
their actors, uncovering the entangled and 
relational character of categories otherwise 
conceived as pure (Barnes, 2005). The 
actors’ inclusion in the network is not based 
on a certain ontological status (such as being 
human), on strength and mobility or inten-
tionality acting, but rather on the capacity 
and capability of linking, associating and 
ordering within the network. Still, as noted 
above, the researcher must strive not only to 
describe what is linked, ordered and associ-
ated in the network assemblage but also 
what is not. 

In an actor–network perspective, order 
exists not in spite of, but partly because of, 
the non-human materiality and technolo-
gies (Callon and Latour, 1981). The ‘order-
ing of order’ takes place within the networks 
and is established through processes of 
translation, referring to ‘the work through 
which actors modify, displace, and trans-
late their various and contradictory inter-
est’ (Latour, 1999: 311). It is a process of 
‘negotiation, mobilization, representation, 
and displacement among actors, entities, 
and places’ (van der Duim, 2007: 966), 
potentially leading to the (at least tempo-
rary) stabilizing of the meaning, socio- 
material expression and working of the 
network. 

Tourism networks such as the tourism 
destination or other (at least permanently) 
stable ‘black boxes’ are ordered and acted 
upon by a broad range of actors as holiday 
offers pop up on the computer screen, as 
planes land, as receptionists greet, as keys 
open and lock hotel doors, as sandy beaches 
are fl ooded and as local foods are consumed 
and digested along with experiences and 
impressions. In including objects and 
 technologies as an active part in creating 
and mediating tourism places and experi-
ences, actor–network theory transcends the 
traditional social and analytical division 
between the individual and the collective, 
humans and non-humans, action and struc-
ture, micro and macro (Callon and Latour, 
1981). Although this reveals a more chaotic 
and messy picture of the fi eld of tourism, 
it also discloses a complex, embodied 
 materiality (Ren, 2009). 

A Socio-material Tourism Methodology

According to Sandra Harding, ‘a research 
methodology is a theory and analysis of 
how research does and should proceed’ 
(1987: 2–3). Related to a research undertak-
ing, it helps to frame the questions, deter-
mine the methods deployed and shape the 
analysis (Belsky, 2004). It will be demon-
strated in the following sections how a 
socio-material approach also alters our 
methodological focus within research, cen-
tring on how we may investigate, interro-
gate and make sense of the actor–networks 
of tourism spaces.

As opposed to more familiar cultural 
methodologies, socio-material methodology 
does not seek to uncover life-worlds and 
interpret meaning (hermeneutics) or reach 
an understanding of the informant through 
interaction and dialogue (phenomenology). 
In applying an actor–network approach, the 
researcher provides descriptions of the het-
erogeneity of tourism through the interweav-
ing of multiple levels, narratives, characters 
and discourses into a single text (Haraway, 
1989). The actor–network approach hence 
entails seeing and describing our object of 
study in a whole new way. Tourism phe-
nomena or categories in question are not 
perceived as a priori givens to be analysed, 
counted, related or described as stable, 
static and dualistic (Jóhannesson, 2005). 
The destination, the travel package and 
products, tourism innovations, local cul-
ture, host–guest confl ict or authenticity are 
instead regarded as effects of processes of 
ordering – and as having effects and gener-
ating ordering in themselves. 

Tracing the heterogeneous networks of 
tourism displays and emphasizes the various 
ways in which materiality connects to tour-
ism practices and performances, also chal-
lenging how we envision and study the 
spaces and places of tourism. Through its 
relational approach, actor–network theory 
overthrows the Euclidean notion of space as 
fi xed and absolute while at the same time 
rejecting ‘the Kantian conception of space as 
a “container” for human activities’ (Murdoch 
1998: 358). It challenges the status of tourism 
space as a demarcated recreational area and 
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as a territorially bounded place (Jóhannes-
son, 2005). Instead, tourism spaces emerge 
as ordered and hierarchical socio-material 
relations (Ek, 2006), mediating between the 
synchronic locality and globality of tourism, 
emphasizing its embeddedness in both. Con-
cepts such as ‘local’ and ‘global’ become 
effects of the network, rather than precon-
ceived social or geographic categories (see 
also Chapter 15). Distance becomes some-
thing to be evaluated through its network 
relatedness and connectivity, not something 
to be measured in absolute units. Places con-
tinuously become – not are – ‘about relation-
ships, about the placing of peoples, materials, 
images and the systems of difference and 
similarity that they perform’ (Haldrup and 
Larsen, 2006: 282). 

Actor–network-inspired methodology 
therefore explores the orderings, assemblages 
and workings of tourism by describing ‘the 
steps in a process (which may collapse) 
whereby agents align the interests and func-
tions of other agents together in a chain’ (Fox, 
2000: 861). Emphasis is put on processes 
rather than results, on entities-becoming-ac-
tors rather than fi xed social categories. 

From Socio-material 
Methodology to Methods

Again referring to Harding, methods are 
defi ned as a ‘technique for (or way of pro-
ceeding in) gathering evidence’ (1987: 2–3). 
As both instrument and strategy, our meth-
ods provide us with the possibility to collect 
data based on and informed by our method-
ology. In the actor–network approach, 
importance is placed on the close descrip-
tions of the networks in which actors are 
aligned, assemblages take place and places 
emerge. For this purpose, close ethnographic 
descriptions of local actors and processes 
are needed. 

The informants

Actor–network theory sees natural objects 
are being ‘afforded’ with the possibility to 

act. Owing to this and to the symmetrical 
perspective on the fi eld of study employed 
in actor–network-inspired investigations, 
the researcher has the opportunity to use 
unorthodox informants and collect very 
diverse data material. Documents, physical 
structures, food products, clothes, discourses 
and nature, as well as people, all become 
informants in tracing the network. Not only 
discourse and text but also materiality, 
physicality and practices become inform-
ants. By focusing on the integrating connec-
tions of these informants it is possible to 
detect a network of interacting actors. 

Field of study/fi eld of knowledge

Delimiting the fi eld of study constitutes a 
challenge in actor–network theory. Accord-
ing to Latham (2002), the meaning of places 
is constructed by actors and discourses both 
local and distant (cited in van der Duim, 
2007: 969). This means that the content, or 
rather the workings of the investigated net-
work, is not to be found in a fi xed geograph-
ical spot – such as the destination – as a set 
of structures or a delimited unit, but is to be 
traced through a network, whose shape, 
importance and workings are not known or 
to be taken for granted in advance of its 
investigation. A one-on-one relationship 
between the fi eld of study and the destina-
tion region as physical entity cannot be 
asserted. Instead, a multi-sited approach to 
fi eldwork must be applied, as advocated by 
anthropologist George E. Marcus (1998). In 
his words, ‘strategies of quite literally fol-
lowing connections, associations, and puta-
tive relationships are thus at the very heart 
of designing multi-sited ethnographic 
research’ (Marcus, 1998: 81). Instead of 
demarcating the fi eld prior to its descrip-
tion, feedback from the fi eld must guide and 
point on to the following places, objects, 
practices or discourses suited for further 
description. In that way, cultural complex-
ity reveals itself in the making and is not 
shaped or restricted beforehand to fi t 
research designs drawn up at the research 
desk. A highly practical matter for the 
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researcher is the fact that the network has 
no beginning or end. The relational approach 
to our fi eld of study must urge the researcher 
to refl ect upon how a given fi eld of study is 
conceptualized, delimited and studied, also 
taking into account that all actors are multi-
ple and that both actors and networks may 
be described from infi nite angles. Although 
very obvious within the actor–network 
approach, this multiplicity of ways of 
description is also the case with most con-
structivist and interpretive endeavours. 

Actor–network theory sees knowledge 
as created through and in the research proc-
ess. Knowledge is entangled and not distin-
guishable from our research practices. When 
studying the network, we work on and per-
form within it; we become part of it and it 
becomes part of us. Hence, a discussion of 
the use and application of methods within 
actor–network theory becomes a discussion 
of ontology and of knowledge creation (Law, 
2004; Ren et al., 2010). Knowledge is acces-
sible to us not because we as researchers 
adopt a privileged or external position in 
relation to our material, but rather because 
knowledge is seen as something we produce 
through and within the very processes we 
try to describe through our research by our 
relational interaction with this research 
itself. All knowledge is situated (Haraway, 
1988). In that sense, special attention must 
be accorded to the methodology and meth-
ods applied to the fi eld of research, since 
these tools are seen as performative, as they 
work to create knowledge about and in rela-
tion to the object under study (Law, 2004). 

The Destination Network: 
a Socio-material Assemblage

In this section, I shall try to unfold the 
actor–network perspective through the 
description of the destination as a network 
in which objects, discourses, nature, archi-
tecture, culture and people are enrolled and 
producing effects and taking meaning. As 
an example of how a non-human object is to 
be seen as an actor within a tourism net-
work, in this case as an active part of the 

tourism destination, I shall try to follow the 
local regional oscypek cheese, demonstrat-
ing how during my fi eldwork in the winter 
and summer of 2007 it was involved in a 
number of network alliances over time and 
space, constantly taking on new meaning 
and different ‘hybrid’ identities (Haraway, 
1988). Far from being a traditional way to 
undertake research on how a destination is 
communicated, such as interviewing tour-
ism stakeholders or carrying out discourse 
or semiotic analysis of tourism brochures, 
the tracing of oscypek networks helped to 
illustrate that discourses of culture, devel-
opment and ‘proper’ tourism products were 
traceable when following this cheese.

Zakopane

Zakopane, a Polish town of 30,000 inhabit-
ants, is a year-round destination, receiving 
approximately three million overnight visi-
tors a year. The overall Polish clientele is 
supplemented by a growing number of 
Western tourists, currently making up 15% 
of the overall visitors. After the breakdown 
of socialism, and as a consequence of later 
European integration, the nature of Polish 
tourism has changed profoundly in terms of 
scale and compostition (Hall et al., 2006). In 
the light of these relatively recent and ongo-
ing changes, my aim was to investigate how 
the destination of Zakopane, a centennial 
tourist destination, was being represented 
by tourism actors: could ideas of change, 
transition, new cultural divides or social 
change be detected in the way the destina-
tion was constructed and represented in 
various and possibly confl icting processes 
of tourism communication? 

In an actor–network investigation, tour-
ism actors are not restricted to human 
actors. Neither is the destination a physi-
cally bound entity, such as the fi rst sen-
tences of this paragraph suggested in its 
initial quantitative defi nition of Zakopane. 
The destination in my research was rather 
seen as a network, constructed both discur-
sively (for instance in tourism marketing) 
and socio-materially, based on a number of 
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practices tying and relating the city, its local 
inhabitants, the tourism planners and staff, 
the tourists and the physical environment 
and material culture. This tracking of dis-
courses and practices ended up absorbing 
entities that would otherwise be considered 
as distant or irrelevant to the description of 
Zakopane as a tourism destination. 

Oscypek

One of these ‘irrelevant’ entities was the 
oscypek, a local, salted and smoked sheep 
cheese in the shape of a hand grenade, tradi-
tionally manufactured in the nearby Tatra 
Mountains and often sold from special 
cheese stands to the large numbers of tourists 
passing by the popular main shopping street 
of Krupówki. This cheese was in no way part 
of my original investigation of how the desti-
nation was communicated. However, tracing 
the ways the oscypek was ordered and 
 connected into different networks, while 
simultaneously taking on different hybrid 
identities, serves as a good example to illus-
trate how a multiplicity of entities are used 
to create the destination and how the order-
ing of these entities works.

The oscypek cheese is highly visible to 
tourists in Zakopane, as a large number of 
cheese stands line the pedestrian main 
street of Zakopane and take up a good pro-
portion of the stands on the local market. 
Here, mostly elderly women, but also 
younger women and the occasional male, 
offer different locally produced cheeses, 
among which the oscypek is the most prom-
inent and well known. For Poles, a visit to 
Zakopane necessarily includes the purchase 
of oscypek for family and friends back 
home. In observations of local daily prac-
tices connected to the production and sell-
ing of oscypek in Zakopane, the cheese was 
enrolled into discourses of authenticity and 
hygiene (‘Was the cheese really smoked or 
just dipped in tea to obtain its dark colour?’, 
‘Could oscypek sold in winter be genuine in 
spite of the fact that sheep did not give milk 
at that time?’, ‘Was it safe to eat directly 
from the stand in summer?’), to places (the 

main street, mountain pastures, cheese-
smoking huts, the highway under recon-
struction, places outside Zakopane in which 
oscypek was rare), to documents (papers 
and emblems permitting sale and authenti-
cating the place of origin of the cheese), to 
objects (cheese carts, lorries to transport 
carts and cheeses, cheese moulds, smoke – 
or tea!) and to people (the stand owners, the 
vendors, the shepherds, Polish and foreign 
tourists and locals). In this context, the 
oscypek was ordered and worked to con-
nect certain localities (Zakopane, Tatra 
Mountain pastures, main street) and prac-
tices (shepherding, cheese fabrication, 
vending) to cultural tourism (local and 
regional food, host–guest interaction, prod-
uct purchase). In a descriptive tracing of the 
cheese, it seemed to work as an agent and 
conveyor of traditional work practices and 
products in tourism communication, hence 
shaping the destination network as one of 
tradition and locality.

At the time of my arrival in January 
2007, the oscypek was at the centre of spe-
cial local attention for yet another reason, as 
it was, at the time, a contestant in the race to 
be included on the exclusive list of regional 
EU products. This was discussed in a 
number of articles in local, regional and 
even national newspapers and magazines 
and on the Internet. The entry of oscypek on 
this list was obviously a controversial mat-
ter. As written on the web page of the Polish 
British council under a section entitled ‘Her-
itage’, oscypek had for centuries ‘been pro-
duced locally by mountaineers in fairly 
primitive conditions and sold in stalls and 
open-air markets’ (http://elt.britishcouncil.
org.pl/elt/r_oscypek.htm). Now, however, 
the cheese and its fabrication were being 
threatened by outside demands: ‘The way 
oscypek is made today is a long way from 
the demands of Brussels. If Poland is to join 
the Union and if oscypek is to be offered for 
sale, its production process must change.’ 
(http://elt.britishcouncil.org.pl/elt/r_
oscypek.htm). A number of requirements 
were to be met in order to secure the approval 
of the EU, and this, it was claimed, put the 
cheese in danger of extinction, or at least 
threatened its authentic way of production. 

http://elt.britishcouncil.org.pl/elt/r_oscypek.htm
http://elt.britishcouncil.org.pl/elt/r_oscypek.htm
http://elt.britishcouncil.org.pl/elt/r_oscypek.htm
http://elt.britishcouncil.org.pl/elt/r_oscypek.htm
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In one of the many ‘cheese’ discourses, 
oscypek producers were ordered to work 
for an EU-friendly development and tow-
ards regional branding. This is illustrated 
by a statement by a European agriculture 
spokesperson: 

We think that it’s very important that 
European farmers and retailers can really 
make use of the advantages that Europe has. 
We live in a globalized society where there 
are a lot of cheap food producers around the 
world that are providing a lot of competition 
for all people and if you’ve got this quality 
logo you can really use it as a marketing and 
branding tool to improve your sales and to 
prove to your consumers that this is a really 
high quality and unique product.

(http://www.polskieradio.pl/zagranica/
news/artykul75905.html) 

In this network ordering, oscypek is con-
nected to a global society and market, to 
branding and to marketing, to unique prod-
ucts and high-quality brands.

By following the actor, in this case the 
local cheese, and its workings outside of its 
immediate and apparent ‘local’ fi eld of oper-
ation on the main street, at a global level we 
can link the cheese to policies, to electronic 
and print debates, to EU circular letters and 
to discourses of traditional versus modern 
cheese manufacturing, branding and hygiene. 
Oscypek is enrolled into a range of modes of 
ordering, such as ‘arrangements that recur-
sively perform themselves through different 
materials – speech, subjectivities, organiza-
tions, technical artefacts’ (Law, 2000: 23) 
and which ‘run through and perform mate-
rial relations, arrangements with a pattern 
and their own logic’ (Law, 2000). Related to 
a number of discourses and arrangements 
and other entities, oscypek becomes – among 
other things – an agent working within a 
network propagating a European market and 
regional branding strategy through quality 
assurance involving laboratory testing, 
implementing procedures, wrapping in 
 plastic, refrigeration and national or interna-
tional distribution. The agency of the oscypek 
in this network is a strong contrast to a 
‘purely cultural’ description of the cheese in 
a ‘local’ context.

This network description demonstrates 
how a variety of human and non-human 
actors act and work upon the constant pro-
duction and reproduction of the destination 
network. It demonstrates the complexity of 
tourism places and their intricate linking 
with a long row of events, phenomena, 
actors and objects. Seeing the cheese as an 
actor in the destination network may work 
as a way to unfold both entities in their het-
erogeneity and challenge our conceptions of 
how we may approach them as research 
objects. In this example, the cheese acts as a 
connection between entities that would 
 otherwise be conceived as belonging to 
 separate spheres or categories of analysis: 
Poland, the European Union, hygiene, 
 tourism, local foodstuff, shepherding, 
 laboratory testing, branding, authenticity, 
development, etc. Not only is the cheese 
transformed in this continuous linking – the 
destination also continuously transforms as 
it is connected to new entities. Through 
relations to socio-material actors such as the 
cheese, the destination as network is con-
stantly enabled to construct, assemble and 
ultimately stabilize (at least temporarily) 
tourism categories and phenomena. 

Conclusion – Implications of a 
Socio-material Approach

What is striking – and admittedly a little 
frightening – about the actor–network is its 
rich material texture. The ontology of the 
actor–network theory is populated by a 
multiplicity of people, objects, materiality 
and technologies. In this chapter, the reader 
was invited to explore this rich material 
texture of tourism through the application 
of actor–network theory. This approach 
introduced a new methodology with which 
to research and describe tourism entities 
through a symmetric levelling of the social 
and material, human and non-human, 
 natural and cultural, hence including mat-
ters typically excluded from the social or 
cultural fi eld of research. Through its appli-
cation, actor–network methodology trans-
forms the space encompassing our study. 

http://www.polskieradio.pl/zagranica/news/artykul75905.html
http://www.polskieradio.pl/zagranica/news/artykul75905.html
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This was the case with the destination, 
which was no longer perceived of as a 
physically bound entity of study or as a 
strictly tourism-induced construct. Instead 
it emerged as a stabilized network of heter-
ogeneous actors created through the active 
involvement of many, often unacknowl-
edged, actors in their various performances 
on and of place. The application of an 
actor–network approach also altered the 
perspective with which we would normally 
approach and analyse our object, seen in 
the example of the oscypek cheese. Through 
the tracing of its network, the cheese simul-
taneously acted as an agent in the promo-
tion of cultural tourism in Zakopane, 
afforded traditional work practices such as 
shepherding and cheese production (as 
opposed to employment in tourism) and 
performed as an agent for regional develop-
ment through strategic branding on the 
European stage. 

The description and tracing of these 
(in cultural terms) contradictory work rela-
tions make it possible to envision – and to 
know – the destination and its network con-
structors in their heterogeneity or multiplic-
ity (Law, 2000). The close descriptive and 

process-oriented methodology exposes con-
tingencies (Michael, 1996) and deconstructs 
taken-for-granted categories of analysis, 
demonstrating the complexity and entan-
glement of tourism places, events, phenom-
ena, actors and objects. This offers a fuller 
understanding of how destinations are con-
stantly assembled in concrete practices and 
performances involving human and non-
human actors. A relational and materially 
sensitive understanding of tourism poten-
tially provides us with richer, broader and 
more inclusive notions of destination cul-
tures, not only in research but also in the 
communication and promotion of destina-
tions. In relation to the marketing of tour-
ism, the heterogeneity of the destination 
assemblage and of the actors participating 
herein challenges the common brand man-
agement strategy of ‘image mainstreaming’, 
often seeking to create and promote one 
‘unique’ selling point (Ren and Blichfeldt, 
unpublished results). By applying the actor–
network theory, a variety of actors emerge 
as part of the destination construct, show-
ing that tourism is neither ‘pure’ in its cate-
gorizations nor truly controllable in its 
planning and coordination.
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17 Methods in Cultural Tourism Research: 
the State of the Art

Wil Munsters and Greg Richards

Introduction

This fi nal chapter presents an analytical 
review of major trends in cultural tourism 
research methodology as illustrated by the 
contributions to this volume. It appears 
that the methodological scope of cultural 
tourism is increasing, embracing new 
approaches and techniques in order to 
 analyse the growing complexity of cultural 
tourism consumption, production and 
 ‘co-creation’. In particular, the chapters of 
the current volume demonstrate the expan-
sion of qualitative approaches in cultural 
tourism research as one of the major devel-
opments in recent years.  At the same time 
they also underline the need for further 
development in terms of methodological 
sophistication.  

Towards an Interpretative Research 
Paradigm and Methodological 

Eclecticism

The epistemological context: 
from positivism to hermeneutics

When situating methodological innova-
tion in cultural tourism studies in a broader, 
epi stemological framework, it becomes 

obvious that renewal has been sought in 
leaving the dominating positivist paradigm, 
which takes the natural sciences as a model, 
and exchanging this for contrasting research 
paradigms founded on phenomenology 
and hermeneutics. As Melkert and Vos 
(Chapter 3) and Rakić (Chapter 11) observe, 
it is the theoretical research paradigm that 
determines the research methodology: 
quantitative for the positivist research para-
digm versus qualitative for the non-positivist 
research paradigm.

Within the positivist research para-
digm, the study of reality is based on the 
measurement and causal explanation of 
objective ‘facts’ by means of quantitative 
methodology. Large amounts of data are 
analysed with the help of diverse statistical 
techniques testing the representativeness, 
validity and reliability of the results. The 
outcomes of the statistical analysis are 
 usually extrapolated to a larger reality or 
population. If, after verifi cation, the research 
hypotheses are acce pted, these are used by 
deduction as stepping stones for general 
statements.

However, many social scientists, such 
as Pereiro (Chapter 14), argue that social 
actions and relationships, because they are 
driven and inspired by motivations, atti-
tudes, beliefs, values, meanings and emo-
tions, cannot be understood in terms of 
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cause and effect or be reduced to universal 
quantitative laws. This observation has led 
to a paradigm shift in social studies. The 
emerging paradigm is characterized by a 
change of orientation, focusing on the 
interpretation of the different meanings of 
social phenomena and cultural behaviours 
and leading to a deeper understanding of 
these multiple socio-cultural relationships 
and processes in the particular and 
 individual context in which they occur 
(see Fox et al., Chapter 7). Quantitative 
methodology is not deemed appropriate 
for this exploration of the subject matter; 
arguably only qualitative methods can 
 provide the necessary instruments. Induc-
tion on the basis of a small number of 
detailed observations helps to develop new 
general insights. Within this paradigm, 
small-scale research is considered as ‘beau-
tiful’ (Tsartas, 2006).

The qualitative paradigm arguably 
offers a richer palette of methods than the 
quantitative approach as far as the analysis 
of social reality and tourist behaviour is 
concerned. Indeed, the quantitative meth-
ods applied in cultural tourism in this vol-
ume are relatively limited in number. The 
main tool is survey research by means of 
structured (or standardized) questionnaire–
interviews with respondents, the data anal-
ysis being carried out with the help of 
computer-based descriptive and inferential 
statistics. The ATLAS Cultural Tourism 
Research Project rests on this research 
method (see Richards, Chapter 2 and Mun-
sters, Chapter 5). Such methods have 
advantages in terms of comparability of 
research results and the possibility of sub-
jecting the data to statistical testing, which 
evidently aids generalization. There are 
only a few signs of innovation in quantita-
tive methods in the current volume, such as 
the use of global positioning systems (GPS) 
to track tourist movements or the geotag-
ging of tourists’ photographs to their trails 
(see Edwards et al., Chapter 9). The main 
directions of innovation therefore appear to 
lie in the combination of qualitative and 
quantitative methods (see Part II) or in the 
application of purely qualitative techniques 
(see Part III).

Positivist dogmatism versus 
postmodern eclecticism 

In contrast to the dogmatic attitude often 
adopted by proponents of the quantitative 
approach, claiming that this is the only ‘sci-
entifi c’ one, the contributors to Part II of this 
volume attempt to eliminate the artifi cial 
barriers between the quantitative and the 
qualitative approaches and to interrelate 
them by using mixed methods. For exam-
ple, Fox et al. conceive their study project 
on garden visiting as a quantitative survey 
complemented by qualitative interviews 
(Chapter 7). The combination of quantita-
tive and qualitative approaches is inspired 
by the idea of creating a fuller understand-
ing and profounder knowledge of the cul-
tural tourism phenomenon, with each 
approach adding specifi c insights into the 
subject matter. Instead of speaking of oppo-
site approaches, it is far more fruitful to 
consider them as complementary (see 
 Melkert and Vos, Chapter 3, and Pereiro, 
Chapter 14) or, in other words, instead of 
cultivating the antithesis quantitative ver-
sus qualitative, methodologists should 
strive for a synthesis: quantitative plus 
qualitative. So Castellanos-Verdugo et al. 
(Chapter 10) combine induction with deduc-
tion when they argue that grounded theory, 
inductive in essence, can lead to generaliz-
able theoretical explanations as a starting 
point for new research hypotheses. 

Trade-offs and triangulation

Once the researcher has accepted that no 
sacrosanct approaches exist, he/she can 
begin to weigh up the particular strengths 
and weaknesses of each methodology. In 
the end, only the quality of the research 
result counts, so an open and critical mind 
should be developed and maintained in 
order to minimize the weaknesses of each 
method, to maximize their strengths and to 
develop synergies between different meth-
ods. The search for synergies involves 
 methodological trade-offs, i.e. compensat-
ing for the weakness of one method through 
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the strengths of another and vice versa (see 
Melkert and Vos, Chapter 3). For example, a 
major weak point imputed to the qualitative 
approach is the risk of subjectivity and of 
researcher bias, which render it diffi cult to 
meet the standard research requirements of 
validity and reliability (see Melkert and 
Vos, Chapter 3). Since mathematical quanti-
fi cation, as Pereiro argues in Chapter 14, is 
often impossible while interpreting social 
reality, other objectifi cation tools have to be 
employed in order to guarantee the scien-
tifi c control of the research process and 
results. Therefore Fox et al. (Chapter 7) and 
Castellanos-Verdugo et al. (Chapter 10) 
propagate the use of software packages with 
a view to making the data analysis more sys-
tematic, transparent and valid. In order to 
augment the validity of the research and to 
avoid the pitfall of subjective interpretation 
of reality by the researcher, Castellanos-Ver-
dugo et al. (Chapter 10) also recommend 
triangulation techniques. The basic type of 
triangulation is methodological triangula-
tion, implying the use of more than two data 
collection methods with the purpose of 
checking whether the results from one 
method are consistent with the fi ndings of 
the other methods. For example, the cul-
tural destination audit described by Mun-
sters (Chapter 5) measures the tourist 
experience by combining three different but 
complementary methods of both a quantita-
tive and a qualitative nature: personal sur-
veys, mystery tourist visits and in-depth 
interviews. This methodological triangula-
tion increases the validity as well as the 
reliability of the audit outcomes. The same 
multiple-methods approach has been adop-
ted by Puczkó et al. for the analysis of 
visitor behaviour at the Hungarian Open 
Air Museum from different perspectives 
(Chapter 6). In order to complement, connect 
and validate the research data, they combine 
the use of quantitative instruments (visitor 
interview with standard questionnaire) with 
qualitative tools (visitor-employed photogra-
phy and visitor-employed diary).

Triangulation is not necessarily limited 
to the combination of quantitative with 
qualitative methods; the approach can also 
imply the simultaneous application of three 

or more merely qualitative methods. Pereiro 
(Chapter 14) thus intersects three qualita-
tive research strategies, of which the fi rst 
two fall under fi eld research and the third 
one under desk research:

● participant observation and audio- visual 
ethnography; 

● oral interviews, debate groups and life 
history reports; and 

● bibliographical and documentary 
 research.

This triangulation of methods enables the 
researcher to understand in depth the rele-
vant local–global relationships as well as 
the multi-vocal interpretations and mean-
ings with regard to ethnic tourism among 
the Kuna.

 In Chapter 10, Castelannos-Verdugo 
et al. show how methodological triangulation 
goes, by defi nition, hand-in-hand with data 
triangulation as a means of broadening the 
perspectives from which the phenomenon 
studied can be observed and understood. 
The fi eld research on Santiponce by means 
of interview and observation techniques 
provided primary data, which were inte-
grated and compared with the data from 
desk research based on secondary sources 
such as written (place reports, strategic and 
tourism plans, promotional brochures) and 
digital documents (web pages). 

Another validity enhancer used by 
 Castelannos-Verdugo et al. is investigator 
 triangulation. This technique involves the 
participation of multiple researchers in an 
investigation, who have to play the role of 
‘devil’s advocate’. In this case the whole 
process of examining residents’ attitudes 
regarding tourism development in Santiponce 
was critically reviewed by a researcher from 
outside the team.

The objective justifi es the methods

Thus it appears from the contributions to 
this volume that each approach is consid-
ered to be valuable in its own right and that 
different approaches can very well be inte-
grated in studies of cultural tourism if the 
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researcher is aware of the limitations of 
each method and of his/her own bias. As 
Veal (1992) argues, in the end methods are 
not intrinsically good or bad, but appropri-
ate or inappropriate for the research ques-
tion to be addressed. Pereiro (Chapter 14) 
takes the same practical and eclectic view 
by pleading for the combined use of quanti-
tative and qualitative tools depending 
on the specifi city and complexity of the 
research case under study. According to 
Puczkó et al. (Chapter 6) this approach 
implies that formulating the research ques-
tions (the what) should come fi rst, the 
selection of the methods (the how) that fi t 
the questions, second. The research object 
and the research objectives determine the 
adequacy of the research methods. Every 
method is good if it suits the research goal. 
This methodological relativism helps to 
fi nd the way to a truth which, by defi nition, 
is partial and provisory, since it constantly 
evolves with the development of research 
problems and contexts. The question of 
how to research cannot therefore be seen in 
isolation from what is to be researched. 
Conversely, the how, the choice of method-
ology and method, will strongly determine 
what questions can be asked in order to ana-
lyse the data gathered and draw conclusions 
from the research outcomes. So the what 
and the how interact in a permanent proc-
ess of cross-fertilization.  

Interdisciplinary Sources of 
Methodological Renewal: 

Focus on Ethnography

Tourism is a multidisciplinary fi eld of 
research resting on a number of scholarly 
pillars, including economics, geography, 
history, psychology, sociology and anthro-
pology (see Melkert and Vos, Chapter 3). 
The methodology of tourism research is 
therefore highly determined by these differ-
ent disciplinary roots. One of the major dis-
ciplines contributing at present to the 
methodological innovation of cultural tour-
ism studies and to the focus on the qualita-
tive approach is without doubt anthropology, 

and specifi cally ethnography, as illustrated 
by the contributions to this volume by Fox 
et al. (Chapter 7), Rakić (Chapter 11), Pereiro 
(Chapter 14), Salazar (Chapter 15) and Ren 
(Chapter 16) (see also Graburn, 2002). An 
important reason for this lies in the expan-
sion of anthropological research into tour-
ism, prompted by the growing awareness by 
some anthropologists of the ambivalent 
roles of tourists and anthropologists. 
Anthropological methods have also been 
gladly grasped by tourism researchers keen 
to develop insights into the wider meanings 
of tourism and the relationship of tourism 
to different social groups. However, the eth-
nography practised by some tourism 
researchers does not have the disciplinary 
grounding of the anthropologist, nor usu-
ally the time-rich depth of in-situ data col-
lection that usually accompanies it. As the 
contributions from Pereiro (Chapter 14) and 
Salazar (Chapter 15) both make clear, well-
structured ethnographic research often 
requires years in the fi eld. Although there 
are arguments to be made for the develop-
ment of ‘instant ethnography’ as an antidote 
to the idea that human groups and cultures 
are fi xed and unchanging phenomena, it is 
plain that the understanding generated by a 
quick dip into the local setting will be dif-
ferent from that gathered through a pro-
longed sojourn based on immersion in the 
indigenous community. In the same way 
that a cultural tourist who repeatedly visits 
the same destination in order to know better 
various facets of the local culture will have 
a broader experience than the casual day 
tripper, so the results of instant ethnogra-
phy are likely to be different from more pro-
tracted methods of ethnographic description. 
However, there is little doubt that the pres-
sure to generate and publish research results 
quickly will tend to lead researchers more 
and more in the direction of instant ethnog-
raphies. In some respect this approach to 
studying the socio-cultural reality mirrors 
the rather superfi cial cultural experience of 
the fi rst-time tourist visitor, but the impor-
tant question is whether it increases our 
understanding of the cultural tourists and 
their relationship and interaction with the 
local context. 
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Work in Progress

At fi rst sight the degree of methodological 
innovation in tourism research in general, 
and cultural tourism research in particular, 
seems to be relatively low. The overall 
approach in the current volume remains 
relatively traditional, focusing largely on 
data collection by means of in-depth inter-
views and observation. However, if one goes 
beyond this general methodological level 
and considers the particular qualitative 
techniques applied to the cultural tourism 
case studies, one notes that, within the main 
categories of interviewing and observing, 
new methods have been introduced by bor-
rowing from other disciplines. Examples are 
the laddering technique, which has its ori-
gins in marketing theory (see Willson and 
McIntosh, Chapter 12) and the mystery tour-
ist, a tool invented within the fi eld of service 
studies (see Munsters, Chapter 5). Another 
form of methodological renewal of the in-
depth interview and participant observation 
is the use of audio-visual supports, for exam-
ple by basing the interrogation of respond-
ents on photos (see Willson and McIntosh, 
Chapter 12) and by recording of participant 
observation on video (see Rakić, Chapter 
11). These kinds of audio-visual stimuli and 
records generate a wealth of additional data 
for exploring tourists’ experiences. The 
innovation goes one step further when vis-
ual media are no longer used as supporting 
tools for researcher-conducted interviews 
and observations but are applied by the tour-
ists themselves as subjects of research. This 
is the case of visitor-employed photography, 
which enables tourists to capture immedi-
ately their experiences (see Puczkó et al., 
Chapter 6 and Edwards et al., Chapter 9), 
and also of the collage technique applied as 
an instrument to analyse the image of a his-
toric city among both visitors and locals (see 
González Fernández et al., Chapter 13). By 
reducing the presence and the infl uence of 
the researcher, these subject-oriented meth-
ods contribute to enhancing the validity of 
the research outcomes.

The highest degree of innovation is 
attained in the case of new methods specifi -
cally conceived for and developed within 

the fi eld of cultural tourism studies. These 
kinds of innovations are driven by the avail-
ability of sophisticated information and 
communication technology for data analy-
sis. In combination with more quantitative 
approaches such as the use of GPS tracking, 
these methods allow detailed analysis and 
understanding of the tourist experience, as 
Edwards et al. show by applying the tech-
nique of geotagging (see Chapter 9). At 
present, much of this ICT technology is 
being used for the study of tourist behaviour 
by the researcher rather than harnessing the 
potential of more collaborative, co-creational 
approaches, described by Binkhorst et al. in 
Chapter 4. In principle, emerging develop-
ments such as Web 2.0 make it possible to 
generate much more interactional data about 
the way in which tourists perceive destina-
tions, make travel choices, behave in and 
experience the destination. The problem 
then will be to shift towards the formulation 
of adequate, soluble research questions 
which can focus attention on issues of 
import within the gathering and analysis of 
the data cloud. Because of the dialectic rela-
tionship between the research question and 
the research method (the what and the how), 
the introduction of new methods and the 
framing of new research questions will often 
be a matter of trail and error. An iteration of 
research questions and the deployment of 
different techniques as practised by Edwards 
et al. (see Chapter 9) can lead to valuable 
new insights. 

All contributions to this volume con-
sidered, most of them are characterized by a 
multi-method approach and can therefore 
be qualifi ed as belonging to the stage of 
‘blurred genres’ within Denzin and Lin-
coln’s (2005) periodization of qualitative 
research (see Richards and Munsters, Chap-
ter 1). Some chapters go beyond this phase 
and can be regarded as illustrations of post-
experimental enquiry, such as the plea of 
Binkhorst et al. (Chapter 4) for the study of 
tourism experience networks and in partic-
ular the contributions clustered in Part IV. 
So Pereiro (Chapter 14) makes use of debate 
groups and life history as methods; Salazar 
(Chapter 15) shows how the application of 
glocal ethnography allows multivocality; 
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and Ren (Chapter 16) describes and explores 
the role objects can play as actors within the 
tourism destination network. Furthermore, 
answering the critics who blame the lack 
of paradigmatic foundations of tourism 
research (see Richards and Munsters, Chap-
ter 1), many contributors to the current 
 volume, including Melkert, Vos, Rakić, 
Willson, McIntosh, Pereiro and Salazar, 

transcend the level of practical application 
of methods and reach the stage of meta- 
refl ection by placing their methodology 
within the framework of a research para-
digm. All this justifi es the fi nal conclusion 
that the research experiences gathered in 
this book can help to point the way to 
 further innovations of research methods in 
cultural tourism studies in future.
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